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This thesis focuses on relationships of opportunity and constraint among farm workers in the Sundays River Valley 
(SRV), Eastern Cape Province. Relationships of 'constraint' include those experiences of displacement and forced 
removal and war, including forced removals by the apartheid state in 1960 and 1970. Relationships of 
'opportunity' include the ways in which residents in the SRV have contested their experiences of upheaval and 
domination, and the formation of a regional sense of place and belonging/ investigate how farm workers actually 
draw elements of locality and identity from their experiences of upheaval , and how displacement bolsters feelings 
of belonging and place. Instead of viewing displacement as a once-off experience, this thesis investigates 
displacement in historical terms, as a long-term, 'serial ' experience of human movement, which is continued in the 
present- specifically through the creation of the Greater Addo Elephant National Park. I concentrate on 
developing a spatiali sed and cultural notion of movemenUplacement. 'Place' is investigated as a term that refers to 
rather indeterminate feelings of nostalgia, memory and identity, which depend on a particular connection to 
territory (ie: 'space'). I emphasise that elements of place in the SRV are drawn from and expressed along dualistic 
lines, which juxtapose situations of opportunity and constraint. In this way, farm workers' sense of connection to 
farms and ancestral territory in the SRV depends on their experiences of stable residency and work on farms, as 
well as their memories of removal from land in the area. I emphasise that those elements of conservatism 
(expressed as 'tradition' and Redness) among Xhosa-speaking farm workers are indications of a certain hybridity 
of identity in the region, which depend on differentiation from other groups (such as so-called 'coloured' farm 
workers and 'white' farmers) , as well as associations between these groups. This thesis lays emphasis upon those 
less visible and definable 'identities' in the Eastern Cape Province, specifically by shifting focus away from the ex-
homeland states of the Ciskei and Transkei, to more marginal expressions of identity and change (among farm 
workers) in the Province. I point out that labourers cannot solely be defined by their positions as farm workers, but 
by their place and sense of cultural belonging in the area. In this sense, I use the idea of work as a loaded concept 
that can comment on a range of cultural attitudes towards belonging and place, and which is firmly embedded in 
the private lives of labourers - beyond their simple socio-economic conditions of farm work. I use Bourdieu's 
conception of habitus and doxa to define work as a set of dispositions that have been historicised and internalised 
by workers to such an extent, that relationships of domination are sometimes inadvertently obscured through their 
apparent 'naturalness'. Moreover, I point out that work can be related to ritualised action in the SRV through the 
use of performance and practice-based anthropological theory. Both work and ritual are symbolic actions, and are 
.Slt,:~ of struggle within which workers express themselves dualistically. Rituals, specifically, are dramatic events 
that combine disharmonious and harmonious social processes - juxtaposing the powerlessness of workers (on 
farms), and the deep sense of belonging and place in the SRV. I argue that the deep historical connections in the 
SRV have largely been ignored by conservationists in the drive to establish new protected zones (such as the 
Greater Addo Elephant National Park), and that a new model of shared conservation management is needed for 
this Park. 
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Chapter One - Space and Place 
CHAPTER ONE 
Space and place in anthropological theory 
When the British re-took the Cape from the Batavians in 1806, the Xhosa were still living 
peaceably east of the Sundays, and the frontier in fact had become what one traveller called 'one 
of the most quiet and peaceful parts of the colony' 
Maclennan (1986: 47) 
'The Zuurveld Xhosa assemble in troops on some farms, and with their weapons in their hands, 
make enormous demands for everything they want... and resort to force on farms where men are 
not at home ... and make themselves master of farm , house and goods' (Correspondence from the 
Landrost of Graaff-Reinet to the Cape Governor, 1790). 
Mostert (1992: 246) 
./ '-' . 
This thesis focuses on the social, cultural and territ'tlrial connections that farm workers have 
formed in the Sundays River Valley (SRV), situated in the Eastern Cape Province of South 
Africa. I approach the definition of the term 'farm workers' as essentially problematic: my 
research emphasises that a singular focus on farm work - being the most noticeable element of 
description for labourers - may obscure the deep sense of place, historicity and connections 
that labourers have towards farms in the region. My investigatio~f work, identify and 
belongin§'i~ the SRV is based upon the assertion that there are two interrelated versions of life 
in the region , both of which contribute to the self-expressed connections of workers to their 
history, land, and identity. The first is marked by relationships of constraint - characterised by 
,,'-' , .... /// 
the drudgery of farm work, and framed by the daily lives of farm labourers as subservient 
workers. Here, farm workers are under constant pressure from employers to perform their 
duties in the best possible manner, at all times of the day and night. Labourers have no real 
ownership over resources such as stock, housing or arable land, since these are the property of 
the farmer. Moreover, many farm workers have lost all access to their erstwhile ancestral 
territories in the region , having being forcibly removed from these areas by both farmers and 
the apartheid government from 1960 to 1970. 
Relationships of opportunity, on the other hand , include the benefits of farm employment-
r J "'" ~ . 
housing, income and access to arable land and stock accumulation. Moreover, people often 
idea lise their memories of past land occupation in the SRV, which motivates them to recall 
these memories together with groups of family and kin , especially on ritualised occasions. 
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Although many kin groups have been geographically scattered throughout the area, these 
connections are nevertheless positive resources to farm workers . Kin are drawn together, 
primarily at ritual events, to cement people's relationship with their deceased ancestors in the 
area, and assert their definition of themselves as respectable rural inhabitants, with a historical 
claim to certain territories in the SRV. Thus, memories of the past , in combination with some of 
the positive associations of employment in the SRV, have made the SRV a place of belonging -
a home, in other words. 
These two elements of life in the SRV are by no means opposite ends of a definitive scale of 
categorisation, but strategies that workers use to make sense of their daily lives as labourers. It 
is also clear that these relationships of opportunity and constraint are directly informed by 
deeply rooted historical processes that have shaped workers' lives in the present. The Zuurveld 
.'- .. - . . 
(lit: sourveld), as the SRV was once known, was a well-known frontier region of the old Cape 
Province, encompassing the former district of Albany, with the SRV along its far western side. 
During the early part of the 19th Century, the Zuurveld was an important area for both white 
settlers and Xhosa-speaking frontiersmen, particularly before the expulsion of the latter to areas 
east of the Fish River around 1812. It was here that the eastward drift of white traders and 
mobile farmers first came into contact with various KhoiKhoi groups, as well as Xhosa-speaking 
inhabitants of the area, chiefly the Gqunukhwebe and Mbalu clans, who occupied the Zuurveld 
under their chief Ndlambe. As Maclennan (1986) writes above, the Zuurveld became known as 
a peaceful and fruitful portion of the province, a place where all inhabitants could foster their 
rural independence. 
Despite these advantages, frontiersmen in the Zuurveld often found themselves on opposite 
sides, as indicated by Mostert (1992) above. White farmers were by no means secure in their 
occupation of land in the Zuurveld, since Xhosa-speaking residents of the area regarded much 
of the land as their own - occupied and handed down from their Gqunukhwebe' forebears since 
1789 (Maclennan 1986: 58, 102). Both groups of people had conflicting claims to territory in 
the Zuurveld, which led to a spate of violent clashes, raids and cattle theft in the region . Even 
after the expulsion of Xhosa-speakers from the Zuurveld in 1812, groups of people seeking 
refuge from wars in the eastern regions of the Cape frontier, continued to use land in the SRV. 
Eventually, however, the nominal independence of these groups was slowly strangled by the 
I The Gqunukwebe was a mixed Khoi-Xhosa clan who occupied regions in the SRV around 1730, 
particularly the Sundays, Bushmans and Swartkops Rivers (Mostert 1992: 226) . 
2 
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encroachment of white farmers, and the subsequent fencing and division of land into intensive 
farming units during the 20th Century. 
The dual versions of life in the historical Zuurveld - the one marked by peace and rural 
prosperity , the other by competition and conflict - as I came to realise , was also characteristic of 
my impressions and experiences of the SRV. Initially, when I started fieldwork in the SRV, I was 
expecting to research what was directly apparent to me: farm workers and farm life. These 
ideas were almost immediately challenged by the self-expressed connections of farm workers 
to land in the SRV and their claim to what they termed 'ancestral ' land in the district. People 
impressed upon me the importance that they attached to these ancestral territories, despite the 
fact that most of these tracts of land were currently in the hands of white farmers and that they 
(i.e: labourers) , in fact, had had first claim to these territories. Farm workers related that they 
were respectable, traditional , Xhosa-speaking inhabitants of the SRV, and that the majority of 
their traditions had been passed onto them by their forefathers , who had lived and worked on 
these ancestral territories in the region. Farm workers not only recalled their forced removal by 
the then apartheid government from these ancestral lands from 1960 to 1970, but associated 
their removal (and subsequent conversion to a full-time labour force) , with the gradual 
encroachment of intensive farming in the 1950s. As a whole, all these removals did not seem to 
diminish , but rather cemented the ties that farm workers had to their erstwhile territories, 
especially through the idealistic recollections that people had of their rural lifestyle on these 
lands. Moreover, these memories and territorial attachments contributed to a sense of 
rootedness in the SRV, and motivated many workers to continue with the drudgery of working 
for a farmer. Employment on farms, however hard and demeaning, thus fostered people's 
attachment to the region , since people could accumulate goods and cash . Many farm workers 
had also found employment on properties that were located on or near to erstwhile ancestral 
lands. 
Who and what farm workers were, I realized , was complex. Their self-expressed identities and 
claims to land in the area meant that they attached far greater significance to their presence in 
the area than suggested solely by their experiences as farm labourers. P~c?'pie defined 
t~r1)Selves <i? bein~ more than workers: as indigenous people, enacting their traditions and 
values based on their historical associations as the owners and users of ancestrallanQ. 
Moreover, their attachment to land in the area defined and dominated their relationships with 
farmers . Both farm owners and workers in the SRV seemed to have an odd symbiotic 
3 
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relationship: on the one hand , their dealings were marked by dominance and distrust, but on 
the other, by a hidden recognition that each had just as much knowledge and claim to land as 
the other. Both farmers and workers have shared memories of an idyllic past, but their 
interpretation of these rights , and their differential access to land , are radically different. 
From the above perspective, I ask how these complex dualistic features of life in the SRV affect 
the expression and formation of identity - and how historicised beliefs and memories of land 
occupation in the SRV have influenced workers' ideas of place, belonging and locality. 
Accepting the validity of ideas of belonging and place in the SRV, it would be prudent to ask, 
however, whether farm workers can be described with sole reference to their sense of identity 
____ ·~ __ ·_ ··R_ , . . . " ..•.. _,_ • .. __ ._.. . . •. , '-- ,,_ ~._ '''.. ' - ·~· I. ~1 
(and place) in the region , or failing this , whether their experiences as indentured farm labourers 
have shaped their connection to the distriq.t. One of the purposes of this chapter, if not the 
whole thesis , is to question the use of such extremes - that farm labourers can be solely 
described with reference to a singular source of identity (being either 'farm workers', 'traditional' 
or 'non-traditional' , 'coloured ' or 'Xhosa') , and that the SRV is either 'harmonious' or 
'discordant'. On the contrary, I ask how each of these extremes have influenced the 'other' and 
how experiences of en placement, identity and rootedness have relied on the existence of their 
opposites. I ask how experiences of disruption and place feature in anthropological literature, 
whether these have any application to farm labourers, and how these concepts can be refined 
and honed in the SRV. Before this can be done, however, I will indicate how the themes of 
movement and disruption, as well as rootedness and belonging , feature in the lives of farm 
workers. The following section will discuss these themes in relation to the concepts of 
'displacement' and 'en-placement'. 
1.1 Disruption, loss and dis-placement in the SRV 
One could say that physical movement and disruption are historically ingrained features of life 
for farm workers in the SRV, which have distributed people across various geographical 
locations in the area. Conceived of in terms of displacement theory, these movements can be 
described as 'serial ', long-term, or ongoing experiences of displacement, mainly because 
displacement has occurred regularly throughout the history and lives of people, as indicated by 
literary sources. 
Historical sources (Giliomee 1989, Maclennan 1986, Newton-King and Malherbe 1981 , Smith 
1976, Meiring 1959, Lamar and Thompson 1981) indicate that that during the 19th Century (as 
4 
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Chapter Four will illustrate), the SRV was used by groups of KhoiKhoi and Xhosa-speakers for 
seasonal grazing, and also offered a safe haven for those people displaced from unstable 
territories towards the east (i.e: in the old Transkei) both during and after the cattle killings of 
the mid 1800s. However, these historical sources do not indicate precise movements and 
claims to land in the SRV, and only provide a general suggestion of the historical context of 
displacement. In order to fill in these gaps, as it were, information provided by my informants 
illustrates that early inhabitants of the SRV (particularly during the 19'h Century) moved from 
place to place in search of employment and arable land. From accounts by current farm 
workers , it appears that their ancestors had claimed and settled on particular portions of land as 
labour tenants and/or sharecroppers, but also experienced displacement from these territories. 
Workers related to me that their parents had been removed from their erstwhile ancestral 
territories during and before 1970, whereafter they (and their parents) , were absorbed as full-
time farm workers on neighbouring farms. During the time I worked in the SRV, there also 
appeared to be individuals who were affected by removals related to the creation of the Greater 
Addo Elephant National Park (GAENP). 
Farm workers' experiences of displacement in the SRV suggest that multiple experiences of 
disruption and movement may well be described as displacement. However, displacement is a 
term that may not always fully describe the multiplicity of meanings that physical movement (as 
a process, not an event) has in the SRV. As Colson (2003: 3) has stated, 'labels have 
consequences'. The idea of 'displacement' is used in literature as a general term that refers to 
experiences of forced migration and involuntary settlement, and implies a disruption and 
removal from a piece of land originally occupied by displaced people. The most notable 
anthropological work concerning displacement has been within the field of planned involuntary 
re-settlement, including development-induced displacement and re-settlement (DIDR). These 
include the insights of Colson (1971), Scudder and Colson (1982) , de Wet (1995) , Cernea 
(1996, 2000), McDowell (1996) and Scudder (2005) . 
Scudder (1993) and Scudder and Colson (1982) were some of the first anthropologists to 
investigate the consequences of planned involuntary resettlement - development schemes 
designed to accommodate and re-orientate those displaced as a result of large development 
projects. Their study of the Gwembe-Tonga (Scudder 1962), and the way in which these people 
coped with their removal from the Kariba Dam area in Zambia, yielded valuable insights 
concerning the challenges of the resettlement process. Most importantly, Colson (1971) 
5 
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outlined the consequences of resettlement among the Gwembe-Tonga, as being acute: high 
levels of physiological stress, famine , and the disruption of established social and economic 
frames of reference, which she mostly attributed to poor planning . However, Colson also noted 
that people did adjust to their surroundings and regained some level of economic and social 
improvement within a few years. Scudder (1962,1993) and Colson (1971) then published a 
model of resettlement that captured some universal characteristics of 'the' resettlement and 
displacement experience. Although Scudder's (1993) model has been refined and changed 
over the years (2005), his basic model still remains the same: a four stage process of (i) 
'planning and recruitment' (of the actual resettlement process by policy makers), (ii) 'transition' 
(involving physical relocation , higher levels of stress and an inward turning , risk-avoiding 
strategy by resettlers) (iii) 'economic and social development' (where resettlers recover and 
develop more risk-taking , innovative behaviour) and (iv) 'handing over or incorporation' - where 
a resettled community supposedly becomes a largely independent and self sufficient unit. 
Notably, the last stage is reached in instances only where displacement projects have been 
successfully managed and implemented, and is also largely dependant on the workings of a 
healthy economic and stable political system. 
Build ing on the work of Scudder and Colson (1982), Cernea (1988) refined the general 
predictability of the effects of displacement by developing a conceptual model of the eight risks 
associated with resettlement: landlessness, joblessness, homeles.sness, increased morbidity 
and mortality, marginalisation, food insecurity, social disintegration (or disarticulation) and loss 
of access to communal property. Cernea's model, as well as the insights of Scudder and 
Colson (1982), were eventually incorporated into World Bank policy guidelines (2002) 
concerning development induced displacement. This created a body of multi-disciplinary 
knowledge that alerted the World Bank towards addressing the risks , readjustments , 
challenges and advantages of resettlement schemes associated with the global construction of 
dams, mines, hydro-electric projects, wildlife parks and conserved areas of land. The primary 
policy objective of resettlement related projects for Development Induced Displaced Person's 
(DIDP) is, notably , an economic one: to restore the income-generating capacities of resettlers 
(Cernea 1996). 
However, there are certain problems and challenges associated with the work of Scudder and 
Cernea. Turton (2005: 10) has identified a widening research divide between the different sub-
fields of displacement as subject matter. This has occurred particularly between the fields of 
6 
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forced resettlement and refugee studies, which has produced a fragmentation of literature and 
sUbject matter. The term refugee usually refers to a person who flees their own country and 
seeks refuge in a foreign state - an internal refugee is a person who flees to a region within 
their own country due to risk of persecution and violence. Unlike forced resettlers , refugees do 
have a hope of eventual return, and because of this , can legally claim refugee status in a 
foreign country. The labelling of a 'refugee', however, has its own problematic aspects, as 
Rodgers (2002) relates . The policy-related function of providing aid to refugees has caused an 
unfortunate labelling of a refugee 'experience', a one-dimensional categorisation that seemingly 
does not recognise the life experiences of people beyond their status as refugees. Malkki 
(1997: 65) writes that such definitions are an 'aberration of categories' and classify people only 
as 'objects of therapeutic interventions'. Bascom (1998: 6) concludes that 'there can be no 
sustainable analytical coherence on what these categories really are', because they are 
essentially much too fixed and limitational to account for the variety of experiences within 
displacement. 
Bascom (1998) as well as Turton (2005) and Rodgers (2002: 45) identify a critical problem 
associated with models of displacement: their inevitable generality. Rodgers writes that the 
developmental rhetoric that underlines these models (i.e: of Scudder and Cernea) is 
unquestionably universal and not specific enough, and whilst these models may function well as 
a practical tool for planners in addressing the hardships associated with resettlement, they 
'have limited intellectual value for enhancing an understanding of displacement' (Rodgers 2002: 
46, my emphasis) . Thus, while it may be true that Colson (2003) is correct in pointing out the 
commonalities between displacement experiences around the globe, as Turton (2005) writes , 
many classificatory tools developed in displacement literature are based on intellectual 
abstractions of practical situations. Such classifications are ultimately useful for policy makers in 
understanding the risks associated with displacement, and point out the intrinsic value of proper 
planning for a future event of displacement. However, these classifications sometimes manage 
to obscure the deep-seated and variable nature of human movement and disruption , as well as 
the mundane, everyday and historical experiences of disruption that occur in people's personal 
lives. Rodgers (2002: 47) points out that displacement is primarily conceptualised as impacting 
on a fairly bounded social context or population, and is defined and identified through 
measurable changes in such a community. The dynamics of displacement in mainstream 
literature (Cernea 1996, Scudder 1993) is thus viewed through a lens that examines individuals 
involved in a predictable 'before' and 'after' scenario, with little or no investigation of a (possible) 
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history of displacement prior to actual relocation. These strongly suggest a 'bias towards 
examining human settlement as naturally sedentary' (Rodgers 2002: 50) . 
Displacement is particularly difficult to apply as a general term in the SRV. Current farm 
workers do not form a coherent 'community', as was the case with the Gwembe-Tonga in 
Zambia (Scudder 1993), and many other people affected by planned or unplanned 
displacements. Moreover, displacement means different things for different people, and at 
different points in time in the SRV. Those individuals who were sharecroppers and tenants, for 
example, on farms during the early 20th Century and late 19th Century, would have moved 
around from place to place in search of employment contracts. Other individuals were relatively 
secure on their ancestral tracts of land , but were eventually hemmed in by white farmers , 
especially during the intensification of wh ite farming during the mid 20th Century. Some current 
farm workers , again, are highly mobile, whilst others are sedentary, and have sometimes 
stayed on one farm for all their lives. The way in which I have used 'displacement' to refer to the 
SRV not only refers to a physical removal from one original (or ancestral) piece of land , but 
various and many removals from various pieces of land by different groups of people, and 
throughout various pOints during the past. Moreover, the location of such land often cannot be 
pinpointed by some farm labourers, or the location precisely remembered, whilst in other cases 
people recall the specific site of ancestral lands. Although models such as Cernea's (1988) , or 
even a four stage planning process such as Scudder's (1993) , are valuable in highlighting the 
problems and challenges associated with displacement, they do not sufficiently pOint out how 
displacement can be an ongoing and historicised process, which forms part of people's outlook 
on life. 
Are there alternatives to a generalised model of displacement? One of the most important 
insights into experiences of migration and movement can be related to spatial aspects of 
disruption . In this regard, de Wet (1995) suggests that changes in social relationships are 
consequences of a change in physical setting . De Wet (1995) compares a 'before' and 'after' 
scenario in two villages in the old Ciskei (in the present day Eastern Cape Province), and 
creates a detailed record of the socio-spatial physical changes before and after forced removal. 
He points out that certain elements of Scudder's theory (such as the emphasis on stress and 
risk-avoidance), cannot fully account for the wide range of variation associated with people's 
reaction to resettlement, and suggests a focus on the differences, not similarities, in people's 
reaction to resettlement. Moreover, de Wet and Fox (2001) later point out that the displacement 
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process is highly complex, and dependant on a range of competing interests and ideologies 
that may affect the planning and execution of resettlement . Apart from these insights, which are 
primarily socio-economic in nature, a range of different theorists have called for a model of 
displacement that can account for cultural aspects of displacement, and a focus on the 
relevance of concepts of space and place. 
Downing (1996) in particular, examines displacement from a spatial perspective, but more than 
de Wet, incorporates ideas that point towards a cultural understanding of displacement, as well 
as an alteration in the way that people experience their particular sense of place and belonging 
during displacement. Downing (1996: 36-41) examines displacement from the angle of social 
geometry, within which people 'construct their ideas of personage, time and space'. Moreover, 
he describes displacement as an experience common to all people who have lost touch with an 
erstwhile home, way of life, or cultural outlook - which does not exclusively apply to the 
category of displaced people. Social geometry points out that people: (i) do not have singular or 
homogenous ideas of their place in the world , but that perceptions of time and space are multi-
dimensional (ii), perceive time and space as intangible, which suggests that displacement does 
not reduce people's memories of a 'lost home' (iii) , have an innate sense of behavioural 
ordering , based on established social and cultural networks (iv) prioritise their behaviour to suit 
the risks and experiences of particular settings, (v) have a sense of moral ordering, based on 
what is considered 'acceptable' behaviour in a specific cultura l milieu, (vi) have socio-culturally 
specific ways of gender, age and rank stratification , (vii) are embedded and rooted in a way of 
life based on social and cultural rules , (viii) may show an intrinsic dissatisfaction with existing 
orders if their behavioural ordering is disrupted, (ix) have a definite attachment to a (particular) 
version of space and time and (x) have a need to be ' in control' of their socio-spatial settings, 
sometimes expressed in the form of power and manipulation of others. These elements clearly 
comment on the way in which people construct variable interconnections between people, times 
and personages (Downing 1996: 33), and Downing points out that displacement may be a long-
term process (not a model), that goes beyond a simple 're-establishment of productive 
(economic) activit ies' (Downing 1996: 35), as suggested by Scudder and Cernea. Downing 
(1996) also echoes Appadurai 's (1996: 182, 49) call for a shift in the nature of anthropolog ical 
ethnography itself, away from a model that examines place and locality as fixed and immobile -
'Shifting ethnography from a history of neighbourhoods and areas to a history of the actual 
techn iques of such a construction' , and 'exploring the links between space, stability and cultural 
reproduction'. So doing , Appadurai and Downing suggest an investigation into the idea of 
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displacement as a phenomenon that is contested, open-ended, ongoing and embedded in the 
everyday context of social and cultural existence, instead of in terms of a restoration of a pre-
existing order (as suggested by Scudder and Cernea). 
It is not as relevant here in this thesis whether farm workers , as displaced people, fit into the 
categories or models mentioned by Cernea or Scudder, but how they deal with , express and 
contest their experiences of displacement as situated, historical actors. My use of displacement 
can be related to two basic experiences, contained in the division of the word into 'dis' and 
'place'-ment. In these terms, 'dis ' may be used to refer to physical movement, upheaval, and a 
removal from 'place'. Place (as in displacement), as I will later elaborate, can be understood as 
the way in which people fashion a home, which affirms their cultural and geographical 
connection to a locality. Such a process of place creation occurs with reference to an outside 
space, upon which people inscribe the notions of home and belonging . Together, the processes 
of 'lived place' and 'vacant space' may often seem contradictory, but both eventually contribute 
to a self-stylised and motivated idea of identity or belonging. In the same manner, displacement 
may evoke similar paradoxes - for the occurrence of upheaval and movement are most likely to 
cause a loss of place, but also conversely, cause a new or altered idea of place in another 
geographical locality. 
1.2 Stability, home and en-placement in the SRV 
The processes of creating and undoing place, and their connections to space, are complex. In 
this thesis , however, the process of unravelling workers' experiences of displacement cannot 
take place without an awareness of the historicity, and deep embedded ness, of physical 
movement in the region. Although experiences of dislocation are the primary feature of workers' 
experiences in the district, such a discussion would be meaningless without an investigation of 
its opposite. In this sense, people's sense of placement and belonging in the SRV would not 
have occurred without their experiences of displacement. Instead of viewing these processes 
as two opposite ends of a continuum (i.e: movement and en placement) , however, it would be 
far better to investigate their interaction, and connection, over time, and determine how people 
have dealt with their most basic and day to day experiences in the SRV. 
Worker experiences in the SRV strongly suggest that they have experienced sedentarism, and 
aspects of a stable and rooted lifestyle. Farm workers have emphasised the value of their 
traditions and ancestral roots in the area , often in combination with their experiences as farm 
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labourers. Despite the drudgery of farm work and domination by a farm owner, farm workers 
also seem to have appropriated some ideas concerning their identity and rurality from their 
white counterparts. Many workers harbour ideals of rural independence based on private 
ownership of land, as well as the farming of small stock (such as ostriches, merino sheep and 
angora goats). These ideals differ fundamentally from their experiences and memories on 
ancestral territories in the SRV, where land was unfenced and the existence of grazing camps 
and stock control , unknown'. Moreover, workers do not only interact with farmers based on a 
strict master/servant type relationship, but sometimes as close acquaintances, particularly since 
workers have developed a detailed knowledge of farming techniques. 
Furthermore, the actual principles of farming in the SRV specifically encourage a sedentary and 
rooted outlook upon life. Farms in the SRV are ordered spaces - boundary fences are a pre-
requisite for keeping stock in and predators out , whilst farmers and workers regularly rotate 
stock in-between fenced grazing camps. Life for farm workers , similarly, is ordered according to 
time and space - workers have a definite living space of their own, a strict daily work schedule 
and are largely subject to the rules and limitations imposed by their employers. Furthermore, 
most farmers do not tolerate unreliable or mobile workers, but rather encourage qualities of 
stability, reliability and availability. 
Apart from those qualities of stability encouraged by farm work , farm workers are bound to the 
SRV based on their own experiences and histories in the area. People still refer to their 
attachment to the area as being associated with 'the old way of life', and as the first inhabitants 
of this area (as opposed to white farmers). Here, farm workers' memories of the SRV describe 
a less orderly , structured lifestyle, marked by their independence as stock owners and their 
freedom of movement across the landscape of the SRV, without the necessity of farm 
boundaries. People's memories and associations clearly go beyond that of the farmed 
landscape (current farm boundaries) , or what has been bolstered by the presence of white 
farmers in the SRV: their loss of ancestral territories often seems to increase their desire to 
recapture the traditions, memories and associations of the past. 
, As I will point out later in the thesis, the description of ancestral occupation of certain territories in the 
SRV encourages a definition of 'territory' as an undefined, unfenced and communally shared area of land 
on which farm labourers resided , loosely based on ties of clan , but also on ties of friendship and 
neighbourhood. 'Land', on the other hand, can be viewed as a farmed landscape, fenced and regulated by 
a farm owner and fuelled by the labour of workers. 
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With regard to displacement , as many academic studies regarding migration and movement 
emphasise, people affected by instability often use their experiences of disruption to fashion a 
sense of belonging in a new locality. People may even create a stronger sense of connection to 
a 'past way of life' through using the actual event of displacement in order to reinforce the 
memories of a lost homeland. Amongst literature dealing with locality and belonging, the work 
of Anthony Cohen (1982, 2000) in parts of Great Britain holds the most relevance to issues of 
en-placement in the SRV. Cohen uses ideas of locality (i.e: connected to territory) and 
belonging to apply to his definition of community, and stresses that expressions of territoriality 
were experienced by many of his informants who felt that they could not be placed within wider 
definitions of English nationhood or identity. Donnan and Wilson (1999: 24) point out that 
although Cohen argues that the structural sense of differentiation in this particular part of 
England (between nations, ethnic groups and localities), had been radically transformed 
through globalisation, people's particular sense of cultural and territorial difference and 
distinctiveness remained important. Cohen also seems intent on taking the differences between 
people seriously, and exploring them in terms of their symbolism , rather than resolving these 
differences with reference to 'cross cutting ties' and linkages, as is the case with much of 
Gluckman's (1958) work within the Manchester School of anthropology. In particular, one can 
refer to Gluckman's use of the opening of a bridge in Zulu land (in present day Kwa-Zulu Natal), 
to indicate the importance he placed on 'cross-cutting ties' between white spectators (on one 
side of the bridge) and Zulu spectators (on the other), and his eventual use of this motif (i.e: 
cross cutting ties) , to eventually 'resolve' the differences between these two groups. 
In current works concerning refugees and other displaced people, the work of Ray (2000) , 
Lovell (1998) and Malkki (1995 and 1997) make use of a few of Cohen's concepts in their 
studies of diasporic movements in Africa and Europe. Lovell (1998: i) defines belonging as 
being of application to those people who 'care more about sentiments than actual origins' and 
who harbour memories of lost homes and territories through symbolic behaviour. These 
expressions may be territorial , emotional or spiritual , and may be connected more to a district 
than a specific tract of land, but are all defined through the preconditions of rootlessness and 
displacement , which 'evoke conditions of existence wh ich stress the emotional gravity of place' . 
Malkki (1995) specifically questions the use of a fixed and essential idea of identity in her study 
of Hutu refugees in Tanzania, who like many of the labourers described in this thesis , have 
(seemingly) been stripped of their culture, place and sense of history. Both Ray (2000: 102) 
and Lovell (1998) write that feelings of nostalgia or remembrance are valid means of 
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maintaining contact with lost culture, and not necessarily related to an ethnic group but 
localised to a town or district. Memories of such territories are continually re-enacted in order to 
remind people of their origin and history, 'in order to transcend and simultaneously break the 
vagueness of migration, movement and of existential uncertainty' (Lovell 1998: 10). 
One could say that people in the SRV have not only experienced displacement, and forced 
removal , but have also felt a general kind of a loss - of traditions, lifestyles and future 
opportunities for an independent rural existence - and have also experienced a deeper 
emotional upheaval. Many workers harbour a deep-seated bitterness regarding their removals 
and ill treatment by white farmers, especially since the farmers who had perpetrated some of 
these removals were once trusted employers, almost friends. This has produced an immediacy 
of memory for most people, particularly of their removals and unfair treatment by farmers, but 
also a desire to recapture such land. In a positive sense, people remind themselves of their 
connection to such land using the memories of their lives on such territory, and of the traditions 
and actions of their forefathers. Movement and disruption have strongly entrenched workers' 
social memories and associations of the SRV: network associations with kin , neighbours and 
friends are still strongly adhered to , and ritualized occasions are regularly enacted on or close 
to the graves of forefathers on ancestral land. 
The way in which I have used 'displacement' in this thesis thus does not only refer to physical 
movement or removal. It has also been used to refer to opposite experiences of 'en-placement' 
- identity, ethnicity, place and belonging in the SRV. As I will later point out, ideas and 
expressions of place, space and belonging among farm workers depend on their particular 
inscription of the landscape in the SRV. In this sense, the SRV holds different meanings for 
workers and farmers as a space (in this instance a physical landscape) because both groups of 
people have used their particular interpretation of space to 'write' their presence into the area. 
Workers, for example, have used their memories of the area to point out the location of old 
graves, grazing areas, and ancestral territories in the SRV. Farmers, on the other hand , recall 
very different memories of the region , based on their development of their farming enterprise, 
and are mostly completely unaware that their workers have such deep ancestral and historical 
roots in the region. 
In sum, one could say that the manner in which workers in the SRV have used their dual 
experiences of both disruption and rootedness are at the core of this thesis, and form a 
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dominant theme for the structure of this particular chapter. Workers are situated in-between 
these two features of life in the SRV. The reasoning behind their 'in-betweenness' lies beyond 
the idea that labourers have only been affected by physical movement and disruption, or have 
moved geographically in-between and around the borders of farms. Farm labourers have also 
moved around and in-between the virtual (or invisible) boundaries of ethnicity, race and even 
cultural markers of Xhosa tradition (which may be described as 'Redness', as I will later 
elaborate) as much as they have travelled the physical geographical boundaries of their 
landscape. Ethnically, one cannot describe any farm labourer in the SRV as being singularly 
'Xhosa', or 'coloured' , although my informants have freely used these terms themselves, on the 
ground. These terms certainly do not reflect the degree to which racial and ethnic categories 
have been obscured , through a historical assimilation of the white, Xhosa-speaking, Khoi and 
San inhabitants of the area. This hybridity is clearly echoed in workers' definition of themselves 
as rural farm dwellers - they do not seem to distinguish between their experiences as workers 
and their self-defined identities as rural dwellers on ancestral land. In the eyes of farm workers, 
both these elements create and define their lives as rural residents, and as farming folk. Their 
belief systems, handed down from generation to generation, are therefore not rigid codes of 
behaviour, or unchanged systems of defining cultural identity but reflect the degree to which 
people have assimilated their experience of farm life (i.e: as labourers, or erstwhile 
sharecropper! tenants!owners) into their definition of themselves. 
Therefore, some workers' descriptions of themselves as 'traditional' , and their parents and 
grandparents as being 'red ' (i.e: conservative rural folk) cannot be taken literally, since farm 
workers are a kind of a cultural hybrid - not really rural traditionalists (with their own land, 
leadership structure and clan-based affiliations), nor complete servile farm labourers either. 
Farm workers can also not be considered to be exclusively rural inhabitants, since many 
individuals use town and urban-based linkages in order to earn money, some even having a 
second home (usually with family) in nearby towns or cities. I believe that farm workers in the 
SRV draw their identity from a variety of seemingly opposing sources, as their experiences of 
farm work (on the one hand) and their ancestral claims to land (on the other) , suggest. Such a 
sense of in-betweenness is emphasised by the mixture of racial and ethnic groupings in the 
SRV, as well as by workers' dual experiences of rootedness (as rural inhabitants on ancestral 
land) and movement (as suggested by their experiences of displacement). 
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In the next section I will focus on reviewing literature that deals specifically with concepts of 
identity and disruption (i.e: displacement) among farm workers in the Eastern Cape. My primary 
aim will be to determine if there is space for a description of farm workers that is more sensitive 
towards the dynamics of place, place and identity in anthropological literature, and whether my 
observations of the ' in-betweenness' and hybridity of farm worker culture is supported by 
anthropological literature of the Eastern Cape. I will also attempt to bring the experiences of 
farm workers towards the centre of anthropological discourse within the Eastern Cape, since it 
is clear (as I will demonstrate) that the struggles and multiple meanings imbued by workers 
toward their social landscape in South Africa still need anthropological attention. 
1.3. Hybridity and cultural identity among farm workers in South Africa 
As I would like to argue in this thesis, farm workers' ideas of identity and belonging in the SRV 
are derived from a combination of factors relating to 'their mobility, as well as from ideas of 
rootedness. In reviewing South African anthropological literature in order to support this 
argument, elements of identity and attachment seem to be mostly absent from literature dealing 
with farm workers, which largely concentrates on their experience as labourers. These gaps 
have much to do with workers' experiences of farm work and labour indenture, which has been 
particularly suited to political economic analyses of poverty and dispossession, or sociological 
and economic studies concerning working conditions (Antrobus 1978, Bekker et a/1982, 
Wilson et a/1977) . Such literature has a tendency to generalise the experiences of those 
people who happen to be working as farm labourers in the present - which unfortunately 
obscures historicized experiences of displacement and deep attachments to territory in the 
reg ion. However, there does appear to be some anthropological literature concerning culture 
and identity among land users in the Eastern Cape that is of central importance to my analysis 
of farm workers in the SRV. Unfortunately, as I point out, this literature has been restricted to 
analyses of land users in the ex-homeland states of the Transkei and Ciskei , and with a few 
early exceptions (as I will point out) is not concerned with farm workers . 
The only relatively recent anthropological literature that has dealt with farm workers in the 
Eastern Cape are the dissertations of Manona (1988) and Luck (2003) . Manona focuses on the 
fate of labourers in their movement from farm employment on properties near Grahamstown, to 
nearby urban centres such as Grahamstown itself, as well as to the old Ciskei. With his detailed 
study he emphasises that people were, 'without exception , landless, and their rural 'homes' 
transitory shelters rather than homes' (1988: 438). Luck (2003) writes about the fate of 
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labourers affected by the conversion of farm land into game farms - a phenomenon that is 
reflected by my own data and (as she writes) , is on the increase in the Eastern Cape. 
Moreover, she calls for a much more detailed look at the cultural lives of farm workers. These 
two studies are complementary to my own, since both Manona and Luck emphasise the 
disruptive and transitory nature of farm employment, whilst Luck especially, aims to 
demonstrate the close associations that farm workers have created with their kin, neighbours 
and employers on farm land. 
Apart from the inferences of Luck, which point to the intrinsic value that workers attach to farm 
land, labourers have not featured in any monographs or papers dealing with identity in the 
Eastern Cape. These academic gaps have existed, strangely enough, despite the earlier 
observations of Hunter (1936), and Mayer (1961) concerning farm labourers - which both 
confirm the idea that farm labourers do, in fact, have a sense of cultural belonging. Hunter's 
(1936: 170) farm informants 'felt themselves to be quite a separate community from the Bantu 
in towns or reserves' and she observed that labourers, were, in many instances, more 
'traditionally minded' than their reserve counterparts. Similarly, in his noted description of Red 
and School Xhosa-speakers within and around the city of East London (in the Eastern Cape), 
Mayer (1961 : 170) wrote one particular chapter dealing with 'farm servants' and related that 
these individuals 'set the highest value on being the independent, thriving peasant fOllowing 
traditional ways', often much more so than non-farm inhabitants. Some of Mayer's informants 
regarded farm labourers as a kind of a hybrid - as second rate rural inhabitants, with few 
ancestral and kinship ties to land, no accountable chiefs or traditional leadership structure, and 
irretrievably yoked to the whims and desires of a racist white master. Mayer compares the lives 
of farm workers to his description of Red and School- and considers workers to be directly 
comparable to Red Xhosa-speakers, as his monograph (1961) illustrates: 
The Eastern Cape farm servants are recognizably brethren to the Red peasants in the reserves. 
School ways have made even less headway on farms than in the reserves generally. In the East 
London and King William 's Town district, nearly all farm servants, in spite of direct relations with 
white people as implied by their status, are pagan and illiterate .. . The habits and values of the 
farm workers in these areas, allowing for differences imposed by poverty and dependence, not 
only resemble those of the Red Xhosa, but have an even stronger traditional flavour in some 
respects. Farm men are more likely than peasant men to be seen going about in the traditional 
dress of ochred blanket and clothes. Visiting one another on neighbouring farms, the young 
people keep up the tradition of weekly intlornbe and urntshotsho gatherings. Sacrifices and other 
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domestic rituals are kept up, though there are fewer neighbours to attend them . What is missing, 
of course, is the sense of community and sense of autonomy. (Mayer 1961 : 169-70). 
Initially, Mayer (1961) defined those Red (abantu ababomvu) Xhosa who lived in and around 
the city of East London as traditionalists, who rejected European lifestyles and value systems. 
These individuals were committed to a conservative, rural orientated identity and dressed in an 
appropriate fashion : in colourful ochred skirts and beaded ware. This was in contrast to School 
(abantu basesikolwem) people, who dressed in sober black shawls and printed dresses, and 
who had appropriated European ideas of education and modernisation to a greater degree than 
their Red counterparts. As Bank (2002a, 2002b) illustrates, Mayer (1961) initially saw this 
division as bisecting the entire population in the Eastern Cape, but then revised his position 
(1980), saying that it was only a method of describing cultural themes in the local population of 
migrants in East London. Bank's re-analysis of Red and School in present day East London 
townships is especially relevant to this thesis, since he draws upon the ideas of Ferguson 
(1999) who emphasises that cultural themes of identity, such as Red and School, are less of a 
strict division than a 'cultural style or disposition that signifies rural identification and attachment' 
(Bank 2002a: 8). 
Bank concentrates on what possible meanings such a hybrid style might have within the 
representation of the rural within the urban (i.e: in East London), especially within the current 
context of globalisation and economic development. He comes to the conclusion that 
oppositional categories are manipulated by people in order to position themselves socially and 
to 'define their own autonomous spaces' (2002a: 11), which may be in opposition to, or in 
correlation with, forces of globalism and modernisation. McAllister (2006: 51), argues that 
Mayer (1980) later defined Red and School as resistance ideologies (against apartheid), a 
position which McAllister echoes in his treatment of Redness as a forrn of resistance against 
the dominant forces of apartheid. Bank (2002a) reflects McAllister'S viewpoints in his re-
analysis of Red and School, but chooses to express Redness as a form of cultural hybridity that 
simultaneously accepts and challenges modern society. He argues that aspects of Red and 
School are still found in present day East London townships, but that the meaning of these 
concepts are contained in their hybridity (or mixture) , and the manner by which people use 
aspects of Red and School to emphasise their agency and recognition in South Africa . This 
discourages a definition of a homogenous category of 'the Xhosa' in the Eastern Cape, but 
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rather, points to a more hybrid and complex definition of various Xhosa-speaking groups in the 
province. 
The insights of Bank regarding the hybridity of cultural themes such as Red (or traditional) and 
School (or modern) directly support the themes which emerge from my own data concerning 
farm workers in the SRV. His information particularly reinforces the ways in which farm 
labourers in the SRV have dealt with the dual forces of limitation and opportunity (or 
displacement and en-placement). Moreover, my assertion that farm workers make use of 
culturally hybrid ideas of belonging and identity in the SRV echoes the ideas of Bank (2006), 
since labourers use their dual experiences of movement and placement, as well as farm work 
(on the one hand) , and their connection to ancestral territories and conservative belief systems 
(on the other) , to emphasise their ideas of place. 
Labourers in the SRV have never defined themselves as being red , but rather as conservative 
rural inhabitants. They have, however, referred to their parents and grandparents as being 
am aqaba ('reds'), and draw upon aspects of such Redness to emphasise their definition of 
themselves. Despite the obvious value of Mayer's work on Redness, it is also clear that certain 
aspects of Mayer's (1961) work on Redness need to be clarified and refined in this thesis. 
Firstly, he does not mention how farm workers, in particular, were connected to land, or how the 
theme of the 'rural ' and 'traditional ' differed amongst farm workers compared to Red migrants in 
town. Furthermore, Mayer does touch upon what he calls a 'country connection' (1961: 171), 
but equates the 'farm' as being entirely rural. Moreover, he does not explain why farm workers, 
despite their bad experiences as labourers on farms, would choose to remain connected to a 
'rural farm' lifestyle, thus excluding the possibility that disruption influenced their definition of 
themselves as 'Red'. In comparison, my data reflects the historical connection of workers to 
land in the SRV, in that the memories that people have of ancestral land are immensely 
important for the re-enactment of rituals and the use of social networks, which do provide a 
measure of continuity and rootedness for workers in the area. Workers' use of such memories 
and social networks inform their ideas of being 'rural' - which refers to the totality of their 
experience as farm labourers, their connection to ancestral territories in the region as well as to 
kin on neighbouring farms and towns. Mayer (1961: 177) also points out that Red farm workers 
were primarily first generation Reds (i.e: from the native reserves), and that they fully expected 
their children to become urbanised, schooled and modernised . The brevity of their self definition 
as Reds is clearly problematic, since my data reveals that present day farm workers, who are 
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certainly not in the vicinity of East London, define themselves as rural traditionalists, despite 
Mayer's observations of the brevity of such a characterisation of workers near East London. 
What precisely labourers conceive of as 'tradition', 'Redness' and 'rurality', and how they are 
connected to land and social networks in the SRV will be one of the main concerns of this 
thesis. 
Similar to Bank, I would like to revisit the themes of Redness and traditionality and consider the 
possibility that cultural definitions of identity are valuable. resources to those workers who wish 
to challenge and make sense of the disruption that has beset their lives. My extensive use of 
history in this thesis (as illustrated in Chapters Three and Four) is perhaps different to that of 
Bank (2002a), and is not meant as a complete social history, but as Suzman (1999: 9) also 
points out, is meant to elucidate the dynamics of the present. I have had to start with a blank 
slate in describing the historical connections and memories of land in the SRV, since this 
information is not reflected in popular historical literature of the area. Similar to Suzman's 
(1999) analysis of the Omaheke bushmen in Namibia, farm workers have also been denied 
their history and memories of occupation through the entry of commercial farming in the SRV: 
the only academic study of farm workers in the SRV area is limited to an honours treatise (in 
history) by Grant (1993), who investigated the forced removals that occurred around the town of 
Kirkwood during the 1960s. Apart from this , the populist works of Delport (n.d.) and Dorfling 
(1995) are concerned with providing accounts of the Boer war and of white farmer occupation in 
the area. Their descriptions of Xhosa and 'coloured' people are limited to partial and racial 
references to 'rooi kaffers' (sic) (or 'red kaffirs') who resided on farms in the area, and who 
eventually became their servants. These 'servants', of course, had very different memories of 
land in the area, which they (i.e: labourers) regarded as their rightful ancestral inheritance. 
The difference between the outlook and experiences of farmers and workers is clearly 
characteristic of an intensive farming area such as the SRV. In this respect , the SRV is 
fundamentally different to the eastern regions of the Eastern Cape - the old Ciskei and 
Transkei. Some of the differences between Banks' work and my own, therefore, are due to the 
fact that SRV has not been subject to much of what has occurred in the old native reserves 
surrounding East London (later the Bantustan state of the Ciskei) and has, in many ways, 
formed a semi-independent enclave dominated by white farming interests and fuelled by cheap 
labour. Moreover, the SRV is not a peri-urban area, but a rural enclave: it is one of the oldest 
citrus and small stock farming districts in South Africa (Meiring 1959), and workers and farmers 
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have mostly been yoked together historically for more than three centuries. Farm workers in the 
SRV were largely exempt from the policies of separate development (as suggested by the 
formation of bantustan states) , and certain aspects of betterment planning (as I will later 
illustrate) and have had very different experiences of change, modernisation and urbanisation 
compared to those individuals in the ex-bantustan states of the Ciskei and Transkei , or even 
those individuals present in Bank's re-analysis of townships around the urban centre of East 
London. Farm workers have always managed to retain contact with urban nodes in the Eastern 
Cape (such as Uitenhage or Port Elizabeth), but have chosen to remain in the SRV as rural 
inhabitants and farm labourers. 
The domination of white farming in the SRV has clearly produced skewed (and racial) 
perspectives of identity and history, particularly that of farm labourers, whose claim to land in 
the area has been largely obliterated through the formation of commercial farming interests - a 
perspective that this thesis would like to correct. Accepting this, however, it would also be 
erroneous to assume that farm workers have a coherent and idealistic identity that can be 
etically described as 'Xhosa', or 'coloured', or that all farm workers possess and inherent 
capacity to be 'traditional' or 'moralistic' , without unpacking the meaning of these terms. In this 
sense, it may be more dangerous to assume that farm workers possess an innate, or reified 
sense of identity, than to assume that they have none at all. Workers in the SRV cannot be 
simplistically described as being 'Xhosa' or even 'coloured' , since they are composed of a 
number of groups (such as the Gqunukqehbe, Mfengu and various Khoi-Khoi and San) that 
have intermingled over generations. Moreover, the capacity for workers to express their 
connection to the district through the use of ancestra l rituals , ceremonies and other aspects of 
their 'tradition ', is primarily achieved through a combination of regional history and present-day 
experience, and does not stem from a shared sense of culture or a singular historical 
experience. Although many labourers do tend to idealise their identity, labourers still do not 
have a sense of culture that can be neatly packaged as being 'Xhosa' or 'traditional ', Rather, 
their ideas of themselves and their neighbours as being 'Xhosa' or 'coloured' often blurred on 
the ground , and by the hybrid means in which labourers have used their historicised identities in 
the region , Related contextually, their sense of history, identity and tradition are hybrid 
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examples of how farm workers contest and accept their lives as labourers, and deal with 
ongoing experiences of displacement and disruption3 . 
The importance of recognising the differential impact of apartheid , as well as the value of 
studying cultural notions of identity, contestation, change and hybridity among farm workers is 
made all the more necessary by the gaps in literature concerning farm workers in the Eastern 
Cape, and partially in South Africa as a whole. Non-anthropological literature is limited to a PhD 
thesis by Antrobus (1978) , an economist, who described the working conditions and wages of 
farm workers in the Grahamstown region of the Eastern Cape, as well as the sociological 
insights of Bekker et al (1982) and Wilson et al (1977) . Both these authors, like Antrobus 
(1978), focus on working conditions and wages of workers in the Eastern Cape as a whole. 
These economic and sociological insights are important: they remind one of the poverty and 
dispossession that farm workers suffer and of the difficulty that workers have escaping from the 
power of a white farmer. 
Other studies dealing with farm workers elsewhere in South Africa are mainly concerned with 
insights regarding the treatment of farm workers by their employers on farms in the Western 
Cape. The dissertations of Levine (2000) and de Cock (2002) comment on issues such as the 
use of child labour, alcoholism and the incidence of the dop (i.e: tot) system on wine farrns, and 
reiterate that farrners are rooted in a racist paternalistic attitude that suggests domination and 
racial baaskap (or mastership) over farm workers. These sentiments are echoed in Bekker et 
aI's (1982) analYSis of Langkloof farmers' attitudes towards 'coloured' and black workers. They 
write that farmers had a somewhat fatalistic perspective towards the unchangeability of their 
workers' subculture, which they saw as being seeped in alcoholism, physical abuse and general 
helplessness. The work of authors Du Toit (1993), van Onselen (1992), Suzman (1999), 
Sylvian (2001) and Waldman (1996) are particularly important. Sylvian (2001) and particularly 
Suzman (1999) in Nambia, point out that the histories of Bushmen have been obscured by the 
overriding presence of white farming in the region . Like Waldman (1996) , Suzman also 
demonstrates the hierarchical nature of paternalism on farms, which can often be equated with 
a quasi-kinship relationship between farmers and workers. Such a relationship of domination (or 
baasskap) emphasises the notion (according to farmers) , that Jul'hoansi Bushmen workers are 
3 It must therefore be made clear that my use of the term 'coloured' will be used with trepidation 
throughout this thesis, and placed within inverted commas at all times except when used by informants. 
Similarly, the term 'Xhosa' has been replaced with 'Xhosa-speaking' to avoid reification. 
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childlike, and Suzman (1999: 58) pOints out that that this type of 'patriarchal poweF' is not a 
'natural' superiority, but based on a farmer's ability to control workers through violence and their 
dependency. 
The work of de Jongh (1995) and De Jongh and Steyn (1998) however, takes a different angle 
in their analysis of mobile farm workers (or the 'Karretjie' people) in the Colesberg district of the 
Eastern Cape. The Karretjie people are primarily comprised of 'coloured' workers of Khoi 
descent, who are described by local farmers as people 'on their way to nowhere' (1998: 45) . 
These individuals and families move around on donkey carts performing seasonal jobs (usually 
sheep shearing) on local farms , and do not possess a 'home' in the normal sense of the word. 
Families reside in their donkey carts , and on various locations around the district: the carts are 
only outspanned for a few days at a time, and as de Jongh and Steyn (1998: 49) write, 
individuals seem to avoid permanent settlement - individuals were reported as 'feeling too 
restless after three weeks' of immobility. More sedentary networks with kin (resident in town) 
and outspan neighbour networks are close but flexible , but are only resourced by people in 
times of need . Farmers in the Colesberg district demonstrated similar attitudes of racism and 
paternalism towards these mobile workers. 
The insights produced by these studies of farmworkers provide a good corollary to the work of 
Mayer (1961) and Bank (2002a, 2002b). Firstly, they demonstrate that farm workers, as Mayer 
described, experience work on farms as a predominantly racist and paternalistic enterprise. 
Mayer's informants mentioned that : 
... on the farm you are under control all your life. You have to 'worship' the master - always being 
friendly, and [if] he terminates your position you are placed in a very awkward position, having to 
look for employment on another farm, which is not easy to get. 
Moreover, studies of farm workers in the Eastern Cape also emphasise that farm work is not a 
homogenous enterprise, but that farm labour can take many forms - including that of 
permanent work with residential rights , but also that of seasonal and contract work, including 
that of fence mending , shearing and bush clearing - where labourers reside on a farm only for 
a limited amount of time. 
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Lastly, the literature mentioned above also links micro experiences of farm work to the 
dominant macro political and economic context of South Africa. In this sense, as my own data 
reflects, and as de Jongh (1998: 50) writes , the regulation offarm labour by a farmer has been 
difficult to change through the political transformations that have occurred in South Africa since 
1994, and is a practise that still largely depends on notions of difference between 'white' farm 
owners and 'black' farm servants. This is especially true in the SRV, since many properties are 
isolated and largely self-supporting, and where farmers have few external influences to 
contend with . Farmers an therefore regulate his authority over a resident labour force as he 
sees fit. However, studies dealing with farm workers do acknowledge (espeCially de Jongh 
1998), that some workers have leeway over their situation, especially those individuals who are 
mobile and who utilise seasonal and contract employment. Although workers in the SRV do not 
experience the same high levels of mobility as do the Karretjie people, some individuals do 
have a history of temporary and mobile employment opportunities. These individuals, as I will 
demonstrate, are less physically stable than those with permanent farm contracts , and may 
have less material goods, but are not subject to the same restrictions experienced by (stable) 
workers who are under constant scrutiny from their employers. This is mostly (but not always) 
applicable to workers of Khoi and San descent in the SRV. 
Apart from the literature described above, a large body of historical works exist that have 
produced valuable insights into farm labour in South Africa. These correspond, as Murray 
(1996: 8) writes into two categories - that of a social historical approach and that of a macro-
agrarian capitalist perspective. The origins of both can also be described as the 'radical' and 
'liberal' historical perspectives of the 1970s (both associated with the insights of Marxism), 
which were initiated by the work of Bundy (1979) regarding black South African land users. The 
first (,radical '), used a class analytic approach to describe the reaction of agrarian communities 
to capitalism and apartheid. The 'liberal' approach, which Murray (1996: 12) relates to a political 
economic perspective, chose to focus on the way in which agrarian communities fashioned their 
particular versions of their rural past, in which the effects of capitalism were minimised. 
Accord ing to the radical approach, historians such as Beinart, Del ius and Trapido (1986) and 
Beinart and Bundy (1987) wrote in the mould of agrarian capitalism, and demonstrated the 
ability of peasants in South Africa to resist capitalist forces through the production of market 
surplus of their own, apart from those of white farmers. Liberalist writers (Van Onselen 1990, 
1992) mainly described farmers and peasants through the perspective of race relationships , 
creating a picture of variable degrees of co-operation and competition between black workers 
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and white masters. Both of these were later drawn together in a social historical approach, 
which downplayed the influence of macro capitalist forces on farm workers in varying degrees 
to produce a detailed focus on individual case material (van Onselen 1997, Delius 1996). 
The perspective of social history, as well the 'radical' and 'liberal' schools of the 1970s, were 
drawn into anthropological research work during the 1970s and 1980s in varying degrees. As 
James has written (1997: 115) the relationship between history and anthropology in South 
Africa has, for much of its existence, been an unequal one, particularly since there was a sense 
(from radical historians) that 'only the insights of history could rescue anthropology from 
accusations of static functionalist model making' in the late 1970s. With her study of migrant 
home boy associations of place and home making, James (1997) also shows that many early 
anthropologists in South Africa (with the possible exception of the Mayer's work on Red and 
School identity) , unlike social historians, managed to avoid the issues of ethnicity and identity 
until the 1980s. James (1997) points out that anthropologists initially tended to approach 
matters of ethnicity and identity with considerable trepidation, due to the political manipulation 
of these ideas by the apartheid state. Many historians thus had a tendency to label 
anthropologists working within such a model (i.e: of political economy, broadly associated with a 
Marxian approach) as being 'liberal' and not 'radical' enough to actively contest the dominant 
state paradigms of the era. 
The publication of South African Keywords (1988) marked a seminal moment for many 
anthropologists of the 1980s: words such as 'culture' and 'ethnicity' were used with trepidation, 
since as Sharp (1988: 6) postulated, these terms were used as part of a 'discourse of 
domination' in South Africa which posited an enforced separation between worlds of a 
'traditional' (and therefore backward) and 'modern (i.e: white) nature. Notably as Coplan (1998: 
136) points out, because 'neither race, culture, nor nation had any stable or common denotation 
or connotation' during the 1980s, concepts of ethnicity in anthropology at this time were the 
products of a 'conceptual as well as a physical violence'. One of the consequences of such a 
perspective, as James (1997) and McAllister (1997) write , was that many anthropologists were 
'little inclined to use a model of transformation which focused on the satellite rather than the 
metro pole' (James 1997: 17). Many chose not to investigate the formation and expression of 
belonging and identity in old Bantustan states, unlike social historians of the time, and were 
'virtually obsessed' with socio-economic data (James 1997: 117). She ascribes these gaps to a 
sense of anxiety 'about being seen in any way to endorse the homelands which formed a 
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cornerstone of apartheid policy'. Apartheid thus seems to have reinforced a skewed preference 
for socio-economic data among anthropologists, and an innate doubt of ideas pertaining to 
culture and identity. 
Despite the preference for many anthropologists (based on a political economic perspective) for 
socio-economic data, as James mentions, some anthropological works during the 1980s do 
stand out for their simultaneous concern with cultural and historical data, particularly during 
experiences of displacement. In this regard , many anthropologists in the Eastern Cape have 
built upon the work of Mayer (1961) and Hunter (1936) in documenting the way in which people 
have assimilated and contested larger political and economic forces in the region. McAllister 
(1985, 1986, 1989,1997, 2001) and de Wet (1995,1989) both illustrated, in varying degrees, 
how social and cultural affiliations between people influenced their spatial (or geographical) 
experience of disruption , and could serve as a sourCe of resistance against the workings of the 
apartheid state. De Wet points out that resettlement in the former Ciskei created a paradoxical 
situation for many people: disruption moved people apart through the destruction of old 
territorial and social patterns, but also brought people closer together in the formation of a new 
community and the creation of new social networks. As I have mentioned earlier, de Wet 
primarily comments on the socio-economic consequences of a spatial change in location (1995: 
195), a position that Rodgers (2002: 47) says does not fully account for cultural aspects of 
change. However, de Wet does hint at how social mechanisms of association and kinship had 
changed in Chatha (a settlement in the former Ciskei). After resettlement and geographical 
removal from an original village area, village section territorial ties lost their distinctiveness 
(1995: 113), and were mostly replaced by ties of neighbourhood , or residence. However, he 
points out that this did not apply as much to senior social associations, nor as much to 
ceremonies and associations based on ties of kinship. 
McAllister (1989: 359) points out that in Chatha (de Wet's research area) , kinship ties actually 
became more important after removal , and that territorial neighbourhood affiliations were not 
even fully formed 15 years after removal. He ascribes this as due to an instinctively guarded 
attitude towards unfamiliar neighbours in a new environment, and a reliance upon accustomed 
ties of kinship and lineage. In Shinxini , a settlement in the Transkei where forced resettlement 
was successfully contested, McAllister points out that the success of such resistance could be 
ascribed to people's adherence to 'traditional ' principles. Tradition , in this sense, McAllister 
(1989: 368) defines as pertaining to kinship , neighbourhood and territory, and those behavioural 
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elements associated with Redness. McAllister (2006: 58) defines Redness as being 
characterised by an initial rejection of western civilisation and an emphasis on the homestead 
(umzi) - where the purpose of migrant labour and employment was to serve rura l interests such 
as agriculture and cattle accumulation, and not to accumulate world ly goods (as was the case 
with School people) . Unlike Chatha, however, Shinxini did not place much of a premium upon 
ties of kinship , but rather upon a combination of neighbourhood and kinship affiliations. 
Ceremonies and beer drinks illustrated the importance of sub-wards as units connected to both 
kinship and territory. 
The work of these anthropologists in the Eastern Cape is particularly important for pointing one 
towards a cultural approach towards issues of displacement, one that can incorporate ideas of 
identity and belonging. McAllister (1989) and de Wet (1995) illustrate that changes in people's 
physical environment is reflected and managed by the way in which people structure and create 
their particular social and cultural spaces. Moreover, these authors stress the value of 
cu ltural and social affiliations for those individuals who have to deal with experiences of 
disruption and upheaval. McAllister (1989, 2006), in particular, demonstrates the value of 
conservatism (defined as tradition, or Redness) in resisting and contesting the dominant 
political-socia l environment of the day. Again, together with Bank (2002a) and Mayer (1961), 
these works imply that this thesis needs to view farm workers beyond (but inclusive of) their 
economic experiences as working labourers on farms , as cultural beings, with self-defined 
social ties and historical roots in the SRV. 
In sum, li terature dealing with history, farm labour, identity and resettlement as a whole 
confirms that farm labourers can and do draw on various, often opposing, sources for the 
definition of their socio-cultural reality. Labourers utilise their experiences as farm workers and 
servants as readily as they make use of their traditional and ancestral memories and ties to the 
district. Moreover, some farm labourers may be mobile, whilst others are relatively stable. Thus, 
farm labourers actively draw upon elements in their social , cu ltural and geographical landscape 
to create meaning and identity, in which there are competing, and often idealistic ways in which 
they express and re-create their particular ideas of identity and en-placement. Concurrently, 
Rodman (1997) suggests that anthropologists should look at the specific ways in which people 
inscribe ('write' themselves into) their surroundings, and as McAllister (1989) and de Wet (1995) 
have done, avoid a cursory 'background ' description of the social , geographical and cultural 
elements of people's lives. In order to achieve such a detailed look at the way in which farm 
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workers have transformed and used their social, economic, cultural and historical affiliations in 
SRV, it is essential that I clarify and define some of the concepts that I have used in this 
section, and that will be used throughout this thesis. 
1.4. Theorising about space and place in the SRV 
Issues of place and space are at the centre of this thesis, as well as in my approach to theory. 
There are various ways in which place and space can be defined and used in the context of the 
SRV - in this section I will be focusing on contested spaces, marginalised spaces (borders and 
frontiers) as well as working and symbolic spaces. 
The first way that space and place can be used can be associated with the natural environment, 
or landscape. Here, place can be understood as the way in which people attach meaning to 
their immediate social and natural environment. Place can be seen as a 'home' - the way in 
which people declare their presence within a landscape (Hirsch 1995), and includes all that 
pertains to the attachment to and expression of identity, home, and any feelings of belonging. 
Place can also be understood as the ways in which people use space (or their perception of 
space) to affirm their connection to land (creating a territorial affiliation), to neighbourhood and 
kin (creating a sense of rootedness and belonging) and to a specific locality (McDonald 2003: 
3). It may also refer to the way in which people use their sense of difference compared to 
others (often in an idealistic fashion), to create a home and identity for themselves. The concept 
of space, on the other hand, refers to that which surrounds or lies beyond a home, or place, 
and in this thesis, refers to the social, natural and cultural landscape of the SRV. This includes 
the 'other' (those people perceived to be different to a particular group or person), farms, 
ancestral and conserved land , as well as the changing nature of territorial boundaries and 
historical frontiers . Space can also be understood to include the realm of nature (as opposed to 
culture), an 'unknown' frontier region of a territorial zone, or a public arena of social action. 
Space there refers to all that lies outside a private space (a home or domicile), and which 
creates and surrounds the use and perception of such a place (Croll and Parkin 1992). 
I have extracted the above ideas of space and place from debates concerning ecology (Leach 
and Mearns 1996, Fairhead and Leach 1996a and 1996b, Guha and Martinez-Alier 1997, Tilley 
1994), but particularly that of 'landscape'. As Hirsch (Hirsch and Q'Hanlon 1995: 3) points out, 
landscape has featured within anthropology as the study of a particular people, usually within a 
foreign locality. Furthermore, the concept appears to be rooted in the pictorial ideals of the 
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picturesque during the imperial age, where European ideals of a tamed (social and natural) 
landscape were projected onto landscapes in colonial Africa and Australasia - the so-called 
'green imperialism' referred to by Grove (1995). These ideals are immediately apparent in the 
notion of a conserved landscape , primarily designed for the protection of animal and plant 
species. As I will point out, colonial notions of a controlled , conserved landscape have resulted 
in the use of a particular version of conservation in South Africa (based on the ideals of 
wilderness theory and deep ecology) that has viewed local action in reserves as a threat to the 
perceived political and ecological integrity of national parks. Moreover, these ideals of a 
picturesque, tamed landscape are particularly applicable to early anthropology. Initially, analysts 
equated the study of space with the natural landscape, within which the socio-cultural elements 
of everyday life lay 'suspended'. Later, as Asad (1973) points out, it became known that early 
anthropologists downplayed conflict and inequality to fit into a largely reified notion of culture 
and structured society. 
In this sense, Malinowski (1922: 40) for instance, describes the Trobriands as 'studded with 
spots of special mythological interest' , which he limits to a description of a 'land-locked lagoon', 
and a short reference to 'two rocks standing in the sea containing petrified bodies of two 
heroes'. Apart from lighthearted descriptions such as these, Malinowski does not elaborate, or 
describe the meanings that the Trobrianders themselves ascribed to these places. One is left 
with the unfortunate feeling that the Trobrianders are only living around these spaces, and not 
within the landscape, as situated beings. Hastrup and Olwig (1997) as well as Gupta and 
Ferguson (1997) note that space has often been treated as 'some kind of a neutral grid upon 
which cultural differences, historical memory and social organisation are inscribed' (1997: 6). 
Alternatively, Gupta and Ferguson (1997: 8) suggest that the 'identity' of a place emerges 
through the intersections of its specific involvement in a system of 'hierarchically ordered 
spaces within its cultural construction as a locality or community'. Hirsch (1995: 5) reflects 
Gupta and Ferguson's (1997) sentiments by suggesting that analysis of the concept 
'landscape' (as well as a particular land-space) should take cognisance of the way in which a 
landscape has been socially represented and symbolised by both residents of landscape (or 
'insiders') and observers (colonialists, white farmers or anthropologists). These authors point to 
the treatment of place as a meaningful setting, but which is also a contested construction, 
embedded in the competition between local and global actors. 
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1.4.1 Contested spaces 
In order to describe space as a socially constructed and significant setting which people engage 
with to understand their own social and cultural positions in such a space, one also has to 
understand that space is a contested arena of struggle, in which competing versions of reality 
often collide. Moreover, as Low and Lawrence-Zuniga (2003) point out, the true dynamics of 
space and place are contained in the way in which people manage and attach meaning to 
experiences of change, dislocation and loss. In the SRV - which is what Low and Lawrence-
Zuniga ( (2003: 18) would refer to as a contested space - white farmers and farm workers have 
very different memories and associations with their immediate landscape, each creating a 
particular ideological position concerning the control and ownership of the land around thern. 
Moreover, Low and Lawrence-Zuniga (2003: 24) point out that spaces like the SRV are likely to 
be contested because they are 'at the intersection of diverse competing social , political and 
economic influences' and because such spaces are often 'developed under the aegis of 
international institutions which lie outside people's control '. One can also assume that identities 
(i.e: the perceived differences between groups of people in the SRV) are similarly contested 
and competed. This requires a detailed analysis of the influence of apartheid policy on the lives 
of farm workers in the SRV, the impact of political changes after 1994 and the influence of the 
GAENP upon access to and restitution of 'ancestral' land and so-called 'black spots' in the 
SRV, as the next two chapters will illustrate. 
Appadurai (1996: 39) refers to the way in which space has been contested and problematised 
as 'de-territorialisation' - which he loosely defines as being those experiences of diaspora, 
rupture, and loss of a 'tacit realm of reproducible practices and dispositions'. In the SRV, these 
losses can be understood to refer to the loss of territory in the past (the most recent being in 
1970), as well as the many experiences of removal from farm land (as employees), but also to a 
globalised form of influence. In the latter sense, the GAENP is an initiative funded by 
international institutions, and motivated by the desire to create large protected zones (for 
wildlife conservation) , that primarily (economically) caters for the needs of an international 
tourist market. Locally, however, the purchase of land by a single conglomerate such as 
SAN Parks has spelled disaster for farm workers , and has precipitated their removal from farm 
land as well as their prohibition from accessing ancestral spaces on conserved land. Although 
the creation of the GAENP is predicated on the creation of local employment positions, this is a 
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long-term prospect that has not yet replaced the loss of farm worker positions in the SRV. 
Moreover, the conversion of farm land to conserved land has meant that farm workers have, for 
all purposes, permanently lost all access to their erstwhile ancestral territories. 
Low and Lawrence-Zuliiga (2003: 23) point out that such globalised initiatives often require a 
monopolisation of public areas in order to redefine the use of such new spaces, but that they 
may often marginalise less visible histories of land, as is the case with the claims of farm 
workers in the SRV. Moreover, as Gupta and Ferguson (1997: 10) again mention, globalised 
spaces are also sometimes very blurred and indiscriminate, in that there are many competing 
narratives of power and access to resources (such as land). Ironically, as I will pOint out with 
regard to farm labourers in the SRV, neither the blurred distinctions between narratives, nor the 
fading memories of ancestral land occupation, has prevented a proliferation of local ideas 
concerning the cultural relevance and importance of such ancestral places in the SRV. 
Appadurai (1996: 42) writes that the result of such an increase in globalised initiatives is that 
those who have lost access to such home-based territories do not easily forget their losses. 
People often thrive on the memories of their earlier occupation of land, and will sometimes try 
and recapture their losses, often through violent means. 
In South Africa, many ethnically-based feelings of loss and injustice have been addressed by 
the state in various ways. The most notable (and public) of these was the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission, which uncovered previous abuses by the apartheid state. Notably, 
the TRC had little to do with formalised measures of justice, or bringing those who had 
perpetrated crimes to book, but rather, exposed past injustices, provided amnesty, and brought 
about some kind of reconciliation between affected parties (Eastern Province Herald 
21/06/2003). Moreover, the state also embarked on a land restitution process for those who 
have lost access to land after 1913', and is currently investigating the restitution of 79 649 land 
claims (Eastern Province Herald 26/05/2004) . However, as James (2001) and Cocks and 
Kingwell (1998) point out, these claims to land are highly complex, and as Boonzaaier and 
4 The most important measure followed by the South African state for land restitution is the Restitution of 
Land Rights Act 22 of 1994, which entitles the restitution of rights in land (and property) if dispossessed 
after 1913 and registered before 1994 (Huggins et al 2002). Over 48000 claims had been processed 
before May 2004 (Eastern Province Herald, 26/05/2004). Other measures which address land access 
include the Labour Tenancy Act 30 of 1996. This allows for the protection of tenure for labour tenants (not 
labourers), or (notably) for those who reside on land as a result of their association with labour tenants. 
The Extension of Security of Tenure Act 62 of 1997 outlines the rights of land occupiers and farm 
labourers in South Africa, including the provision of a minimum wage. 
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Sharp (1994) have demonstrated in the case of the Nama (who successfully claimed back land 
in the Northern Cape's Richtersveld), claimants can sometimes revert to a fictitious ethnicity, 
and invented identity, in order to give the impression of homogeneity to interested outsiders. As 
highlighted by the case of the IKhomani San in the Kalahari , the restitution of land to such 
communities by the South African State does not necessarily mean that land loss has been 
completely and finally addressed. In the Kalahari , the subsequent human rights abuses that 
occurred during the occupation of land that had been returned to the !Khomani, illustrates the 
degree to which claims have been subject to a process of ongoing contestation 
(www.sahrc.org.za). Moreover, in terms of the 1994 Restitution of Land Rights Act, farm 
labourers are clearly a problematic category, mainly because many individuals have not had 
access to labour tenancy agreements in the past, which would theoretically entitle them to 
restitution. If people did have such agreements, as is apparently the case in the SRV, 
tenants/sharecroppers were summarily denied their status and claim to land consequent to their 
treatment by farmers as squatters, and then later as labourers. The rights of those labourers in 
the SRV, who do have ancestral claims to land (on which they may be still employed), thus 
need to be clarified by the South African state, particularly the extent to which labourers might 
have legal claim to such land. A list of land claims in the SRV is included as Appendix Four. 
In the SRV, land claims in the district have a history of occupation by one, two or sometimes 
three claimants, all of which appear to have equally valid claims of occupation (see Appendix 
Four). In this sense, the South African state will find it difficult to grant such territory to any 
single one of these particular claimants, since many white as well as black (i.e: Xhosa and 
'coloured ') land occupiers had lived together simultaneously on the same piece of land, for 
many generations. In most cases, people's memories of struggle and resistance against those 
who perpetrated removals from ancestral land (such as government agents and farmers) , often 
feature more prominently than their birthright or legal claim to such land , which as I have 
indicated , may be a contested matter itself. Although marginalised groups such as farm workers 
do not have proof of ownership, have suffered removal from such land, and certainly do not 
have a stable historical record of permanent residence on ancestral land, their memories of 
such sites still produce an alternative history of the area compared to that of the state, as well 
as white farmers and globalised conservation groups in the SRV. Memories of sites in the SRV 
are spelled out in people's everyday life - their enactment of ceremonies and rituals associated 
with ancestral land, thei r classification of themselves as traditional rural people, and their 
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continual efforts to remain connected to those kin and friends who may remind them of their ties 
to the SRV. 
1.4.2 Marginalised spaces: borders and frontiers 
Much of what has been written on borders and frontiers (within both history and anthropology) 
is essential in framing the construction (and contestation) of space and place by farm workers 
and border residents in this thesis . The Zuurveld, in particular, was one of the most important 
historical frontier zones in South African history, and these historical relationships are often still 
played out between current farm workers and farmers in the SRV. Historical frontiers (like the 
Zuurveld) are also connected to borders - the latter being physically situated between two 
nation-states, or forming the outer known extremities of a frontier zone (in the historical sense). 
Borders and frontiers are both transient spaces, through which people must travel (or have 
travelled) , and refer to actual geographical localities, as well as ideas concerning boundaries, 
identities and personal histories. Moreover, people around and within borders and frontiers are 
traditionally regarded as being peripheral to central political and economic processes, 
geographically distant to a dominating centre , and culturally heterogeneous (Donnan and 
Wilson 1999). The overall idea of border and frontier studies in anthropology, as suggested by 
Donnan and Wilson (1999), is to re-orientate the academic treatment of people who are 
considered to be marginalised - such as those affected by forced displacement, resettlement 
as well as refugees and border inhabitants. Furthermore, Donnan and Wilson (1999: 9) 
encourage the liberation of notions of space and place from assumptions about their 
connections to the supposedly natural units of nation, state, identity and culture. They write that: 
Dialectical relations between people's notion of space and the political and economic conditions of 
their places are at the core of anthropological interest in accounting for cultural disjuncture, 
displacement and distress, which to many ... are integral cond itions of post-modernity. 
Ray (2000) , Lovell (1998) and especially Malkki (1997, 1995) draw on ideas of space and place 
in their studies of those affected by displacement on the African continent. It would be useful, 
however, to first distinguish between the treatment of frontiers and borders within academic 
literature. 
Frontiers have gained the most attention from historiographers and social historians, who, 
drawing from European identity and state formation in the 18th Century, have also investigated 
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the formation of African borders in the colonial era. Momoh (1989) indicates that frontiers are 
derived from the Latin word frons (forehead) and are thus outwardly orientated, integrating 
zones that mayor may not be attached to a national border. Similarly, Rosier and Wendl (1999: 
5) write that frontiers usually denote a constant expansion, and a mutual cultural 
interpenetration of ethnic and racial boundaries. Legassick (1980: 57) refers to frontiers as 
being of a social , not an exclusively geographical origin , and which usually function as a 
meeting point, or amalgamation, of cultures and races. Because frontiers were historically on 
the margins of expanding colonial empires, they were viewed by central (or colonial) states as 
isolated backwaters, somehow removed from the reach of political control. Kopytoff (1999: 58) 
summarises African historical frontiers as fostering similarity, with a marked absence of a 
dominating group 'with no real differences between incoming frontiersmen and indigenous 
populations' . This is particularly noticeable during the early years of occupation in the Zuurveld, 
in that white trekboers, Khoi and Xhosa-speakers often competed for the same tracts of grazing 
and arable land on a relatively equal basis. 
Later, however, as colonial power became more marked , and land ownership less ambiguous, 
white settler interests gradually shifted the nature of land use in the Zuurveld to a more 
individualised , and exclusionary pattern. Here, Lamar and Thompson (1982 : 71) argue that 
frontiers produce markedly unequal relationships , particularly when one group gains control of 
labour and land through vested political interests, as was the case with the British in the 
Zuurveld during the early 19th Century, and with the domination of commercial farming in the 
SRV during the mid 20lh Century. 
Thus, despite their penchant for similarity and inclusion, frontiers are also largely indicative of 
state power and group formation , particularly when compared to European political processes 
of the 18th Century. Sahlins (1990: 1478) writes that the focus of the state in Europe during this 
time shifted from the idea of frontiers naturelles - which were related to the existence of 
'annexes and dependencies, not bounded, but rather incoherent provinces made up of disputed 
and overlapping jurisdictions' - to that of limites naturelles. The latter promoted the creation of 
ethnic states that reinforced ideas of exclusion, expansion and border defence. Momoh (1989) 
sees the differences between borders and front iers as being two opposite processes - borders 
being more contained and inwardly orientated , frontiers being expansionist. Borders thus 
embody many ways in which people deal with the limitations of the state largely because they 
are traditionally sites of exclusion , (often including a historical frontier) and colonial expansion . 
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In the SRV, trans-national borders are certainly not present. Present-day borders between 
farms, as well as perceived differences between owners and various groups of workers in the 
SRV, however, constitute very real barriers. Each farm is contained within a boundary fence, 
designed to keep game, stock and workers in , and predators (classified as 'vermin' by farmers) 
and unwanted visitors out, which makes free movement between farms very difficult. Moreover, 
present-day farms are also divided up into stock grazing camps, which work on a system of 
rotational grazing . These fencing and boundary divisions are relatively new, being reinforced by 
a transition to commercial and scientific farming in the early 20th Century (Beinart 2003) . As 
Momoh (1989) indicates above, such fixed boundaries contrast directly to the expansionist, 
inclusive processes contained in frontier zones of the past. Thus, although the borders in the 
SRV do not indicate divisions between nation-states, boundaries between farms in the SRV do 
inform a vision of farms as self-contained, mini states - isolated from mainstream politics, 
'governed' by a farmer, and inhabited by farm workers. Farms are characterised by deep-
seated patterns of dispossession, achieved primarily through the development of commercial 
farming , (white) individual property ownership and landscape demarcation . Moreover, racial 
divisions between people are marked, especially between 'white' owners of land and 'black' 
farm labourers. The latter also perceive differences between themselves, particularly between 
so-called 'coloured' (or Afrikaans-speaking) and 'Xhosa' (or Xhosa-speaking) inhabitants of the 
SRV. 
Despite their exclusionary nature, borders and boundaries between people and spaces also 
embody the idea of the border crosser, or border user, who can transgress such limitations, or 
who may have deep-seated social and cultural linkages with people on both sides of a border. 
As Coplan (2002), Niehaus (2002) and Rodgers (2002) point out, mUlti-national, or translocal 
experiences of border users, serve to challenge mainstream state ideas of national purity , and 
emphasise the liminality, or in between-ness of the border user. Kopytoff (1999: 56) emphasises 
the dual role of borders in being associated with patterns of instability (such as war and 
dislocation) but also with ideas of return , newness and innovation. These experiences, he says, 
do not diminish ideas of territoriality, but instead , create a desire for many refugees and 
displaced people for a return , or re-attachment to a lost home. Similarly, kinship and 
neighbourhood linkages between people on different farms in the SRV do not discourage 
workers from visiting and maintaining relationships with friends and family . These relationships 
emphasise a virtual, though scattered , network of social and cultural linkages between workers 
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in the SRV, which reinforces a sense of community. This takes place across the physical 
boundaries of farms, and across perceived divisions of race and ethnicity, especially through 
the shared history of occupation of various tracts of land and farms by white owners, as well as 
those who trace their descent from various KhoiKhoi and Xhosa-speaking groups in the SRV. 
The experience of liminality, as well as the transgression of liminality, among farm workers in 
the SRV, however, also brings to mind the exclusionary nature of land dispossession 
associated with displacement and forced removal durin>! apartheid years. More recently, 
workers' marginality can also be extended to their lack of participation , and recognition, as 
stakeholders in the GAENP. As is the case with refugees and displaced persons, farm workers 
do not seem to be acknowledged as vested land users and (past) owners in the SRV, but only 
as a group of people who have sought refuge in farm employment away from their 'natural' 
homes in the old Ciskei and Transkei. Consequently, farm workers are treated as if they are a 
group of people without culture, history or identity. In their studies of border users and refugees, 
many authors have called for recognition of these marginalised groups (Lovell 1998, Malkki 
1995, Rodgers 1996, 2002). Robertson (1995: 28) asserts that 'we live in a world of assertions 
against globalising trends, in a world where locality is sometimes cast as a form of resistance to 
the hegemonically global' . This suggests that while it may be true that many people are 
experiencing the fruits of global conservation , through tourism and economic benefits, there 
appears to be a local reactionary need for recognition of those groups who are disadvantaged 
through these ventures. Appadurai (1996: 29-30) rightly points out that the world has become a 
schizophrenic, rootless place, 'a warehouse of cultural scenarios', where displaced people often 
have recourse to 'nostalgia without memory, homes without a home'. This search for belonging, 
as Comaroff (1996:169) says, is part of a globalist crisis in materialist as well as cultural forms 
of expression . 
Correspondingly, Alvarez (1999: 225) asks how knowledge on borders may tell us more about 
our own disciplinary concerns in anthropology, and about the treatment of theoretical and 
disciplinary boundaries - particularly concerning identity and ethnicity. As Sharp (1996: 91 ) 
points out, current territorial claims worldwide reiterate the fact that people have often reverted 
to an internal primordialism of their own. Theorists now recognise the need to take ethnicity out 
of its box, as it were, and explore the expression and formation of alternative forms of identity 
more thorough ly. These are particu larly relevant to the assertion of locality as a form of political 
resistance, as Bohlin (1998) points out in the reclaiming of District Six in Cape Town, which 
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Keith and Pile (1993) refer to as 'locations of struggle and communities of resistance' . All 
assertions of independence, self-determination and control do not need to be defined as 
ethnicity to be taken seriously. There appear to be other forms of identity expression and 
politics that are as relevant to people's lived lives apart from ethnicity per se. As Alvarez (1999: 
232) writes , 
There are patterns that may reveal the greatest of all paradoxes: the constancy of culture in the 
midst of constant and drastic change ... borders are keen examples of how people retrench and 
emphasise identity. 
Border and frontier studies, but particularly the former, indicate alternative ways of viewing 
boundaries of a natural, cultural , social and political nature. In South Africa , there seems to be a 
new politics of identity, based on a sense of inclusion beyond racial and ethnic exteriors, which 
is closely related to the contestation of separateness (as promulgated by the former apartheid 
state) . One of the primary ways in which these concerns are addressed is through the issue of 
land , and land restitut ion. However, ironically , despite the emphasis placed on the idea of a 
single society (rather than a fractured one) by the ANC government, current land claims in 
South Africa often embody secessionist ideals related to group formation prior to land 
incursions by the apartheid state, preference being given to those cases where whole 
communities were rernoved frorn their land, and where restitution can be made to one particular 
such group of people. This has been particularly successful in instances where people have 
claimed land back from large national wildlife reserves. Successful claims to date include 
groups such as the !Khomani San (in the trans-Kalahari park in South Africa, Namibia and 
Botswana) (Sylvian 2001 ) and the Makuleke (Steenkamp 1999, 2001) in the Kruger Park. Many 
people in the SRV have similar memories of dispossession and claims of land in and around 
the future GAENP. Again , these claims and identities are far from clear cut - they are multiple, 
contested , and based upon dispossession and physical movement rather than upon stability 
(and thus differ markedly from those instances of alleged ethnic purity promulgated by the 
apartheid state in the past). Similarly, in the SRV, the clarity of land ownership and occupation, 
as well as the boundaries surrounding ethnic groups and racial categories, are fuzzy and 
opaque. Thus, I will attempt to demonstrate that farm workers in the SRV do not act in a way 
that defines them as being 'traditional' based on idealised principles of Redness, or a perceived 
cultural identity associated with being 'Xhosa', but in an original manner that represents the 
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hybridity and variety of experience in the SRV. Identity issues in the SRV can also be 
addressed by looking at work and ritual in the SRV, as the next section illustrates. 
1.4.3 Working and symbolic spaces 
Work on farms is particularly important to the theoretical aspects of this thesis. As I see it, 
labour, or work , denotes a physical and an economic aspect of existence. Work on farms 
pervades much of the lives of farm labourers in the SRV, for without it, people would not exist 
materially. In this sense, the physical conditions of work on farms in the SRV can be associated 
with Marx's (1978) theory of labour (Gudeman 2001 : 101), and specifically , the idea that 
workers are invariably involved in an unequal system of power and domination (i.e: by a 
farmer) . However, work involves far more than the simple exercise of physical labour, but is a 
system that is embedded and culturally reinforced as a way of life. As Joyce (1987) and 
Wallman (1979) suggest, work is also informed by the conditions under which people live, as 
well as its perceived social value in a particular cultural context. Moore and Vaughan (1994) 
have illustrated this particularly well in their re-analysis of Audrey Richards' (1939) work in 
Zambia, where they link rural labour practices to the changing meanings of marriage, gender as 
well as land use and labour supply among the Bemba. Both Richards (1939) and Moore and 
Vaughan (1994) demonstrate the 'inseparability of the material consequences and the cultural 
meanings of a system of production and consumption' (1994: 1). Moreover, they show the close 
connections between labour and rural work in Zambia and larger processes of leadership, 
colonisation and development, where 'the regulation of cultivation appeared to imply the 
regulation of intimate life' (1994: 232). The point made here is that an analysis of work and 
labour can comment upon a range of different cultural and social attitudes, not necessarily 
connected to the physica l exercise of work on farms. 
If one had to investigate the working conditions of labourers in the SRV with exclusive reference 
to work as a system of labour exploitation, the reasons behind the self-styled ideas of rurality 
and belonging expressed by farm workers would easily escape analysis. As I have pointed out 
• 
previously, work on farms in the district enables workers to remain connected to erstwhi le 
ancestral territories in the region , which may often be located on the very same farms where 
labourers currently reside. Moreover, the ideals of rural independence expressed by workers 
are as much connected to their own ties of kinship and ancestral links in the SRV as to their 
experiences as farm workers and their connections to a particular landowner. Relationships 
between workers on farms are very similar to kinship and close fami ly bonds, which applies 
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particularly to those with a generational history of tenancy and land use arrangements on 
certain farms in the SRV, as well as those who have long-standing working and residential 
arrangements on these farms. 
In a similar vein , this thesis also cannot separate work in the SRV into public or private 
domains, since work informs both of these realms simultaneously. Many aspects of the 
relationships of domination between workers and farmers on a farm are exercised in both 
public and private domains. The Foucauldian (Foucault 1984) notion of power holds that 
relationships of domination are widely dispersed and embedded into the everyday lives of 
people. The exercise of power and labour exchange in the SRV, is not, therefore, limited to 
spaces and places of 'work', but extends throughout the homes, families and private lives of 
individual labourers, as well as their employers. The authority of a farmer is not an objective 
reality that workers can access at a specific time or place, or that an anthropologist can 
document directly - it is hidden in the detai ls of people's lived lives. Work is so embedded in the 
lives of labourers in the SRV that farm work has become eng rained as a system of cultural and 
(especially) ritualised representation. 
The connections between work and cultural (and specifically) ritualised aspects of life in the 
SRV can be explored fully using the ideas of Bourdieu (1977) , McAllister (2006) , Herzfeld 
(2001), Handelman (1990), and Turner (1969, 1985), and in particular the tenets of practice and 
performance theory in anthropology. Practice theory (Ortner 1984), as McAllister (2006: 43) 
writes, is a theory of how people transform the conditions in which they live, and suggests that 
people are engaged in acts that continually relate wider processes of change to the details of 
their practical, everyday lives. Bourdieu (1977) in particular, does not exclude wider external 
(outside, objective) forces of domination, power, or change from the details of internal 
(subjective, local) life, but sees people as active agents in creating their own conditions of 
choice and contestation of wider forces . The details of Bourdieu's (1977) ideas can be analysed 
with regard to his views of habitus, field and doxa, which directly inform labourers' experiences 
of work , as well as of ritual , in the SRV. 
Bourdieu 's (1977: 76-86) concept of habitus is defined as a set of mental dispositions, or an 
unwritten code of conduct that encourages people to act in a certain predictiable fashion . 
Habitus is objectified through interaction with people and is expressed in a regularised , or 
structured fashion . Habitus includes things such as social position and work, and primarily a 
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way of outward representation and therefore an abstraction of inward mental processes. Unlike 
Levi-Strauss (1969), however, who primarily presented cultural.life as a logical structure 
separate from reality , with strict rules , Bourdieu emphasises that one needs to avoid an 
approach to human behaviour as inherently rational. In fact, the codes and dispositions of 
habitus are rarely resolved , or a fait accompli - practices (such as work) often give the 
impression that they are not governed by any rule , and that they occur 'naturally', without 
forethought. Bourdieu (1977: 79) mentions the specific conditions which inform habitus as being 
a rootedness in the past (or historicity) and a fundamental connection to the details of practical 
life. Moreover, habitus is a theory 'of social representation within a context of unequal power 
relations' (McAllister 2006: 46) and thus includes notions of domination and repression. The 
influence of power and domination, however, Bourdieu (1977) regards as being dialectical -
they inform everyday life through a process of mediation and sometimes contestation. In this 
way, Bourdieu treats the Kabyle house as a space that is embedded in symbolic and functional 
relationships of power, domination, gender, work and political-economic influences. In this 
sense, Bourdieu 's idea of habitus can be presented as a way of describing the dispositions and 
unwritten regulations of working culture on farms - but specifically , as a very particular 
expression of culture within what he describes as a 'field'. 
Bourdieu 's idea of a field (1977: 76-86) is that of a virtual space constructed of various actors, 
in which there are specific forms of capital , power and domination , especially those of social, 
economic, cultural and symbolic capital (1977: 183-4). Fields are sites in which space is 
constructed, inscribed and expressed to create a particular idea of place, home or belonging 
and is a 'site of struggle between groups of people who compete for power'. As McAllister 
(2006) points out, interaction between people in a field usually takes on a dualistic character, as 
his analysis of the Eastern Cape phenomenon of Red and School Xhosa illustrates. In terms of 
labour and work, Bourdieu regards labour as a form of symbolic capital which can be equated 
to exchange (as the trade of labour for material gain suggests), but also as a symbolic action , 
where the labour needed to carry out the function (of exchange) is just as important an element 
as 'the labour which is required to conceal the function of the exchanges' (1977: 172). In these 
terms, labour can concea l both relationships of domination, as well as the ru les upon wh ich 
such work is based : work on farms in the SRV thus may give the impression that (like habitus) it 
is carried out without th inking, and without structure. In fact, work is highly structured , but has 
been internalised and regularised by workers to such an extent that it becomes a process that 
occurs without thinking, or forethought. Moreover, because of its deep historicity, and because 
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working practices on farms are invariably carried through generations of farm workers and 
passed onto the children of farm workers, work on farms in the SRV can often obscure deep-
seated relationships of domination by farmers , Bourdieu writes that work creates an image of 
naturalness - but is actually based on historically rooted situations of self interest (on the part of 
a farmer) , and often disguises the play of economic interest and calculation at the expense of 
individuality and agency (1977: 172), The way in which processes such as work and labour 
create a reproduction of common society, or produces a 'naturalisation of its own arbitrariness' 
through common sense (or practical actions) Bourdieu calls doxa , 
The most important facet of doxa, besides its historicity, or its embeddedness in a particular 
field , is that domination and power are expressed in ambiguous (paradoxical) ways, To 
Bourdieu, work (and domination in work) cannot be directly expressed in a direct personal way, 
but tends to be expressed without much effort on the part of the dominator, and becomes 
increasingly impersonal and direct. Bourdieu (1977: 190) writes that domination is not achieved 
'by lavishing kindness on workers , or winning them personally', but doing the opposite - binding 
them through debt, or moral obligations created by labour exchange, to a master. Interestingly, 
he mentions that dominators (or masters) have to first work through personal means to produce 
the conditions of domination, and after this only have to let the system take its own course in 
order to exercise domination , Such a situation of debt bondage he calls 'symbolic violence', 
Moreover, he mentions that such domination is also achieved with the particular complicity of 
the group (in this case being farm workers themselves), who have often internalised domination 
to such an ex1ent that it is impossible to directly counter or resist. In the case of the SRV, 
situations of work and labour on farms have become so ingrained in a system of domination 
and economic bondage that workers invariably accept racism and unfair working practices on 
farms as being a natural part of the system, Bourdieu (1977) says that these conditions of work 
can be equated to a 'collective denial of domination which the dispositions (or habitus) that the 
dominator inculcates in them, [usually] renders unthinkable practices as legitimate' (1977: 195), 
Besides the fact that Bourdieu's ideas inform the analysis of the nature of work in the SRV -
which can be equated to being a habitus (and a form of symbolic capital) , and located within a 
field of farming culture - the ideas of Bourdieu are also relevant to ritual , or performance 
anthropology, McAllister (2006: 67) sees performance, not as a way of constructing identity or 
ethnicity, but as 'forms of action which are spatially and temporally framed or set apart from 
everyday life' - acts of ex1raordinary intensity and heightened significance, Herzfeld (2001 : 209) 
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defines ritual as a special moment with a 'beginning , middle and end , a full story or chapter in 
an endless book which is society'. Rituals create moments in the dead stretches of experience 
and provide a space in which people can individuate their lives and express their feelings. As 
van Gennep (1960) has illustrated, rituals are about the passage of time, about liminality and 
about change - rituals thus have a definite transformative aspect, in which a young boy or girl , 
for example, emerges as a fully fledged man or woman into his or her society, but only through 
a process which separates the initiate from society (i.e: liminality) . Rituals may also expose 
contradictions in society, as well as relationships of domination and power. I n all rites of 
symbolic meaning 'people can explore the tensions inherent in the fact that they belong to a 
community, yet may not share equally in its benefits ... and are moments not only for the 
assertion of order, but for the exploration of alternative possibilities' (Herzfeld 2001: 211). 
Rituals are also usually organised, scripted, and performed. 
The ideas of practice theory allow for important perspectives on performative anthropology, and 
about ritual , or about how ritual performance is related to common sense, or everyday, aspects 
of social life. Turner (1985) examines ritual as an aspect of the social process in terms of a 
'social drama', as an 'interpretative re-enactment' of practical experience (McAllister 2006: 68), 
which allows people to adjust to changing circumstances and to reaffirm their values. Turner 
(1969, 1985: 180) defines a social drama as a combination of 'disharmonious or harmonious 
social processes' , being expressed in conflict situations. Turner (1985: 180) identifies four 
phases of such a ritual , in which norms are firstly breached , causing a momentary crisis, 
followed by redressive action and then reintegration of norms into a harmonious ending. He 
analyses one particular situation of a Ndembu man (1985: 181) who dramatises to others his 
weariness in waiting for the death of (and his inheritance from), a headman and his brother, by 
refusing to give them meat from an antelope he had ceremonially killed. This moment allowed 
th is man a symbolic transgression of norms (i.e: giving meat to others) , but also eventually 
resolved itself and allowed the man to vent his frustrations. Besides the fact that such events do 
not necessarily have to be rituals , but only dramatic moments, Turner illustrates how such 
performative aspects are intimately related to the details of experience, as well as to the 
eventual resolution of conflict. 
Bourdieu (1977: 133) has a similar view of ritual to Turner. Bourdieu writes that the aim of ritual 
is to transform, but also to unite many paradoxical elements through resolving these opposing 
elements through socially approved mechanisms (or through habitus) . Bourdieu takes a multi-
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vocal view of rituals, in which one symbol Dr action is put intD 'different relations through 
different aspects of the same referent' (1977: 112), usually in opposition to one another. He 
prDvides one example of a Kabyle tale that can be used to emphasise the multi-vocality of a 
ritualised situation: a girl has fallen prey to the jealDusy of her seven sisters in-law, and her belly 
has sWDllen up with eggs as a result (1977: 113). A wise woman then advises the girl to 
slaughter a sheep, roast it with salt and eat the meat Dver a pan of water. The girl obeys and a 
single snake emerges frDm her belly - the physical embodiment of the feelings of her sisters in-
law. This snake, therefDre, to Bourdieu embodies the nature of a ritual , where several meanings 
and symbolisms are contained within a single action or event. 
On the other hand , in oppDsition to Turner, Kapferer (1986) argues that perfDrmance and nDt 
experience, is the most important aspect of rituals , mainly because ritual is a special symbolic 
mDment in time that 'universalises the particular and particularises the universal' (1986: 83) . 
Such dramatic moments are often 'anti-structural', in that they invert the sDcial Drder of things 
and fDrce peDple to consider their reality, creating a situation of reflexivity and forcing the 
observers, participants and organisers tD take stock of their situation and create a moment of 
reflectiDn. The fact that differences and tensions between people can be resolved, as McAllister 
(2006: 70) writes , is not an indication that rituals always fDllow rules of resolving differences and 
keeping the peace, but that 'in the prDcess Df working tDwards order there is always rODm for 
manoeuvre, choice and the exercise of interest and agency'. Thus, rituals do not reproduce the 
past, Dr deny change, but in practice, everything is up fDr grabs - pDwer can be increased, lost 
or kept (Herzfeld 2001 : 71) . Herzfeld alSD writes that Turner (1985) turned van Gennep's (1960) 
scheme intD a social mode of analysis 'by showing how the transitional phase cDrresponded to 
conditions Df definitional ambiguity' (2001 ; 254). This alsD corresponds to Geertzs' analysis Df 
(Javanese) ritual as a performance, where people 'use stories to tell stories abDut themselves' 
(1973: 169). Here, he discusses a Javanese funeral ritual that demDnstrated considerable 
deviance from accepted cultural norms, which he describes as a 'lack of fit' , creating situations 
Df cultural ambiguity and a tension between the (prescribed) cultural framework of meaning and 
the actual patterning of sDcial interaction (1973 : 169). The performative aspect Df ritual 
(Kapferer 1986, Herzfeld 2001) , thus emphasises that rituals are symbolic, staged and narrative 
events that Dften dramatise the past in Drder tD fit into the demands of the present. 
Echoing Kapferer, Herzfeld (2001) criticises Turner and BDurdieu fDr their lack of interest in 
wider issues - such as the influence of the natiDn state - and their tendency to subordinate 
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ritual to a pre-existing scheme of performative rules and regulations that is 'especially 
problematic when dealing with the massive happenings' staged in the interest of globalisation or 
development (2001: 257). Herzfeld points out that unlike Turner and Bourdieu, people are 
willing and aware of the ways in which they shape their milieu, and that agency is located in the 
practitioners, not the rituals. He also argues that it is useful to use the term 'ritual' to refer to 
highly formalised and staged activities, but also that (in these conditions) it is likely that actors 
can create moments of change and subversion, and sometimes scramble the existing order of 
events. Handelman (1990) is particularly useful in considering the impact of global and cultural 
change on the nature of ritual , and writes that ritual may be one of the only ways in which 
people can make ad hoc changes that impact upon the social order. Handelman (1990) also 
does not restrict his analysis to rituals per se, but to all ceremonies of a symbolic nature, that 
perhaps do not refer to a larger communal transformative event It is useful to use Handelman's 
reference to the role of ritual in resisting or changin~ certain accepted expectations of 
behaviour in the SRV - specifically those involving women , as well as those restrictions 
imposed on workers by a white farm owner. With regard to farmers, these are individuals who 
have to sanction the occurrence of worker rituals on their property. To farmers, ancestral rituals 
followed by workers are part of the unknown, and are viewed with disdain and superstition, 
since workers are perceived to be 'out of control ', 'drunk' and 'indulgent' at these events. 
However, as Herzfeld (2001: 263) points out, it may be that these individuals (i.e: farmers) have 
no way of knowing whether their interpretation of ritual 'is the interpretation to which the parties 
involved actually subscribe'. In these terms, farmers have, as Handelman (1990) points out, 
created a new method of classification for worker ritual to suit their convenience, by recasting it 
as atypical and superstitious behaviour. With regard to women, it is interesting to note that most 
of the women observed in male directed rituals in the SRV (such as male circumcision and 
ancestral rituals) take a far more prominent and outspoken role than is normally associated with 
these types of events. Rituals can thus be considered as dramatic events that reflect renewal 
and adaptation, as well as resistance against farmers, and the dominant order of work on farms 
in the SRV and are thus important loci for viewing the impact of change and disruption on the 
lives of workers. 
Importantly, Handelman (1990: 6) points to seven premises of ritual that are common to 
performative as well as practice-based interpretations of ri tual. Rituals (including dramatic 
moments) are (i) intentional and organised; (ii) create situations of change with specific 
outcomes; (iii) are anticipatory (in that they have predictive possibilities for the people involved) ; 
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(iv) are based on a staged controlled event; (v) are self-regulatory to a certain extent; (vi) have 
built in contradictions and paradoxes that must be resolved; (vii) and introduce an amount of 
risk. Thus, for young boys who are being transformed into men, such a ritual is both specific, 
staged and organised in that it has the goal of creating a man out of a boy, and involves a 
certain amount of physical risk to the young person. Moreover, because of the tension between 
boyhood and adulthood , the participants, organisers and observers suffer a certain amount of 
contradictory tension, but have the opportunity to vent their feelings regarding the specific 
nature of the event. Moreover, as Handelman argues, such a scheme allows one to look at the 
way in which rituals have been re-contextualised and how these events generate a concern with 
the expression of dualistic, or oppositional , ideas of belonging , ancestry and place. In the SRV, 
this can be understood as being the dual pull between farm labour (being essentially 
exploitative) and ideals of a rural lifestyle (or memories of ancestral territories) . In a similar vein , 
McAllister (2006) shows how beer drinking rituals in old Red areas (in the former Transkei) 
incorporate fields of contemporary politics, economics, migrant labour and Redness. 
Importantly, he demonstrates how beer drinks are staged in order to re-incorporate a migrant 
into his rural home through both a resistance against , and accommodation of dominant 
ideologies such as apartheid and present day efforts for rural development. He concludes that 
Redness (as expressed through beer drinks) developed through a process of political struggle 
and mobilisation, and provides a kind of a 'symbolic power to facilitate a particular kind of 
relationship [with a dominator] and to protect people's rural economic capital (land and 
livestock) through formulating a particular vision of the world and their place in it' (2006: 65). 
Although farm labourers responded differently to those people in the erstwhile native reserves 
of the Eastern Cape, I will point out that their access to forms of cultural capital (such as 
Redness) was premised on similar processes of rural identity and the contestation of 
relationships of domination when compared to Mayer (1961), Bank (2002a, 2000b) and 
McAllister's (2006) informants in the former Ciskei. 
To sum up, if rituals are indeed an indication of multi-vocality, as Bourdieu (1977) has pointed 
out, in the SRV they can be used to reflect the way in which workers contest and challenge their 
experiences of domination (or symbolic violence), as expressed through farm work. Both 
practise and performance theories are relevant to th is particular analysis of performative 
behaviour in the SRV, because ritual can be viewed as an enactment, or representation , of 
everyday experience. These rituals therefore also contain moments that reflect the way in which 
workers deal with their experiences of displacement (or repression) , as well as their sense of 
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en-placement as rural inhabitants(through ancestral territory} in the SRV. Moreover, rituals are 
also vehicles through which to describe instances of renewal and challenge in the SRV, which 
can be related to a particular variety and form of those type of identities that can be classified 
as 'Redness' and rurality in the SRV. As I will indicate, ritual moments in the SRV do not directly 
reproduce the past, or create situations where behaviour can be overtly described as being 
'Red' , but are situations that reflect workers' use of elements of their red and rural past , in order 
to deal with the contemporary challenges of farm work. 
1.5 Conclusion 
This chapter has set out the theoretical tone for the rest of the thesis, in that farm workers in the 
SRV can be viewed as being historically and locally situated beings, who despite their apparent 
powerlessness and servility as labourers, actively contest and manage experiences of 
displacement, domination and servility. With regard to displacement, literature has indicated 
that displacement is not a once-off experience of geographical or development-related 
movement and upheaval. Displacement in the SRV is based on historical patterns of specific 
geographical movement (particularly in border and frontier regions) , and has definite 
implications for the way in which relationships of power and domination are played out (as farm 
work in the SRV demonstrates). Moreover, displacement also implies a shift in the way in which 
people express and deal with the cultural and symbolic aspects of their lives, particularly 
through ritual. These elements of displacement concur with the ideas of Malkki (1995: 16), who 
states that 'one can gain no inSight at all into the lived meaning that displacement has for 
specific people' if one considers displacement only as a global human tragedy. Kempny and 
Burszta (1994: 56) refer to the value of practice or lived experience as 'common sense' - which 
creates a 'bridge between subjective experience and anthropological knowledge'. In 
concurrence with these ideas, displacement can only be fully understood through a focus on the 
key features and changes in the physical, social , cultural and historical landscape of the SRV. It 
is essential that these landscape dynamics be understood through the lens of frontier and 
border studies within anthropology, since these ideas point out that it is through difference, 
hybridity and transgression that the extremes of space and place can be understood as being 
tru ly dynamic. Borders and front iers embody the transgression of liminality and periphera lity by 
two opposing, often paradoxical experiences of limitation and liberation . In this sense, the SRV 
is a melting pot of physical movement across cultural and physical boundaries that represents 
heterogeneity and processes of assimilation and inclusion . However, it is also a site of 
exclusion, hegemony and domination. The way that workers within the SRV transgress, contest 
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and deal with their everyday limitations and opportunities, bring experiences of liminality to the 
fore and demand their centralisation. As I will demonstrate, ritual is one of the most important 
ways in which one can view the contestation and appropriation of domination, displacement and 
farm work in the SRV. 
Farm work is thus a process and is a discourse rather than a model- expressed through 
relationships of domination and played out in the everyday practices of farm work in the SRV. 
As Bourdieu (1977) has illustrated , work is based less upon observable models and regulations 
than upon the dispositions of habitus, which also tend to obscure the details of domination on 
farms. Work is also historically embedded and is highly paradoxical, since it can 
simultaneously constrain and liberate people who have been involved in long-term farm work in 
the SRV. On the one hand, work on farms is characterised by forces of abuse and domination, 
but these relationship are often obscured by the very nature of working practice, which as 
Bourdieu has outlined, seems to occur naturally and without forethought. On the other hand, 
workers have the ability to challenge their existing social order, but people do this in a manner 
that appropriates facets of farming culture around them (concerning rural independence and 
tradition) to form part of their own world view. One can examine work as a mechanism of 
domination and repression, but this is not enough for theoretical purposes. This is because the 
possibilities for constraint and opportunity within the working experience in the SRV are 
endless, depending on locality, and because the specific conditions in each experience of work 
on farms differs so widely. 
An alternative treatment of farm workers in the SRV should thus be based on an understanding 
of work as an historical process, one that extends beyond our contemporary understanding of 
present day events and observable practices. Farm workers , as Mayer (1961) has outlined, and 
as my informants have corroborated, often see themselves as being traditional and their 
heritage as being 'Red'. This cannot only be ascribed to their memories and partial access to 
ancestral territories in the region (and attempts to reunite and re-enact rituals related to these 
territories), but because workers have appropriated ideas of work on farms into their moral 
system of life. Farm workers espouse many ru ral based values of self-sufficiency, despite the 
limiting and abusive nature of farm work, because work is part of a historical system of place in 
the SRV. In this sense, farm workers' sense of tradition is a combination of orientations or 
dispositions (i.e: habitus) , located within a specific field (i.e: of farm work) and is therefore an 
incredibly hybrid form of belonging , locality and place. The paradoxical elements of workers' 
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outlook on life suggests that people may subvert and challenge experiences of displacement 
and domination within their existence by inverting farm culture to suit their own purposes. 
Malkki (1995: 257) has written, in reference to the construction of national cosmology in 
Rwanda and Burundi , that 'when the construction of nation-ness happens in an essentially 
oppositional, antagonistic context, it very readily involves the destruction of opposing order and 
the annulment of the 'other". This might as well be the case in the SRV - it is very clear that the 
success of (white) intensive farming in the region is a process that has depended on the 
destruction and removal of labourers and tenants from their sources of land and livelihoods. 
However, it is also true that the opposite of what she writes is true, and that farm workers do 
construct their own identities through their interaction and history with farmers and as workers, 
and vice versa. Each acknowledges the other in the relative success or failure of their individual 
endeavours and in their shared memories of the land. The construction of identity among farm 
workers in the SRV therefore depends on the existence of the 'other' (in this case, the farmer). 
Similarly, ideas of belonging and territoriality among farm workers would not be as important to 
workers if it were not for their experiences of forced resettlement, domination and servility. 
These paradoxical ideas of constraint and liberation within experiences of displacement find the 
clearest expression in this thesis' analysis of rurality and work in the SRV, and both are 
essential in framing the identity of farm workers. It is these opposing processes of repression 
and opportunity, repression and freedom, limitation and the contestation of such limitations that 
are at the core of this thesis. 
1.6. Organisation of the study 
Chapter Two discusses the methodological challenges of fieldwork in the SRV. I describe my 
work in terms of reflexive (or auto-biographical) and multi-sited fieldwork, based on a continual 
movement towards and from a 'home' base and fieldsite. As I point out, the processes of 
movement between 'home' and the 'field ' were essential experiences that led me towards 
reflexive insights about myself as well as my respondents. I also discuss the methods used 
during fieldwork, as well as the hazards and opportunities associated with applied research - as 
informed by my consultancy work for SANParks, which served as a basis for anthropological 
research in the SRV. 
Chapter Three introduces the study area (the SRV) , and contains the bulk of quantitative survey 
material collected during 2001 and 2002. Farm workers are typically semi-literate, unskilled 
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and often live on isolated properties. Furthermore, despite the benefits attached to work and 
residence on farms, many working relationships on these properties smack of labour 
paternalism and domination. However, I argue that such a profile alone cannot fully account for 
the dynamics of identity in the area. The heterogeneity of the SRV is typically seen in the racial 
and linguistic makeup of people, where identities have often become indeterminate and highly 
heterogeneous. I also point out that all workers , even seasonal or contract employees, have 
experienced some kind of attachment to territory in the area, whether based on ancestral claims 
to land , or a long- standing working record with a particular landowner. 
Chapter Four contains early historical information of the Zuurveld frontier during the 19'h and 
20'h centuries, mainly derived from oral sources in the SRV as well as written historical works 
on the Eastern Cape. I explore the reasons why settlement on various properties in the SRV 
was so attractive for many dissident Xhosa-speakers during the 18'h and 19th centuries. I argue 
that the history of land occupation is rooted in a specific relationship between white itinerant 
landholders and black land claimants, who made use of labour and tenancy agreements to 
motivate their continued presence on land in the valley. I point out that these patterns of land 
holding are fundamentally different to those that unfolded in the old Bantustan states of the 
Transkei and Ciskei. In the SRV, people were not overtly controlled by a chief, and were only 
limited by labour agreements with white farmers. On properties such as BoPlaas, Korhaansdrif, 
e'Nosini and Wesbank, people could still work, and earn a small income, whilst retaining a 
relatively traditional and rural lifestyle, marked by cropping and livestock accumulation. Due to 
the partial implementation of state betterment and conservation regulations in the early 20th 
Century, occupants were able to retain residence on these ancestral properties until 1960. 
Chapter Five deals with recent information concerning people's personal accounts of their 
removal from ancestral territories around Kirkwood after 1960, as well as their distribution and 
labour encapsulation on various farms in the valley after 1970. I locate these specific 
experiences of removal (especially of the July family) from BoPlaas within the overall 
consolidation of intensive farming in the valley , as well as increased anti-squatting regulations. 
argue that although white farmers regard Xhosa-speaking occupation of ancestral properties 
(now private farms) as largely incidental and given, families such as the Julys and Mbosinis 
view these territories as part of their ancestral heritage and rural identity. Furthermore, I also 
point out that these attachments to territory in the SRV mean that workers' current associations 
with specific farms go well beyond a working relationship with a farmer. Farms such as 
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Bitterwater have become 'second homes' to people, where stock accumulation is made 
possible, and friendship and neighbourhood sometimes replace kinsh ip ties. 
Chapter Six is concerned with the experiences of workers on Bitterwater farm, one of the 
largest properties in the SRV. I investigate work as a symbolic action, one that represents 
deeper issues of worker identity, rurality, place and belonging. In these terms, I discuss work on 
Bitterwater farm as an hierarchical system, one that is indicative of gender, age, race and 
status. The positive and negative associations of work and home on Bitterwater are also 
investigated: I firstly argue that an entrenched system of labour domination and paternalism on 
Bitterwater has created a certain type of work ethic on the farm , where unproductive activity 
(whether public or private) is not tolerated by the farmer. I then point out that, despite these 
negative connotations, people still define a 'home' on Bitterwater as being representative of a 
rural and traditional lifestyle. 
Chapter Seven is based on the symbolic and ritual activities of workers in the SRV. I point out 
that workers in the SRV perceive and connect to their landscape based on their connection to 
specific localities and territories, as well as their working experiences in the area. I point out that 
most workers do have a mutual respect for symbolic elements of their rural lifestyle. These 
include associations developed concerning certain sites around the Sundays River (where 'river 
people' or abantu bam/ambo) have been spotted , as well as beliefs concerning water and rain . I 
concentrate on two specific events associated with male circumcision in the SRV. Here, I point 
out that ritual events reflect and contest workers' experiences of disruption and displacement, 
and that those who participate in these rituals embody the paradoxes contained in people's 
experiences of farm work: as an activity that is inherently repressive, but also one that may 
provide the opportunity for economic and residential stability. 
Chapter Eight discusses the impact and development of the GAENP in the SRV. Here, many of 
the current controversies regarding land sales to SAN Parks, as well as the displacement of 
farm workers from these properties, are contained in the historical relationship between farming 
and wildlife conservation . This is particularly relevant because current wildlife preservationists 
and state conservationists during the 1950s wholeheartedly accepted ecology as 'best practice', 
in contrast to the perceived 'bad' techniques of overstocking by small stock farmers in the SRV. 
I then investigate the experiences of those individuals who were removed from SAN Parks 
property in two peri-urban townships in the SRV. I argue that despite visible changes to the 
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management of wildlife reserves in South Africa , which encourage joint ownership and sharing 
of resources, the GAENP still has to fulfil the obligations set out in the consultancy reports of 
2002 and 2003. In short , I state that the GAENP needs to recognise workers as legal claimants 
and rightful ancestral occupants of land in the SRV. Chapter Nine summarises my arguments 
in each chapter and provides a conclusion to the thesis. Appendices One, Two and Three 
contain interview schedules that were used in survey work for SAN Parks in 2002 and 2003, 
whilst Appendix Four contains a list of reg istered land claims in the SRV. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
'A born fox': research methodology in the Sundays River Valley 
"Anthropologists are going to work under conditions even less orderly, shapely and 
predictable, and even less susceptible to moral and ideological reduction and political quick 
fixes, than those I have worked under. A born fox (there is a gene for it, along with 
restlessness, elusiveness and a passionate dislike of hedgehogs). This seems to me the 
natural habitat of the cultural ... social ... symbolic interpretative anthropologist. Interesting 
times, an inconstant profession: I envy those about to inherit them" 
Clifford Geertz, 'An inconstant profession ' (2002 : 14) 
"Our aim is not to propose a single alternative to the conventional image of 'the field' but only 
to denaturalise the Malinowskian model, and to rediscover it - not as the necessary 
methodological foundation of all anthropology, but as one methodological possibility that, in its 
striking academic-political sense, has allowed us to forget the existence, within our own 
disciplinary history, of alternatives" 
Gupta and Ferguson, 'Anthropological locations' (1997: 25). 
The sets of paradoxes of opportunity and constraint, as embodied by the experiences of 
workers in the SRV as a historical frontier, are patterns that are arguably, part of the general 
experience of globalisation. The influence of global and historical processes of 
dispossession and marginality are keenly felt by farm workers in the SRV through their 
experiences of serial displacement, but are also mediated through an affirmation of social 
relationships and attachments to the district. Whether the relationship between global 
connectedness and local complexities , is 'genuinely a paradox', or as Geertz (2002: 14) 
prefers to think, a 'Single, deeply interconnected phenomenon' , it has affected 
anthropological methodology unalterably. Anthropologically, the idea of a locally bounded 
'field' (or fieldwork experience), has been replaced with that of a network of interdependent 
localities, within which the anthropologist must work as a kind of a mediator, commuting 
between home and field , and between analysis and first-hand experience (Gupta and 
Ferguson 1997). As the above quotation illustrates, Geertz describes the anthropologist, in 
these conditions, as a fox. 
In these terms, my fieldwork in the SRV is generally expressive of Geertz's fox - not only in 
the geographical disparities between sites in the district, but also as an embodiment of the 
restlessness of the fieldworker - in terms of my own experiences of personal displacement 
and experiences of marginality in a search for a 'home'. In the latter sense, fieldwork in the 
SRV has framed my experiences of my own home base , the city of Port Elizabeth , through 
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the experience of geographical distance and travel. In this chapter I hope to offer the reader 
some reasoning behind my choice and experience of the SRV from an 'objective' 
(describing fieldwork methods) and 'subjective' (describing personal experiences) point of 
view. Acknowledging that the ethnographic project is not an entirely objective process, is, to 
Englund and Leach (2000), not enough . Acknowledging subjectivity is different from 
implementing reflexivity - which as they see it: 
... allows (for) the subjectivities of research to participate in the production of anthropological 
knowledge by indicating the contexts which are relevant to their practices and by interrogating 
basic analytical notions such as the concept of the person (2000: 239). 
These insights are particularly important to the information presented in this thesis. As I 
have mentioned , my fieldwork process is as much about my own search for work and a 
secure home, as it is about my informants' experience of space and place. Secondly, 
fieldwork at home and away from South Africa led me to assess my own role, and the place 
of my work, as a researcher at 'home' in South Africa . 
Some anthropologists, especially feminist writers, have regarded reflexivity as a basic 
necessity of the ethnographic process. Hastrup (1 995: 50) has written that 'the 
anthropologist's experience of different worlds leads her to question the foundations of her 
own'. Hastrup also draws upon Strathern 's idea of anthropology as a narrative, reflexive 
action, carried out in the social context which produced it - which they refer to as auto-
ethnography. Reflexivity is contained in the anthropologist's constant shift between 'field' 
and 'home', as well as between ontological' and epistemological2 knowledge. Hastrup 
(1995) mentions that the process of moving between sites, from 'field' to 'home' can 
produce insights that encourage both a reflexive (or ontological) and knowledge-based (or 
epistemological) experience of fieldwork . The dynamics of a shift between going 'away' and 
coming 'home', as Ferguson (1997: 138) points out , are experiences that can be used to 
reinforce the idea of a bounded fieldsite . However, Ferguson does emphasise that the shift 
between sites can also be positive, since this encourages a kind of 'culture shock' that leads 
to the production of new knowledge. The insights of Hastrup (1995, Hastrup and Hervik 
1994) and Marcus (1998) , reiterate that movement from one site to the other is processual , 
and needs to be reflexively written into ethnography from the very start in order to avoid 
1 The Pan Dictionary of Philosophy (1979: 255) defines ontology as being concerned with the study of 
existence. In terms of anthropological ethnography, this is concerned with the anthropologist's own 
experience and existence as an ethnographer and fie ldworker. 
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enforcing a 'separation ' between fieldsite and homesite. Thus, the interplay between going 
'away' and coming 'home' can potentially produce insights into one's experience of both a 
home and field space. This chapter will therefore discuss rny experiences in the SRV in 
terms of reflexive and multi-sited work, using my experience of movement (and not division) 
between fieldsite and home-base. The last section will discuss the pros and cons of applied 
research in the SRV. The chapter will conclude with an examination of the methods and 
techniques used during fieldwork . 
2.1. Reflexive ethnography: fieldwork 'at home' and 'away' 
Shortly after completing my MA degree in Johannesburg and the Limpopo Province, I 
embarked on various trips to Mozambique, where I had planned to pursue fieldwork for a 
PhD. However, during 1998, I moved to Port Elizabeth, where I found employment at the 
local university. Port Elizabeth and the Eastern Cape were distant and relatively foreign 
locations to me, which I had only encountered brie.fly during seaside holidays as a Child, 
fifteen years previously. After a brief period of fieldwork in Mozambique, I realised that I 
would have to find a fieldwork site that was closer to my base in Port Elizabeth, where I 
could embark on research that was less expensive, and that did not place my physical 
health at risk (malaria and crocodiles being the main obstacles in Mozambique). Since most 
of my past fieldwork experiences were in rural areas of the Limpopo and Mpumalanga 
Provinces near Johannesburg , I sought out similar areas in the Eastern Cape countryside. 
avoided those areas around the old Bantustan states of the Ciskei and Transkei - a choice 
which was based upon my own unfamiliarity with the Eastern Cape, but also on the 
impression that most (if not all) anthropologists in the province had studied aspects of rural 
life in these areas. In 1999 and 2000, the GAENP had gained considerable public exposure 
due to the expansion of the Addo elephant park, making it an attractive option. Here , I 
reasoned that although I would not have the benefit of drawing upon decades of work 
produced by anthropologists in the old Ciskei and Transkei , and would virtually have to start 
from scratch - I could, at least, produce new insights into a relatively under-researched area 
of the province. 
In 2000, I resigned from my job as a lecturer in order to escape the immanent disintegration 
of a beleaguered faculty of social sciences, and to pursue contractual research opportunities 
in the proposed GAENP. From 2000 to 2004, I was employed as a contractual researcher 
by various organisations, but chiefly by SANParks as a social consultant cum fieldworker to 
2 Epistemology (Pan Dictionary of Philosophy 1979: 109) is defined as a branch of philosophy that is 
concerned with the theory of knowledge , or how we come to hold certain types of knowledge. This 
refers directly to the nature and content of anthropological knowledge and information. 
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assess the social impact of the proposed GAENP upon farmers and farm workers. During 
this time, I wrote and co-authored two reports for SAN Parks: the first, a social assessment, 
was produced as part of a Strategic Environmental Assessment of the Park in 2001 (Connor 
2001) , while the second (a Resettlement Action Plan), was submitted to South African 
National Parks (SANParks) in 2002 (Huggins et a/2002). After three months of survey \'York 
for SANParks in 2001 , I commenced full-time qualitative fieldwork for my PhD, now with 
displaced farm workers in the SRV as my main topic. 
In her experience of returning home to pursue fieldwork in Israel, Motzafi-Haller (1997: 123) 
writes that it has long been accepted that every anthropologist who accomplishes anything 
in life must 'leave home'. She explores this concept in her return to Israel, and points out 
that the idea of 'home' is anything but simple and predictable. On the contrary, she draws 
upon her experience as an outs ider (a dark-skinned Sephardim) within her own country to 
counter the essentialism of the idea of 'home' as a stereotypical experience, and to 
encourage anthropologists to use reflexivity to explore different facets of their experience of 
belonging . Of course, Marcus' (1998) idea of the 'ethnographic process' is an ideal vehicle 
for such reflection , since fieldwork involves displacement (continual or interrupted) from a 
home base, which makes the idea of home an incredibly nostalgic term for anthropologists. 
Within the context of my own work in the SRV and Eastern Cape, as a white woman in post-
apartheid South Africa, feminist scholars advocate avoiding what they have called the 
crit ique of essentialism - creating a privileged space out of the essentialising of which social 
life is made up of (Motzafi-Haller 1997: 181). In these terms, there can be no particular way 
in which my work in the SRV can be typified according to the way in which a white female 
researcher is supposed to act in post-apartheid South Africa. There is no map, or order of 
behaviour that all woman researchers can draw upon to ensure a holistic fieldwork 
experience. Fieldwork in the SRV can thus only be understood in terms of the partiality of 
my experience , as part of a larger (and individual) project of the way in which I have 
constructed my professional and personal life story. 
In the above terms, my experience of my 'home' base in Port Elizabeth was certainly not a 
uniform experience. My consolidation of 'home' was processual, influenced by my status as 
a white female researcher in South Africa as much as by a more personal longing for my 
family, in Johannesburg , which I had recently left. Especial ly during the first few months of 
fieldwork in the SRV, I did not equate my base in Port Elizabeth with being 'home', but 
rather, saw my excursions to the SRV as part of a necessary process of exploration which 
would eventually provide me with enough knowledge of the area to start creating a 'home'. 
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Whilst in the process of fieldwork and spending time in the SRV, my greatest fear was to 
lose contact with friends and family, and my newly established base in Port Elizabeth. 
However, whilst in the field , these fears were often mitigated by taking notes, writing , 
travelling , talking and asking questions. To my surprise, I found a renewed optimism and 
pleasure in returning to Port Elizabeth after a period in the field . What surprised me, 
however, was that although I eventually enjoyed returning to a 'home' space, this was based 
upon my experience of marginality in Port Elizabeth. As I perceived it, most of my white 
middle-class friends were living materialistic and narrow-minded lives, with whom I found I 
could simply not communicate. I would then return to the field in order to speak to my 
informants as friends - as people with whom I could communicate with relatively easily, and 
where I could distance myself from my personal woes. 
The ethnographic process - travelling back and forth in the SRV - is , as Englund and Leach 
(2000) write , a process of translation 'within' and 'away' from the field . As I have described it 
above, this involves suspending one's judgement in one arena in order to understand the 
context of others in the field, and then testing the limits of one's judgement once such an 
understanding is reached away from the field . This translation carries the most potential for 
knowledge about 'oneself and others in both domains' (2000: 229). It was thus only through 
the process of travelling back and forth to the SRV that I could gain a true appreciation of 
my 'home' in Port Elizabeth - which was, ironically, influenced by my marginality both 
amongst my informants in the SRV and among friends in Port Elizabeth. As Peirano (1998: 
105) pOints out, the concept of 'home' has different meanings for various anthropologists. As 
I have pointed out, although South Africa is my home country, Port Elizabeth (as my base) 
and the SRV (the 'field ') were sites that were initially unfamiliar to me, so that my perception 
of a 'home' did not resonate with my initial residence in these two areas - but rather, with 
my past experiences in Johannesburg and the Limpopo Province. 
Apart from these personal experiences, the concept of home-based anthropology can also 
be explored through my experience of research in post-apartheid South Africa, and 
specifically how South African anthropology has influenced my perception of research in the 
SRV. In the past, ethnography in South Africa drew upon two basic schools of thought, that 
of volkekunde (aligned to apartheid) and social anthropology (in opposition to the state), a 
division that Kuper (2002) points out, was rather crude and misleading , since both had a 
great deal in common with each other. Moreover, these divisions have largely dissipated 
since the formation of a unified anthropological association in South Africa. However, 
despite these changes, the basic divisions of the past still seem to affect young 
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anthropologists today, particularly through the changes that the ANC state has encouraged 
amongst some tertiary institutions. 
After 1994, previously so-called black universities, as well as conservative 'apartheid' 
universities3 (including the University of Port Elizabeth) , were set to amalgamate with other 
tertiary institutions. This was meant to strengthen previously disadvantaged institutions in 
the city and province, (such as the University of Fort Hare, Vista and the Port Elizabeth 
Technicon) and bring previously conservative enclaves like UPE out into the 'real ' world. 
However, perhaps influenced by their acquiescent attitude towards the apartheid state in the 
past, UPE chose to implement these changes as a matter of urgency, without questioning 
and making sense of precisely what was required of them as a post-apartheid academic 
institution. This meant immediate financial cut-backs and re-structuring amongst the social 
sciences. As was the case with the Rand Afrikaans University in Johannesburg, these 
changes were not received very well by academics , who preferred a gradual and more 
thorough process of re-alignment, one which would give them the chance to intellectually 
engage with their roles in a unified institution . Instead, enforced change led to a certain 
degree of panic amongst permanent academics, especially since their levels of job security 
had rapidly declined. More recent contract employees, such as myself (in 1999), were faced 
with an unstable and increasingly un-stimulating intellectual environment. The result was an 
outflow of intellectuals (including myself) to other areas of the province and country. Such a 
situation is by no means unique to UPE - as de Jongh (2002: 1) points out - all universities 
in South Africa , and elsewhere (such as the UK and USA) have been subject to a process of 
restructuring , and the emigration of relocation of academics in general. My personal 
marginalisation from academia thus echoed what some have called a general 'crisis' in 
anthropology itself (de Jongh 2002: 2). 
Thus, when I started qualitative fieldwork in the SRV in 2001 , my perception of academia 
and home was fractured . It was very clear to me, even during previous research work in the 
Limpopo Province, that apartheid had created deep divides between races and income 
groups and that these divisions had not dissipated in most areas of the country - the SRV 
included. 
South African anthropologists have traditionally commented on these divides, as Kuper 
(2002: 13) and Hammond-Tooke (1997) point out, through ethnographic studies that used 
l Some social sciences at UPE, for instance, were said to be affiliated to the Broederbond, a 
conservative and secretive Afrikaner organisation famed for their verkrampte (right-winged) attitude 
towards political change. Likewise, my alma-mater in Johannesburg, the Rand Afrikaans University's 
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the idea of a single South African society in opposition to the divisive state proposed by 
apartheid. However, Kuper (2002: 16) reiterates that the current situation in post-apartheid 
South Africa may not be that different and suggests that anthropologists will have to enter 
into fresh debates about familiar themes - especially since occurrences of marginality, 
dispossession and forced removal have not magically ceased since the end of state 
apartheid in 1994. It was a matter of great disappointment that I could not pursue such new 
opportunities for research at UPE and that this institution could not sufficiently 
accommodate rigorous intellectual enquiry. 
I only made intermittent trips to Grahamstown and Rhodes University, where the academic 
environment was much more amenable, but where researchers were mostly involved with 
fieldwork in the old Bantustan states of the Ciskei and Transkei. I was sufficiently 
marginalised (or perhaps marginalised myself) from both applied and academic research, 
and at the time, perceived that I had neither a family , nor an academic institution in Port 
Elizabeth that could provide me with the necessary security that I desired . 
Laville (2003: 41) points out that the complexities involved in home-based anthropology can 
posit important questions about one's own identity and society. Clearly, the most important 
part of fieldwork in anthropology relates to the experiences of the anthropologist that stem 
from a separation (especially during the start of fieldwork) , between the 'field' and 'home', as 
suggested by typical Malinowskian fieldwork. This encourages a kind of initial 'culture shock' 
that is common to all fieldwork experiences, even for a South African researcher within her 
own country - and echoes that of Motzafi-Haller (1997) as a 'stranger' in Israel. As Geertz 
relates in his description of a police raid on a Balinese cock fight , the purity of fieldwork 
sometimes emphasises the role of the anthropologist as a 'cultural idiot' - a professional 
intruder who is (at first) regarded as a 'non person , spectre , or an invisible man' (Geertz 
1973: 413). Gupta and Ferguson point out that Malinowski 's methods, despite his ignorance 
of global change' , still provide anthropologists with the essential methodological tools to 
distinguish them from other disciplines. Peirano (1998: 110) writes that the value of such a 
difference , and distance , between anthropologist and subject, 'enables us to understand 
ourselves in relation to others, [fieldwork] becoming a project of heightened awareness'. 
strong Afrikaans verkrampte identity was exemplified in the lager-like architectural design of the 
campus 
4 Interestingly enough, River's work on blackbirding and culture contact in Melanesia earlier on in 1922 
(Essays on the depopulation of Melanesia), was surprisingly ahead of its time, and fundamentally 
different to Malinowski's work, since he managed to explore some of the system wide connections 
between Melanesia and the wider world (which Malinowski omitted). 
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In a wider sense, my geographical and personal displacement from 'home' as well as from 
academic anthropology resonated with the experiences of my own informants in the SRV. 
Here, I discovered that my informants had also suffered displacement and marginalisation, 
albeit in greater intensity and altered form. Whilst I was struggling with my identity as a white 
woman in South Africa , amidst all the changes that accompanied anthropology, farm . 
workers struggled with deep-rooted experiences of serial displacement from their original 
homes (or ancestral lands), and their subsequent indenture as labourers to white farmers 
during the height of apartheid . Whilst I still had prospects of employment and some freedom 
of choice, labourers in the SRV did not have any access to any land of their own, nor a 
secure tenure on existing properties in the area . Moreover, farm labourers are situated in a 
district that has been earmarked for a large global wildlife venture, and that holds far 
reaching implications for those workers who have already been displaced through land sales 
to SANParks. Importantly, my informants (and myself, to a degree) are part of a globalised 
process that involves what Appadurai (1997: 44) terms 'de-territorialisation'. As described in 
the previous chapter, th is involves a loss of place and identity through globalised investment 
and expansion, and an accompanying reactionary need by people to somehow recapture 
their losses . 
To the reader, the overlap between my experiences and those of my informants in the SRV 
may seem illogical, particularly since my experiences of dislocation may have encouraged 
me to seek similar experiences among farm workers in the SRV. A closer examination of the 
history of dispossession in the SRV, however (in forthcoming chapters) , tends towards a 
less biased conclusion - and suggests that displacement has defined the lives of farm 
workers since the 18th Century, more than other regions of the Eastern Cape, and certainly 
more than 
my owns 
2.2 Multi-sited fieldwork 
Apart from my personal reflections , one of the most challenging facets of fieldwork was the 
physical disparities between fieldsites within the SRV. Farms in the SRV are relatively 
isolated from each other, making mobility (using a vehicle) a prerequisite for fieldwork. 
Although the social connections between farm workers suggest the existence of a 
'community ', this is far different from the traditional village or town that anthropologists 
usually find themselves in. Fieldwork in the SRV was predominantly multi-sited and mobile, 
5 This does not rule out the possibility that the overlap between my informants and my own 
experiences of dislocation, or the pursuit of an elusive home, may be themes that characterise the 
experiences of post-apartheid South Africans in general 
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characterised by my movement between farms that were usually located in isolated areas, 
and through exploring the social connections between workers within these sites. 
The foremost proponents of multi-sited work are Clifford and Marcus (1986: 171) and 
Marcus (1995, 1998: 79), who primarily discuss this type of fieldwork in terms of its value for 
producing a more nuanced, less dualistic 'them-us' type of conventional ethnography, 
especially through a process of 'translation that connects the several sites that the research 
explores' (Marcus 1998: 84) . Such a connection, as I have pointed out, may be personal-
especially since my own experience of marginality resonated with that of my informants - but 
is also of a physical, or geographical nature. Des Chene (1997: 69) does not cons ider 
spatial continuity as essential for multi-sited fieldwork, since the 'field' might not be a place 
at all , but 'a period of time or a series of events the study of which will take the researcher to 
many places' (1997 : 71). 
Marcus (1998) also posits the value of multi-sited ethnography as being its concern with the 
dynamics of encapsulation, resistance and accommodation associated with the 
development of 'capitalism as a macro system of domination' (Marcus 1998: 79) - a position 
that echoes the experience of workers within the system of apartheid as well as the recent 
GAENP. However, although this approach is valuable, Marcus primarily discusses this type 
of fieldwork in terms of the 'imaginary' of ethnographic writing , and uses a multi-sited 
approach to a potentially single-sited project. He does not provide any suggestions for multi-
sited fieldwork (i.e: for practical techniques), but rather, describes multi-sited ethnography 
as an epistemological process which 'takes unexpected trajectories in tracing a cultural 
formation ... through the associations and connections it suggests among sites' (1998: 80) . 
Research for this thes is was informed by Marcus' emphasis upon following connections, 
associations and relationships between sites, but also by the physical challenges of multi-
sited fieldwork within different internal locations in the SRV. I stayed with farmers and farm 
workers on four different farms , worked in rural as well as peri-urban sites, and also gained 
a fair amount of insight by working with conservation officials. Properties in the SRV are 
large - up to 10 000 hectares in size - and often house workers on two or more different 
sites within the boundaries of a given property. There are long distances that must be 
traversed on dirt roads and through farms, until one comes across a few (seemingly 
deserted) homesteads. Many farms in the SRV have been left vacant - by farmers who have 
sold land to SANParks , or by those who have chosen to reside in surrounding towns and 
cities. Those that do still function , in the traditional sense of possessing stock and irrigated 
lands, are few and far between. 
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Initially, the SRV did not seem to be an appropriate choice for an anthropologist, given the 
discipline's preference for a single sited approach, simply because there are few inhabitants. 
However, when I became mobile (i.e: physically, using a vehicle), research was completely 
different. Kilometres accumulated , fuel gauges dropped, and dust gathered , but the 
interconnections and associations between people slowly did become apparent. I eventually 
came to the conclusion that it was impossible not to be mobile in a context where farmers 
and workers themselves resort to similar methods of mobility between sites in order to 
escape the enforced isolation of farms. Fieldwork in the SRV was therefore not ideal in 
terms of conventional methodology: I did not spend long , isolated periods of time in the field , 
nor did I remain in one place, geographically. I explored the district, spending time with farm 
labourers, farmers and cultivators in their homes, in an effort to understand the social and 
cultural construction of the district. 
Practically, given the heterogeneity of the SRV, multi-sited work meant that my fieldwork 
was not uniform - I had to implement different strategies for each group of people. Farmers, 
for example, I approached from my perspective of a white, middle-class South African, with 
a number of shared values. Farm labourers were different: I noticed that it was difficult for 
those workers who had long-standing working records with their employers to imagine some 
complicitl with a fieldworker. Especially during the start of fieldwork, workers would call me 
'madam' and serve me tea in their best china, or give me food on a plate, instead of the 
customary bowl. Moreover, workers found it strange that a person who had been visiting 
their employer would prefer to stay with them. Why would a white person, especially a 
woman , want to do this? 
My main strategy for research on farms in the SRV was to observe and interact within the 
domestic spaces of workers, and to perform a household survey of these spaces on a farm. 
At first glance, homes are chiefly the domain of women, who are responsible for general 
upkeep and maintenance, whilst male workers will only return to their homes during 
breakfast and lunch breaks, and after 5 or 6pm in the evening. However, as I will point out in 
subsequent chapters, although farm women are perceived as being secondary in status to 
male farm workers, the fact that I was a woman did not did not limit the nature of my work in 
6 Although compl icity is sometimes regarded as the evil twin of rapport, due to its connotations of 
collaboration and opaqueness, Marcus (1998: 105-20) prefers to use this term to point out that the 
multi-sited researcher is not a 'naif, a person subject to events and looked out for by others' (as was 
Geertz in Bali) . On the contrary, Marcus sees a researcher as a person who needs to be aware of 
power play, duplicity and to be mentally present in order to capture the variety of social expressions in 
a particular research project. 
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the SRV to 'female issues', since the nature of 'female issues' is itself a variable. Women 
farm workers in the SRV are not only defined through their status as home-makers, but as 
paid labourers - performing duties ranging from domestic work (at a farmers residence) , 
ostrich rearing , milking , herding and garden work. These duties may be less physically 
demanding than those performed by men, but nevertheless define and frame their 
relationship towards a farm owner. It is clearly noticeable that those women who are not full-
time or part time workers, as well as wives to male labourers, are not as secure in their 
residential status as those who are employed . As I will point out in Chapter Six, the close 
associations between farm work and domestic spaces means that homes cannot be 
exclusively defined as being 'private' realms of social interaction, limited to women, but as 
the central loci of a complex web of issues, such as work, domesticity, gender, working 
status and identity. Moreover, as many anthropologists have found during the early stages 
of research, a household survey is a useful way of capturing different sets of information , 
which are not necessarily connected to a 'domestic' realm . 
I thus agree with Moore (1988: 4) , who points out that it is fallacial to assume that female 
researchers have some kind of 'special advantage' that inclines them towards studying 
women , or that information gathered by female researchers has a natural bias towards 
women . The fact that I am a woman perhaps made me more sensitive towards issues 
pertaining to women, but it certainly would be naIve to assume that my information deals 
exclusively with women. My gender was largely mediated by the fact that I was conducting 
'research', and that I was presenting myself to my informants as a professional person 
interested in the details of their lives as workers, and residents of the SRV, and was treated 
as such. It is therefore not correct to assume that my presence in the 'domestic' spaces on 
farms in the SRV limited my insights to that of women , or that the information gathered in 
the homes of workers is especially inclined towards favouring women . Rather, these are 
arenas that are useful for observing and gathering various types of information concerning 
both male and female farm workers . Homes are spaces that attract visitors from 
neighbouring towns or farms, are used to host ritual events, sell food and supplies, and are 
certainly not predisposed towards women alone. 
Moreover, my research in the SRV was certainly not planned and executed with the 
predominant idea that my gender would incline me towards studying women , nor did my 
informants always expect me to behave in a certain manner appropriate to a woman. As 
Moore (1988: 9) writes, the experiences and activities of women (and women researchers) 
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always have to be analysed in their social and historically specific contexts. Unlike my 
previous experiences of research in rural areas of the Limpopo Province and in 
Mozambique, where gender roles are much more rigidly defined - especially through 
clothing and behaviour - the SRV was different. Here, gender roles are not as strict - I was 
not expected to wear a skirt or dress, could smoke the odd cigarette and opt to wear jeans 
or shorts. It was only in certain situations, especially rituals or ceremonies, that I was 
expected to be more sensitive to gender roles and behaviour, as I will point out in Chapter 
Seven. However, even in these situations, I was free to converse and interact with both men 
and women. 
Rather than my gender, it was my role as a translator - moving between conversations with 
men and women, between farmers and farm workers, and from farm to farm - that 
characterised my experiences in the SRV. This provided me with some leverage, since I 
sometimes functioned as a carrier or conveyor of information. Farm workers would relay 
messages to distant kin and friends and would regularly ask for lifts in my car. Farmers 
would also send me on my way with gifts for their neighbours, or with messages for their 
farm workers. In these instances, I found that my role as a 'translator' did slightly erode the 
'us-them' distinction between my informants and myself. However, it also required some fine 
nuancing in my roles with people, particularly as I had to change my behaviour and 
expectations from one site and from one group of people to the next, especially between 
labourers and farm owners. As Marcus writes, the persuasiveness of ethnography that 
constructs such a broader field is contained in 'its capacity to make connections through 
translations and tracings among distinctive discourses from site to site' (1998: 84). 
In this sense, one of the more challenging portions of my research was the realisation that 
the power relations inherent in my ethnographic encounter with workers (particularly in the 
domestic sphere) were not vindicated by the commonalities of my sex. The fact that I was a 
woman, and interested in common matters pertaining to children and homemaking, did not 
mean that I shared the levels of subordination suffered by farm workers, especially female 
workers. Clearly, my difference from workers was based on discrepancies of class and race, 
where I was sometimes (especially during the start of my fieldwork) perceived as being 
similar to a farm owner, particularly in situations where I had sought prior permission from a 
farm owner to interact with workers. On Bitterwater farm , for instance, where the master-
servant relationship is distinct, and strictly enforced , I gained the impression that workers 
were concerned about my presence, not sure whether I was going to report instances of 
'bad behaviour' to the farmer, especially since they had observed my comings and goings at 
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the main farmhouse. After some time, however, workers did relax and let their guard down, 
especially after it became clear that I was not interested in interacting with the farmer on a 
regular basis any longer. 
Gupta and Ferguson (1997: 38) understand this type of work to be 'location' work rather 
than 'field' work, which discourages bounding or defining a specific locale, but rather 
encourages a shift in sites. However, it is important to ask whether multi-sited work means 
that one loses some of the embeddedness and rich detail of traditional single-site work. 
Marcus (1995) himself points out the failings of multi-sited work, but then (1998: 82) 
mitigates this by pointing out that this work can 'capture practices on .. . a differentially 
configured spatial canvas' . In addition to the potential of multi-sited work for capturing 
complexity, it is equally relevant to an investigation of the broader context of social action in 
these sites. In other words, multi-sited work can increase the representitivity of one's 
findings by juxtaposing and comparing different opinions and sets of information. Moreover, 
as I have pointed out, multi-sited work also encourages a process of reflexive and 
comparative data analysis, particularly through the perspective of a more personal analysis 
of fieldwork. In terms of feminist writing , Strathern (1987a) and Motzafi-Haller (1997: 217) 
mention that postmodernist fieldwork (and multi-sited work) is rooted in the assumption that 
elements of race, gender and social position can shape research interests, but also 
sensitises one in ways in which to look more critically at processes of exclusion. It is also 
important to ask whether multi-sited work (especially in South Africa) does not mean the 
pursuit of comparative research opportunities in surrounding countries. Given the fact that 
most anthropologists worldwide follow research opportunities in foreign countries, it is 
indeed surprising that anthropologists in South Africa have not conSistently made use of 
opportunities in other African countries - as was my experience in Mozambique prior to my 
work in the SRV. 
Granted these insights into work in the SRV, upon closer examination , it appears that in 
various guises, home-based anthropology can produce similar insights to research done 
'away' in a foreign location. Messerschmidt (1981 a and 1981 b) and Jackson (1987) 
originally described home-based research as the practice of anthropology in one 's own 
country, society orland ethnic group, and as a process that could foster creative and 
insightful thinking through reflexive thinking , primarily by challenging one's own assumptions 
about behaviour in a familiar context . Strathern (1987a: 17) writes that home-based 
anthropology can make the 'commonplace complex' through the specific application of 
reflexivity . Laville (2003: 51) , although practising fieldwork in her home country of Mauritius, 
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still managed to achieve a balanced mixture of acceptance as well as distance among 
Creoles by standing as an advocate - located in-between her academic and personal 
concerns on the island. Most importantly, my self-perceived marginality as an academic in 
Port Elizabeth, as well as the fact that I initially regarded the SRV and Port Elizabeth as 
being foreign locations (not 'my home'), provided me with the advantage of distance. 
Despite the advantages of distance, the differences between self and other contain an 
inherent danger of 'othering'. The dangers of investing too deeply in a description and belief 
in the differences between the anthropologist and his or her informants, and naively 
portraying a fieldsite as a separate, isolated, space, is untenable in current anthropology. As 
Strathern (1987a: 270) and Englund and Leach (2000) write , anthropologists should now 
know on whose behalf they write and that the ethnographic project is not an objective 
process at all. Ethnographic texts, are after all , designed for a specific audience, and 
information is gathered to aid an academic (or in some cases, an applied) purpose. My work 
in the SRV, in particular, is partially rooted in work I had performed as a social consultant for 
SANParks, as I will point out in the following section . Moreover, some of the information 
presented in this thesis could provide backing to land claims lodged by people in the area, 
and thus problematise certain portions of land currently contained in the GAENP. 
2.3 The hazards of applied research 
The fact that much of the initial survey material for this thesis was collected as part of a 
consultancy contract for SAN Parks considerably problematises this work. Perhaps as a 
result of shrinkage in the availability of fund ing for pure academic and research work, many 
anthropologists in South Africa are employed by private, national and global companies to 
provide valuable social, cultural and economic profiles of people that may be affected by 
global development projects. Many of these projects, however, still seem to sideline local 
issues in favour of global trade and investment, and may also involve resettlement , and 
sometimes, forced removal of residents . The GAENP is a case in point. This initiative does 
hold significant long-term possibilities for an improvement in the economic lives of 
unemployed and impoverished people in the SRV. However, the GAENP can (and does) 
impact negatively through diminishing the possibilities of farm-based employment, both in 
the short and long- term future. Moreover, as I will emphasise throughout the thesis, the 
GAENP has served to alienate people from their farms and historical ancestral land in the 
area through the gradual sale and conversion of farmed land to conserved land . For many 
farmers as well as workers, such a conversion is often heartbreaking , as it involves the 
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physical demolition of homes and residential spaces that have been occupied for many 
decades. 
In South Africa, work done by researchers for global companies and state-funded initiatives 
has often been compared to the role that some anthropologists (particularly state 
ethnologists and 'volkekundiges') played in the creation of Apartheid in South Africa. 
Boskovi<;: and van Wyk write (2004: 1) that many anthropologists were employed by the 
apartheid state, in some form or another, before 1994 and that the track record of most 
cultu ral anthropologists (or volkekundiges) and applied social anthropologists does appear 
to be rather dismal'- The South African situation is much more complex than suggested by a 
strict division between the actions of volkekundes and socia l anthropologists, since not all 
volkekundiges supported apartheid8 , and there are some similarities to the present. As in 
the past, the contemporary anthropologist cum consultant may find that their scientific 
research capabilities, as well as their freedom of speech, may be severely curtai led by the 
demands of an employer and the acceptance of a contract stipulating allegiance to the 
viewpoints of a major donor or organisation. The need to make a living does not only 'keep 
[anthropologists] away from the field and away from the current developments in [their] field 
of research ' (Boskovi<;: and van Wyk 2004: 5), but places the researcher in an ethical 
conundrum. 
The balance between scientific research and consultancy work was difficult to achieve in the 
SRV, particularly during the early stages of qualitative work, after I had done survey work for 
SAN Parks. On more than one occasion I found that the needs of farmers and labourers in 
the GAENP were inconsistent with those of the conservationists campaigning for the 
creation of this mega-park. Many farmers (many of whom did not want to move) within the 
proposed GAENP were often placed under pressure by SAN Parks to sell their land. This 
took place directly, through visits and phone ca lls by SAN Parks, but also indirectly, through 
a gradual hemming in of farmers surrounded by land that had been purchased by 
SAN Parks. Moreover, I discovered that expressions of concern by residents (particularly due 
to land sales and unplanned removal of labourers) were sometimes glossed over by 
SAN Parks officials in order to produce a favourable image for public and global donor 
7 Sharp (1981) and later Hammond-Tooke (1997: 133) provide valuable commentary regarding the 
content of Volkekundige analysis and the differences with social anthropology in South Africa. The 
most basic idea was that Volkekunde used an 'emphasis on volk and the ineluctable connection 
between a social group and its culture (etnos theory) ... as a justification for Apartheid policy' . 
, The major exceptions to PJ Coertze's views concern ing the primordial link between a social group 
and a particular culture, were JC Kotze, CS van der Waal and At Fischer at Rand Afrikaans University 
in Johannesburg, as well as Louis Botha at Stellenbosch, and Berthold Pauw and Mike de Jongh at 
UNISA (Hammond Tooke 1997: 186). 
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organisations. During my contractual work for SAN Parks I was of the opinion that this 
organisation consistently failed to produce a model of conservation that was sensitive to the 
social and cultural agrarian histories of workers in the SRV, and had displaced numerous 
farm workers without compensation or prior planning in the drive to create the GAENP. 
However, research in the SRV did convince me that even an ambiguous categorisation as 
'consultant anthropologist' did not prohibit an awareness of the everyday challenges in the 
lives of local residents. This also meant posing rather uncomfortable questions to SAN Parks 
regarding the rights of resettled workers and affected farmers during the consultancy 
contract. On one specific occasion (during October 2002), I was asked by farmers to 
provide a summary of my survey work for SAN Parks in the proposed GAENP. Here, I 
summarised the results of my work and outl ined the rights of displaced persons affected by 
land sales to SAN Parks, whilst farmers expressed their concern and opinions regarding the 
GAENP. After completion of my survey work, and during the start of my qualitative fieldwork 
in the SRV, I sought official (written) sanction from SAN Parks for access to conserved land 
- but this was denied by SAN Parks. The reasons given for this denial was that they (i.e: 
SAN Parks) had already completed a social and cultural assessment of the proposed 
GAENP and did not need additional information. However, because I was not actually 
providing SAN Parks with new information (as I did as a contracted researcher in the past), I 
interpreted their rejection of my presence as an indirect means of avoiding the issues raised 
by farmers and workers during the course of my survey work in the GAENP, as well as a 
way of silencing my own concerns with the way in which farmers and workers had been 
treated. 
This rebuff by SAN Parks did problematise my work considerably, given the fact that some of 
rny informants were SAN Parks employees and resided on SAN Parks properties. I clearly 
could not afford to start f ieldwork in another area of the Eastern Cape. Initially, therefore, my 
fieldwork in and near SAN Parks property took place clandestinely. However, this was not 
an insurmountable problem : my presence at the homes of my informants on SAN Parks 
property was a direct result of a personal invitation from my informants themselves. 
Furthermore, my non-interference with the working hours and duties of SAN Parks 
employees created a certain degree of tolerance between myself and SAN Parks officials , 
and towards the end of my fieldwork in the SRV my presence was accepted, at least 
informally. I did, however, tend to avoid direct confrontation or contact with SAN Parks 
officials. 
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SAN Parks' official rejection of my presence as an independent researcher during the start of 
my qualitative fieldwork illustrates certain ethical issues attached to both contractual and 
professional (i.e: independent) work in the SRV. The tension between these two types of 
research work is echoed in Scheper-Hughes' (1995) call for a more 'militant' anthropology, 
in which (as she writes) , researchers should directly confront policy makers by expressly 
supporting the struggles of oppressed people. Many South African anthropologists have 
disagreed with Scheper-Hughes by arguing that they did do precisely this - by taking a 
stand against apartheid in South Africa (Ramphele 1996) - and that the degree of activism 
called for by Scheper-Hughes was far too direct, and largely ignorant of the tension between 
applied work and research work. My experience in the SRV discouraged direct confrontation 
with SAN Parks. Such confrontation would not create an improvement in the lives of 
displaced and unemployed farm workers, but rather, would serve to alienate the potential 
insights that anthropologists could produce concerning the fate of these workers in the 
GAENP. Furthermore, Scheper-Hughes' comments are largely ignorant of the complex 
relationship between policy (or contractual work) and research work. In my own case in the 
SRV, my behaviour and opinions as a contractual worker largely determined my reception 
as an independent researcher, which in the beginning , was not welcomed by SANParks 
officials .. 
In contrast to the direct confrontational methods advocated by Scheper-Hughes, Grillo 
(1990: 309) writes that anthropologists do research in rather murky, grey worlds, in which 
there are many versions of reality and where many traps are set for the 'politically naive 
anthropologist' . In these terms, fieldwork in the GAENP contains many viewpoints - that of 
officialdom (i .e: SAN Parks), those of workers and farmers , as well as the perspective of an 
academic anthropologist. In these situations, Laville (2003: 53) mentions an important issue: 
that anthropologists are not only answerable to those people who are dispossessed or 
displaced, but (for a 'politically aware ' researcher), to officials who may not be direct 
beneficiaries of support or aid. This raises an important question: when the rights of those 
people who are affected by the actions of policy makers appear to be directly violated, can 
one sti ll remain answerable to officialdom? In th is sense, the production of research reports 
(Connor 2001 , Huggins et a/2002) written to outline the rights of people who would be 
displaced by the proposed GAENP, a number of years after many other workers had 
already been displaced , as well as to garner approval for the GAENP from the World Bank, 
was extremely problematic. This placed the consultants (including myself) who wrote these 
reports in question in a slight conundrum : could one report inconsistencies in the treatment 
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of farmers and workers, and thus risk condemnation and lessen the chance of future 
contract employment by SAN Parks? 
Both reports that were submitted to SAN Parks were directly expressive of these problems. 
The first (a Strategic Environment Assessment) recommended that all land sales be ceased 
until an equitable solution for the resettlement of farm workers was found. This 
recommendation was not followed by SAN Parks, who continued to purchase land without 
providing for the basic needs of formerly displaced workers. Moreover, the report pointed 
out that those workers who had been displaced from 1990 until 2000, still remained largely 
invisible and unaccounted for in overall displacement figures for the GAENP. The second 
report (a Resettlement Policy Framework) , suggested a comprehensive action plan to 
ensure the representation and absorption of farm workers into the GAENP. SAN Parks did 
submit this action plan to the World Bank, which was eventually accepted , and a R38,5 
million grant for the GAENP approved . These recommendations, which will be 
comprehensively discussed in Chapter Seven, however, have yet to be fully implemented by 
SAN Parks. As I will point out, in most cases, workers who had been displaced in the 1990s 
through the expansion of the Addo and proposed GAENP parks, still remain unaccounted 
for in those compensation and resettlement plans for displaced workers after the submission 
of the RPF in 20029. 
The problems attached to consultancy work with a parastatal such as SAN Parks does not 
mean that anthropologists have to give up any hope of private employment. On the contrary, 
situations such as these challenge anthropologists to test their disciplinary ethics, and to 
produce reports that pose important questions and challenges to any global development 
project. I thus do partially agree with the ideas of Archie Mafeje (2001) when he says that 
anthropology is not a value-free science, and that consultant-anthropologists should strictly 
avoid situations that replicate the past, where many social scientists had been in the service 
of colonial governments. However, given Mafeje's position , it must also be said that not all 
consultant-anthropologists can be classified as being engaged in such 'mundane or vulgar 
intellectual praxes as being serviceable to incumbent reg imes' (2001). Consultancy work is 
ethically challenging , but not impossible: through basic tools of deduction , the use of 
disciplinary ethics, and the eventual publication and dissemination of research results , it is 
indeed possible to place some pressure on global companies to become accountable for 
9 None of the individuals who had been affected by forced displacement from SANP land during the 
1990s, some of whom were included in the SIA survey in 2001 , had (or have) been included in current 
compensation and employment plans for displaced farm workers in the GAENP. 
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their ventures, and to make sure that the intervention of SAN Parks is likely to improve rather 
than worsen the situation of displaced workers in the GAENP. This is particularly 
challenging to apply in the GAENP, since it appears that 'development' has occurred within 
a topsy-turvy framework, that has first displaced and dispossessed people of their income 
and land, and then installed the hope of improvement and development through 
conservation and tourism. 
2.4. Fieldwork methods and techniques 
After unsuccessfully pursuing fieldwork in Mozambique, the breakdown of my vehicle , as 
well as the start of a research contract with SAN Parks in the Eastern Cape, signalled the 
start of my work in the SRV during mid 2000. Survey material was collected (as part of a 
consultancy contract with SANParks) in 2001 and 2002, lasting the better part of four 
months. After this , more intensive qualitative research with workers (but also with farmers) 
on specific properties in the area was conducted. Using my home in Port Elizabeth as a 
base, I travelled to the SRV every month, and spent approximately 16 weeks (four months) 
in various locations in the area. I did not make use of an interpreter, and communicated in 
Afrikaans in most situations. I did make use of a tape recorder, though, in situations (such 
as rituals) where it was not possible to ask my informants to translate their Xhosa 
conversations into Afrikaans. I then asked farm workers to assist me with the translations 
after I had made a recording . I spent a total of just under eight months (including qualitative 
and quantitative work) in the SRV. The following research techniques were used: 
As part of my contract with SAN Parks, I conducted surveys of 16 farms in 2001. Using 
semi-structured questionnaires (see Appendix One and Two) I interviewed a total of 16 
farmers and 53 workers. In 2002, a further 26 farms were surveyed, covering 26 farmers 
and 68 workers. Information that was collected established the basic minimum and 
maximum wages for workers on farms , and dealt with literacy, mobility, seasonal labour, 
working conditions and worker benefits on each property. Interviews with various farmers , 
municipal officials , local historians and tourist guides proved essential in establishing the 
geographical layout and farming history of the area. Some of these interviews took place in 
surrounding towns in the SRV (especially Kirkwood, but also Addo and Paterson) , but 
primarily among farm workers on farms in the area. 
Historical and archival information concerning the Eastern Cape in general also proved 
useful , and regional archives in Port Elizabeth were invaluable as a source of information 
concerning events which led up to forced removals around Kirkwood during 1960 - 1970. 
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Local municipal archives in Kirkwood were helpful , but were in such a state of 
disorganisation that any systematised search of information was impossible. Oral historical 
interviews with key informants proved to be a far more fruitful and interesting source of 
information , although as Tosh (1984) pOints out, the vividness of oral evidence may 
inadvertently obscure wider processual changes in the lives of individual informants. 
Interviews conducted with workers (and farmers) in the SRV, as well as the work of Grant 
(1993), make up the majority of oral historical information concerning the SRV in this thesis. 
Participant observation was conducted in various sites. Initially, I stayed with one family of 
white farm owners, on the farm of Ysterfontien (near Darlington dam), for the better part of 
one month in 2003. Thereafter, I accessed the homes of various workers on farms in the 
SRV, often combining residence on two or three different properties during a single trip. In 
this respect, the July brothers proved invaluable, both as hosts and sources of information, 
during my research trips. I stayed with the family of John July, an ex-worker and now a 
SAN Parks employee, in his home on the SANParks resort of Darlington Dam. I also stayed 
in the household of the eldest July brother, Antonio, on a farm owned by an (largely) 
absentee landlord, closer to Kirkwood. The farm of Bitterwater is particularly important: I 
resided with the foreman of the farm, and had ample opportunity to observe the work, social 
life and residential patterns of the 25 odd workers on the farm . The connections made with 
people on these properties informed much of my research: not only did I have a chance to 
observe life on these particular farms, but also could follow up on kinship and 
neighbourhood linkages with other workers in the SRV. Transportation of people in the SRV 
also proved valuable, especially since workers do not have motor vehicles, and taxis often 
proved to be too expensive for many. 
Much of the information that I collected in SRV relates to and stems from oral evidence 
concerning lineage-based descent groups. I found that people placed great emphasiS on 
ancestral descent, mainly expressed through territorial kinship- based occupation of specific 
areas of land. This information was invaluable, especially in the SRV, since the historical 
occupation of territory still serves to connect descent groups who have scattered due to 
displacement and removal from these sites. Moreover, these ties are the primary basis for 
the enactment of ritual. Asking people about their relationship to their agnatic lineage also 
encouraged them to point out how they had managed to build associations with people who 
were non-kin, especially on farms in the SRV where ties of neighbourhood and friendship 
often replaced those of kinship. 
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Pseudonyms have been used extensively to replace the names of original farms and farm 
labourers . However, I have been careful not to obscure clan names or territories in the SRV. 
In this sense, I have selectively used Murray's (1992 : 8) observations that pseuaonyms, 
especially in cases where people take pride in their history and descent, may write people 
out of their own histories: 'Anthropologists and other intellectuals who disguise their oral 
sources also reduce their own accountability'. I have chosen to obscure the names of 
people (such as the July's) and farms (such as Bitterwater and Ysterfontien) because there 
may be adverse implications for farm labourers, especially those who depend on the good 
will of their employers, if real names are revealed in accounts of abuse, or unfair labour 
practices on farms. Furthermore, a possibility does exist that conservation authorities (and 
farmers) may target workers whom they feel threaten the future of the proposed GAENP. 
However, as Murray writes, there may be certain benefits attached to the use of real places 
- particularly since many of the histories and observations recorded in this thesis may 
provide legal backing to existing land claims in the SRV. In these cases I have retained the 
names of ancestral lands (such as BoPlaas, Korhaansdrif, Wesbank and e'Nosini) in the 
SRV. A list of current land claims are contained in Appendix Four. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Rural inhabitants in a farming zone: a profile of the Sundays River Valley area. 
It may be that some people are haunted by some sense of loss, some urge to re-claim, to look 
back. But if we do look back, we must also do so in the knowledge that our physical alienation 
from [land] almost inevitably means that we will not be capable of reclaiming precisely the 
thing that was lost; that we will create invisible fictions, imaginary homelands of the mind' 
Salman Rushdie, Imaginary Homelands, 1991 . 
Many current debates in South Africa concerning rural identity - particularly that of 'the 
Xhosa' (in the Eastern Cape) - are rooted in discourses concerning the former 'homeland' 
states of the Transkei and Ciskei. These areas have long been the subject of rural 
anthropological research in the Eastern Cape, and form part of an established lexicon of 
anthropological debate in this province. Current researchers , such as Ainslie (2003: 9) point 
out the way in which rural communities have constructed a rural identity through a 
commitment to and choice of a specific 'way of life' (McAllister 2005; 1985). This is usually 
marked through cultural factors such as cattle ownership and access to arable land (Fay 
2003) . Furthermore, as Bank (2002a; 2002b; 1999) illustrates, ideas of tradition and 
'redness ' (as predom inantly rural ideas of tradition) still appear to pervade urban life for 
many individuals. Bank also pOints out that critical questions must be posed regarding what 
the 'possible meaning of the representation of the rural in the urban might be in the current 
context of globalisation' (2002a: 9). Although the residents in the SRV are not urban, Bank's 
insights are still essential in elucidating what varied representations can be drawn from the 
memories of an erstwhile rural existence amongst current farm workers in the SRV. As the 
quotation from Salman Rushdie indicates above, the fictions and imaginary 'homelands' 
created by people who have been removed from their home territories, are very important 
memories for people who wish to make sense of their place in a globalised and 
economically-driven modern world. Likewise, idealized memories of past land occupation in 
the SRV are crucial elements of place for those labourers who are currently embedded in a 
cycle of farm work. 
The assumptions contained in the argument that ideas of rurality (and rural 'tradition ') 
informs current cultural identity formation in the Eastern Cape have (as yet) not been 
applied to farm labourers, for various reasons. Farm workers and labourers in the SRV do 
not have agricultural holdings of their own and possess very few accumulated livestock. 
Moreover, as this chapter will point out, most people have come to rely almost exclusively 
on farm wage labour for the ir daily needs, a system of domination that is largely dependant 
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on the vicissitudes of the economy, and characteristically exploitative and paternalistic. The 
bulk of quantitative survey material in this particular chapter supports this argument (Connor 
2001 , Huggins et a/2002) . This data reflects that farm workers in the SRV are typically 
partially literate and semi-skilled, some locked into long-term servitude on farms, others 
making use of increasingly unpredictable and declining seasonal work in the district. 
However, as I will indicate, although the social universe of workers in the SRV is inscribed 
by their servitude on farms, most people do not exclusively define themselves as labourers. 
Most view themselves as being 'rural inhabitants', with vested interests in stock, housing 
and various social and kinship affiliations in the SRV. Moreover, some labourers are not only 
attached to farms through work, but also through past ancestral occupation of these 
territories. Farm employment is a paradoxical enterprise for most workers: this type of work 
is rooted in relationships of domination, inequality and ill treatment, but it also provides 
people with the opportunities to accumulate some worldly goods and an economic incentive 
to plan for retirement. Most importantly, workers are often willing to endure labour servitude 
on farms because they posses deep social and cultural ties to both people and territories in 
the region. 
Thus, whilst the quantitative material presented in this chapter is intrinsically valuable in 
order to establish the basic characteristics of farm labour in the region , it would be equally 
important to keep in mind that workers themselves do not always wish to be classified in this 
fashion (ie: solely as farm workers) , Any ideas that flow out of this material will thus have to 
consider The ways in which people have formed ideas of place and belonging through their 
particular experiences as rural inhabitants in the SRV, The chapter will begin by providing a 
short description of the SRV and the various routes used to access the fieldsite, followed by 
discussion of material gathered during a survey performed for SAN Parks - a Strategic 
Environmental Assessment (SEA) 1 and a Resettlement Policy Framework (RPF)' , which 
were completed in 2001 and 2002 respectively, 
1 An SEA involves a more comprehensive and generalized assessment of a development initiative 
such as the GAENP, involving environmental, social, cultural, economic and geographic projections 
for a project. An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is much more localized, and only focused 
upon the environmental impact of a specific project (Addo Planning Forum, Grahamstown 
26/02/2002 ) 
2 The document that was produced for SANParks in 2002 was termed an RPF, but also dreW 
extensively upon the requirements for a Resettlement Action Plan (RAP), A RPF is focused upon the 
restoration of income for an affected group of people (such as those workers who have lost their jobs 
due to the proposed GAENP), while a RAP contains a detailed socio-economic survey of an affected 
population, including income restoration plans (Addo Planning Forum, Grahamstown, 26/02/2002), 
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3.1 Area description 
The SRV currently provides much of the regional and national economy with milk, mohair, 
and meat (ostrich, beef and multon), and possesses a well developed and popular game 
farming industry - and workers provide an easily accessible labour force for these farming 
enterprises. Some labourers are employed on a seasonal basis on citrus farms, and as 
temporary bush cutters or fencers , whilst a resident, permanent work force feeds the 
demands of larger game and small stock farms in the drier Zuurberg and Karoo regions of 
the SRV. 
The SRV is contained in a corner of the Eastern Cape Province that marks the intersection 
of two southern climatic zones. A winter rainfall zone mingles with a summer rainfall area, 
creating an eclectic mix of a variety of different landscapes , fauna and flora . Cape fynbos is 
still prevalent in much of the coastal belt, together with dunefields and coastal grassland, as 
well as on inland mountain ranges such as the Zuurberg . Here, densely wooded valley 
thickets contain clusters of endemic species of Cape aloe, spekboom and cycad, as well as 
exotics such as saltbush and prickly pear, both valued for their grazing potential during 
periods of drought. Nama Karoo features prominently as a drier, more sparsely vegetated 
area to the north of local mountain ranges, and contains clusters of savanna, grassland and 
noorsveld. Various varieties of the succulent euphorbia feature as noors, or milkweed, one 
particular plant (euphorbia eSGulenta) , which can be used as feed for goats and sheep in 
times of drought (Gledhills 1969). 
Mostert (1992: xxiii-xxv) melodramatically describes this region as being marked by 'an 
intimidating and disquieting impression of being surrounded by a mistrustful, malign design'. 
Some days are marked by gentle breezes that bring in cool coastal winds to the dry Karoo 
plains, while the next may bring violent electrical storms, flooding the arid landscape with 
seasonal water. Equally menacing are the dry north berg winds, that bring in torrents of 
overheated air to already hot and baking summer days, making farm work (and fieldwork) 
difficult. Temperatures are extreme: at sunset, winter temperatures drop far below zero 
degrees Celsius, whilst days are predictably hot, dry and windy. 
Various routes can be used to access the SRV area. As Map One indicates, the primary 
route (the R75) leads from Uitenhage northwards towards Jansenville and Graaff-Reinet, 
which passes along the western border of Kirkwood , through densely wooded valley and 
mountain thickets. Passing along the outskirts of the citrus farms surrounding the town , the 
route leads through farming districts situated in the valleys along the western edges of the 
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Zuurberg mountains, through the small hamlets of Sapkamma and Wolwefontien . Various 
dirt tracks branch off eastwards from the main road to the considerably flatter and drier 
landscape north of the Zuurberg. Farms in the Nama Karoo are primarily large game and 
small stock farms, many already part of, or earmarked for inclusion into the GAENP. The 
now mostly defunct trading settlements of Darlington, Greystone and Waterford are found 
along these dirt roads that surround the Darlington Dam, or Lake Mentz, the main 
catchment dam for the Sundays River Irrigation scheme. 
A second route leads directly from Port Elizabeth, eastwards through the township of 
Motherwell along the R335, to the town of Addo and the Addo Elephant National Park. A few 
kilometers from Addo one has a choice of two routes: one branches off the main road on a 
dirt track towards the town of Paterson (surrounded by dairy and small stock farms, as well 
as a swelling informal settlement), whilst the other leads through citrus plantations to the 
town of Kirkwood. A third route can also be followed from Port Elizabeth directly to the town 
of Paterson, along the main N2 highway leading towards the Karoo town of Middelburg and 
eventually, Bloemfontein , in the Orange Free State. The Sundays River itself follows a 
course from the Sneeuberg mountains surrounding Graaff-Reinet, down towards the flat 
plain of Darlington Dam (also known as Lake Mentz) and cuts through the Zuurberg 
mountains until it reaches the town of Kirkwood. From here the river passes south of the 
town of Addo, eastwards towards Paterson and flows down into the Indian ocean. 
Three basic types of farm ing landscapes can be identified in the region (refer to Map One). 
Dairy farms are situated in a wide coastal belt alongside the Indian Ocean, from Port 
Elizabeth to Port Alfred . Properties along the Sundays River and south of the Zuurberg 
mountains contain the majority of irrigated crops, such as citrus and lucerne. Karoo regions 
of the valley, central and north of the Zuurberg , typically contain large, expansive farms with 
small stock (chiefly angora goats, merino and longtailed sheep), which are farmed for their 
hair and wool. In the lower SRV, the towns of Addo, Paterson and Kirkwood form the main 
farming nexus of the district, closer to Uitenhage, whilst remote farms upstream 
(northwards) of the Sundays River, near Lake Mentz, are connected to centres such as 
Graaff-Reinet, Jansenville and Somerset East. The area is bounded in the south by the 
densely populated and industrialised Nelson Mandela Metropole (NMM), comprising Port 
El izabeth, Uitenhage and Despatch, which contain a sprawling chain of townships, including 
Bethelsdorp, KwaNobuhle and Motherwell. 
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3.2 A declining district economy? 
For all intents and purposes, it appears that the farms situated in and around the Zuurberg 
and along the Sundays River fulfil an important economic function in the region - providing 
much needed employment in a province considered to be one of the most impoverished in 
the country. There is widespread and deeply rooted poverty, with some 67% of people 
below the poverty line, as well as rising unemployment, as much as 55%. Moreover, rural 
dependence upon government services and state pensions remain high, and there is a 
rising prevalence of HIV/Aids throughout the Eastern Cape, with 28% of the (adult) 
population estimated to be infected with the virus (PCPS 2005: 1). Both the NMM and 
smaller towns in the district are filled to overflowing with informal settlements, which usually 
cannot cater for the basic needs of these residents . Unemployment, poverty and violent 
crime are rife in these areas, and speak of a greater decline in the rural farming economy. 
Previously busy farming towns such as Jansenville are deserted, railway towns like 
Sapkamma and Wolwefontein have long ceased to function and trading posts and railway 
stopovers such as Greyston and Waterford are derelict' . This creates an eerie, forlorn and 
desolate landscape to visitors who are usually en route to more exciting destinations such 
as the Addo National Park or the numerous game farms which now dominate the area. 
Farmers in the region, particularly on small stock farms in the Karoo, are finding it difficult to 
survive in the present economic climate. Data from surveys conducted as part of the SEA 
(Connor 2002), and RPF (Huggins et a/2003) for SAN Parks, suggest that the number and 
size of farms (i.e: those other than wildlife or game farms) in the area are rapidly 
contracting. The large small stock farms so common in the past have been subdivided 
amongst subsequent generations of farmers and are no longer economically viable, since a 
huge area is necessary to maintain a viable mohair herd in the arid Karoo. Moreover, many 
farming units have also been sold to those investing in large gaming ventures, as these 
units are far larger and also more lucrative, than stock farms. As Luck (2003) has 
demonstrated, game farming is an attractive option, as it requires far less financial 
investment into labour and considerably less maintenance of fencing and livestock. Of these 
ventures, the proposed GAENP is by far the largest, requiring the acquisition of farms for 
the creation of a terrestrial conservation area of almost 200 kilometres in length 
(http://www.upe.ac.za/zoo/addoone.htm). In these circumstances, permanent positions of 
employment on farms are scarce, and even seasonal employment is under competition. 
Unfortunately, many farmers , especially those who are struggling financially (or are due to 
be bought out by the GAENP in the short-term future) have cut back on permanent positions 
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and prefer to use semi-permanent and itinerant labourers . With the exception of citrus 
farms, farmers in and around the SRV for all purposes, have met their nemesis - large, well-
stocked mohair and sheep farms in the region are, mostly, vestiges of the past. ' 
In these circumstances, farms have reached a labour saturation point, and simply cannot 
absorb the inordinate amounts of unskilled and semi-skilled labourers present in the region. 
Consequently, people gravitate towards centres such as Uitenhage and Port Elizabeth , 
where there is little demand for untrained labour. These centres thus become repositories 
for unwanted labour, including the aged, unemployed and unskilled. 
3.3 Permanent worker profile 
In order to develop a profile of those who form the main source of labour for those farmers 
who have not been bought out by the GAENP in the SRV, information drawn from the SEA 
and RPF surveys in 2001 and 2002 can be utilised. As Table One reflects , sixteen farms 
were surveyed for the SEA in 2002, extracting information from a total of 53 interviews with 
workers, and sixteen with farmers , on these properties. Four of these properties were dairy 
farms, situated near the towns of Alexandria and Paterson, the remaining twelve being a 
combination of small stock (chiefly angora, merino and boerbok), large stock (cattle and 
ostrich) and mixed agriculture (lucerne and vegetables) . Most mixed farms also contain 
viable herds of game, particularly those situated in the Karoo and near the Zuurberg 
mountains. Most workers are male and have an average age of 45 years - the RPF 
indicated that only 9% were over 60 years of age. Most workers were also first language 
Xhosa speakers - 33% (20 workers) were Afrikaans speaking. The RPF survey in 2002 
captured information from 26 farms, with 68 workers and 26 farmers being interviewed. Of 
these farms, two were exclusively dairy, three game, while the rest were mixed farms . The 
largest farm contained a total of 5000 merino sheep, while smaller properties typically held 
between 500 and 1000 small stock (chiefly angora goats), as well as a limited number of 
cattle. These smaller farms have been struggling , and were the first to be purchased by 
SAN Parks for inclusion into the GAENP. 
3 Bartle Logie (1999) provides an interesting traveller'S account of the historic ra ilway line, the first to 
be constructed north of Algoa Bay, leading from Port Elizabeth to Middleburg. 
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Table One: General Profile of Workers in the SRV 
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3.3.1 Literacy. ethnicity and mobility 
Both surveys found that workers have little education and are generally semi-literate, or non-
literate. For the SEA, only 13% (8 workers) possessed a secondary education, compared to 
55% (29 workers) of those who had attended primary school. The RPF indicated that 37% 
of workers had a fourth year of schooling (Std. 2 - the minimum literacy threshold), 24% 
having no education at all. These figures are in agreement with the Farmworkers Research 
and Resource Project (FRRP 1996: 80) , which found that around 89% of black male 
farmworkers in the Eastern Cape had a formal education below standard 5 in 1994. 
The lack of education among farm workers primarily relates to the inaccessibility of schools 
in the region . Most children in the SRV do attend primary school , but many do not manage 
to do so on a regular basis, particularly those who attend local schools in the region. Some 
farm schools are privately run by farmers , but due to an increase in land sales in the region, 
many have been closed down. Those that remain are government schools that are located 
between 50 -100 kilometres away, forcing long periods of absence for young scholars who 
do not always have access to regular transport. Many workers, especially those with long-
standing residence on farms, thus prefer to send their children to public primary and 
secondary schools in nearby towns and cities. Some labourers can often afford to pay 
school fees on a monthly basis, while costs are brought down by children residing with local 
kin or family whilst attending lessons in town. 
There does, however, appear to be a strong motivation for farm labourers, who are barely 
literate, to educate their children . In the words of one particular informant, 'ek wil nie he dat 
my kinders by plase moet werk nie, nie soos ons nie, hul/e moet skoal toe gaan en goeie 
jobs kry' (I don't want my children to work on farms, like us, they should go to school and get 
good jobs'). The schooling of children , particularly those in secondary school , creates a 
rather empty home and working environment for most farm workers during school terms. 
High school children are typically absent for most of the year, and only return to farms 
during school holidays. Most of these children will reside with family members in a particular 
town or city, since many workers cannot afford the extra expense of hostel accommodation 
in addition to that of school fees. Primary school children in the SRV attend schools located 
in nearby towns (such as Wolwefontien). However, because even these primary schools are 
located far away, and workers do not always have access to transportation, children will 
often remain at home and not go to school. 
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Survey information also provides an indication of the complexities of the ethnic and racial 
makeup of workers . The RPF indicated that 62% of workers used Xhosa as a home 
language , while another 37% were Afrikaans speaking. However, these figures only hint at 
the extent to which people and languages have become indeterminately mixed in the region, 
which makes any attempt at racial or ethnic categorisation difficult. It is not uncommon to 
find a family whose members speak both Xhosa and Afrikaans, and who stem from both so-
called 'coloured ' and 'Xhosa' backgrounds. Moreover, the criterion that I initially used to 
determine whether workers classified themselves as 'Xhosa ' - the ability of workers to recall 
their clan name (isiduko) - proved problematic. This was because many workers who had 
classified themselves as 'coloured ' also possessed clan names from a Xhosa-speaking 
father or grandfather. These workers also spoke Xhosa (although not as a home language) 
and would also attend and participate in Xhosa ancestral rituals in the district. My initial 
attempt at classification in the SRV was clearly difficult, since many workers who would 
describe themselves as being either 'coloured' or 'Xhosa' would often fulfil the criteria for 
both . Thus, whilst many workers emically classify themselves as being either 'Xhosa' and 
'coloured', mainly in order to differentiate their history and access to ancestral land, they 
cannot really be considered as visible ethnic or racially distinct categories: the hybridity and 
indeterminability of the racial make-up of workers is clearly related to individual matters of 
background, history, context and choice of marriage, and cannot be categorised according 
to a racial stereotype4 • It is particularly noticeable, however, that the majority of Afrikaans-
speaking workers are to be found west of Lake Mentz (Darlington dam), whilst those who 
speak Xhosa are found to the east of the dam. most labourers can speak Xhosa and 
Afrikaans, but very few are conversant in English . Some farmers can also speak Xhosa 
fluently . 
4 The reader should thus be aware that the use of the terms 'coloured' and 'Xhosa' in this thesis do not 
refer to fi xed meanings of ethnicity. Rather, the use of these categories reflect the way that workers 
view themselves, and are based on different social , historical and cultural experiences, rather than 
racial stereotypes. Many so-called 'coloured' workers do have different histories of place and identity in 
the SRV compared to Xhosa-speaking workers , although being 'coloured' is certainly not a 
homogenous category of identification. 
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3.3.2 Attachment to a rural lifestyle 
Table Two: Residential Patterns of Permanent Workers in the SRV 
Farm Duration on current farm Duration in area No of urban 
no (yrs) (avg years) 12 residencies 
Most Least 
1 9 1 32 4 
2 14 4 46 1 
3 6 1 29 4 
4 51 20 54 0 
S Tot 80 26 161 9 
AVQ 20 6.5 40.3 3 
5 50 5 53 2 
6 50 4 41 1 
7 7 3 46 1 
8 20 12 52 1 
9 40 11 40 2 
10 1 1 45 1 
11 37 1 40 1 
12 13 2 40 2 
13 5 5 41 0 
14 2 1 26 1 
15 12 4 36 1 
16 30 15 36 0 
S Tot 267 64 496 13 
AVQ 22.3 5.4 41 .3 1.3 
Tot 347 90 657 22 
Avo 21.7 vrs 5.63 vrs 41 vrs 1.70 
The degree to which workers are 'attached' to their working residence on particular 
properties, or whether a sense of belonging and place are created on farms, is directly 
related to a number of factors . The first is how often a farm has changed hands. A new 
farmer will usually replace a previous owner's workforce with his own, replacing (and 
displacing) the existing pool of labourers, who have to leave the farm . This means that long-
term ownership of land is reflected by the amount of time that workers may live on a farm . 
Consequently. it is clear that those labourers who have had long-standing employment and 
residential arrangements with farmers , have forged close social relationships on these 
properties, and value the occupation of a home on these farms. The average duration for 
workers on all 16 farms surveyed during the SEA was 21.7 years , the least being 6 years. A 
further 63% of properties had workers who had stayed on the farm for more than 10 years , 
whilst another 37% had workers who had been on the farm for more than 30 years The 
average period that workers spent in the area amounted to 41 years. The 'area', in these 
instances, is defined as the district in which a farm is situated, the surrounding radius being 
approximately 30 to 40 km. Most workers live, work and move around within this district. 
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The second reason why labourers expressed a desire to remain in rural areas can be 
related to the benefits attached to working positions. As mentioned previously, rations, 
housing as well as amenities such as water and electricity are provided free of charge. And, 
for as long as a farmer remains a stable owner of a property, security is assured for most. 
However, there is another side to this coin. Workers have suffered the limitations of being 
part of a large, unskilled labour pool in the Eastern Cape, and are certainly not free agents 
that choose where or how they live their lives. Access to land via previous methods of labour 
tenancy and sharecropping is no longer possible, and the stockowners that exist (an 
average of 1.18 per farm) are few and far between . The fact that workers may have 'job 
security' may also mask the fact that some are locked into long-term service contracts with 
farmers by virtue of debt bondage. Workers do not have much economic security, as they 
are often subject to private agreements made between the seller and buyer of a property. 
As mentioned, land is a fast moving commodity in the SRV at present, due to a shift to 
game farming , and land prices have increased considerably in the last five years. 
The figures in the SEA that reflect the duration of worker employment on a farm and in the 
SRV as a whole are particularly important in indicating the degree to which workers are 
connected to the ir rural residences, and the social attachments that workers have developed 
on farms. As Sylvian (2001) has indicated in Namibia, as well as Kooy (1977) in the Karoo, 
farms can often be described as mini-communities, containing (relatively) self-sustaining 
groups of resident workers. Many workers also have close family or kin who work together 
on one farm, or will actively maintain linkages with kin in the SRV district. However, besides 
these social ties that link workers to the district, these figures also indicate the degree to 
which workers are often bound into long-term service to a particular landowner, particularly 
on those properties which are isolated and difficult to reach . As I will indicate in the next 
section, long-term employment of workers on farms can also indicate the extent to which 
labourers are unlawfully bound to a farmer by debt, and payments in kind . 
It was particularly noticeable during the SEA survey that farms and farm workers who were 
situated close to a main road were much more mobile than their isolated counterparts. In the 
latter situation, workers are usually transported to the main road, or to town , by the farmer 
himself. However, the disconnection and geographical isolation of many workers does not 
necessarily mean that these individuals have a particularly small or circumscribed social 
universe. All workers have access to towns and nearby cities on a regular, monthly basis, 
assisted by a farmer, in order to purchase groceries and visit kin or schooling children . In a 
few instances during the SEA survey, those workers on farms close to the main road from 
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Uitenhage to Graaff-Reinet indicated that Motherwell (a township on the outskirts of Port 
Elizabeth) was their 'home', as opposed to the farm that they were working on. These 
individuals had therefore maintained a rural source of employment and residence, but would 
send money to their families in town. The possession of an urban home, together with the 
presence of a male worker's family in such a house, was deemed to be particularly 
important for many labourers. 
Moreover, 22 out of 53 workers also indicated that they either had access to an urban 
residence (through kin in urban areas) , or had resided in urban areas (such as Port 
Elizabeth and Uitenhage) for a number of years before commencing permanent farm 
employment during the RPF survey. Although these figures do indicate that farm workers 
have few experiences of a full-time urban lifestyle, it certainly does not mean that labourers 
have only limited contacts and networks in cities. Although contact with kin may be limited to 
monthly visits , participant observation amongst farm workers confirmed that children, or 
other close relatives living in urban areas, do visit their rural kin in the SRV, which provides 
both workers and their urban kin with dual rural/urban connections. Moreover, such contact 
is usually made on important occasions (such as funerals or feasts) , that serve to 
consolidate and cement these relationships. The mobility of workers on farms is often 
connected to the nature of their employment with particular landowners. Properties that are 
intensively farmed with a variety of crops, livestock and game generally require around the 
clock maintenance by workers , and do not allow much freedom of movement. Workers on 
smaller farms, however, particularly those with an absentee landowner, have much more 
freedom and mobility. Workers on dairy farms generally work in shifts, and are also able to 
take weekends off on a regular basis. Most farmers will transport workers to nearby towns 
and cities for grocery shopping, or in medical emergencies, but do not provide transport for 
workers who attend family gatherings or rituals . These individuals will mostly utilise taxis, or 
will hire a vehicle from fellow workers. Out of the 53 individuals interviewed in the SEA, 
seven owned cars of their own. 
3.3.3 Work and labour 
Job descriptions for permanent resident workers on all farms included semi-skilled jobs such 
as welding , driving , fencing , building and shearing. Unskilled occupations involve the 
majority of the male workforce and entail general herding, stock upkeep (such as dipping, 
watering and feeding) , cultivation (especially of lucerne and citrus) and milking . Employment 
for women on farms is usually temporary or part-time, the majority of which is domestic 
work. However, women are also employed for less physically intensive jobs such as milking , 
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ostrich rearing and egg hatching . Like men, women in citrus growing areas also have the 
option of citrus picking , cleaning and packing . If these jobs cannot be accessed, some 
women can generate a small income from home through beer brewing (including honey and 
sorghum beer) as well as the selling of prickly pears and related products such as jam and 
syrup, to fellow workers. These casual jobs occur across the board on all farms in the dairy 
and mixed farming zones of the SRV and surrounds, but are hard to come by. 
Compensation for casual or domestic work varies from R10 to R30 per day (in 2001). 
The hours worked by women milkers on dairy farms takes the form of one three hour 
morning and one three hour afternoon shift per day. Men on dairy and mixed farms appear 
to have a standard eight-hour working day. On mixed farms, however, hours can vary from 
a minimum of five to six, or from ten to twelve hours per day. Amongst resident permanent 
workers on mixed farms, Sunday is usually taken off, and hours on Saturday end at 1 pm -
although this may be compromised in certain situations, especially where labourers have to 
take care of stock (such as ostriches) , which require vigilance around the clock. The highest 
workloads of all are with permanent resident labourers on large intensive farms, who 
perform a variety of labour - and time - intensive duties for at least six (sometimes seven) 
days of the week. The lowest workloads occur with labourers who function as caretakers for 
an absentee owner (akin to tenancy) , on smaller mixed farms, as well as game farms, both 
of which require considerably lower levels of maintenance. 
3 .3.4. Wages and benefits 
With regard to wages, both surveys indicated that the highest wages are paid to permanent, 
resident, farm labourers on dairy farms (one individual received R800 per month in 2002), 
followed by mixed farms (usually between R300 and R700pm), whilst the lowest wage 
recorded was received by a worker on one particular game farm (R150 pm). As Table Three 
indicates, the SEA survey in 2001 indicated that the average highest wage for male workers 
on all 16 farms was R578 per month. The lowest wage for permanent males averages R386 
per month or R394 on dairy farms and R349 on mixed farms. The figures for female workers 
reflected an average of R208 on mixed farms, and on dairy farms was considerably higher, 
amounting to R407 per month. It is noticeable that these averages do not fulfil the required 
minimum wages for farm workers in the Eastern Cape, which was supposed to be a cash 
wage of R871 .58 per month in 20035. 
' This information was kindly provided by the Department of Labour in Port Elizabeth. 
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Table Three: Worker Wages and Assets in the SRV 
Farm Male wages (R p mnth) Wages (R p mnth) No of stock 
no Hiqhest lowest Women owners 
1 650 300 450 0 
2 420 225 360 0 
3 700 370 410 1 
4 800 680 410 4 
Avg 643 394 407 2.25 
dairy 
5 150 150 160 2 
6 700 400 260 0 
7 300 200 o (unemployed) 0 
8 200 200 o (unemployed) 0 
9 750 450 220 3 
10 550 400 0 3 
11 640 300 0 0 
12 800 400 200 0 
13 400 0 0 0 
14 800 400 0 0 
15 750 540 0 3 
16 630 400 200 3 
Av 556 349 208 2.80 
Mixed 
Tot R9240 5785 2260 19 
Avg R578 R386 251 2.70 
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Table Four: Benefits Available to Workers in the SRV 
Farm School Rations Bonuses Shop Stock 
no 
1 1 0 1 1 0 
2 1 0 0 0 0 
3 1 0 1 0 0 
4 1 1 1 1 1 
Tot 4 1 3 2 1 
5 1 1 1 1 1 
6 1 1 1 1 0 
7 0 1 1 1 0 
8 1 1 1 1 0 
9 1 1 1 1 1 
10 0 1 1 0 1 
11 0 1 0 0 0 
12 0 1 1 1 0 
13 0 1 1 0 0 
14 0 1 1 1 0 
15 0 1 1 0 1 
16 0 1 1 1 1 
STat 4 12 11 8 5 
Tot 8 13 14 10 6 
The comparatively low wages of most farm workers in these surveys, however, must be 
balanced with the amount of payments made in kind, as indicated by Table Four. During the 
SEA, farmers indicated that approximately 30% of the wages of workers was made up by 
payments in kind. This includes rations - comprising staple foods (maize meal , samp), 
sugar, tea, tobacco and sometimes meat - as well as water, firewood, housing , clothing, 
medical assistance, transport , loans, UIF and limited training. Some workers receive free 
electricity and telephone access, free emergency medical assistance, and (depending on 
the landowner) the right to run livestock on the farm. All mixed farms surveyed during the 
SEA provided workers with a monthly ration and meat package, whilst only one diary farm 
provided rations to workers. Eleven out of 20 farms provided labourers with a cash bonus, 
although this 'bonus ' was usually comprised of money derived from the sale of mohair from 
workers ' own stock. Among the 16 farms surveyed during the SEA, five farms allowed 
workers to keep stock, the majority of these (74%) being on mixed farms. Ten farms (out of 
20) , had a shop where workers could purchase goods. Whilst cattle seemed to be the most 
valued type of stock, many workers owned mainly sheep and angora goats, which can either 
be sold (for meat) or sheared, the wool or mohair then being sold by the farmer on behalf of 
the workers in Port Elizabeth . Whilst labourers are free to do what they like with their own 
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stock, all farms have limitations on the amount of stock that may be accumulated. On mixed 
farms, depending on size, goats and sheep are usually limited to 10 to 30 per family. 
All workers have the opportunity to plant a small vegetable garden of their own , although 
this depends on the availability of water, especially in drier areas of the SRV. Most farms do 
offer labourers a bonus, which is sometimes comprised of money accumulated through 
activities (such as shearing and animal rearing) during the year, but is usually simply a 13th 
cheque. All houses occupied by workers were built of bricks and mortar, and as the figures 
below illustrate, have an average of 3 to 3.4 rooms per household, excluding a kitchen area, 
each room being shared by almost two people. The FRRP (1996: 82) survey reflects this 
situation - 97% of workers in the Eastern Cape lived in houses constructed of mortar and 
brick during 1994. Workers did not have any major complaints concerning the quality of their 
housing, with the exception of the absence of electricity and a few structural problems (such 
as leaking and broken window panes) 
Payments made in kind represent a double bind for many workers. These benefits are 
clearly of considerable value , and should be regarded as part of their income stream. The 
provision of a house is particularly important for many farm workers, since stable residency 
and the occupation of a structure is mostly associated with permanent employment Some 
of these benefits will continue upon retirement, and some elderly folk thus do have a safety 
net provided by the farmer, but only in situations where these individuals live with other 
family members or perform odd jobs on a farm. Most farm workers who retire from farm 
work are not assured of a place to stay once they no longer have a job, and will seek 
accommodation in local towns, and with family and kin. Given the benefits an active, adult 
farm worker will receive, however, workers do express a preference for farm employment, 
and some choose to live with low wage packages due to the high incidence of payment in 
kind . 
However, workers still disagreed with the approximation provided by farmers (i.e: that 
payment in kind amounted to 30% of their monthly salary), and complained that their wages 
were not sufficient to cover their monthly expenditures. Consequently, many workers are 
forced to purchase extra groceries 'on tick' from the farmer, these loans being deducted 
(without interest) from their next salary. This creates an uncomfortable situation of wage (or 
labour) bondage for some, and often means that those workers who retire or leave the 
employ of the landowners find that their retirement package has been virtually obliterated by 
debt owed to their employer. Payments in kind are thus valuable , as they function as a 
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safety net for those who cannot afford rental or residence in towns and cities, but also serve 
to inculcate dependence upon a farmer. Many farmers expressed a preference for providing 
an exclusively cash wage for workers, since payments in kind sometimes simply proved to 
be too expensive to maintain . This is in agreement with figures provided by the FRRP (1996: 
79), which indicate that permanent black workers in the Eastern Cape received over 30,5% 
of their-wages in kind in 1992, while this declined to between 3% and 14% in 1994. 
When probed about the value of benefits attached to a rural farm life as opposed to an 
urban environment, most workers indicated that they would move to an urban area, usually 
due to family connections, only if they could have adequate money, employment and 
housing . Most indicated that while it would not be difficult to improve on a farming salary in 
an urban area, this increase would be far outweighed by the lack of benefits received in 
town. Housing , work stability and knowledge of a 'rural' way of life, in that order of priority, 
were the benefits that workers valued the most. 
3.4 Seasonal workers 
Seasonal labour represents an important source of work for many people in the SRV. The 
majority of seasonal work is attached to the citrus industry in Kirkwood and Addo, which 
utilises pickers, packers and sorters for four months of the year. Another important source of 
seasonal work is that of shearing (angora goats and sheep), while fencing, bush clearing 
and vermin eradication (through packs of hunting dogs) occur throughout the year on a part-
time basis. Some of these labourers are from nearby farms, but most reside in nearby town 
centres, such as Jansenville, Somerset East, Uitenhage, Kirkwood and Addo. Citrus farmers 
will usually provide daily transport to and from a worker's place of residence in the two latter 
towns, whilst shearers from Jansenville, Somerset East and Uitenhage will group together 
and reside on a particular property for the duration of their contract, moving back to town 
when their contracts on farms have been fulfilled . The same situation applies to bush 
clearers and fencers as well as those individuals who have packs of hunting dogs, who are 
sometimes hired for 'vermin' (usually jackal, but sometimes lynx) eradication on farms. 
These individuals are some of the most mobi le labourers in the SRV, since their contracts 
are of a short duration and/or for specific purposes (such as shearing). I spoke to two teams 
of (mohair) shearers on the farm of Bitterwater in the SRV, whilst fencers and bush cutters 
are only periodically resident on farms in the SRV. Seasonal and contract workers therefore 
represented only a small part of the overall RPF and SEA samples. 
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The wages for shearers usually ranged from R1 .30 to R1.50 per sheep/goat in 2002. Up to 
40 animals can be sheared by one person each day. shearers usually being busy for one to 
three weeks per farm . Shearing season is usually during June/July and in November 
!December /January. Wages for wool sorters and graders are usually between R15 and R20 
per day. This task is usually performed by women who are resident on the farm. or by the 
permanent workers themselves. If these individuals are employed as workers. however. they 
are not compensated for such extra work. since most farmers are of the opinion that their 
wages are sufficient Women who are not employed will usually receive an hourly rate for 
sorting and packing. The wool or mohair is then baled and sold (in Port Elizabeth) per 150 
kg. The two tables below give an indication of wool and mohair prices since 2000. Those 
workers who do posses stock of their own will rely on the farmer to sell their wool or hair on 
their behalf. Seasonal workers (particularly shearers) are provided with food and rations by 
the farmer. Many farmers also employ teams of fencers. who are responsible for the 
construction or installation of both electrified and standard fences. who are paid up to R500 
per meter. Permanent workers on a farm are usually responsible for the repair and 
maintenance of these fences. which is essential if farmers want to prevent loss of stock 
through predators such as black backed jackal and lynx. Seasonal work on dairy farms is 
usually limited to fencing. bush clearing and gardening. 
Table Five: Wool Prices per Kilogram Bale (2000 to 2005( 
2000/2001 R22.90 
2001/2002 R33.17 
2002/2003 R43.26 
2003/2004 R30.85 
2004/2005 R25.68 
Table Six: Mohair Prices per Kilogram Bale (2000 to 2005) 
2000 R52.28 
2001 R44.55 
2002 R56.34 
2003 R37.91 
2004 R43.75 
2005 R52.21 
6 Information for wool and mohair was kindly provided by Cape Wool SA, as well as the Mohair Board 
of SA (15/07/2005) . These prices are based on the auctioned sale of wool and mohair bales 
throughout the year from August to July. Much of the differences in average yearly prices are 
attributed to fluctuations in the RandlDoliar exchange rate . 
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Although seasonal workers in the SRV are the most mobile of all labourers in the SRV, 
compared to de Jongh's (1995) observations in the Colesberg district, where shearers 
moved around using donkey carts in search of shearing work on surrounding farms, 
seasonal workers in the number of wool and mohair farms in the area have decreased . . 
Seasonal labourers in the SRV do not possess donkey carts and shearing also appears to 
be a form of employment that is quickly being eradicated by a fewer number of farms, as 
well as the use of teams of workers who are not from the Eastern Cape. Many farmers in 
the SRV opt to hire shearing teams (through the Eastern Cape Wool and Mohair Board) 
from places such as Lesotho and the Langkloof, since many local shearers are perceived as 
being unpredictable and their labour costs too expensive. The FRRP (1996: 77) also 
indicates that the percentage of seasonal workers has shown an overall decline from the 
1980s to 37.4% in 1992 - a full ten percentage points down from 1983. 
Due to the decrease in seasonal and contract employment in the SRV, it is particularly 
younger workers (in particular) who may have a very unstable pattern of work and residency 
in the SRV. These individuals usually oscillate and move from place to place in search of 
odd jobs such as fence mending and construction , goat and sheep shearing and bush 
clearing positions that do not always lead to permanent employment. If they do, however, 
younger workers will often find themselves receiving the lowest wages and the highest 
workloads compared to long-standing employees on a property. This is a particularly difficult 
working environment, but many individuals prefer to endure th is situation rather than to live 
alone and penniless in an urban informal settlement. Itinerant workers may also include 
those who have been retrenched , or those who have retired from farm employment, but do 
not yet qualify for a state pension. 
3.5 Conclusion 
In sum, the situation in the SRV is very similar to the description that Kopytoff (1999: 31-44) 
gives of African frontiers . Like the frontier of the past, the present frontier is still something 
of an institutional vacuum: Although some portions of the SRV are intensively farmed 
(mainly by citrus), outlying areas of the Zuurberg and Karoo are still weakly controlled by a 
regional metropolis, and farms are simply too inaccessible to be linked by regular social and 
economic visits to distant city centres. Some farms function as mini, self-regulating 
communities, where workers receive most of their basic needs, and are highly dependant on 
the quality and quantity of their employment package. As I have indicated in this chapter, 
the salaries of workers are directly illustrative of this dependence - despite the conditions of 
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a minimum wage, some farmers choose to pay workers only R150 or R200 per month, 
excluding benefits such as housing and rations. Workers are unskilled and semi-literate, and 
find it difficult to secure other employment apart from unskilled positions on farms. Those 
that have permanent positions on farms, as indicated earlier, are wholly dependent on the 
goodwill on a particular landowner. 
Moreover, it is clear that many workers on farms are still bound into long-term servitude in 
some or other way. Thus labourers are tied to their employer through some form of debt 
bondage, and also find it difficult to own livestock, since farmers prohibit the transfer of 
livestock from one property to the other when employing a new worker. Consequently, those 
who have the longest period of service on a farm will have the most benefits. Unfortunately, 
this also means that long-term servitude is still widely accepted as an unspoken rule to 
guarantee residence on a farm. It is not uncommon to find three generations of worker 
" ' . . . ' ... 
fsnDi.lLe.lLQnJ~9rne pr9pertie.s. Even though workers such as these may have accumulated 
valuable benefits, they still do not have the assurance of owning property of their own, and 
------ '- - . .-
apart from state pensions, are denied from receiving any form of old age pension from ~ln 
'--_ .. 
erstwhile employer once they retire. 
Under these circumstances, farm workers in the SRV are characteristically some of the 
most repressed inhabitants in southern Africa. Moreover, the isolation of farms, and the 
servile nature of farm employment, has certainly cut off labourers in the SRV from most 
political developments in the Eastern Cape Province, particularly during the 1980s, when as 
Cherry and Gibbs (2006) indicate, the majority of political resistance against the apartheid 
state occurred. However, the essentially paradoxical nature of farm employment also forces 
one to consider the other side of the coin . While it may be true that labourers have been 
locked into servitude for decades, if not centuries, these circumstances have also 'locked' 
people into established social and cultural networks in the district. In other words, workers 
have vested interests in remaining in familiar surroundings and will not easily give up their 
associations with people in the SRV simply in order to escape labour servitude. Moreover, 
despite the fact that workers are repressed and barely literate, they still have recourse to 
important markers of cultural and rural identity. As I will point out in subsequent chapters, 
workers have deep ancestral roots and territorial associations in the area, and attach great 
significance to their rural lifestyle, even if it is associated with employment on a farm . 
A significant observation made during fieldwork in the SRV is that apart from residence on 
farms, there is evidence that workers in the district have had access to some form of land 
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occupation in the past. Whether this has amounted to the formalised buying and selling of 
land, with title deeds, is doubtful. However, as the next chapter will point out, many 
individuals do regard their occupation of ancestral land as 'ownership', simply through the 
virtue of their long-term presence on such land. As I will also point out, however, such 
occupational 'ownership' of land is contested , particularly because many groups of peop'le 
(including white and Xhosa 'owners') occupied and farmed such land in the past. Through 
the narratives of workers, there is evidence of sharecropping and labour tenancy 
agreements in the areas as recently as the 1950s, either on properties referred to as 
ancestral land , or on private farms. Most workers use their memories of occupation and 
removal from these sites as important markers and sources of rural identity, and moreover, 
utilise their shared memories of rural life on such territories to maintain social networks with 
kin in the area. The next chapter is thus devoted to exploring the early historical precedents 
that indicate the existence of deeper feelings of identity and belonging amongst workers. 
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. CHAPTER FOUR 
'We will never vacate it" - historical conquest and confrontation in the Zuurveld before 
1960. 
This Kaboega - it was the B .. 's land, their name is on the papers. But the white people said that 
they wanted the land and that the B .. 's shou ld throw their papers away. The land that was ours near 
Kirkwood, it is not there any more' . 
Kirkwood , November 2002 , Alec Mbosini. 
This chapter aims to describe the historical origins of land occupation by farm workers in the SRV, 
particularly the conditions under which people laid claim to , and occupied , 'ancestral' land around 
the town of Kirkwood before 1950. I will aim to clarify what my informants have classified as 
'ancestral' land in the SRV, through an examination of existing oral and written historical evidence 
for occupation of land in the area. I discuss the origins of present day farm workers in the SRV in 
connection to the presence of various Xhosa-speaking groups in the Zuurveld during the late 
1S'h, 19th and early 20th Centuries, particularly the Mbalu and Gqunukhwebe groupings. I also link 
the fate of the erstwhile residents of these territories (the parents of many present day farm 
workers) to the gradual implementation of state conservation and the development of intensive 
farming in the region during the mid 20 th Century. 
As the above quotation from Alec Mbosini illustrates, most of the information presented in this 
chapter is derived from oral sources of information in the SRV. Literary and academic sources 
regarding patterns of black land occupation in the area are sparse - Grant (1993) is the only 
academic stUdy of forced removal in the SRV, which took place between 1960 and 1970. 
However, Grant only deals with the removal of people from townships around the town of 
Kirkwood, and not with later removals on remote farming areas such as Kaboega , where tenants 
and sharecroppers were removed in 1970. Moreover, Grant also fails to indicate precisely how the 
Xhosa-speaking occupants of Kirkwood were historically connected to these so-called ancestral 
territories , particularly during the period before removal, in the late 19th and early 20th Centuries. 
Dorfling (1995) and Delport (n.d.) do contain relevant historical information, but are unreliable, as 
they are written as popular accounts of white farming history in the SRV, and not of black agrarian 
history. Both will only be used selectively. Local municipal archives in Kirkwood proved valuable 
1 This was uttered by followers of Ndlambe, who cla imed that the SRV was theirs and that they would never 
vacate it (Milton 1993: 58). Alec Mbosini's reference to Kaboega refers to a piece of ancestral land in the 
SRV that was occupied by his forebears during the 19th and 20lh Centuries. 
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for research for this chapter in many respects , but these archives were in such disarray that it was 
almost impossible to conduct a thorough search of records . 
Many oral accounts regard ing the origins of land claims of 'ancestral' land in the SRV have their 
own challenges. As Tosh (1984: 179) argues, the 'vividness of personal recall , which is the 
strength of oral evidence, also pOints to its principal limitation'. Oral interviews make the voices of 
individual respondents clearer, but wider forces of change can often be obscured, and oral 
evidence does little to capture the layers of reality outside individual experience. In the SRV, 
workers have referred to certain tracts of land as their 'own', and in some cases, have argued that 
their parents and grandparents have had documented, legal claim to such land, as is the case with 
Kaboega (or Nqaburha) . However, because most of these documents have been lost or 
destroyed, it is important to define the validity of 'ancestral' land claims in the SRV using a 
combination of oral accounts with written historical works concerning wider elements of change in 
the Zuurveld. (Beinart 2002, Van Sittert 2003, Lamar and Thompson 1981 , Beinart, Delius and 
Trapido 1986, Meiring 1959, Maclennan 1986, Mostert 1992, Milton 1993, Newton-King and 
Malherbe 1981 , Peires 1981 , 1989). These sources are valuable in that they indicate the 
circumstances under which people occupied land in the Eastern Cape during the 19th and 20th 
centuries. A scenario of land occupation of ancestral territories in the SRV can therefore be 
reconstructed from both oral and written historical accounts. 
As my informants have indicated, many people in the SRV had managed to accumulate stock and 
arable land on properties that were originally ceded to the Zuurveld Xhosa by the Dutch colonial 
government during the early 19th Century. In terms of legal ownership, it is possible that many 
Xhosa-speaking groups also held quitrent titles to land in the SRV during this period of time 
(Peires 1981 : 63). Oelport (n.d) , Meiring (1959), Peires (1981) and Maclennan (1986) indicate that 
land agreements with Xhosa-speaking refugees were rendered null and void by the subsequent 
(British) colonial distribution of land to white settlers, particularly after the expulsion of Xhosa-
speakers from the Zuurveld in 1812, but also during the Frontier Wars of 1819 and 1835. The 
result was that most land in the SRV was nominally owned by Boers (particularly large tracts of 
land used as cattle outposts) during the early 19th Century, so that British settlers in the SRV were 
allocated smaller tracts of land closer to the present day town of Kirkwood (Beinart 2003, Lamar 
and Thompson 1981, Milton 1993). The overlap between Boer, British and Xhosa-speaking land 
was not very clearly demarcated , so that ownership was disputed in some cases. In certain cases, 
such as that of Kaboega (or Nqaburha) and Korhaansdrif (as I will illustrate) , certain portions of 
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. these farms may also have been registered as Xhosa quitrent property, which the Mbalu and 
Gqunukhwebe clans returned to occupy after and during the Frontier Wars of the early 19th 
Century. The memories of occupation derived from informants in the SRV are particularly 
interesting because they indicate that (at least theoretically) , territories could have been held both 
by Boers and Xhosa-speaking groups simultaneously, even as late as 1970 (when people were 
forcibly removed from these areas by the apartheid state) . Although this may only be speculation 
on my part, oral evidence does seem to partially corroborate 'ownership' (or at least permanent 
occupation) of land by both parties: Apart from the existence of 'documents' for their ownership of 
these properties (which may also have been tenancy agreements), many informants have 
indicated that the Xhosa-speaking 'owners' of such property functioned as headmen in many 
cases, and were granted permission for the use of their land by other groups during the early 19'h 
Century. 'Owners' occupied such land in three ways: either as lineage groups with various fami lies 
related agnatically to 'owners'; on the basis of clan membership; or as a combination of lineage 
and clan membership. Apart from this type of 'ownership', white farmers occupied the very same 
tracts of land , but most often as absent rent landlords, and possessed legal documents attesting 
to their (so-called) Singular 'ownership' of land . This applies particularly to the farms Korhaansdrif 
and Kaboega. 
Historical accounts of the Zuurveld (as cited above) do not directly detail or corroborate claims of 
ownership of ancestral land in the SRV - but on the other hand, do not entirely discount the idea 
that certain agnatic groupings may have had legal ownership of land . The reasons behind such 
'fuzziness' is directly related to the history of the SRV as a front ier zone (Lamar and Thompson 
1981 , Rosier and Wend11999) - and as I have indicated, frontiers embody various sets of 
oppositions and paradoxes, wh ich are contained in the idea that the Zuurveld was a central area 
of assimilation, as well as exclusion, for groups of Xhosa, Khoi and Boer in the 18'h and 19th 
Centuries (Newton-King and Malherbe 1981 , Milton 1993). On the one hand, Xhosa, Khoi and 
Boer occupants of the area all co-operated and lived with a certain degree of tolerance and 
inclusion of the other. These groups were brought closer together through trade, marriage and 
even shared residence on land in the SRV. On the other hand, however, the Zuurveld was a 
violent and destructive place, where neither Khoi , Boer nor Xhosa had much opportunity for long-
term stability or productivity. During the early 19'h Century in particular, during the Fourth (1812) , 
Fifth (1 819), Sixth (1835) and Seventh (1836) Frontier Wars, as well as the Cattle Killing of 1856 
(Peires 1989), it is clear that people who lived in the Zuurveld lived incredibly unstable lives, akin 
to that of serial (or ongoing) experiences of rupture, movement and displacement. For farm 
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labourers, particularly those Xhosa-speakers who have their roots in the mixed Khoi-Xhosa 
Gqunukhwebe grouping (a clan who have their origins in the SRV), the Zuurveld was a contested 
space, in which land , grazing and cattle were under constant threat of appropriation by both Boers 
and the British Colonial State. 
Whilst such a high degree of contestation of oral evidence in the SRV might not give claimants a 
detailed factual or legal basis for the restitution of their erstwhile land , it is an academically 
valuable idea to explore the origins of the inhabitants in the SRV. Such an exploration is valid for 
various reasons: it can provide a historical basis for describing contemporary identity politics in the 
SRV, and indicate the degree to which such identities are influenced by experiences of disruption 
and displacement. Moreover, as I have mentioned in Chapter One, considering the historicity of 
ideas of place and belonging in the SRV creates a basis upon which to investigate the hybridity of 
concepts such as 'tradition ', 'Redness' and 'identity' later in the thesis. For the purposes of this 
particular chapter, however, historical evidence suggests that farm workers have indelibly 
inscribed their presence on certain spaces in the SRV and that labourers do have a sense of place 
beyond the immediacies of their classification as farm workers. These notions of place are not 
informed by formal and clear ideas of 'ownership' of land (through legal documentation), but by the 
memories of a contested (but no less valid) form of ownership, marked by serial incidences of 
removal and displacement. 
It is vital , however, that the nature of land use and land holding in the SRV be briefly compared to 
the old Transkei and Ciskei , since the patterns of landholding mentioned by informants in the SRV 
appear to be fundamentally different to that in the erstwhile native reserves in the eastern half of 
the province. In intensive farming areas such as Kirkwood, Paterson and Addo, control of land has 
never been vested solely in the hands of the state, but primarily defined through private (i.e: 
freehold) ownership. Even though some Xhosa-speaking groups might have had private (or earlier 
quitrent agreements) ownership of certain tracts of land, where land may have been administered 
(by themselves) on a communal (and agnatic) basis, this land was not legally classified as 
communal , as was the case in the old Ciskei (Mills and Wilson 19528-44). Moreover, land in the 
SRV has never been part of a 'homeland' state, as was the case in the previous Ciskei and 
Transkei. As informed by the earlier Native Trust and Land Act of 1936, land in the SRV has also 
never been classified under Trust tenure, which was (together with communal and individual 
tenure) , the basis of land classification in so-called 'native reserve' areas. In addition, the SRV 
was not administered by a Native Commissioner. Instead, land occupied by tenants and labourers 
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. fell under the authority of a private landholder (i.e: a white farmer) , or the jurisdiction of a private 
company'. In the case of the former, private agreements between tenants and white landholders 
were mutually beneficial to both parties, but also proved restrictive, particularly because tenants 
were exposed to the whims of an often racist white master. In the case of company and municipal 
control , as was the case with people living in high density 'black spots' around Kirkwood in the 
1950s (such as Wesbank and Rooiwal), the fate of these inhabitants largely rested with the 
Department of Native Affairs in Cape Town. Thus, unlike the erstwhile Native Reserves of the 
Ciskei and Transkei , the SRV was largely exempt from the resettlement and villagisation schemes 
implemented by the apartheid state as part of 'Betterment' planning in the mid 20th Century (de 
Wet 1995). Xhosa-speaking residents in the SRV were, however, affected by state pOlicies 
regarding conservation - particularly those measures designed to boost commercial farming 
ventures in the 1950s and 1960s (Van Sittert 2003, Beinart 2003) . The processes of commercial 
farming and state conservation, moreover, seemed to isolate farm workers from central political 
processes occurring elsewhere in the Eastern Cape - particularly the resistance of people against 
the urban Group Areas Act in the late 1950s, and Bantustan policy in the 1960s. Eventually, 
however, the influence of the Native Commissioner, together with mounting local (private) anti-
squatting sentiments in the SRV, proved decisive in the eventual destruction of so-called 'black 
spots' in the 1960s. 
This chapter presents historical information in three sections: the first deals with early occupation 
of the area before the expulsion of Xhosa groupings by the Colonial government to areas east of 
the Fish River; the second with the fate of those who returned to the area after 1812. The third 
section focuses on the development of intensive farming and the effect of state conservation 
measures in the town of Kirkwood in the 20th Century. These first three sections combine written 
historical information with oral information provided by informants in the SRV' . The last portion of 
the chapter uses direct case studies to relate the memories and lives of those workers who 
occupied ancestral land around Kirkwood in the early 20th Century. 
4.1 . The Zuurveld as a frontier before 1812 
The close relationship between farmers and black labour tenants has been an entrenched feature 
of the historical landscape since the early 18th Century, and can be associated with the history of 
2 This only applied to those people occupying land surrounding Kirkwood , which was owned by the 
Strathshomer's Estate, and later converted into municipal land in 1937. 
3 Where references are not provided in the text, information has been extracted from oral accounts. 
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the Zuurveld as a frontier zone. Rosier and Wendl (1999: 3) and Donnan and Wilson (1999: 48) 
refer to a frontier as being a vanguard, or front, of a nation. Unlike a boundary, a line that is 
exclusionary and definitive, frontiers are considered to be continuously expanding and integrating. 
Moreover, frontiers are liable to produce unequal relationships of power and authority, especially 
between economically disparate groups (Lamar and Thompson 1981 : 71) . This is particularly 
relevant in the case of the Zuurveld , of which the SRV is a part . As I will illustrate, the Zuurveld 
was regarded as an 'open' frontier by Xhosa, Khoi and Boer groups in the 18th and 19th Centuries, 
each group freely occupying land using the labour and assistance of the other. On the other hand, 
as Peires (1981 : 60) points out, the then British colonial state did not tolerate such uncontrolled 
occupation of land , but wanted a boundary which was 'emphatically defined and closed' . 
Eventually, as I will point out, neither groups of Khoi, Boers or Xhosa in the Zuurveld were strong 
or unified enough to resist the influence of the colonial state, which resulted in the 'closure' of such 
an open frontier line during the mid 19th Century, through the limitation of Xhosa-speakers to areas 
east of the Fish River. 
Geographically (Maclennan 1986: 41 , Mostert 1992: 224) , the Zuurveld refers to a rectangular 
area of land, approximately 80 miles long and 50 miles wide, bounded by the Indian Ocean in the 
south and the Sundays and Fish Rivers towards the east and west. As Map One indicates, the 
Zuurveld is traversed by a chain of undulating mountains and valleys - the Zuurberg - that 
separate the well-watered coastal regions from drier inland regions towards the north. The SRV is 
part of the western reaches of the Zuurveld, and contains the Sundays River, which makes its way 
through the Zuurberg mountains to the coast. Although subject to extremes of heat and climate, 
the Zuurveld offered some of the 'finest pastures to be seen in South Africa' (Mostert 1992: 240) 
and was an attractive area for settlement in the late 18th and early 19th Centuries for both groups 
of Xhosa-speakers and Boer farmers . When the town of Graaff-Reinet was established under 
Batavian rule in 1786, British visitors to the area described the Zuurveld as being similar to an 
'English parkland' (Mostert 1992: 241). This particular appearance of the Zuurveld was due to its 
value as a temporary grazing site, for both Xhosa-speaking herdsmen and for Trekboers (mobile 
farmers). The region provided excellent grazing in the summer, but lost its value after about four 
months, prompting herdsmen to move their cattle towards the sweetveld located in the east , and 
then return to the Zuurveld in summer. It was believed that if cattle subsisted on a diet of sweet 
grass, and did not vary their grazing with sourveld (in the Zuurveld) , that they would catch a 
'wasting disease which also led to death' (Maclennan 1986: 69) . 
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. Xhosa-speaking occupation and influence in the SRV began with the chiefdom of Tshiwo (the 
father of Phalo) , who was saved in battle by a councillor called Khwane (Peires 1981 : 31 , Mostert 
1992: 209). Khwane's people (under Tshiwo) became known as the Gqunukhwebe, who had large 
numbers of Khoi in their ranks (Mostert 1992: 226) , and occupied territories around the Sundays, 
Bushmans and Swartkops Rivers around 1730. Later Mbalu (under chief Langa) penetrated the 
area, and hemmed in (and assimilated) numerous KhoiKhoi chiefdoms in the Zuurveld' 
(Maclennan 1986: 58). Although the British later laid claim to the Zuurveld , the Mbalu and 
Gqunukhwebe regarded their right to settle upon land in the SRV as their prerogative and as 
Maclennan (1986: 47) writes, there was never any question that the land belonged to them. In 
particular, during the early 19th Century, it was claimed that groups of Xhosa-speakers had 
purchased the Zuurveld from the Dutch (Maclennan 1986: 102, Peires 1981 : 62) and that in 1789, 
the Zuurveld was also bought by the Gqunukhwebe (Maclennan 1986: 58) . It was reported to 
Landross Cuyler of Uitenhage in 1809 that some of Ndlambe's people claimed that 'the region 
between the Bushman and Sundays Rivers belonged to them and they would never vacate it' 
(Milton 1993: 58). Mostert (1992: 553) also writes that the groups of Xhosa-speakers maintained 
that the Zuurveld was 'theirs by birthright or conquest or purchase long before whites appeared in 
the area'. 
In the case of white settlers and farmers in the Zuurveld, this zone marked the edges of the known 
universe for Dutch and British colon isers in the Cape during the late 18th Century. White colonial 
penetration of the eastern frontier occurred apprOXimately 50 years after the landing of Van 
Riebeek in the Cape in 1652, and was initially marked by hunting and exploratory activity -
elephant were hunted extensively in the area as early as 1702 and 1752 (Urquart and Klages 
1997: 10). These expeditions were followed by an influx of Trekboers - Dutch (later Afrikaner) 
mobile farmers - who trekked to the Eastern Cape frontier in order to trade with Khoi and Xhosa, 
and to hunt These mobile farmers did not have any overriding military or political strength, and 
typical of most frontier zones, land was regarded as an unrestricted commodity. Contact between 
Trekboers, Khoi and Xhosa groups was based on a system of barter, especially of livestock, which 
enabled many Xhosa-speaking groups to enter into ad hoc grazing and labour arrangements with 
Trekboers. As Maclennan (1986: 45) writes , relations between Boers, Gqunukhwebe and Mbalu 
took place amicably enough - these groups lived in similar conditions, constructing huts, and living 
, The Gqunukhwebe were a mixed blood KhoiKhoi/Xhosa chiefdom, and mainta ined that they had 
purchased the Zuurveld from a local KhoiKhoi chief and the local Graaff-Reinet landdrost (Maclennan 1986: 
58). 
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from milk, meat and corn. Moreover, all inhabitants took equal pride in their cattle, Xhosa-speaking 
inhabitants being particularly famed for the large numbers and superior condition of their cattle 
herds. 
Peires (1981: 63) mentions that the Gqunukhwebe (then under chief Chungwa), wanted nothing 
more than a quiet life, and 'to placate the Colony they were quite willing to purchase the land they 
occupied, or to rent it on the same terms as the Boers did'. This meant that portions of land in the 
Zuurveld , as those in the SRV, were purchased (or rented out from the Dutch state) on a quitrent 
basis by some Mbalu and Gqunukhwebe, whilst others resided as labour tenants or herdsmen on 
property occupied by Boer farmers . Groups of Xhosa-speakers living in the Zuurveld (including the 
SRV) during the late 19'h Century appear to have been a mixture of Mbalu and Gqunukwhebe who 
had been employed by Boers, as well as those who had trekked away from the wars between 
Ndlambe and Ngqika. 
Of the groups that occupied the Zuurveld in the 18'h Century, the KhoiKhoi were by far the 
weakest and consequently, were the first to be dispossessed of land and mobility (Giliomee 1989). 
They were represented by various groups in the area, none with a strong enough ruler to unify 
these groups individually, nor to present any great threat to Xhosa-speakers or Trekboers. The 
Damaqua resided around the Gamtoos River, while the Gonaqua occupied the area between the 
Fish and the Kei Rivers - the Gonaqua were, notably 'mixture of Hottentots and Caffres' (sic) 
(Newton-King and Malherbe 1981 : 4) . Similarly, the Damasqua (between the Gamtoos and van 
Stadens Rivers) and Damasonqua (between the Swartkops and van Stadens) also did not have 
any readily discernible leaders. 
Although the Zuurveld was a prosperous and fertile area, competition for livestock and land 
created circumstances of instability and insecurity for many Gqunukhwebe, Mbalu and Khoi 
residents in the SRV. Groups of Xhosa residents were regularly accused of cattle theft and Boers 
of 'confiscating ' cattle and extorting other herdsmen (Maclennan 1986: 44, Lamar and Thompson 
1981 : 17), whilst all Xhosa, Khoi and Boer groups vied for the occupation and use of land in and 
around the SRV. These elements of uncertainty in the SRV were exacerbated by fissions and 
conflicts in the Xhosa empire itself, particularly due to the feud between Ndlambe, Ngqika and 
Chungwa . Chungwa was the chief of the Gqunukhwnebe in the late 18'h Century, who had his 
great place a few miles east of the Sundays River (Peires 1981 : 58) . Ndlambe, however, was 
regarded as the most powerful chief in the Zuurveld , especially towards the western side, but had 
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. been toppled from power by his nephew Ngqika in 1795. When Ndlambe escaped from captivity , 
he had herded his people in to the Zuurveld order to recover their losses. Ndlambe and Chungwa 
both vied for power, but had managed to create a truce, creating an uneasy peace between the 
eastern and western areas of the Zuurveld. (Peires 1981 : 59) 
Moreover, in addition to the conflicts in the Xhosa empire, Boers themselves did not appear to 
have much leverage over the political situation in the Zuurveld during the late 19th Century. When 
Graaff-Reinet was established in 1786, Dutch rule was not strong enough to produce an overriding 
sense of loyalty amongst Trekboers, who found that they could not deal decisively with Khoi or 
Xhosa-speakers without the support of the colonial state. More often than not, groups of KhoiSan, 
Xhosa and Trekboers were pitted against one another (Giliomee 1989: 428), with no group in a 
position to usurp the authority of the other. Levels of competition between Boer and Xhosa-
speakers in the Zuurveld in the late 18th Century increased to such a degree that war broke out in 
1773 as well as in 1779-1781 (the First Frontier war) , when groups of Gqunukhwebe (under 
Chungwa) were deprived of their cattle by the Dutch colonists and temporarily driven over the Fish 
River. 
Compared to other frontier zones in South Africa, the Zuurveld was primarily different from that of 
others - for example Zululand (in present day KwaZulu-Natal) , or the Soutpansberg (in the current 
Limpopo Province). These areas fostered the development of distinct identities, such as that of the 
Zulu and Tsonga. However, historians such as Raum (1989, 1995) and Hamilton (1999) write that 
such identities were often based upon an 'exaggeration' of reality. For many political economists in 
the 1980s, these frontier areas contained people that were much too heterogeneous to be 
classified (by the later Apartheid state) as an 'ethnic group', particularly since many groups 
occupied land forcibly and indiscriminately, and without the guidance of a leader. Whatever the 
origin of these identities, the states of the Zulu (Hamilton 1998), and later those of the Tsonga, 
were far more powerfully expressed than those in the Eastern Cape Zuurveld, where the weak 
authority and leadership of all groups concerned eventually proved to be disastrous to most 
KhoiKhoi , Xhosa, and Boer farmers alike. Boers, in particular, were opposed to what they termed 
the restrictive influence of the British empire. Moreover, a spate of violent conflicts with the 
Zuurveld Xhosa and Kho i resulted in a number of Boer insurrections in the area, the most notable 
being led by Adriaan van Jaarsveld in 1799 (Mostert 1992: 289) . 
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After the first Frontier War (1779-1781) , the Zuurveld saw a progressive increase in numbers of 
Xhosa. A traveller in 1789 saw several thousand Xhosa-speakers (presumably Gqunukhwebe and 
Mbalu) with over 16 000 cattle on one particular farm in the Zuurberg (Giliomee 1989: 435). Boers 
reported an increase in 'all kinds of mischief and troublemaking' (Giliomee 1989: 436) during this 
period, and farmers found it difficult to secure a reliable labour force. Conditions on some farms 
were already considered unacceptable by some Khoi and Xhosa (Newton-King and Malherbe 
1981: 9), prompting British colonial rulers in 1795 to establish a register of labour tenants and 
terms of service in order to standardise the treatment of and working conditions on farms. 
The need for labour and secure property, combined with resistance against British labour laws, 
continued to irk Boer farmers during the early 19'h Century. Many farmers came under increased 
pressure from an influx of European settlers during the early 1800s, who were allocated valuable 
land alongside the Sundays River, which meant that there was less available land for distribution. 
Boer farmers started sinking into debt, some lost their farms whilst others became bywoners (petty 
tenants) on larger properties - not unlike many Xhosa groups in the Zuurveld (Ross 1986: 68 -69) . 
Moreover, the KhoiKhoi, together with the Mbalu and Gqunukhwebe, were suffering a distinct loss 
of land and mobility through labour indenture and loss of stock. Under the leadership of Hendrik 
Stuurman and various other captains, dissatisfied Khoi formed an alliance with Chungwa (head of 
the Gqunukhwebe) and established a base near the Sundays River, south of the Zuurberg. 
(Newton-King and Malherbe1981 : 25) . However, the ideals of Stuurman came to a violent halt-
his rebellion as well as the Sundays River camp, were destroyed by a combined Boer and British 
force in 1802, led by Commander Tjaart van der Walt' (Maclennan 1986: 104). 
Similarly, although followers of Ndlambe and Chungwa established territorial bases in the 
Zuurveld6 as well as the Langkloof, the power of both leaders began to wane as large amounts of 
dissident subjects continued to trade informally with farmers (Giliomee 1989: 445). Unfortunately, 
this was also accompanied by disputes over what Boer farmers termed 'cattle theft' and eventually 
the British army was called in for assistance. In the Zuurberg, Delport (n.d: 4) indicates that over 
30 men were killed, 100 women and children captured and more than 600 cattle confiscated 
during one particular battle. Eventually, over 20000 Xhosa-speakers were pushed back over the 
' The location of Stuurman's camp, although obscure, may well have been located on the property 
colloquially termed 'Roodewal' (Oelport n.d: 23) or Korhaansdrif, part of a chain of properties referred to by 
informants as BoPlaas. 
6 The farm Congo's Kraal around the present day town of Alexandria, refers specifically to the location of 
Chungwa's territorial base. Maclennan (1986: 58) writes that Chungwa had his 'Great Place a few miles east 
of the mouth of the Sundays River'. 
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. Fish river in 1812 into eastern territories by Colonel John Graham and the majority of their 
landholdings and cattle confiscated (Maclennan 1986: 124). This closed the frontier and created a 
vacuum for the occupation of territory around the Zuurveld by incoming groups of settler farmers 
and Trekboers. 
It was not only groups of Xhosa and KhoiKhoi who eventually lost all measure of effective control 
over the fate of their lives and futures in the Zuurveld - the Trekboers, too, faced increased 
pressure from richer farmers and settler landowners to vacate their land, as some of them were 
regarded as being unproductive - petty bywoners (tenants). In 1815, the rebellion of Slachtersnek 
was an indication of the status quo, led by impoverished whites who had lost their land and who 
wanted to avenge the British for taking it from them (Giliomee 1989: 456) . Eventually, groups of 
Trekboers left the Eastern Cape in search of independent rule elsewhere in the north of South 
Africa. 
As Lamar and Thompson (1981 : 106-7) indicate, two systems of farm labour emerged in the 
Zuurveld during the early 19th Century: Firstly, there were groups of Mbalu and Gqunukhwebe 
Xhosa who resided on land in exchange for labour - often groups of up to 1000 were resident on 
large farms, for which they would give a portion of their crops, livestock or labour. The second was 
mainly a KhoiKhoi labour force , who were completely landless, even without squatting rights. 
Notably, the KhoiKhoi had very little autonomy indeed, whilst 'Africans living together ... on large 
farms secured a considerable measure of psychological and cultural autonomy' (Lamar and 
Thompson 1981 : 109). However, in addition to these groups, as Peires (1981: 63) indicates, many 
groups of Xhosa had actually purchased land from the Dutch, and had occupied these territories 
prior to their eventual expulsion from the Zuurveld in 1812. As I will point out in the next section, 
the fate of these inhabitants of the SRV, was particularly problematic after 1812, since the 
agreements between the Gqunukhwebe and the Dutch were rendered null and void by after their 
removal from the area in 1812. Those Mbalu and Gqunukhwebe who returned to their erstwhile 
territories in the SRV during the early 19th Century thus encountered much more resistance to their 
presence than they did during previous years , since their land purchases were no longer valid . 
4.2. Land occupation in the Zuurveld after 1812 
Although Mbalu and Gqunukhwebe influence in the Zuurveld and the SRV appeared to wane after 
their expulsion in 1812, the SRV still featured as a zone that was particularly important for those 
who fostered ideals of territorial autonomy in the region. As illustrated by the case study of the 
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Links family, Xhosa-speakers who returned to the area in the early 19th Century still occupied 
territories that were ceded to them in the previous Century, but encountered much more 
resistance from Boers in the area than in previous years. The Links family had lodged a claim for 
their ancestral territory in early 2003', where they claimed that Kaboega was the property of the 
Mabamba clan : 
Fieldnotes, July 2003, Kirkwood 
Evelyn's father, Sky Links, was born on a piece of land occupied by the Mabamba clan near 
Kaboega at BoPlaas, while her mother was born in a peri-urban township called dePlaat (Platini) 
closer to Kirkwood. Kaboega was originally Evelyn's paternal grandfathers property, and was 
claimed by them to belong to Links' and the Mabamba clan. They called this place Nqaburha, and 
many of the people that settled there around the turn of the 19th Century had to ask permission 
from her grandfather to occupy the land. Her paternal great-grandfather, she says, came from the 
east (i.e: former CiskeifTranskei) , and had won land through conquest in Kirkwood. After her great-
grandfather settled on this territory, she related that the Boers used to kill a lot of Xhosa people and 
that her great-grandfather was involved in fighting in the area and was killed by a 'white leader' -
although she was not clear about specific time frames and names. The Links continued to occupy 
this land until the 1960s. 
Evelyn claimed to have grown up on Nqaburha (or Kaboega8j and was about 10 years old at the 
time of their removal from the area in the 1960s. She also claimed that Nqaburha was the home of 
the Links, and that all people who had the family name of Links, and the clan name of Mabamba, 
had occupied this piece of land. It is also likely that Evelyn Links' father and grandfather were 
distantly related to the propheV leader Nxele - also known as Makana , or Links (Maclennan 
1986). As Maclennan (1986: 187) and Mostert (1992: 426) indicate, Nxele's father was one of 
many dissident groups who found a haven on mission stations such as Bethelsdorp in the early 
19th Century, but who were expelled around 1812. As with many other clans , the Links eventually 
returned to occupy Nqaburha after their expUlsion from the area . As Peires (1981: 115) suggests, 
many of these 'old' groups probably re-entered regions together with 'new' groups of people, 
primarily as traders . In 1824 (Peires 1981 : 114) the price of Xhosa-owned cattle doubled and in 
1830 the British Colonial Government allowed traders to penetrate beyond the Fish River. 
Moreover, it is also likely that some people remained in the SRV even during and after the mass 
expUlsion from the Zuurveld in 1812, particularly those who were in the employ of farmers (Peires 
7 This information was provided by Evelyn Links, but was later confirmed by her brother and sister, as well 
as the Department of Land Affairs in November 2004. 
8 This property is now in the possession of SAN Parks, and forms part of the GAENP. 
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. 1981 : 117). Some Mbalu and Gqunukhwebe also began to squat on white farms as labour tenants 
(Peires 1981 : 118). In the SRV, from the information provided by informants, it seems as though 
these groups occupied the very same 'ancestral' lands that they had occupied prior to 1812. 
However, their situation had changed - not only were they only labour tenants, but had to cope 
with various groups of incoming Xhosa (including Mfengu) , attracted by employment and trading 
prospects in the SRV, 
Periodic raiding and occupation of land in the Zuurveld continued to occur well into the mid 19th 
Century, even after the mass expulsion of Xhosa-speakers around 1812. White farmers in the 
SRV, like other areas of the Zuurveld, were suffering from a drastic shortage of labour due to the 
massive exodus of people during and after 1812, and eventually the Colonial authorities did issue 
an ordinance in 1818 for the employment of individuals on a 'contractual ' basis (peires 1981: 119). 
The slow influx of people to the area rapidly increased, however, through the massive slaughter of 
cattle in 1856, leading to the displacement of up to 150 000 people by the end of 1857 (Moster! 
1992: 122). Areas such as the Zuurveld absorbed an unprecedented number of refugees from 
eastern areas, many of whom re-settled on territories that they had occupied before 1812, The 
Gqunukhwebe Xhosa, under the leadership of Phato, had killed their cattle in large numbers, and 
had not planted for two seasons, leading to a further influx of these refugees into westernmost 
areas such as the SRV (Peires 1989: 230) , After a few years, people began to farm successfully, 
but now as sharecroppers or labour tenants , under the tutelage of white landowners, or within the 
confines of mission stations, such as Enon and Bethelsdorp, In 1834, there were over 2300 
people in Bethelsdorp, doubling figures in previous years (Ross 1986: 82) , 
Under these conditions, tension between settler farmers and Zuurveld Xhosa continued to occur, 
particularly between white and Xhosa-speaking traders during the Sixth Frontier war of 1835. 
These tensions probably led to the death of people like Evelyn Links great-grandfather around that 
time. Boer farmers were struggling, faced by an absence of will ing servants due to harsh 
conditions on farms (Ross 1986: 84) . Farmers developed techniques of holding onto labour, by 
refusing to allow labourers to accumulate stock and therefore encouraging relationships of 
bondage, where individuals were bound to the employ of a farmer through stock or monetary debt. 
In the 1870s, a drought followed by rising land prices made it very difficult for those who did not 
have access to bank credit to keep their farms. Farms became smaller, and were fenced in, and 
many poor white bywoners competed with KhoiKhoi and Xhosa-speaking groups for the provision 
of labour in the area (Lamar and Thompson 1981 : 111). 
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Many KhoiKhoi and Xhosa-speakers, as well as impoverished settlers and Trekboers, gravitated 
towards centers such as those south of Graaff-Reinet, where white vagrants , Xhosa-speaking 
refugees and Khoi servants found a haven in the racially mixed makeshift settlements south of the 
town (Smith 1976: 198) until their destruction in the 1870s (Ross 1986: 75). These inhabitants 
found a measure of freedom of expression in these settlements, as did those on mission stations 
(such as Enon near present day Kirkwood) and other mixed settlements near Kirkwood. Later in 
the 19th Century, the vast increase in 'squatters', as well as groups of people in these mixed 
settlements, prompted the creation of the Native Locations Act in 1898, which pressurised local 
towns to reserve land specifically for squatters. One of the first to do so was Port Elizabeth , with 
the creation of Red Location (the forerunner of New Brighton townShip) in 1903 (Adler 1994, 
Cherry 2004). In 1909 this was followed by a government commission to investigate the 
occupation of land by 'natives' in unreserved areas (i.e: private land) and the introduction of a new 
Locations Bill. Prompted by the findings of the Locations Bill , which pointed to a vast increase in 
the numbers of 'squatters', the Native Land Act of 1913 then prohibited all forms of squatting and 
sharecropping and made stock limitation compulsory on all 'native' locations and reserves. 
Similarly, in 1931, new anti-squatting legislation placed restrictions on the number of tenants 
allowed on each farm, in order to 'ensure that farming areas remained farming areas and were not 
subject to the creeping process of re-communalisation or landlordism' (Beinart 1986: 297). 
Despite these restrictive measures, however, some people living in peri-urban settlements around 
Kirkwood and on private farms (previously claimed as being the territory of followers of Chungwa 
and Ndlambe) during the early 20th Century indicate that residents of these settlements did have 
leverage over anti-squatting sentiments. Like Graaff-Reinet and Uitenhage (Adler 1994, Cherry 
2004), where peri-urban locations like Kabah were not destroyed until the 1950s, landholding and 
occupation by farmers and tenants/labourers in the SRV area fostered a distinctly laissez faire 
policy with regard to use and occupation of land. In these regions , stricter influx control measures 
controlling the amount of black people resident in towns and cities were only enforced during the 
1950s. These gaps allowed many people in the SRV to hold onto tracts of ancestral land on 
private farms, through continued negotiation with farmers. This is particularly true for a number of 
people who lived on properties in the vicinity of the town of Kirkwood, which (apart from Cape 
Town), was reported to contain the largest concentration of peri-urban Xhosa-speaking inhabitants 
in the Cape colony by the end of the 19th Century (Meiring 1959: 40). The next section focuses on 
the fate of these residents in the vicinity of the town of Kirkwood. 
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. 4.3. 'Black squatters and white farmers' - state conservation measures in 
Kirkwood during the early 20th Century 
At present, the town of Kirkwood is the nexus of one of the largest citrus producing regions in 
South Africa. During the early 19th Century, however, the town of Kirkwood and the SRV was 
considered as secondary to larger farming centres in Graaff-Reinet and Uitenhage (Meiring 1959). 
According to available mainstream literature, which reflects the white farming history of the area 
(Meiring 1959, Delport n.d.), Kirkwood was established as the town of Bayville in 1814. Some of 
the first farms to be privately owned in the area were proclaimed in 1812, 1815 and 1840 - being 
the farms Geelhoutboom and Malmaison in 1812, Korhaansdrif in 1840, as well as Siagboom in 
1815 respectively (Meiring 1959: 20) . Korhaansdrif, in particular, has been referred by informants 
as being part of BoPlaas, a string of territories supposedly occupied and claimed to be the 
property of Xhosa-speaking inhabitants of the SRV. In 1840, however, the territory was sold to 
three white (Boer) farmers. The fertility of land in the 'SRV was well known , and maize stalks were 
reported to have stood more than 17 feet high (Meiring 1959: 23). Besides those who occupied 
land on farms such as Korhaansdrif, a great number of people in the area (Khoi and Xhosa groups 
included) , found refuge in the mission station of Enon, but in 1819, most were forced to leave 
during the Fifth Frontier War, when the area was once again cleared of Xhosa-speakers. Many 
people then returned shortly afterward, but in 1835 were again expelled from the district. The War 
of the Axe in 1847 again prompted an exodus from the SRV, but most returned by 1851 . By 1886 
it was reported that there were 20 to 30 Europeans and approximately 500 'natives' resident in 
and around the town (Maclennan 1986: 91). However, living conditions in the SRV were difficult. 
Bush was thorny and difficult to clear, irrigated water was unaffordable, and farmers waged a 
continual battle against increasing amounts of poverty-stricken labour tenants who were desperate 
for work, stock and land (Beinart 2003) . 
In 1884, James Somers Kirkwood embarked on an ambitious, but ill-fated irrigation project and 
launched his Sundays River Land and Irrigation Company. With the support of private landowners, 
he intended to extend the few irrigated tracts of land - such as those of the Moravian mission 
station of Enon - to the whole Valley. He was declared insolvent in 1887. By the turn of the 
Century, the situation of farmers and labour tenants alike was unbearable - there was no 
conserved water, many farmers were heavily in debt, and paid work was in short supply (Meiring 
1959, Beinart 2003). 
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In addition to the growing numbers of farmers who tried to establish citrus, lucerne and cattle 
farms in the SRV, there was a second group of farmers who used less formalised (and flexible) 
methods of farming besides those that required large investments into irrigation and planting of 
crops. As Beinart and Delius indicate (1986: 8) , many prospective farmers during the late 19th 
Century turned to transport riding - or kurveying - of cattle, as a viable alternative. Those farmers 
who did not have sufficient capital to invest into infrastructure either alternated between grazing 
lands, or simply used farms as cattle outposts. Numbers of cattle herds increased rapidly in the 
late 19th Century - from 13 million in 1865 to 26 million in 1891 (Van Sittert 2003: 98). Beinart 
(2003) reports that the bulk of increase in oxen and cattle occurred in the Eastern Cape, 
specifically around transport routes around East London , but certainly also between Port Elizabeth 
and Graaff-Reinet. Abandoned or partially used farms encouraged the presence of people on 
these properties, where residents mainly functioned as caretakers , sharecroppers or labour 
tenants. These Xhosa-speaking occupants (as in many other parts of the country) experienced a 
slight upsurge in agricultural production during this time (Beinart 2003). Labour tenants (or 
'squatters'), as well as itinerant farmers, thus fared considerably better than their formalised 
counterparts, who were suffering considerably due to the lack of irrigated water in the SRV during 
the late 191h Century. 
As Beinart (1986) has indicated in Griqualand East (close to Lesotho), Griqua refugees had 
managed to gain a significant foothold in the district before being displaced by settler farming 
interests - so much so, that white settler farmers could not gain the upper hand over their labour 
source, and were 'deeply constrained in the controls that they could exercise' over African 
communities (1986: 263). Similarly, in the SRV, as indicated by informants, the weakened 
situation of white farmers and the increase in itinerant and mobile farming was particularly 
beneficial for those Xhosa-speaking groups who had re-occupied land originally claimed by their 
forefathers in the early 19th Century, such as the Links family. Occupation of these (now) private 
farms was secured by ad-hoc tenancy and sharecropping arrangements, particularly on farms 
such as Korhaansdrif. White farming enterprises during that time were not consolidated or 
intensive enough to warrant the continued presence of a farmer, creating a niche for labour 
tenancy agreements. Wages were very low, or non-existent in some cases, and employment was 
mostly menial and short-term, but people still managed to accumulate cattle, plant and sell crops 
and secure a home for their families . The following case study was related by Antonio July (clan 
name: Mcqega), a worker who claimed to have grown up on the farm Korhaansdrif. Antonio's 
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. parents lived on this farm in the 1930s until their removal in 1970, together with his paternal 
grandfather and grandmother. 
Fieldnotes, June 2003, Kirkwood 
Ons was toe baie mense op Korhaansdrif gewees, maar ons het saam met die wit mense geb/y -
daar was geen heinings nie, my pa se beeste het maar saam met 0 ... s'n gewei. My pa het toe nie 
baie geld gekry nie, maar net 'n paar rand - ons het baie mie/ies en groente gep/ant. Ons het vir 
D ... ook groente gegee as hy gekom het, maar hy was maar min daar gewees. 
(There were many people on Korhaansdrif, but we used to live together with the white people -
there were no fences, and my father's cattle grazed together with O .. .'s (the owner). My father also 
didn't get much money, we lived from our corn and vegetables that we planted. We also gave 0 ... 
some of our produce, but he was not there very often). 
Although many case studies like these are based on the oral memories of people who lived on 
these properties as children in the early 20th Century, farm labourers corroborate that that their 
occupation of these farms goes back long before this, to the 19'h Century (as illustrated by the 
case study of Evelyn Links earlier in this chapter). Moreover, it was not uncommon to find large 
extended families of people living and farming on private land , particularly after 1860 and before 
the implementation of state conservation measures in the 1950s. Labourers often lived in close 
proximity to white owners, some of whom were also struggling to hold onto their land. Keegan 
(1988) indicates that a similar situation existed in and around Johannesburg - although much 
earlier in the 20th Century than in Kirkwood - where for white landholders and itinerant farmers; 
Black tenant farming was far less costly, less risky, and more productive, because of the 
commitment of the tenant family to its own enterprise, than trying to establish direct control 
over production (Keegan 1988: 73) . 
It is clear that the benefits attached to arrangements made for labour tenure and sharecropping on 
settler farms, however, gradually dissipated once the drive for the implementation of scientific 
farming techniques was intensified by the Cape administration in the 1920s. In the early 20'h 
Century, as Beinart (2003, 2000) has indicated, state conservationist concern was directed 
towards correcting 'wasteful' techniques of overstOCking and corraling (or kraaling) in both 
communal and white farming areas in the region . As the Report of the Select Committee on 
Fencing of Lands reported , 'there can be nothing worth calling a farm until the country is fenced 
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and the farmer has his stock under control ' (quoted in van Sittert 2003: 103). All farmers were 
expected to revert to a system of rotational grazing and camping , as well as the erection of vermin 
proof fences . Boundary fences , which were often not very clearly demarcated, were also 
encouraged. Logie (1999: 77) writes that there were an estimated 48 million sheep in South Africa 
by 1930, mostly in the Karoo, a figure which (because of state conservation measures, drought 
and market forces) dropped to 10 million in 1986 - a figure still regarded as excessive. Farmers 
were encouraged to decrease the number of stock on farms and adopt both internal as well as 
boundary fencing. Such measures created a formalised and visible means of property 
management, encouraging strict management of stock and the farming enterprise as a whole. 
Unfortunately, conservation practices also spelled the end for most itinerant farmers and farm 
bywoners, who relied on precisely the opposite of what scientific farming required: an absence of 
internal fencing and boundary demarcation. 
As Van Sittert writes (2003: 103), scientific farming methods were not well received by all 
landholders during the early 20'h Century. Some farmers were simply too poor and certainly did 
not possess the necessary economic incentives to implement expensive new fencing and herding 
techniques on their properties. Wealthier farmers, such as those upcoming citrus and lucerne 
farmers in the SRV, had access to larger (and fertile) pockets of land and did not forsee any 
problems in implementing state measures (van Sittert 2003: 108). The practice of fencing caused 
bitter feelings between those landholders who still practiced trekking, and those who possessed 
title deeds to their properties. Mobile white landholders, together with groups of farm labourers 
and black town dwellers, found their movement between grazing and watering lands barred by the 
erection of fences and the exclusionary actions of commercial farmers . 
Around 1920, the situation of formal and commercial farmers in the SRV was improved drastically 
with the entry of Sir Percy Fitzpatrick 9. Irrigation became a distinct possibility with the creation of a 
weir near Korhaansdrif (Meiring 1959: 42). This alleviated the difficulties facing some farmers in 
the district, but citrus and small stock production in the area still required a sustainable supply of 
water. In 1917 an irrigation board was formed, and plans for the building of a dam, near an 
isolated spot close to the farming centre of Darlington (north of Kirkwood) , were submitted 
(Meiring 1959: 43). Hundreds of people reportedly streamed into Darlington and Kirkwood area 
during the 1920s to purchase land for irrigated farming . Ironically, due to a crippling drought, these 
9 Sir Percy Fitzpatrick, a.k.a. 'Jock of the Bushveld', was a prominent local politician and farmer who 
supported Smuts and the Union government, and who, together with James Kirkwood , provided the primary 
impetus behind the creation of the ambitious Sundays River Irrigation Scheme prior to 1926 (Meiring 1959). 
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. farmers had to wait five more years, until the completion of Lake Mentz (or Darlington Dam) in 
1929, for their farming enterprises to benefit from irrigated water. 
By the 1930s and 1940s, farmers in the Sundays River area had developed specific livestock and 
irrigated farming techniques that laid the basis for large scale commercial ventures later in the 
Century (Beinart 2002: 149-50). Ostrich farming had boomed between 1900 and 1911, the export 
price of feathers rising to heights comparable to that of wool and angora hair (Beinart 2002: 150). 
Moreover, with the implementation of conservationist measures (prompted by the state) which 
involved the use of internal and boundary fencing , farmers came to rely heavily on reliable water 
supplies and irrigated land, specifically that of lucerne. For those labour tenants living in the SRV, 
particularly those who resided on smaller commercial (irrigated) farms close to the town of 
Kirkwood , the development of intensive farming held positive and negative implications. On the 
one hand, work was far more widely available than it was in the past, but on the other hand, these 
positions were usually contractual and short-term, and farmers discouraged people from residing 
on their properties. This situation accelerated the growth of racially mixed settlements around 
these farms, particularly around Kirkwood, from where people could pursue contractual work on 
irrigated farms in the area. Moreover, the intensification of farming also prompted many people to 
search for positions of labour tenancy and sharecropping on larger, outlying farms such as 
Korhaansdrif, where they could accommodate their families together with people such as the Julys 
and Mbosinis, who had already been residing on these properties for a number of decades. As the 
next section will illustrate, the development of intensive farming in the SRV held profound 
implications for both peri-urban residents (around Kirkwood) as well as labour tenants (such as the 
Julys) on outlying properties. 
4.4. Memories of territories and experiences of movement in the Sundays River Valley 
before 1950 
4.4.1 . BoPlaas and Korhaansdrif 
The changing conditions of land holding , as well as the pressures placed on farmers by state 
conservation measures, certainly did not have a uniform effect on inhabitants of the SRV. These 
pressures differentially influenced each tenant and sharecropper according to the specific nature 
of land occupation and the particular relationship between tenant and landlord. As I have pOinted 
out, from the accounts of farm workers, and from the work of Peires (1981), there appears to have 
been two distinct groups of people who occupied land in and around the SRV before the 1950s. 
Firstly, there were those who had access to remote territories (like Korhaansdrift) , which were 
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mostly occupied by people like the Julys and Mbosinis, and claimed to be ancestral territories 
based on their 'ownership' of the land in the late 181h and early 191h centuries (prior to 1812). 
These properties were mostly owned by itinerant landlords and were (unlike commercial farms), 
not properly demarcated and fenced off until the 1960s. Secondly, there were those who resided 
on concentrated settlements (or 'locations') closer to Kirkwood, and who pursued contractual and 
short-term employment on commercial farms in the area. 
With regard to the first (i.e: remote) group of settlements, informants have indicated that a 
collection of farms along the Sundays River referred to as BoPlaas, which included Korhaansdrif, 
Rooiwal and Groot Uye1O, were attractive for settlement by incoming refugees in the late 19th 
Century. These properties were owned by farmers who were transport riders , absentee landlords, 
or who did not have the capital to invest in intensive farming, which was limited to smaller 
properties located around the town of Kirkwood. Residents on outlying farms entered into labour 
contracts with these farmers - often without a cash wage - enabling them to graze their cattle , 
plant crops and secure residential rights . The following case study refers to Rooiwal , part of 
BoPlaas, and was collected from Jackson 'Jam an ' Kona, an ex-farm worker now living in Moses 
Mabida township (Kirkwood) . 
Fieldnotes, November 2003 (Kirkwood) 
My mother and father moved to Rooiwal in about 1935 - 1940 from a nearby farm. All my brothers 
and sisters were born on this property. However, my mother passed away when she gave birth to 
her youngest child , and my father took another wife - who was born and was living on the property 
as well. My father did odd jobs for the farmer in exchange for his residency rights - he cleared bush 
and shared some of his agricultural produce with the farmer. I can recall that our houses were far 
from each other. My father was not paid. My mother, however, worked in the farm kitchen, and got a 
little bit of money. At that time the farm was not fenced off, and did not have internal camping 
fences. I can remember that the farmer made kampies (camps) in about 1958 or so, and when they 
were erected, our cattle (and grazing lands) were separated from the farmer. I herded cattle when I 
was younger, I can recall that there were plenty of jackal ('jakkalse), which we caught with traps 
('slagysters') or hunting dogs. 
JO Groot Uye was historically occupied by the Nyathi clan in the early 20lh Century. A land claim was 
successfully lodged by the Nyath i's in 2002 , but they subsequently sold the land to SAN Parks in 2003 for 
inclusion into the proposed GAENP. The previous owner of this land kindly provided this information. 
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. Furthermore, Mr Kona recalled the families , according to clan, who lived on RooiwaL The names 
in brackets refer to family names that have been changed into Afrikaans colloquialisms, such as 
July. 
Matebese 
Jinikwe 
isiThathu 
Sakade 
Speek 
Mbangi 
Mqweca (July, Cowa, Rooibaard) 
Mkomaas (Links) 
Wona 
Makeleni 
Booi 
Umvulani 
Nqosini 
The long list of agnatic and clan groupings who lived on Rooiwal reflects, to some extent, the 
degree to which people had managed to find stable grazing, agricultural and tenancy possibilities 
on RooiwaL The following portion of a longer narrative, provided by Alec Mbosini, also illustrates 
the type of relationship which existed between labour tenant and landlord on these outlying farms. 
As he indicates, life for these (now elderly) gentlemen on such property was relaxed and open, 
without physical barriers - at least within their experience as children . Both black tenants and 
white owners lived in close proximity to each other, and had a mutually symbiotic relationship . 
Notably, he emphasises his preference for a open grazing system on Rooiwal, where stock 
belonging to both landlord and tenant were free to graze alongside one another, and his dislike of 
internal camping and boundary fences. 
Fieldnotes, November 2003 
Ek was gebore in Rooiwal, naby Korhaandrif, in omtrent 1939. Daar was amper geen witmense, die 
swart mense het op een plek saam gebly. Hul/e het maar op die land gewerk, en die mense het baie 
geploeg, daar was mielies, baie diere, en geen kampe soos wat daar vandag is nie. D ... het ook 
daar gebly. Sy seun leef nog, maar hy (D . .) het gesterwe. Dorkas het sy eie huis gehad, maar het 
maar so tussen ons gebly. D .. het gese die swart mense moet rente betaal, maar ek (Alec) was nog 
te klein gewees on die koste te onthou. Daar was oop veld gewees, geen heinings, die veld het nie 
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kfaar geword nie, want dit was oop. As ek dit nou sien, het die kampies die grond kaaf gemaak. Die 
'kampies'is nou die probfeem - dit roei die (wilde) bokkies uit, en die ongediertes het gefeer om 
bokke te eet in die kampies. Die tyd dat die grond oop was was dit baie beter. 
(I was born in Rooiwal, near Korhaansdrif in about 1939. There were not many white people, the 
black people used to stay together in one place. They worked on the land and the people ploughed 
and planted a lot - there was plenty of maize, lots of animals, and no camps as there are now. D 
(the owner) also stayed there - his son still lives, but D ... passed away. He (D ... ) had his own 
house, just in-between the black people. The people had to pay rent, but I was too young to 
remember the exact amount. There was open veld , no fences and the veld did not get overgrazed, 
because it was open. As I see it now, the camps (i.e: the farming system on present day farms) 
degrade the land, is problematic - wild buck have been rooted out, and vermin (i.e: jackal and lynx) 
quickly learnt how to eat goats in these camps. It was much better when the land was open) . 
The upsurge in agricultural production in Kirkwood and the SRV in the early 20 th Century, 
particularly for those (citrus) farmers who gained access to irrigated water through the construction 
of Lake Mentz in 1929, did not occur without profoundly affecting the rights of people who had a 
prior historical claim to these territories. As Alec and Jaman have mentioned , people often found 
themselves in constant conflict and opposition with settler and Trekboer farmers, who had first 
leased, and then purchased , tracts of quitrent land from the Colonial state. Moreover, both Boer 
and Xhosa-speaking occupants of land would become increasingly constrained by state 
conservation pOlicies in the early 20 th Century. 
The overlap between what is considered to be ancestral land, but which was also declared to be 
quitrent, and later private farming land, is particularly notable on Korhaansdrif. Situated in the 
heart of the SRV, next to the Sundays River, it can be ascertained from accounts of the Julys, 
Links and Konas, that Korhaansdrif was part of a package of land that was originally ceded to and 
occupied by the Gqunukhwebe in the Zuurveld". Korhaansdrif was probably purchased by Mbalu 
or Gqunukhwebe as quitrent land from the erstwhile Dutch Colonial state, but one can surmise 
that this land was abandoned through the expUlsion of these groups from the Zuurveld in 1812. 
Meiring (1959) indicates that Korhaansdrif was purchased by a group of three white owners in 
1840, also as quitrent land, which was later converted into private ownership through the abolition 
of the quitrent system in 1927. The previous tenants on Korhaansdrif (the Julys) indicate that there 
11 Maclennan (1986: 58) indicates that the Gqunukhwebe had originally purchased the Zuurveld (with 
payments of cattle), from a KhoiKhoi chief as well as from the then Landdrost of Graaff-Reinet in 1789, an 
'indolent and alcoholic burger named Woeke'. 
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, were three simultaneous owners of Korhaansdrif, the land being divided up amongst the 
descendants of these three landowners (not all of whom were resident on the property all of the 
time), Besides the Julys, Korhaansdrif (a part of BoPlaas) also safeguarded a large number of 
additional residents , many of whom moved to Korhaansdrif in search of grazing and 
accommodation for their families, well into the 20th Century, All of these labour tenants negotiated 
their presence with (mostly absentee) landowners through labour agreements. The mainstay of 
the future SRV Irrigation Scheme - the Korhaansdrif weir, was erected on a portion of the property 
- and in my mind, this marked the beginning of intensive farming in the region and the end of the 
territorial claims made by Ndlambe and Stuurman (Milton 1993:58, Newton-King and Malherbe 
1981: 25). 
Other families were not so lucky as to find secure agreements with itinerant landlords. The 
following case study of the Mooi family is a combination of narratives provided by the brothers 
Kollie , Thembile and Kingwell Mooi in Moses Mabida township in Kirkwood . Unlike the Konas and 
Mbosinis, the Moois were much more directly exposed to the processes of agrarian transformation 
in the SRV, and did not have secure access to ancestral land at all. Instead, the family was forced 
to move from property to property, seeking grazing and agricultural opportunities, largely 
dependant on the whims of a farmer. 
Fieldnotes, October 2003 - the fate of the Mooi family of Kirkwood 
Kollie 's grandfather, together with his two brothers, came from the King William's Town district (in 
approximately 1870). When they moved to the Kirkwood area, they went to a farm called Holgat, 
which was part of BoPlaas. They were quite scared of the Boere - the farmers in those years did 
not want to let such large families as the Moois stay with them. 
The three brothers then decided to move to another territory just outside Kirkwood, owned by a Mr 
S., where Kollie's father Bill was born in about 1900. Kollie's mother had 13 children - 11 boys and 
2 girls. This place (on Mr S. ' farm) was just outside the settlement of Wesbank, and was a smallish 
piece of land that just four extended families occupied : Mchale, Ntiki, Ncebe and Mooi. However, 
Kollie said that that many of their neighbours wanted more land to farm with, and left for outlying 
areas further along the SRV, such as Boplaas. His father did not work for any particular farmer, and 
mainly worked for himself - the Moois then had over 1000 goats and many cattle. 
In 1923, however, another white man arrived, whom they gave the name of M. , who bought the farm 
from Mr. S. and stocked it with ostriches. He asked the family to work with him and they remained 
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on the property. After some years , however, the new farmer wanted to remove some of their stock 
from the farm, the reason being (as it appeared to the Moois) , that he was somewhat irritated by the 
success of the Moois and was resentful of their success. M. then proceeded to 'take' the land that 
they were staying on and offered the family to work and farm 'with him' - akin to a semi-
sharecropping relationship. They did do this, but felt that they were forced into this relationship-
Kollie's father did not like farming with ostriches, but with stock. 
In 1925, M. apparently tried to shut the family out of the property, and failing this , then forced the 
extended family to pay him a rent of about 5 shillings per goat and 10 per cow - leading to the sale 
of some of their cattle. Although Kollie's father and grandfather remained on the property, Kollie's 
two great uncles left the property and moved to Wesbank location outside Kirkwood. They stayed 
there until about 1959 when the land was sold to a private farmer and the people in Wesbank were 
evicted. Then they moved from there to a citrus farm in Kirkwood. Kollie's grandfather's youngest 
sibling then moved to Graaff-Reinet. However, the whole family lost touch with him completely, and 
did not see him again after he moved off the property in 1925. He can remember that his mother 
and grandmother used to worry about him in Graaff-Reinet, "want daar was baie boesmans gewees 
- hul/e sou hom doodgemaak het' (There were too many bushmen (sic), they would have killed 
him'). 
On M.'s property, however, Kollie said that after a long lull, in 1948, he could remember that 'Jan 
Smuts' (i.e: the state) said that 'die swart mense moet nie meer met so baie beeste boer nie - hul/e 
moet dit minder maak' (Jan Smuts (i.e: the state) said that black people should not farm with so 
many cattle, they should be reduced). This gave M. an excuse to confiscate most of their stock, 
without payment, but they still did manage to make a living from agriculture and a few remaining 
cows. They now had no option but to stay on M.'s property, not as tenants, but as labourers, now 
being partially dispossessed of most of their stock. 
Then, in about 1948 M. sold their land to a Mr N., who again , also tried to shut them out of the 
property. He wanted to farm citrus intensively. The police were called to remove them and 
eventually the Moois (extended) family was forced to move away in about 1951 . The whole Mooi 
family then moved to Wesbank location. Here Bill was joined by his brothers , one of whom was 
Harry (Ketyeni). His son, Thembile Mooi (also interviewed in October 2003) indicated that his father 
managed to find work near Korhaansdrif - where he (conveniently) also had a second wife, and 
thus a second residence. Here, he worked in exchange for grazing and arable land, but was forced 
off the property in 1964. He then moved to a nearby farm with a similar working arrangement with 
the owner. 
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In Wesbank, however, Kollie's father fell ill, feeling embittered about the loss of his land and stock. 
Koll ie said; 'Hy het siek geword want al sy goed was weg - sy hoenders en sy vee het hy daar by N. 
gelos - hulle het dit maar net gevat - en hulle het hulle grond en plante and groente net so gelos '. 
(He fell ill because all his possessions had gone - his chickens and his stock he left at N. - they (the 
farmers) just took it - all his land and crops they just left at N.). His father then took what remained 
of his cattle to an outlying farm called Quduskamp, which also belonged to M. In 1957 his father 
died on that property, as well as his mother in 1959. His father was very attached to his original land 
(i. e: the land that was sold to Mr N.) and when he fell ill he asked if he could be buried there, which 
was allowed. 
Kollie (with some of his uncles and siblings) then went to a farm further in the Zuurberg mountains, 
which also belonged to M. They only stayed there for three months because it was too hilly and 
stony, and there was not enough grazing for what was left of their stock. Koll ie expressed their 
constant moving around as follows : 'Net as ons sien die grond is gedaan dan trek ons weer na M. 
se grond toe - hy het ons plek gegee want hy het geworry van daardie ding wat hy aan ons almal 
gedoen het' (Just as we saw the land was finished then we would trek to M. 's properties. He gave 
us a place to stay because he was probably plagued with guilt about removing us from our land in 
the f irst place). In 1960 Kollie went to work on a farm near Addo and his family stayed there for only 
one year , but again they left 'want die grond en gras was te suur (because the earth and grass 
were too sour). They only had about 40 cattle left at that stage, but did not plough and plant any 
crops. 
In 1961 they came to Boplaas (Korhaansdrif) . They fared better here, as they got some grazing land 
for their cattle and could also plant a few things . Kollie also did some work for the farmer on this 
property, planting and harvesting vegetables that were divided amongst the farmer and themselves. 
In 1966 he came to the township in Kirkwood (Moses Madiba) after their houses were destroyed 
when they were evicted by the state from BoPlaas, without compensation for their losses. They then 
made mud houses, much like the ones that are still standing in the township at present. But there 
was no water, it was very dry and hard to keep cattle. Koll ie also than started working for the 
municipality. Kingwell worked at the Irrigation Board for a while, from 1961 to 1996. Then he retired 
and came to Kirkwood after his mother died. He was a 'water skenker - he opened and shut the 
sluice gates. 
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Figure One: Basic kinship chart of Kollie Mooi (clan name: Gqwashu 12) 
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For many families such as the Moois, residence on ancestral land was not a foregone conclusion. 
Unlike the Mbosinis, they were prevented from securing labour agreements with farmers through 
the development of intensive farming in the region. Relationships formed with white landowners, 
as the Moois association with M. illustrates, were often close, but still represented a double bind : 
landowners were willing to provide families with residential and employment opportunities, but 
were also committed to the expansion of their farming enterprise through investment in citrus. This 
meant that large areas of land that had previously been used for free grazing, housing, and 
agriculture by both a farmer and his labour force, were subdivided and 'zoned' for citrus, 
decreasing the size of arable land units for farm workers. As mentioned previously, citrus farmers 
did not encourage a large resident labour force , so that many families were removed from those 
properties that had been earmarked for citrus and irrigation. Within about 80 years, the Moois had 
lost their ability to farm independently, their residential stability and most of their cattle . Instead, 
they were reduced to 'scratching around for soil ' and were forced to compromise their desire for 
economic independence by entering into increasingly restrict ive labour agreements with farmers, 
eventually leading to complete servility and dependency on a cash wage. 
12 Peires (1981: 21) cites the Gqwashu clan as being San in origin, who were incorporated into Xhosa 
groups when their territory was invaded by the expanding amaTshawe in the 17'h Century. They were later 
classified as being part of the Gqunukhwebe in the historical Zuurveld. 
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Many tenants lost large numbers of cattle during this period - farmers would typically confiscate 
stock in lieu of labour or cash debts owed to them, but in most cases (as illustrated by the 
confiscation of the Mooi's cattle) , would simply usurp ownership of a tenant's cattle because 
possession of stock was not a clear cut matter. Moreover, with the imposition of internal camping 
fences , stock previously belonging to both labour tenants and owner-farmer had to be separated, 
leading to a considerable amount of confusion and dispute once ownership had to be determined . 
Antonio July, whose father lived on Korhaansdrif, mentioned that: 
Fieldnotes, July 2003, Darlington Dam 
D. het baie kere vir my pa gese dat hy te veel beeste het, en dat van sy beeste in elk geval syne 
(i.e: D's was). Hy het maar net van hulle gevat soos hy wou. My pa het niks gese nie omdat sy 
beeste baie klientjies gekry het van D. se bulle om.dat hulle so saam saam gewei het. 
(D. (the owner) told my father on many occasions that he had too many cattle, and that many of his 
(i.e: my fathers) cattle were actually His (i.e: D's) . He then just took some of them as he wanted to. 
My father would say nothing, because many of his cows had given birth to calves from D. 's bulls, 
and because our cattle used to graze together). 
Internal fencing thus created divisions between what was previously considered to be shared 
grazing land , and encouraged drawing boundaries around 'white' and 'black' land units on farms, 
further eroding workers' claim and use of such properties. By the 1960s, labour tenants were no 
longer required as a visible presence to defend a property against trespassers by white farmers. 
The erection of boundary fences , as did the advent of commercial farming , limited the free 
movement of cattle between grazing sites, and farmers became increasingly concerned about the 
ownership of resources - sharing valuable grazing land with their tenants , who were inevitably 
labelled as 'squatters'. The Mooi , Kona, July and Mbosini families, and those living on properties 
such as BoPlaas and Korhaansdrif, were forced to leave and find labour and tenancy agreements 
with those farmers who had not yet intensified their farming operations in order to provide for their 
families and find grazing for their stock. 
4.4.2 Mistkraal, Wesbank and DePlaat 
Other than these outlying properties, Grant (1993) also indicates the existence of four residential 
areas around the town of Kirkwood in the early 20th Century. The settlements of Bonterug 
(originally part of the Moravian Enon mission station) , as well as Mistkraal , Wesbank (or e'Nosini), 
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and DePlaat (Platini) were originally held as quitrent and freehold land , but had, for all purposes, 
become peri-urban locations. Moreover, as indicated by Peires (1981) and Meiring (1954), such 
settlements had been occupied by Zuurveld Xhosa since the time of their Gqunukhwebe and 
Mbalu forebears , particularly on properties owned by Boers in the early 19th Century. Hereafter, as 
I have indicated, the number of people in these settlements grew rapidly, together with the 
gradual intensification of farming in the SRV. In 1917, the Kirkwood municipality recorded a total of 
4000 black people living in and around Kirkwood (Del port n.d: 19). An elderly informant in 
Kirkwood indicated that Wesbank was one of the larger settlements, which in his estimation, 
contained at least 200 to 300 houses. 
People resident in these areas typically held residential rights to houses and had access to some 
grazing commonage. However, this land was not freehold or quitrent, but private land, and 
belonged to the Strathshomers Estate, to whom people paid their rent. These settlements were 
densely populated , and attracted a constant incoming stream of people in search of grazing and 
employment, and therefore functioned as semi-rural, almost peri-urban townships, rather than 
rural commonages. Race was often indeterminate in these locations, and unlike those residing on 
properties such as BoPlaas and Korhaansdrif, relationships between people were not based on 
agnatic kinship ties , as may have been the case on BoPlaas (particularly in the 19th Century) , but 
on ties of neighbourhood and friendship. In 1906 a census of the SRV indicated that there were a 
total of 287 huts in the vicinity of Kirkwood, occupied by a total of 1353 inhabitants (Grant 1993: 
12). 
The following case study draws upon an interview with Ndogi Mafile 'Seven' in Kirkwood, who has 
since passed away. He provided a map indicating the position, and relationships between, the 
households in e'Nosini. 
Fieldnotes October 2003, Kirkwood 
Ndogi Mafile 'Seven' (clan name: Katcheni). 1930-2004 
I think that my grandfather was born near King William's Town around 1860, but he probably moved 
to Kirkwood and stayed in e'Nosini. My father, and his brothers and sisters, were all born there. I 
cannot really remember why my grandfather moved there. My grandfather had about 20 cattle , 
which was very little, but I can remember that farmers just used to confiscate cattle from black 
people at that time (about 1930). My father worked at a grocery store in the area, and was paid 
about 1 Dc p month, with no rations , so we had to plant our own food. But it was heavy going. Then 
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my father became a driver, at a garage in Kirkwood , but we still stayed in e'Nosini. In about 1967 my 
father went on pension and he died shortly thereafter. 
Figure Two: Basic kinship chart of Ndogi 'Seven' (clan: Katcheni) 
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Figure Three: Seven's layout of a portion of Wesbank location, c. 195013 
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" Each rectangle represents a household, containing the name of the respective family. Dotted lines in-
between households indicate relationships of friendship and co-operation with Seven's household. 
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Seven also indicated that his family were close friends with the Moois, since they planted together 
and also played together. The Stokwes were also important, since they were related to his 
mother, as were the Scritchs, who also were related to the Moois. All the families used to plant 
near their houses, and near the fences that separated them from other houses. Cattle were 
usually accommodated on grazing commonage around the settlement. 
The fate of the residents of settlements like e'Nosini, however, became increasingly bound up with 
the perception of the 'squatter' problem in the region by the local Kirkwood municipality. Grazing 
commonage, in particular, shrank rapidly due to the encroachment of valuable irrigated farmland 
in the early 20th Century, making it impossible for many residents to keep cattle. 
Faced with growing numbers of people streaming into the region , as well as the increasing 
importance of boundary demarcation and property ownership for private landholders, Percy 
Fitzpatrick's Strathshomers Estate outlawed any form of squatting or occupation in 1906 and 
declared that: 'no native, coloured person, coolie or chinaman (sic) be allowed to hold land as 
owner, tenant or subtenant' (Meiring 1959: 45) . Strathhomers also considered breaking up 
locations in order to provide labour for the growing numbers of farmers in the region . However, 
this was not followed through, mainly because Strathshomers had to reckon with the devastating 
effect of a serious drought, lack of water and sanitation, as well rinderpest, which caused 
immeasurable suffering to the residents of these townships. Instead, the company lowered hut 
rents (Meiring 1959: 46) - thereby perpetuating the 'squatter problem', but also providing relief to 
many beleaguered residents in these settlements. 
In 1937, however, as a Deed of Transfer" indicates, these peri-urban town settlements were 
formally transferred from Strathshomers Estate to the Kirkwood Municipality. Transfer to the 
municipality meant that people could receive basic sanitation and other infrastructural 
improvements, but still reflected concern about the rising numbers of 'squatters' in town. 
Moreover, these locations were now directly under the control of the town municipality, and 
residents were therefore subject to squatting legislation and possible removal. Delport (n.d: 25) 
notes that in 1937 a group of about 400 people gathered in Kirkwood to voice their concern over 
rumours that they would be removed from these locations. Thankfully, like the informal settlements 
around Uitenhage and Graaff-Reinet, these settlements remained intact. This can be attributed to 
concern voiced from some local farmers, who did not want to lose any of their workers through 
" This document was sourced at the Kirkwood municipality. None of the documents had a reference number 
as they were extremely disorganized - they were found in disused shed amongst old farm implements. 
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. destruction of locations, but also because the Kirkwood municipality did not have the necessary 
funding to do so. 
Residents in these settlements thus experienced a gradual loss of agricultural and grazing land, 
increased levels of in-migration from eastern areas of the province, as well as the encroachment 
of lucerne, citrus and ostrich farms around their homesteads. For many of those who relied on 
stock, agriculture and a partial cash income for their daily needs, it therefore seemed astute to turn 
to opportunities for grazing and income generation through labour tenure on surrounding private 
farms, well out of town limits. As informants have indicated, by moving stock and agricultural 
activity to farms such as Korhaansdrif and BoPlaas, individuals from Wesbank, e'Nosini and 
Platini still could retain residential rights on these settlements close to town, and thus maintain 
residence in two sites. Antonio July mentioned on many occasions that that many new arrivals on 
the property were first given permission to do so by his grandfather. 
For many people in locations around Kirkwood in the 1950s, movement between residential and 
grazing (and arable) land occurred regularly, motivated as much by the need to access different 
types of land at different times (for grazing purposes), as by employment contracts on white 
owned farms. Depending on labour contracts and agreements, people in these locations 
ossicilated between town and farm-based sites, alternating residential and grazing patterns 
between territories in the region. This movement from town settlements to outlying private farms 
enabled people to retain stock and arable land and use employment contracts on private farms to 
gain access to two (or more) residential sites - one closer to town, the other on outlying private 
land. However, despite the clear advantages of these agreements, relationships between farmers 
and tenants also proved to be restrictive and at times, abusive. Whilst some farmers (luckily) did 
not revert to a wholesale implementation of state conservationist measures, many did use these 
measures to prompt an eviction of unwanted labour tenants and a confiscation of excess stock. 
This prompted many cases of residential rootlessness, as families moved from farm to farm in the 
search for stability. Increasingly, as the case of the Moois (who eventually found themselves 
without their rural base, living in Moses Mabida townShip), people not only lost their economic 
base, but their rural independence as peasants and small farmers. 
Eventually, as the next chapter will indicate, many people moving between BoPlaas and 
settlements like e'Nosini were pushed off valuable land near the foothills of the Zuurberg 
mountains around the SRV, towards the drier (northern) reaches of the Karoo (around Lake 
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Mentz). Here, as I discovered (as told to me by those farm workers currently residing on 
SANParks property) , the upkeep of cattle was made almost impossible for most due to lack of 
reliable water and feed (with, of course, the exception of those workers who had secured 
employment on irrigated farm land near Lake Mentz) . Instead, in keeping with capitalist farming in 
the region, small stock - chiefly angora and boerbok goats, as well as short tailed sheep - was the 
most suited in the drier environment. 
4.5. Conclusion 
This chapter has attempted to reconstruct and give voice to a largely unwritten history of land 
occupation in the SRV, other than that of white commercial farmers. Such a history of land use 
and occupation, however, is a highly complex phenomenon. Claims made about the occupation of 
the SRV are extremely important for defining the rural identity of workers in the present. Some 
workers, like the Julys and Links, have often talked about the existence of documents of 
'ownership' , and of the destruction of these documents (by the state) during removals in 1970. 
These claims - many of which lack evidence of formalised ownership and title deeds - are still 
vigorously defended by many workers. Lacking any evidence of 'ownership documents' (which 
may have been tenancy agreements) , the features emerging from historical information are 
nevertheless pertinently important for both an applied and an academic perspective of the land 
situation in the SRV before the 1960s. 
In the first instance, memories of such land occupation are relatively recent, and as the next 
chapter will indicate, tenancy agreements (which enabled some people to hold onto 'ancestral' 
land), lasted until 1970. Current workers (who occupied these territories as young men and 
women) , still define their rurality in terms of the experiences of their ancestors, and specifically 
express their desire to independently own and occupy land, and farm with stock and agriculture on 
these territories. These ideals of rural independence, combined with the memories of occupation 
of ancestral land in the SRV, are phenomena that strongly affirm the sense of attachment to a 
rural lifestyle in the SRV, as well as to individual personal history (due to the presence of 
deceased ancestors in the region). The strong connection to territories in the SRV, in my opinion, 
provides some answers to the reasons why farm labourers in the SRV place such a premium on 
being independent, traditionally minded individuals. As I have mentioned in Chapter One, the 
observations of Mayer (1961) concerning farm servants outside East London in the 1950s -
particularly his informants' predilection for being even more 'traditionally minded' than those 'Red 
Xhosa' in the town of East London - do not provide reasons why workers classified themselves in 
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. such a way. Mayer does not provide a history of the farming zones surrounding East London , nor 
does he point out any places, or tracts of land , that might have had special significance to farm 
labourers. Most farm servants outside East London, he writes (1961 : 171), were not permanent 
residents of the area, and regularly visited kin and family in the old Transkei. Moreover, he 
describes most School people as being Mfengu, and that the phenomenon of 'Red Xhosa ' was 
documented among Mpondo, Thembu, Bhaca and Gcaleka (1961: 20) - but fails to extend his 
analysis to the Zuurveld Xhosa, particularly the Gqunukhwebe and Mbalu. Unlike those described 
by Mayer, however, workers in the SRV do not have any social or family contacts in the old 
Transkei , but are indelibly and historically connected to the SRV through their association with 
specific territories in the region , as well as to the owners and farmers of such land. Moreover, the 
land claims of the descendants of the Gqunukhwebe and Mbalu clans in the SRV, means that 
present-day workers have a marked sense of connection to their self-described 'Red' ancestors in 
the district. Clearly, the memories of occupation of areas such as Kaboega and Korhaansdrif are 
one of the most important elements in affirming the identities of farm workers in the SRV, 
cemented through the presence of their ancestors, as well as their connection to a rural lifestyle 
on territories in the SRV. 
These memories of land occupation in the SRV are directly evident of a form of community, and a 
specific rural way of life, similar to those referred to by McAllister (1985) in the old Transkei. Here, 
McAllister mentions that urban migrant labourers are re-connected to their rural kin , and rural 
lifestyle, through ritualised occasions, such as beer drinks. Such an attachment to locality has also 
been used by Cohen (1982) in his analysis of communities in Great Britain . Cohen (1982) 
expresses a particular interest in the meanings that people associated with boundaries - not only 
those boundaries 'that are constructed by people in thei r interactions with others from whom they 
wish to distinguish themselves', but in the different meanings that that such a sense of 
distinctiveness has for different people within a specific locale (in Donnan and Wilson 1999: 25. 
Set within the ideas of Bourdieu (1977), such a locale (i.e: the farming industry) can be 
represented as a particular 'field ', or wider context of action. Importantly, relationships of authority 
and domination in such a field are historically rooted and informed - as the historical connections 
between white and black landholders in the SRV illustrates. Collectively, the ideas of Cohen and 
Bourdieu means that such a 'field ' of farm labour can be spatially analysed, according to the way 
in which farm labourers have classified and inscribed their physical landscape (or space) with a 
sense of place, or belonging. 
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Workers' conception of space is thus firmly historically rooted in their associations with specific 
tracts of land, and is particularly associated with their memories of a communal and free way of 
life, which together with their interaction with white Trekboers, can be directly associated with the 
existence of an open frontier. As Sahlins (1990) has indicated, the idea of a frontiers naturelles 
suggests the existence of a series of unbounded , ' incoherent provinces' , wherein people interact 
on a relatively equal basis, with little or no differences between incoming frontiersmen and 
indigenous populations (Kopytoff 1999). On the other hand, the gradual encroachement of 
commercial farming , state conservation and particularly the internal division and boundary fencing 
of farms in the SRV, marked the end of the free use of space associated with an open frontier. 
Fencing made it particularly difficult for labourers to own and graze large herds of cattle , and for 
most families (like the Moois, Konas and Mbosinis) , this practise curtailed their freedom (although 
it arguably increased their mobility), making living and grazing spaces smaller, less secure, and 
bound to the whims of a single landowner. Thus, although labourers maintained a sense of 
mobility throughout the history of the area as an open and closed frontier (characterised by a 
movement towards scientific farming and fenced space), their experience of mobility during the 
20th Century was very different to the past. Here, labourers found that their freedom and choice of 
movement was curtailed by the fenced demarcation of space into discreet pockets of farmland. 
Their selection of spaces was therefore influenced by a situation of insecurity and coercion , rather 
than independence and autonomy. 
This also means, that (in the second instance) , many ideas of placement and belonging in the 
SRV are informed by experiences of migration and mobility as by experiences of rural ity in 
ancestral territories in the region . For families such as the Moois, displacement from various tracts 
of land throughout their history has created a sense of attachment to the district as a whole, and 
not only specific pieces of land . These disparate experiences of workers in the SRV echoes what 
McAllister (2006) has written concerning Bourdieu (1977), in that interaction between people in a 
field can take on an oppositional character, as his analysis of Red and School (Mayer: 1961 , 
1980) illustrates. In the SRV, this is expressed in the highly ambiguous and contested ideas of 
space and place, despite their idealisation by workers. The fact remains that commercial 
landowners in the SRV have their own history of occupation , and often feel just as culturally and 
socially bound to land as their workers, as is the case with the farm Bitterwater in the following 
chapter. Moreover, given the heterogeneity of the population in the SRV, where intermarriage 
between groups of people was a common phenomenon of history, one cannot assume that 
identity in the SRV can be described in a generalised manner. This is because many workers 
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, have derived much of their knowledge of the social and physical landscape from experiences of 
movement, particularly as tenants or sharecroppers on white-owned land, As Bank indicates in his 
analysis of Redness, such an idea of identity does not evoke identities that can be considered 
authentic, but creates a 'historically constituted hybrid' (2002: 25), which can be analysed as a 
'relational process, as an ongoing cultural dialogue', My assertion that workers have created a 
sense of attachment to the district of the SRV (as a whole) , is thus based on the idea that workers 
have found ways of manoeuvring - both symbolically and physically - around fenced boundaries 
in the SRV, and use their memories of movement through these boundaries to reinforce their 
continued presence in the region , 
Lastly, oral history indicates that forms of past land ownership in the SRV has intensified peoples 
current desire for independent land ownership, In his analysis of kinship and access to land in the 
old Transkei, Fay (2005) points out that regional literature provides an indication of just how 
important a (historical) system of agnatic land occupation can be in defining current claims to such 
land. As I have illustrated , although many respondents indicate that territories such as BoPlaas 
and Korhaansdrif in the SRV may have been occupied on an agnatic basis by one (controlling) 
kinsh ip group, such a singularity of occupation appears to have been compromised by the influx of 
many other groups and different individual families, who sought refuge on these outlying 
territories. This became increasingly common during the mid 20th Century, during which many 
black tenants were gradually dispossessed of their homes during the development of commercial 
farming ventures and implementation of state conservation regulations in the SRV, However, Fay 
(2005: 198) writes that despite the heterogeneity and movement associated with the occupation of 
land - by black and white occupants, and by a variety of agnatic groups - this does not detract 
from the 'possibility that the prospect of investment [into land, via land restitution] may provoke 
collective claims to land by groups of kin, as opposed to entire communities' , Indeed, this seems 
to be the case with Kaboega (or Nqaburha) , which has been claimed by the Links as being their 
original ancestral home, as well as with Groot Uye, a portion of land near Kirkwood that has 
already been returned to the Nyathi clan, In both cases, land that has clearly been occupied by a 
variety of agnatic groupings over the last two centuries has been claimed back by specific kin 
groups instead, The next chapter will concentrate on the intensification of state authority in the 
SRV, particularly through forced removals and anti-squatting legislation in the Kirkwood area after 
1960. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
'It would be better if you shot me" : removal and dispersal of labourers in the Sundays 
River Valley after 1960, 
We presented our case to the magistrate in Kirkwood, and he asked us why we didn't want to 
move. We asked him 'where we should go? This place is all that we know and we are used to 
staying here'. But the magistrate pointed out that the law said that they had to move. My father 
then said it would be better if they shot him instead. 
Anthony Mbosini , July 2003. 
This chapter examines in more detail the forced removals that occurred in the SRV after 1950. 
Forced removals that were carried out by the apartheid government began with the destruction 
of settlements around Kirkwood in 1960, and continued with the eviction of labour tenants/ 
sharecroppers from outlying farms such as BoPlaas before and during the 1970s. I chart the 
fate of various families, tracking their removal from these areas, to their absorption as farm 
labourers on properties around the Zuurberg mountains and Lake Mentz (or Darlington Dam). 
This account addresses the varied experiences of mobility and removal , as well as conditions of 
employment with specific landowners in the district. I ask how such experiences of 
displacement have impacted upon the creation of a sense of place by farm workers in the SRV, 
and whether one can draw any parallels between the connection that workers felt on ancestral 
territories, and their experiences as labourers on farms subsequent to their removal in 1970. 
As I have indicated in Chapter One, an analysis of the concept of dis-placement indicates that 
global events of migration, resettlement and forced removal are processes that are complex, 
varied and historicised. Although some models (Scudder 1993, Cernea 1988) regarding the 
displacement experience are ultimately useful for those who use these insights at a practical 
and policy related level, Bascom (1998) Turton (2005) and Rodgers (2002) point out that they 
have limited intellectual value in the description of human movement as a specific, historicised 
and on-going process of disruption and disjuncture. In the first instance, as I have illustrated in 
Chapter Four, displacement has meant different things for different people in the SRV, and at 
various pOints in time. In this chapter for instance, the forced removals instigated by the 
apartheid state were fundamentally different, but also formed part of those deeper historical 
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experiences of war, diaspora and migration during the 19th Century. Generally, these historical 
experiences of disruption affected different groups of land users in the SRV differently - before 
1960 individuals who had relatively stable access to ancestral lands (as sharecroppers and 
tenants) were more economically secure than those individuals in so-called 'black spots' , who 
found themselves at the mercy of commercial farmers and the Kirkwood municipality. 
Secondly, displacement in the SRV has not only involved a physical removal of labourers from 
ancestral lands, but has important implications for symbolic issues of a social and cultural 
nature, such as belonging and identity. As the reader will notice, the loss of ancestral land has 
created a distinct sense of regional rootedness, which can be associated with emically defined 
ideas of 'Redness' and 'tradition' . However, workers do tend to idealise ideas of identity, since 
they stem from experiences of displacement, and are expressed in a highly heterogeneous and 
conflicted social landscape. Thirdly, due to their connection to these elements of place and 
space, displacement issues in the SRV can be rooted in a particular context that has resulted in 
contested and conflicting interpretations of space and place - particularly by commercial 
farmers and tenants (later workers) on properties in the SRV during the 19'h Century. Amongst 
others, this has led to a particularly fuzzy notion of identity, since the categories of so-called 
'coloured' and 'Xhosa' workers cannot readily be distinguished on the ground. 
Related to the theories of Bourdieu (1977) , displacement is a clearly a loaded issue that is 
rooted in a particular understanding of space (a 'field '), which is also connected to differential 
and unequal expressions of power and authority (or 'doxa'). In the SRV, doxa is expressed in a 
context (or field) that is based on the unequal relationships between white landowners and 
black tenants/sharecroppers (the 'field') . This field (or context) sometimes involves mutual 
interest and co-operation, but also involves conflicting claims of land 'ownership' , use and 
access, particularly through the dual presence and claims of various land users and owners in 
the SRV. Moreover, the oppositional nature of the displacement process (historically) in the 
SRV is pertinently expressed in the way in which mobility cuts across historical accounts as well 
as current experience: war, migration and forced removal (the latter after 1960) have actually 
contributed (and not destroyed) the affirmation of a sense of place and home for current 
generations of workers in the SRV. 
, Th is statement has been extracted from a case study of the Mbosini family, who were forcibly removed 
from territory in the SRV during 1970. This statement was uttered by Anthony Mbosini's father in response 
to the Kirkwood magistrate, who asked him why he refused to move. 
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Displacement is therefore a process that creates a multiplicity of meanings for different groups 
of people in the SRV. Moreover, displacement can also affirm the expression and strength of 
ideas of rootedness and belonging in the SRV, and motivate people (i.e: current landowners as 
well as farm workers) to possibly reclaim lost land through an enactment of the memories and 
symbolic events associated with areas such as Korhaansdrif, BoPlaas and e'Nosini. As I have 
suggested in Chapter One, both Ray (2000: 102) and Lovell (1998) suggest that memories of 
lost lands, as well as feelings of nostalgia or remembrance are valid means of maintaining 
contact with a lost lifestyle, and are continually re-enacted in order to remind people of their 
origin and history, in order to transcend the 'vagueness of migration, movement and of 
existential uncertainty' (Lovell 1998: 10). In this chapter I will ask if forced removal , in any 
sense, has contributed to a sense of place and belonging for those workers who found 
employment on farms (after their removal from ancestral territories) in the SRV. 
The way in which people utilise, or transform, their experiences of disruption demands a closer 
look at the social and cultural elements of space and place. Here it is appropriate to use 
Cohen 's (1982) analysis of cultural 'localism' in Britain - which he defines as a feeling of 
belonging and a desire to maintain regional distinctiveness. A locality is an 'account of how 
people experience and express their difference from others, and of how their sense of 
difference ... informs the nature oftheir social organisation and process' (1982: 2). This can 
potentially apply to matters of identity (why and how people perceive different groups), as well 
as territory - the latter being the focus of this chapter. 
In terms of territory , farm workers have few exterior markers of identity - such as significant 
holdings of stock or arable land - and apparently, would therefore have little sense of belonging. 
However, following Cohen (1982) , it is not visible exterior or physical markers (i.e: land) that 
count as much in the construction of local identity, as the means by which regions and 
territories are made meaningful to local actors. In the SRV, it is clear that the occupation of land 
is important in investigating how people are connected to specific ancestral territories in the 
SRV, but also to the locale (including their employment on farms) of the SRV itself. As 
mentioned in Chapter One, farms (as elements of space) can be associated with the natural 
environment, but also to the social and cultural landscape of the SRV - including ties between 
employers and employees, as well as between farm workers themselves. Consequently, one of 
the primary aims of this chapter is to gain clarity on precisely how farms in the SRV have 
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featured in the formation of place and belonging , and how farmers and farm workers differ in 
their interpretation of spaces in the SRV. In sum, the reader should be mindful of three ideas in 
this chapter: 
Firstly, Cohen's (1982) insights pOint to an understanding of a farm (akin to the concept of an 
ancestrally occupied 'territory'), not as a vacant piece of land - but a space which holds special 
(although differential) significance to those people who occupy and use it. A farm, after all , is a 
landscape that has certain (changing) physical characteristics , but one that also has very 
different sets of symbolic meanings for owners and workers. Land (i.e: farms and ancestral 
territory) is therefore one of the most important ways in describing and defining local identity. 
Farm workers have specifically evoked notions of 'rurality', 'Redness' and 'tradition' as 
important markers of such identities, and these concepts will be critically reviewed in this 
chapter using information derived from the Julys, Mbosinis and Toornaars. 
Secondly, such an analysis should take into account the relationships and interactions between 
farmers and workers on specific farms. This is necessary in order to understand how farm 
workers deal with labour servitude, but also to show how farm owners have developed their own 
attachments to a certain portion of land. How do workers negotiate these differences and deal 
with removal from farms and ancestral land? And more importantly, perhaps, how do the lives 
of farmers and workers overlap, how do each inform the other? Lastly , understanding territories 
and farms in the SRV also implies an understanding of how the physical boundaries between 
farms have developed through time (i.e: through fencing and private ownership) and how these 
boundaries are negotiated by people who move in and out of such a territory. As Wallman (in 
Donnan and Wilson 1999: 23) writes, 'what kind of resource is a boundary? What is it used for 
and where? What is its historical status? What meaning does it have for the 'other side'? In 
keeping with this perspective, this chapter opts to capture the details of people's lives as they 
move across and intersect these physical and symbolic boundaries. What relationships have 
people formed with farmers and other workers on these properties? What meaning does the 
physical experience of displacement and physical movement have for the way in which people 
experience issues of belonging and identity? 
5.1. Removals within and from Kirkwood after 1960 
Any understanding of how displacement has featured in the lives of farm workers in the SRV, 
and how processes of disruption have informed the connection of people to territory and rural 
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identity in the SRV, needs to be connected to the events which unfolded in the six· separate 
settlements around the town of Kirkwood after 1950'. Grant (1993: 14) mentions that in the 
1950s Kirkwood was fairly unique within the Union of South Africa, in that it had more than one 
municipal location, most of them situated outside the municipally controlled areas of the town. 
These were the settlements of Wesbank, De Plaat (or Platini) and Mistkraal. 
During the first half of the 20th Century, life was becoming increasingly difficult for most 
residents in these settlements. Citrus farmers in the SRV found that itinerant or part-time labour 
was a better investment, sourced from settlements closer to town. Here, labour could be 
obtained easily, when they needed it, and without the extra burden of providing accommodation 
and rations , as is the case with resident, full-time farm employees. Residents in these 
settlements who had stock and agricultural holdings were thus constrained by shorter, and 
tighter labour agreements with farmers, and experienced a marked decline in their investments. 
Although life was difficult in these locations - they were not serviced and had very little 
infrastructure - residents still had had some benefits (Grant 1993: 16). Places of employment 
were close by, water from canals and the Sundays River was readily available, schools had 
been established by community members and hut rates were not very high'. Most importantly, 
these locations were situated outside the administrative reach of the municipality, so that life 
was, to a certain extent, self-styled and self-regulated. People could enter into labour contracts 
on outlying farms, which provided extra grazing and agricultural opportunities, whilst still 
retaining access to residential sites in town locations. These opportunities also meant that these 
locations served as draw-cards for new residents, who hoped to gain access to farm 
employment and grazing land in the region. The case study of Nellie Lambani, whose father 
moved to e'Nosini as young man from Graaff-Reinet, illustrates the quality of life that people 
experienced in these settlements, where they were expected to pay rent, but also had the 
freedom to grow vegetables and keep limited amounts of stock. 
Fieldnotes, October 2003, Darlington Dam. 
My pa is op Graaff-Reinet gebore, en my rna het grootgeraak in e'Nosini, waar my pa haar 
ontmoet het. My pa het toe vir F. P. begin werk, en met lemoene gewerk. Ons het ook geld betaal 
vir ons huise in die dorp, ek onthou, want die mense het a/tyd wegehardloop wanneer die 
' To recap, these settlements included e'Nosini (or Rooidraai) , Wesbank, Platini (or de Plaat) and 
Beersheba (within town limits), as well as the designated coloured areas of Enon and Bonterug. 
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munisipaliteit gekom hefl Ons huise was na aan mekaar gewees, maar my familie het mielies 
geplant en my pa het geploeg in die land langs die dorpie. Ons het ook van ons groente verkoop, 
en ons het /wee melk koeie gehad, en so 10 of 15 bokke. Oit was 'n goeie lewe in e'Nosini 
gewees v~~r ons weggejaag is net voor 1960. Na ons weg is het my pa by Mr. J. gewerk, en toe 
weer by twee ander plase na dit. Ons het nie goed reggekom met my pa wat so rondgeswerf het 
nie, ons het ons vee verloor en nie baie geld gehad nie. 
My father was born in Graaff-Reinet, my mother grew up in e'Nosini, where she met my father. My 
father then started working for F.P., on his citrus farm. We still paid rent for our houses in the 
town, because people always used to run away when the municipality came to look for them! Our 
houses were close together, but my family planted maize and my father ploughed in the lands 
surrounding the small town. We also sold some of our vegetables, and we had two milk cows and 
about 10 or 15 goats. It was quite a good life in e'Nosini before we were chased away just before 
1960. After we left my father found work at Mr. J, and then after this with two other farmers. But 
we didn't do well with my father who was moving around such a lot, we lost most of our stock and 
we didn't have much money. 
After the expulsion of the Lambanis from e'Nosini , the lives of people in these locations were 
set to change for good during the 1950s. With the takeover by the National Party in 1948, and 
the subsequent Prime Ministership of Hendrik Verwoerd, the Group Areas Act of 1950 was 
created, whilst the Group Areas Development Act of 1955 set up Community Development 
Boards in order to vacate 'black spots" around white areas. The Native Laws Amendment Act 
of 1952 was also passed , which enforced the carrying of a detailed reference book in order to 
control the amount of people entering and leaving towns and cities, as well as the conditions 
under which people could enter urban areas. The Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act of 1952 
consolidated many past attempts to control illegal squatting, and was eventually responsible for 
the displacement of over one million people in black spots in towns and cities around the 
country (Platsky. and Walker 1985). In Kirkwood, commercial citrus farmers, as well as those on 
outlying properties such as BoPlaas and Korhaansdrif, were careful not to add more 'squatters' 
to their existing tally of labour tenants. Both those residents in township locations as well as 
those on outlying territories purposes found themselves being increaSingly constrained in their 
movements, and found themselves without adequate grazing for their stock or space for 
3 As one informant indicated, this was set at 2 shillings and sixpence per month. 
, Despite the terminology, these settlements were far from racially homogenous, and although they did 
house a majority of Xhosa-speaking residents, they also contained significant numbers of so-called 
coloured, as well as white residents (Grant 1993, Smith 1976, Ross 1986: 75) . 
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agricultural activity. Many families , such as the Moois (as I have outlined in the Ch·apter Four), 
who were forcibly removed from a farm around Kirkwood in about 1951 , moved around from 
place to place in search of some grazing and working opportunities. The Mooi family first moved 
to Wesbank location near Kirkwood after 1951 , but since most of their stock had previously 
been confiscated, and their agricultural lands usurped by the white owner, they were virtually 
helpless without some form of tenancy or employment. From Wesbank, the Mooi family moved 
to various farms to try and find employment and grazing space for their remaining cattle , one of 
these being BoPlaas, where they were accommodated by the resident landowner for some time 
until their eviction in 1970. 
The story of the Mooi family, as well as the Lambanis, was a common phenomenon for many 
tenants and residents around Kirkwood, who were classified as 'squatters' by both the local 
municipality and the apartheid state. Archival government records of the 1950s to 1980s' reflect 
that the Native Commissioner in Cape Town became increasingly concerned about the 
uncontrolled 'squatter' situation in Kirkwood, more so than in previous years. In 1957, 3500 
people were recorded as residing in five unwanted 'black spots' around Kirkwood. The two main 
settlements near the town of Kirkwood were subject to particular attention, as the 
Commissioner did not want the 'black' residents of Beersheba interfering with the lives of 
'coloured ' communities in Enon. Similarly, accord ing to the 1945 Native Consolidation Act , 
residents in the four remaining locations around town were illegally occupying land, since most 
were only itinerant workers, not permanent employees. The only logical outcome for the State 
was thus to destroy these settlements and re-claim the land for agricultural purposes. 
Forced removals commenced in 1959, displacing over 2000 residents and moving them to a 
centralised location well within geographical municipal limits. As Grant points out (1993: 22) , 
these removals were peculiar in South Africa at the time, being one of the only instances where 
people outside town were removed to deSignated areas within a town, this being Bonterug 
location. 
The destruction of these settlements, however, was a contested issue. Some farmers did not 
warrant the disruption and removal of such a readily available and well-established labour force. 
' These records were sourced from the Eastern Cape archives in Port Elizabeth. Most correspondence 
occurred between the Native Commissioner in Cape Town and the Kirkwood Municipality, and clearly 
reflected the municipality's lack of funding to move residents from 'black spots' to more acceptable sites 
closer to town (see files N9/15/3-2 vol 1, N9/15/3/55 vol 1 & 2, N2/2/2/1 vol 1, N9/15/3-1 , vol 7, N9/15/3-
21 , vol 1, N9/15/3-21 vol 2) 
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Moreover, a severe drought between 1958 and 1960 prevented many farmers from building 
accommodation on their own farms for a resident workforce. Presumably the destruction of 
these settlements went ahead due to the concern that farmers felt about the political situation at 
that time - the African National Congress had initiated a series of hard-hitting consumer 
boycotts in Port Elizabeth throughout the 1950s, and supported the rights of farm workers: 
Govan Mbeki called for a boycott of consumer products, starting with the boycott of oranges in 
Port Elizabeth in the 1950s. This , as Mbeki mentioned , was designed to 'put pressure on the 
citrus-growing farmers along the SRV to treat their workers fairly' (Grant 1993: 16). Labourers, 
being insulated by the demands of their employers, however, were certainly not aware of such 
far-reaching political actions, and as government records indicate, were unable to contest their 
eviction from townships around Kirkwood. Those that did contest these evictions were drawn 
from the ranks of Clergymen and concerned local farmers. 
An interview with Rosemary Eliot in 20036, as well as research conducted by Grant (1993), 
indicates that the manner in which these removals were carried out was truly appalling. 
Residents were not given the choice of leaving or staying , but systematically forced out of the 
settlements of Wesbank, De Plaat and Mistkraal over a period of three years. Some residents 
who were forced to leave returned to build shacks on their old housing sites, but were then 
removed again. Some pursued farm employment elsewhere, but most were simply dumped in 
the newly formed 'native' area of Bonterug location within the municipal boundaries of the town 
of Kirkwood. The following excerpt from a letter addressed to the Secretary for Native Affairs in 
Pretoria, from the Secretary of Mistkraal Location in 1958, reflects the conditions under which 
people were forced to move6 . 
Although he say that we must go to Bonterug, he divided us others to the farms - he want only old 
mothers to the location. We have no waggons to load our articles ... that place have no water and 
firewood and the building woods, there is no road even the doctors hardly go there, that place it 
6 As my interview with her in July 2003 confirmed , Ms Eliot was the chairperson of the Valley Action 
Committee formed in 1961 . This organisation was composed of a variety of farmers, but mostly white farm 
housewives, who expressed their concern as to the treatment and eviction of farm workers around 
Kirkwood . They were extremely unpopular with the majority of white farmers in the SRV since they chose 
to assist evicted families with food, clothes and shelter after their forced removal to Bonterug location in 
Kirkwood . 
6 The grammar and language in this particular quotation have not been corrected, as it is a direct excerpt 
from a letter written by a member of the Mistkraal community to the Secretary for Native Affairs in 1958, 
also sourced from the archives in Port Elizabeth (N9/15/3/55 vol 1). 
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has no veld for our goats and cows, it four times removing us from this place and yet its our 
expense to build these houses and we pay for the water. 
The Valley Action Committee proceeded to provide emergency food and housing to relocatees, 
who were living in rough sack and tin dwellings, or crammed in shacks with groups of friends 
(Grant 1993:17). Although press uri sed by the increasingly beleaguered Committee, the 
municipality declined to comment and did not provide any extra assistance apart from initial 
transport. Grant (1993) does not mention the reasons why the municipality was so ineffective-
but it appears that Bonterug location had not even been formally proclaimed as a native 
location during or prior to these removals, mainly due to lack of funding, and did not even 
possess basic infrastructure. Only in 1989 did the Kirkwood municipality create a suitable water 
supply system, as well as roads , schools and sanitation in Bonterug, which was renamed 
Moses Mabida. 
The SRV was particularly hard hit by a drought during between 1958 and 1960. Many struggling 
farmers could not afford to build houses for their labour and did not want any unwanted 
squatters (i.e: tenants) on their land. Consequently, as Grant (1993: 19) writes , many people 
lost their jobs on farms. Denied any form of independent existence, and left with virtually no 
stock and limited agricultural opportunities, most people left to find work elsewhere (as did the 
Mooi family, who found work and grazing for their remaining cattle on an outlying farm). Locally , 
some people were absorbed as part-time citrus workers, or within the workforce of the Kirkwood 
municipality. However, most were compelled to leave their dependents in Kirkwood and seek 
jobs in the nearby industrial centres of Uitenhage and Port Elizabeth, with the eventual intention 
of moving their families closer to their workplace. However, this was often made impossible due 
to influx control , which did not allow dependents of workers to move to urban areas, or even to 
retain residential rights in Kirkwood without the presence of a provider. 
Notably, despite the occurrence of boycotts and protests against political authorities in urban 
areas of the Eastern Cape Province during the 1950s, and the gradual mobilisation of anti-
squatting legislation and sentiment in farming areas such as the SRV, farm workers remained 
largely ignorant of larger political processes which had framed their forced removals from 
Kirkwood. Anthony Mbosini corroborated this fact in November 2002, when he talked of 'die 
politiek' (politics) in Port Elizabeth during the 1960s: 'Die wereld was warm, ons het maar net 
bietjies gehoor van die politiek in die stad - die mense het gepraat van die witmense wat met 
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die ANC baklei het' (The world was on fire, but we just heard small bits about politics in the city 
- people talked about those white people who fought against the ANC). The processes of farm 
consolidation, boundaries and fencing, as well as the development of commercial farming in the 
SRV, had indeed created an isolated farming community, where the rights of farm workers were 
of the lowest priority. 
Narratives of people in and around Kirkwood reveal that life for those who remained in 
Bonterug, and who found employment within town limits,. was slightly easier. Residents found 
ways to somehow unify past connections to people in old destroyed locations and organised 
themselves into smaller clusters within the township . These existing neighbourhoods within the 
present township of Moses Mabida still reflect the neighbourhood associations formed in 
e'Nosini, Rooiwal, Wesbank and Platini. Many people who were dumped in Bonterug chose to 
occupy stands close or next to their erstwhile neighbours in these old settlements, so that many 
of the associations and friendships formed amongst people are still retained in Moses Mabida 
to this day. Most people refer to the sub-wards of Moses Mabida by their original names: that of 
e'Nosini, Wesbank and Platini. 
5.2. Expulsion from BoPlaas in 1970 
The removal of residents on outlying properties including BoPlaas in the SRV occurred one 
decade later than the removals in Kirkwood. Situated alongside one of the three valleys in the 
Zuurberg, along the Paardepoort' and Bedrogsfontien road , the farms and old trading posts 
along these routes featured prominently as sites for occupation by the Zuurveld Mbalu and 
Gqunukhwebe . I have collected many recollections of the people who lived in these territories, 
as well as from residents in Moses Mabida, who have recalled detailed accounts of their 
childhood and adolescence in these areas. These accounts , however, differ fundamentally from 
the knowledge of local farmers, who are completely unaware that their workers have a deeper 
history of land occupation . Farmers mostly associate the SRV with their own history of the area, 
' This area was an important site of conflict between Boer and Briton during the second Anglo-Boer war. 
According to Delport (n.d.) who draws upon Reitz (1929: 133-136) in 1901 , General Smuts sent a 
kommando to Uyepoort near Kirkwood (then Bayville). This kommando then moved inland towards the 
Sundays River towards Korhaanspoort and Glenconner, forced deeper into the Zuurberg mountains by 
British troops. Here they camped out near an old pass on the farm of Bedrogsfontien, but seeing a 
substantial number of British troops in the area, the Boers panicked and attacked the British. The redcoats 
could not defend themselves on the narrow pass and fell 800 metres to their death in the valley below. 
Over 200 British and 700 horses were killed, and the road so blocked up with carcasses and bodies that 
locals avoided the area for some time to come. 
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particularly the gradual commercialisation of farms, as well as numerous conflicts with British 
colonial occupiers in the SRV during the 19th Century. 
Locally, in the eyes of local farmers, the areas of BoPlaas and Korhaansdrif were non-existent, 
and were labelled instead as the farms Kafferskraal and Bokkekraal. Farmers regarded these 
zones as indistinct and temporary resting places for many 'Red' Xhosa during the early 20th 
Century, and preferred to associate these areas with Afrikaner history, and Boer resistance 
against the English , rather than recognised ancestral lands. In a history of 'die Moot' - which 
refers to a collection of farms situated alongside a blind turn in the Sundays River - Dorfling 
(1995) describes the area as being occupied by well known 'rooikaffer' (Red Xhosa) clans, who 
were spread around the surrounding koppies (hills) and further down the river towards 
Kafferskraal and Kaboega. She writes (1995: 55) that the 'whites and rooikaffers (sic) used to 
trade peacefully and live together in the old days', and according to her uncle, used to 'shout 
messages and warnings from koppie to koppie. The message that a policeman was en route to 
the valley, on the lookout for unwanted trade and stock, always reached these people in time'. 
Furthermore, the Links family was well known among farmers in the Moot, particularly 'outa 
Sky" who lived and worked with the Dorflings on their farm Bokkekraal. This old man, as she 
describes him, left the farm suddenly, with all his stock and family in tow. 
The memories of current workers in the area, however, attach far more significance to these 
territories than suggested by the accounts of local farmers in the district. The naming of these 
ancestral lands by workers , contrary to farmers, does not refer to farm names, but to a larger 
area of land (called BoPlaas), which was eventually broken up into smaller zones of 
occupation , Kaboega (or Nqaburha) being one of them. The actual size and location of BoPlaas 
seems to be rather indistinct, and workers cannot recall the actual boundaries of this zone -
which to some, stretched as far as Lake Mentz. As the case study of Evelyn Links suggests in 
Chapter Four, Kaboega (part of BoPlaas) was claimed by her family to be the territory of her 
great-grandfather, who was killed during wars with white farmers (or Boers) in the area. 
Paradoxically, Evelyn 's father was the very Sky Links that was referred to by Dorfling as 'Quta 
Sky' - except that for the Links', 'Quta Sky' was the rightful owner of Kaboega, and still is a 
respected ancestor. Moreover, Anthony Mbosini, an ex-farmworker and past resident of 
, This was Sky Links, a descendant of the Links who occupied Kaboega , as described by Evelyn Links in 
the previous chapter. 
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BoPlaas, claimed that he had wanted to return to BoPlaas for many years , and that he had 
'written a letter to Bisho' about the possible restitution of this land. In his words: 
Fieldnotes June 2003, Darlington Dam 
Ek het 'n brief na Bisho toe gestuur, omdat die land van BoPlaas my pa en sy pa voor hom se 
grand was. Daar was verskillende plekke van BoPlaas - die een stuk het die Park (i.e: SANParks) 
gekoop, dit is nou Kaboega (or Seekoeikamp). Van hierdie grand was ook Mr. B's s 'n gewees, 
daar op Bitterwater, en daar het baie van die Link's en Blou's daar gebly. Ons moet die grand 
eendag terrugkry. 
(I wrote a letter to Bisho, because BoPlaas was my father's land, as well as his father's before 
him . There are different places of BoPlaas - the one piece the Park (i.e: the GAENP) bought, it is 
now Kaboega, or Hippo Camp. This land was also Mr. B's, on Bitterwater, there were many Links' 
and Blou's that stayed here. We have to get the land back again one day). 
He also recalled that Rooiwal, the closest to Kirkwood, was divided into four separate camps 
through boundary fencing and farm consolidation. Korhaansdrif remained as it was. Kaboega, 
next to Korhaansdrif further northward along the river, was also divided into various camps: 
Kamer and Breuknek. Residents of BoPlaas, the furthest northern site (which also included 
parts of Bitterwater farm, as I will illustrate) , were hemmed in by fenced areas on all sides. The 
actual size of these camps was not known, only that they were 'very large' - probably a few 
hundred hectares. Anthony mentioned that the creation of boundary and camp fencing forced 
many people to reduce their stock and agricultural holdings, limited their occupation to a much 
smaller piece of land , and severely curtailed their movement between and on farms - which 
eventually facilitated their removal from these properties. 
In this respect, the fate of two particular (extended) families can be tracked from their removal 
from the upper part of BoPlaas (closest to Kirkwood) to their absorption onto private farms in 
the northern SRV area. As related by Antonio, Grahamstown July and his wife, the parents of 
Antonio , John , Best, and their two daughters, together with various other families of the same 
lineage" lived on Korhaansdrif. In addition, the families of Antonio's future in-laws, the Links, 
" Hammond Tooke (1962: 55-60) defines a clan as an exogamous group of people with a common clan 
name, and who trace descent from a common ancestor which is recognized but cannot be traced 
genealogically. Peires (1981) also defines a clan as being composed of people who did not know precisely 
how they were related , but that (due to common clan names), they shared a common ancestor. Hammond 
Tooke (1962: 60) defines a lineage, on the other hand, as an exogamous grouping who can trace descent 
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lived nearby on BoPlaas, together with the Mbosinis. Apart from these families , Antonio listed 
the following clans and lineages resident on the property. Of these clans, the Mkomaas (or 
Links) , Tshawe (or Toornaar) , Gqwashu (or Blou), and Mbosini (Ngqosini)" are particularly 
important. These would be the future in-law's of Antonio, John and Best, respectively, who 
would each later marry Muis Links (Mkomaas), Nosamasile Toornaar (Tshawe) and Lizzie Blou 
(Gqwashu). When pressed, Antonio mentioned that together, these clans on Korhaansdrif 
together amounted to between 260 and 360 residents 11 . The numbers of these clan groupings 
were not very stable, however, as they regularly absorbed additional clan members, particularly 
around 1960. The names in brackets refer to Afrikaans colloquialisms of clan names. 
Mkomaas 
Mcqega (July) 
Blou (Oorman) 
Isithatu 12 
Mazangwa 
Mangevu 
Tshawe (Toornaar) 
M'Pandile 
M'Nqgombeni 
Ngqosini 
Gqwashu (Blou) 
Ngqosini (Mbosini) 
Around 1950, during a period that saw a rapid expansion of intensive farming in the region , the 
July's houses were torched by the property owners, who wanted them to leave. The extended 
family of Grahamstown July moved to e'Nosini, closer to Kirkwood, but returned again shortly 
afterward, and re-built their homes, being given permission by one of the local owners to do so. 
from a common great grandfather or grandfather. Furthermore, lineages tend to be property holding 
groups, which tend to be localised in one area (but not always) . Wilson (1969) also distinguishes between 
a clan and a chiefdom, which refers to a political unit under leadership of a chief. Peires (1981 : 225), also 
mentions, however, that according to Soga (n.d.), Xhosa themselves do not make such a distinction 
\between clan and ch iefdom). 
o Peires (1981 : 20) writes that the Ngqosini clan joined the Xhosa by immigrating into land ruled by Xhosa 
chiefs, and furthermore, that this clan is Khoi or Sotho in origin . 
11 This was calculated, based on Antonio's recollection, that each kin group on Korhaansdrif were about 
20-30 members strong in the 1950s - amounting to between 260 and 390 individuals on the property. 
12 The isiThathu clan was formed by the amalgamation of three previously unrelated KhoiSan groups, who 
were eventually incorporate into the Gqunukhwebe Xhosa (Peires 1981 : 20). 
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Under a new, controlled labour tenancy agreement, one of the owners of the property who had 
been absent until then, returned , and asked the family to work for him, and the property was 
then properly fenced (probably during the mid 1950s). Against their will, the Julys were then 
also forced to share their crops with the owners of the farm. In July 2003, Antonio mentioned 
that: 
Toe die plek heinings gekry het, het M .. ons grand weggevat, en hel die meeste van ons mielies 
sommer net so gevat. Oil was swaar daardie jare - M ... het a/tyd gese dat as hy iemand se 
beeste wou gehad hel, sou hy hulle net so vat. 
(When the place was fenced , M .. . just took our land away from us, and just took most of our 
crops away from us. It was heavy going in those years - M ... always said that if he wanted some 
cattle, he would just take some of ours) . 
Many of the families resident in the area during these years could not afford these losses and 
moved away (either to settlements closer to Kirkwood, or to farms in the drier northern SRV), 
since their residential and stock arrangements did not meet with the owner's approval. This 
included the Blou, Toornaar and Links families. Antonio had already married his wife Muis, who 
stayed with his family . For the Julys and Mbosinis, who remained on BoPlaas, cattle ownership 
and grazing rights were still being continually limited by the landowner. Antonio said that his 
father (Grahamstown) had an ongoing dispute with the owner of the property, since the farmer 
had set a limit for the number of cattle that could be owned by labour tenants. His father had 
many cattle - Antonio can remember up to 1000 being owned by his father and paternal uncles 
- but that this herd was reduced to only thirty when the majority were confiscated by the owner. 
Like other properties in the area, the owner of Korhaansdrif treated all cattle on his property as 
his own , even though they were nominally owned and cared for by his labour tenants . Antonio 
recalled that the owner of the property sold excess cattle to an abattoir near Uitenhage. 
Witmense het gekom met baie holnotte (sic) en het gese 'ek wi! julie vee he, julie het te vee/'. Hy 
het ons toe R10 vir die koeie en kalwers gegee, en die bulle, en R6 per bok. Hy het gese daar is 
'n limit van 30 elk, nie meer nie. 
(White people arrived with lots of hotnoUe (a derogatory term for coloured people) and said that 
they wanted our cattle, they had too many. He gave us R10 for cows and calves, as well as bulls, 
and R6 per goat. He said there was a limit of 30 each, not any more). 
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After the loss of their cattle, in 1970 all of the residents of Korhaansdrif were permanently 
forced off the land. As far as Antonio could remember, their remaining cattle (except for four or 
five) were again sold cheaply to the owner of the abattoir. This portion of the land was then sold 
to the state, for the construction of a prison , and the three white owners of the property bought 
out. The confiscation of cattle hit the July family particularly badly. Antonio bitterly described 
how his father's cattle herds slowly decreased. 
AI die boere het so met ons gemaak'. 'Elke keer as daar 'n nuwe man kom, of hulle gaan na 'n 
ander plaas toe, het hulle vir ons gese; 'gee ons een of twee van julie beeste, want party van 
hulle is ons s'n '. 
(All the farmers did this with us: every time when a new owner came along, or the property 
was sold, the farmers said to us: 'give us one or two of your cattle, because some of them 
are ours anyway). 
Anthony Mbosinis narrative reflects (in detail) , the series of events leading to their expUlsion 
from Korhaansdrif and 80Plaas, and in particular, the events leading up to his father's arrest, 
and his appearance before the magistrate in Kirkwood in 1970. 
Fieldnotes, July & August 2003 
Daar het 'n bakkie van Alexandria gekom (met die 'GG nommerplaat), en hulle het gese die plek 
moet skoon wees. Die mense het ons huise toe probeer afbreek, maar ons wou nie almal gaan 
nie. Toe het die witmense die hotnotte dit maar laat afbreek. Dit was 'n lelike ding, 'n seer ding, 
want toe ons familie wat in die dorp gewerk terrugekom het, was hulle huise nie meer daar die. 
Maar voor sononder het ons weer vir die huise dakke opgesit. My vrou se oupa het gese 'ek sal 
nog hier doodgaan, ek sal nie gaan nie ', en hy het toe daar doodgegaan. Hy Ie nou nag daar. 
Toe het dit weer die volgende jaar gebeur, omdat ons nie wou skuif nie. Ek het dan by die oliebore 
werk gekry in Alexandria, en ook in Kirkwood. My pa was toe by hulle huis gewees in Boplaas, 
maar ek (Anthony) was baie geworried, omdat hulle nie blyplek sou kry as hulle wegejaag was 
nie. Daar was party mense wat nog 300 beeste gehad het. 
Maar toe het J ... gekom, en hy het die polisie geroep. Die poliesiemanne het party van hulle tronk 
toe gevat - sy pa, en ook Antonio July se pa. Hulle het die oumanne tronk toe gevat net vir een 
dag, om ons skrik te maak. Maar toe hulle voor die magistraat kom, het hy hulle gevra 'hoekoem 
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gaan julie nie weg nie?'. Antonio se pa het gese 'waar moet ons dan gaan? Die plek is alles wal 
ons ken. Ons is gewoond am daar te bly'. Maar magistraat het gese die Best se julie moet gaan. 
My pa het toe gese dat dit beler is as hulle hom maar dan skiet. Die Magistraat het onder toe 
gekyk, en toe gese (hy het geskryf en gestamp) - elkeen het hy 'n pampier gegee - 'na 20 jaar, 
het hy gese, kan julie terugkom '. 
Maar die pampiere is toe sa am met die au mense dood, saam met Anthony en John se pa 'so Die 
mense is toe uilgehaal, en hulle is weg - plase toe, Baai loe, Uilenhaag toe. 
(A van came from Alexandria (with the 'GG' number plate) and they said the place should be 
cleaned out. These people then tried to destroy our houses, but we didn 't want to go. Then the 
white people let the coloureds break our houses down. It was an ugly thing , a painful thing, 
because when some family members who were working in town came back, their houses were no 
longer there . But before sundown that day we put.the roofs on our houses again. My grandfather-
in-law said that he would rather die there, he would not go. He is still buried there. 
But the next year it happened again - because we didn't want to move. I then found work in 
Alexandria and in Kirkwood, but my father was at home alone. I was worried, because they (my 
parents) would not find another place to live if they were chased away. There were still people 
then who had over 300 cattle. 
But then J ... (the owner of the farm) came, and he called the police . The policemen arrested 
some of them, and took them to jail- my father, and also Antonio July's father. He took the old 
men to jail for one day, to shock us. But then they presented their case to the magistrate in 
Kirkwood, and he asked them why they didn 't want to move. They replied 'where must we go 
then? This place is everything that we know. We are used to staying there'. But the magistrate 
pointed out that the law said that they had to move. My father then said it would be better if they 
shot him instead. But the magistrate then looked down (he was writing and stamping) and he gave 
everyone some papers and said: 'after twenty years, you can return'. But the papers then died 
with the old people, with my father and the Julys' father. 
The people were then removed , and they left - to the farms, to Port Elizabeth , to Uitenhage). 
These removals thus took place gradually, over the space of a few years , and although people 
such as the Mbosinis did not have the resources to fight their removal legally, they were still 
contested bitterly and with great anger, by the residents of the BoPlaas area . The reasons for 
such anger are obvious: residents of these territories knew that their ancestors had laid claim to 
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the area in the past, and had managed to hold onto their land, through labour agreements, until 
1970. The gradual nature of removal from these areas can be illustrated by the pass (or 
dompas) book of Antonio July's father Grahamstown . As it reflects, prior to 1956, Grahamstown 
July was not registered as a labour tenant or worker on Korhaansdrif, which was still unfenced 
and not as intensively farmed and policed by its owners. After that period , however, many other 
people were not as lucky as the Julys (who had the opportunity to enter into labour tenancy 
agreements). and were forced to move. Luckily, Grahamstown July was a registered labour 
tenant on Korhaansdrif, as he paid union tax from 1956 to 1969. Despite his residence on 
Korhaansdrif, where his family lived, he also managed to find work with a variety of other 
farmers besides the three owners of Korhaansdrif , leaving his family on Korhaansdrif to live and 
work on these properties as his contract demanded. Of these, Bitterwater farm was particularly 
important, as Grahamstown would later move his family over to this property upon their 
expUlsion from Korhaansdrif. The below table illustrates Grahamstown's movements between 
these farms 13: 
Table Seven: Working history of Grahamstown July 
Period Owner Farm 
1956 - B. B. Bitterwater 
1964 - J. E. Korhaansdrif 
05/1965 M.M. Korhaansdrif 
06/1966 B.B. Bitterwater 
05/1968 H.H. Korhaansdrif 
1/11/1970 Farm purchased by 
state 
01/1972 Uitenhage district 
municipality 
01/1972 B. B. Bitterwater 
0711973 B. B. Bitterwater 
5.2.1. The Toornaars and Julys after 1970 
13 Notably, the property of Korhaansdrif had three joint owners, not one. 
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After expulsion from BoPlaas and particularly Korhaansdrif, many male providers found 
themselves in extremely difficult circumstances. Left with virtually no stock, as well as very 
limited agricultural prospects, families like the Toornaars (clan name: TShawe 14) faced 
starvation unless employment could be found quickly. The Toornaars were in a less fortunate 
position than the Julys after their expulsion from BoPlaas in the 1960s, since they found 
employment with a particularly bad- tempered farmer afterwards. As illustrated below, the 
property that they found themselves on after removal changed hands numerous times during 
the 1970s and 1980s, and 
the family was exposed to the demands of three abusive employers. The following extract is 
taken from a document (in English) penned by Nosamasile (the wife of John July) . Although the 
information was jagged and uneven, and had to be reworked, it still provides an indication of the 
immense anguish that this family went through after their expulsion from BoPlaas. 
Fieldnoles, July 2003 
My father (born about 1918) stayed in Boplaas with Mr D. Here he worked with sheep and goals. 
His pay was R2 per month. He worked very hard, but he couldn't buy his children adequate food 
and they couldn't go to school. But he did have some stock - but only three goats and one sheep. 
But eventually these animals were taken by the farmer when they left, early in the 1960s. Then he 
went to work with Mr F. on a nearby farm, where he worked for about 25 years (under various 
owners), also with small stock and lucerne. He worked very hard, his pay was only R8 per month. 
Mr. F. then sold the farm to a Mr E. but the previous owner sold the stock that my father had 
accumulated while he was working there, since the farmer regarded them as his own. He did not 
give my father any compensation. When my father brought this issue up with the new owner, he 
replied that he had bought him with the farm , and could not help it if he did not have any animals. 
It was then that my father was arrested. E. (the new owner) told him to go and check the veld for 
lost animals. My father then told him that he found a skin and blood next to a tree and the farmer 
went to have a look. The farmer then , however, telephoned the police, as he suspected that he 
had stolen the sheep. The police then arrested him and he was sent to jail for three days. 
When E ... sold the farm, he sold it to A. , a family who also had a citrus farm in Kirkwood in 
addition to their new property. By then, my family had lost all of our cattle, and most of our small 
stock. However, the new owner proved to be just as abusive as the previous farmer - A. 's son 
assaulted my father, accusing him of laziness, since my father refused to work on a Sunday - and 
" The amaTshawe are generally considered to the royal family of the Xhosa, based on a common 
ancestor (or a group of people) called 'Tshawe' (Peires 1981 : 21) 
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the farmer then broke two of his ribs. Eventually, my father left the farm, but owned· virtually 
nothing, since the farmer retained all of his stock. We went to the pol ice in Kirkwood and tried to 
make a case, but they had no success. 
After his departure from this farm in about 1981, Isaac Toornaar found employment on a farm 
called Bitterwater, where he met up with the Julys. Nosamasile (his daughter) then married 
John July on this farm, where their eldest child was born in about 1984. Her father stayed there 
for only two years , however, and left for Port Elizabeth, where he received a pension, but 
passed away in 2001 . Nosamasile was extremely bitter and angry regarding their treatment with 
A. and E, as her father died with virtually nothing to show for his hard work on these farms. 
As for the Julys, after their expulsion from Korhaansdrif in 1970, Grahamstown spent a year 
working in Uitenhage, after which he found employment on Bitterwater farm, further down the 
SRV in 1972. Here, he worked with ostriches, lucerne and angora goats. At that point, th is farm 
was owned and managed by the current owner's father, who had just invested heavily in the 
angora and ostrich market. From the very start, Antonio mentioned that his father had some 
serious disagreements with the owner. The owner did not approve of the presence of a large 
extended family on his farm, particularly since Grahamstown was regarded as a temporary 
worker, at the very most. In addition, the farmer strongly disapproved of the presence of 
Grahamstown's meagre herd of cattle on his farm , since grazing was in short supply - the farm 
is situated on the drier side of the valley slope. In addition, Grahamstown had purchased a 
vehicle, which the owner also found unacceptable - he wanted his labour force to be largely 
stationery, and not at risk of desertion - and what most farmers referred to as 'stock theft'. 
Eventually, Grahamstown was forced to leave Bitterwater in about 1974. After 1974, Antonio's 
father moved his family further north and found employment with a farmer on Braklaagte, a 
property near Lake Mentz. Accord ing to Best (the youngest of the three brothers) their father 
and the whole family took the move from Bitterwater particularly badly - 'B. het ons net by die 
pad gesmyt' (B. just discarded us and left us on the road') and the family was split apart. 
After their father found work at Braklaagte, the three brothers (who by then were married) went 
their separate ways. Antonio also left Bitterwater when his contract had ended to find 
employment on Bokkekraal , a farm which was part of the BoPlaas area , and which used to be 
occupied by his wife's father, Sky Links. Muis and her sister Evelyn were born on this very 
portion of BoPlaas, Sky Links being one of the most prominent figures in the district. As Evelyn 
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Links described in Ihe previous chapter, this farm was part of the area her family called 
Nqaburha (or Kaboega) , which was ceded to her ancestor through conquest, (presumably) 
during the late 17th Century. Unlike the description of Dorfling mentioned in the beginning of 
this chapter, who wrote of the quiet departure of the Links family from Bokkekraal , Antonio's 
wife revealed that her father was, in fact, forcibly expelled from the farm , and came to reside in 
Kirkwood , where he later passed away. Moreover, the bitterness and anger expressed by Muis' 
sister - Evelyn (in the previous chapter) - concerning the loss of her family's ancestral land, 
also attests to the fact that Sky Links did not leave the property of his own accord. 
After staying on Bokkekraal for about four years, Antonio left his family in Bonterug (in the town 
of Kirkwood) and worked on a building contract in Port Elizabeth for five years. Best (who had 
married a Blou on Bitterwater) was less fortunate : he worked and stayed on three different 
properties in the space of three years (from about 1973 to 1976), but then also joined his father 
in Braklaagte, where he had found employment. As for John July, he found work on another 
farm close to the town of Paterson, owned by brother of the owner of Bitterwater, where he 
worked for about ten years. In 1984 th is farm was sold to SAN Parks (for inclusion into the Addo 
Elephant National Park) and finding himself without employment, he then re-joined his elder 
brother Antonio on Bitterwater. He stayed for only two years and then found permanent work on 
Braklaagte with his younger brother and father. Antonio settled on Bitterwater in about 1980, 
where he continued to work for about 15 years. 
To sum up, the expUlsion of the Toornaars and Julys from BoPlaas marked the end of their 
residence and ties with ancestral territories in the SRV region. Large numbers of cattle were 
lost, agricultural cultivation was no longer possible, and people were forced to move around in 
search of employment contracts on farms that could offer them similar opportunities to those 
that they experienced on BoPlaas. However, as the Toornaars and Julys soon discovered, the 
opportunities that were available on BoPlaas could not easily be replicated on other farms. 
Besides the fact that these families lost access to graves, familial homes and grazing lands, 
people lost established socia l support networks. These networks were not composed 
exclusively of kin and clan affiliations, but also of fr iends and neighbours, many of whom had 
gravitated towards BoPlaas during the 1940s and 1950s. After 1970s, people like the Julys 
gravitated towards farms further north , such as Braklaagte and Bitterwater. 
5.2.2. Life and work on Bitterwater farm 
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The farm of Bitterwater deserves particular attention: it not only functioned as a place of 
employment for many families in the district, but has been described as a place of ancestry 
similar to that of Korhaansdrif and BoPlaas. It is highly likely that parts of Bitterwater can be 
considered to be part of BoPlaas itself. Workers on Bitterwater have recalled that the presence 
of Xhosa-speakers on this farm was a common occurrence during the early 20th Century. At 
that point in time, the farm was primarily used for cattle grazing by the mostly absent, and 
itinerant, and like Korhaansdrif, contained significant numbers of Xhosa-speaking inhabitants. 
Like Korhaansdrif, Bitterwater therefore has a mixed and dual history, related to both owner and 
workers. Unfortunately, however, the origins of the alternative (worker) history of this farm have 
been obscured by the intensive farming practise on Bitterwater at present - the current owner 
remains largely unaware of the fact that his farm was an important area of occupation for many 
clans in the area. Besides the history of the farm, however, Bitterwater also functions as an 
important place of employment for many people who had been displaced from the 
Korhaansdrif/BoPlaas area closer to Kirkwood, such as Antonio and Grahamstown July, which 
will be the main subject of this particular section. 
During the 1970s, the owner of Bitterwater had managed to establish a particularly successful 
farm ing enterprise, with a variety of different undertakings - goats, sheep, cattle, lucerne and 
ostriches - on a property irrigated by the Sundays River, which flows through the farm. 
Currently, the farm has 25 workers on the property, occupying a total of 14 households on the 
eastern banks of the Sundays River. Current workers on this farm recall , however, that there 
were 'many' people living on this property before the 1970s. Th irty to fifty years ago people had 
lived on the opposite bank of the river - a portion of the farm that was sold to SAN Parks in 
about 1990, which was part of BoPlaas. Moreover, this portion of land was centrally situated : 
footpaths next to the river connected residents of BoPlaas to Kirkwood, as well as more arid 
areas of the northern Karoo, including Lake Mentz. It is thus highly likely that this property could 
have played host to followers of Ndlambe and Stu urman in the 19th Century. This agrees with 
the statements of Anthony Mbosini, who mentioned (in June 2003) that; 
Die grond was ook die swarlmense s'n. Hierdie grond het aan B. behoorl (the owner of 
Bitterwater), maar daar het baie Xhosa mense daar geb/y. Die p/aas was die grens van BoP/aas. 
Die mense het maar, soos die boere gekom het, a/ af na Kirkwood se kant toe beweeg. 
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(This land was also the black people's property. This land belonged to B. (the owner of 
Bitterwater), but there were many Xhosa people that used to live there. This farm was the outer 
boundary of BoPlaas. The people who lived here eventually moved towards the Kirkwood side as 
the farm ers came in). 
Moreover, as Anthony Mbosini recalled (referred to earlier in this chapter), the very portion of 
Bitterwater that had been sold to the GAENP (which is now Seekoeikamp, or Kaboega) was 
part of BoPlaas, which as he mentioned, was mainly occupied by people with the family name 
of Blou . The Blou 's are still resident on Bitterwater to this day - one worker household on the 
farm, specifically, is headed by Oorman Sipepi , who is married to Lucy, the sister of Lizzie 
(Lizzie being the wife of Best July, the youngest of the July brothers) . Oorman (who defines 
himself as being 'traditional' - through his use of Xhosa and not Afrikaans, as his language of 
choice, and his dislike of shoes) also recalled that when he was younger his wife used to live on 
the opposite side of the Sundays River, where he initially got to know her family. It thus 
appears that Bitterwater was part and parcel of BoPlaas, but that the development of 
commercial farming through the activities of the white owner of Bitterwater, eventually forced 
people to leave Bitterwater and move to portions of BoPlaas (like Korhaansdrif) closer to 
Kirkwood. 
Interviews with the current owner of Bitterwater reveal that the farm was acquired by his 
grandfather around 1948. Like many settler immigrants in the early 19th Century, he arrived in 
the Union of South Africa from Scotland with very few possessions, and proceeded to leave for 
the Kimberly diamond fields . He returned with nothing. Faced with the possibility of starvation 
and homelessness, he accepted a menial job as fo reman on a farm close to the town of 
Jansenville, and began to speculate with stock. Like so many frontiersmen typical of the region 
during the early 20'h Century, his patterns of accumulation were legendary: he would lend 
money to many struggling farmers in the district, but would also acquire cattle from individuals 
in lieu of debt payment in the event that a loan could not be repaid in cash. The farm of 
Bitterwater was then purchased as a halfway station to rest his stock through the mountain 
pass, on the way to Uitenhage. His speculative prowess proved invaluable during the early 20'h 
Century, and he managed to extend his property holdings from the SRV to areas such as 
Alexandria and Paterson. 
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The period after 1950 is particularly important for both farmers and labour tenantsl workers in 
the SRV. During that period , many farmers came under increased pressure from state 
conservationist measures, as well as anti-squatting legislation , to erect boundary fences and 
create permanent, economically viable , farming operations (Beinart 2002, 1984). Like many 
other itinerant landowners in the region , the grandfather of the present owner did not want to 
farm intensively . This vocation he left to his son, who was compelled to erect fencing on his 
farm and limit the amount of labour tenants on the property. This occurred during the mid to late 
1960s, during which (presumably) the greater amount of labour tenants left Bitterwater 
completely. His son, the current owner's father, invested considerable resources into mohair, 
but was forced to withdraw his stock from the farm during a particularly heavy drought during 
the 1970s. At that point, Grahamstown July had found work on Bitterwater, but was also forced 
to leave the farm together with the present owner's father in 1974. Farming commenced on a 
full-time basis with the present owner in 1982, who has made considerable headway in 
establishing Bitterwater as one of the primary mohair and ostrich farms in the region . The 
boundaries of the farm have been expanded considerably since 1982, especially with the 
addition of property that allows for extensive game ranching and hunting, mainly by overseas 
visitors. 
It was during the 1980s, however, at a time when the farming enterprise at Bitterwater was 
expanding at a rapid rate, that Antonio July also experienced an upsurge in his fortunes. At this 
time, Antonio's father had already left for employment at Braklaagte, and Antonio had returned 
from employment on Bokkekraal and in Port Elizabeth. Antonio had built up a considerable herd 
of goats and sheep, with a few cattle and pigs, some fowls as well as his father's donkeys -
who were used by the family to travel out of Bitterwater kloof in order to visit kin and access 
trading stores, usually located well away from the confines of the isolated farm. In addition, 
Antonio's brother John joined him at Bitterwater around 1984, where he met and married his 
wife Nosamasile. Despite these gains, however, it was also during the 1980s that the Julys 
found themselves increasingly at the mercy of their employer, and tied to working on the farm 
through a restrictive labour agreement. 
The fi rst incident (as told by Antonio July) once again relates to the issue of stock theft. 
'Hy het my amper geslaan, ja, en ons het groot baklei'. (He almost hit me, and we had a huge 
argument). According to Antonio , the owner of the farm had found that a dozen or so of his 
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goats had disappeared. Suspecting stock theft by one of his workers, he had called a meeting 
in his barn. 
Wanneer hy vir almal gevra het 'wie het die bokke gesien?', was almal tjoepstil, niemand het niks 
gese nie. R. het net kwaaier en kwaaier geword. Ek het toe gese; 'het iemand hulle regtig gesteel 
seer? Niemand het 'n kar nie, en daar sou miskien bloed op die grond gewees het as hulle die 
bokke geeet het. 
(When he asked everyone 'who had seen the animals ... everyone was silent, no-one said a thing. 
R. (the owner) just got angrier and angrier. Then I (Antonio) piped up that it was not likely that 
people had stolen them, because no-one had a car or truck, and if someone had eaten (i.e: 
slaughtered) them there would have been bloodstains on the ground). 
The owner then lost his temper completely , almost physically assaulted Antonio, and fired him 
on the spot. Antonio gathered his possessions and was ready to leave the following day, when 
the owner's brother managed to calm R. 's nerves. The owner then apologised to Antonio and 
persuaded him to stay on the farm. But Antonio said that his family did not forget this incident. 
Antonio's brother John then left to join their father on Braklaagte near Lake Mentz. 
Like other farm workers at the time, this concern regarding 'theft', must be measured against 
the losses that many people (like the Julys) had suffered during and prior to 1970. Most 
individuals were in a difficult situation : the loss of ancestral land made the cultivation of crops 
and the accumulation of cattle impossible, and people also found that investment in cattle would 
not be tolerated by district farmers. Many workers , like farmers , found small stock (mainly 
sheep and angora goats) an attractive option , particularly after farms were fenced off and 
divided into internal grazing camps. Goats and sheep were smaller, opportunistic grazers and 
were valuable for both meat and wool. Moreover, these animals could be readily obtained 
(more so than cattle) through labour contracts and residential arrangements on farms. Some 
farmers like those on Bitterwater allowed their workers to accumulate and graze small stock on 
their properties, but not without disagreements regarding stock payments and ownership. 
It was also at this time that the owner of Bitterwater experienced a sudden drop in his ostrich 
farming enterprise, since many of the birds were succumbing to disease. He then decided to 
involve the workers directly with the rearing of ostrich chicks, by providing each housewife with 
a certain number of hatchlings. Depending on the amount of chicks which survived to 
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adulthood, women would then receive a small percentage of the final cut, their income (then) 
amounting to between R100 and R300 per month , depending on the initial amount of birds 
received. However, this also meant, according to the owner, that chicken and fowl numbers 
would have to drop markedly - according to Antonio, the owner said that 'vrouens spandeer a/ 
hulle tyd op hulle hoenders, en die volstruise vrek te vee/' (women are spending all their time on 
chickens, while the ostriches are dying '). The owner then proceeded to confiscate everyone's 
chickens, and loaded them into his truck for slaughter in town. Even now, Antonio said, 'mense 
op Bitterwater kla nou nog oor die volstruise - hulle stink, hulle vrek, en die werk is nie altyd die 
geld werd nie' (people at Bitterwater still complain about the ostriches - they stink, they die, and 
they are sometimes not worth the money'). 
Antonio then decided to move to Braklaagte for a while , to be with his father (who had fallen ill), 
but then returned to Bitterwater shortly afterward. It was then that the incident involving his 
father's two donkeys occurred, which proved decisive in determining Antonio's future dealings 
with and perception of the owner of Bitterwater. These two animals belonged to Antonio's father 
in Korhaansdrif, who had given them to his eldest son in order to encourage him to visit, and to 
escape the confines of the farm, which is located in an isolated valley of the Zuurberg. These 
donkeys grazed on one of the irrigated fields close to the river, close to the main residence, on 
one of the fields irrigated by the Sundays River. As Antonio says, 
Die donkies het toe uitgekom - een of ander dom ding het die hek oopge/os - en hulle het toe a/ 
M. se mooi plante in haar tuin opgeeet. 
(These donkeys somehow escaped - some stupid idiot had left the gate open - and they ate all 
M.'s (the farmers wife) plants up in her garden). 
The owner of the farm then took his rifle and without any prior approval or negotiation with 
Antonio , proceeded to shoot the two animals. When Antonio returned from work that day, he 
found the carcasses in a disused ditch near the river. Antonio then considered his options and 
decided to make preparations to leave. 
One final incident proved to push Antonio further, and hardened his resolve to leave the farm 
for good. His daughter had found part-time kitchen work with the owner's wife, and performed 
domestic duties such as cleaning, cooking and butchering (of meat) a few days of every week. 
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However, on one particular morning , the farm owner's wife had asked Antonio's daughter to 
clamber on a ladder to fix something on the roof, which Antonio's daughter adamantly refused 
to do. The owner's wife insisted, but Antonio's daughter claimed that she would not, since she 
was wearing a skirt and was employed as a domestic, not as a male farm worker. 
After this incident, the Julys left for good (in about 1992) - but as a parting gesture, Antonio's 
wife was forced to leave her two pigs on the farm, which were confiscated by the farmer in lieu 
of debt incurred through the purchase of household goods by the family on the farm. Antonio 
worked on Bitterwater for fifteen years, had received R300 per month (including rations) , but left 
without any guilt on his part. Even now, Antonio said , he would not consider working for the 
owner of Bitterwater. 
Hy het iemand nou die dag gestuur na my huis om te vra of ek nie asseblief vir hom kan kom 
werk. Maar ek het nie die dinge wat hy ons gedoen het vergeet nie, en ek het Oorman (the 
messenger) terrugestuur. 
(He sent someone to my house the other day to ask if I would please come and work for him, but I 
haven't forgotten the things that he did to us, and I sent Oorman (the messenger) back) 
The bitterness of the Julys concerning their treatment on Bitterwater is not surprising - the 
family had lost most of their cattle , as well as a secure family home on Korhaansdrif, and were 
left with few options besides that of insecure menial farm labour. Farm work, however, was 
considerably different to their experiences as labour tenants and sharecroppers on ancestral 
land: farmers would typically expect (especially on a large farm such as Bitterwater) that their 
labour force be largely stationary, stable and reliable, in order to avoid any possible stock theft 
or labour desertion. Bitterwater (as most farms in the remote upper Valley) is supremely suited 
to this task, as it is difficult to access by road , even in drought, and roads are usually 
impassable in the rainy season . 
Workers thus receive most of their food and household goods as part of a ration package, 
provided by the farmer, which mostly does not last until month-end. Extra goods must therefore 
be purchased on the farm , or during a monthly visit to town, usually on a debt system deducted 
frorn salaries at month end. Depending on monthly expenditure, most workers will therefore 
receive considerably less than expected on a monthly basis, and will have no choice but to 
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continue purchasing extra goods on tick. However, this also means that monthly debt cannot be 
written off very easily, and that a worker finds himself bound to his employer through an uneasy 
situation of debt bondage. 
The same applies to payments made to workers for extra work through the provision of goats or 
sheep: depending on whether a task has been suitably performed, workers will receive a calf or 
lamb for addition to their own flock. However, only long-term, permanent employees will have 
the chance to receive stock in this manner, encouraging protracted working arrangements with 
a particular farmer. In the lives of the Julys, these limitations meant that farm employment was 
often a difficult pill to swallow - particularly since the family had had access to ancestral land 
(and considerably more freedom) through tenancy agreements on territories like BoPlaas. On 
farms, people were simply treated as menial labourers - in service to the master of the farm -
and not as independent beings in need of a home and residential security. Many other workers 
on Bitterwater, unlike the Julys, preferred to 'bite the bullet' and endure the hardships inflicted 
upon them by a farm owner. This enabled many to exchange their labour for a slow, though 
uncertain , accumulation of material wealth - which unfortunately, depended largely upon the 
vicissitudes and good will of a particular landowner. 
5.2.3. Employment with the Weyer's on Braklaagte 
The collection of properties owned by the Weyer family is relatively unique in the SRV. As I will 
illustrate, the Weyers did not only manage to employ successive generations of workers on 
their property, but also created a relatively safe and stable environment for these employees, 
without much of the physical and emotional abuse generally associated with farm work in the 
region. The history of the Weyer family, however, does not attract much positive sentiment from 
local farmers in the region. The reasons for these feelings of ill-will can be drawn back to the 
history of the Weyer family. 
At one time, early in the 20'h Century, the Weyers had managed to accumulate one of the 
largest landholdings south of Graaff-Reinet. Like many itinerant frontiersmen and traders in the 
region during the mid 19'h Century, Phillip Weyer used rather unorthodox methods to purchase 
property around Lake Mentz. Information provided by Weyer's great-grandson , a farmer in the 
district, indicates that young Phillip Weyer, being left alone with his mother and siblings after 
their father abandoned them in Port Elizabeth, heard of some money to be made through 
trading in the Sundays River Valley area . Here, he met a Jewish trader, who taught the young 
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man all he needed to know about trading and left him his ox wagon after his death. Phillip then 
started a trading post in Darlington, from where he started to accumulate property. According to 
a local farmer (interviewed in November 2002), Phillip was extremely savvy. 
Hy het geld gevra van mense wat skuld gehad het, en as huffe nie kon betaal nie, het hy van huffe 
plase gevat. Die plase was daardie tyd kleiner gewees, en die mense arm. Baie mense het vir 
Weyer geld geskuld by sy winkel op Darlington, maar huffe was te arm gewees am die geld terug 
te betaal, en Weyer het toe huffe plase gevat. Toe het huffe maar as bywoners of werkers op die 
plase gebly. 
(He requested repayment money from people who owed him money, and when they couldn't pay, 
he took their farms. Lots of people owed Weyer money, but often they were too poor to pay him 
back, and Weyer then took their farms as compensation. Some were forced to stay on farms as 
squatters or workers). 
Unfortunately, Weyer's trading store, as well as the whole town of Darlington was flooded by 
Lake Mentz in 1926, which feeds the Sundays River Irrigation Scheme further downstream. 
Upon his death, Weyer's property was distributed amongst subsequent generations of the 
family, most of whom have been bought out by SAN Parks for the creation of the GAENP - with 
the exception of the Weyer's great-grandson, who still farms a portion of the original property, 
together with his brother. Local farmers (like the informant cited above) , however, still harbour 
resentment against the family of Weyer. The 'character' of Phillip, according to some farmers, 
has been carried through to the present generations in the area , who are said to be just as 
sneaky (and wealthy) as their ancestor. 
When Grahamstown July arrived on the Weyer's property in 1974, he was joined by his son 
Best, who arrived around 1977. Here, they worked together with many families who had resided 
in the BoPlaas area in the 1960s - the Lambani , Blou, and Majoca families , as well as the 
Mbosinis. Anthony Mbosini had arrived on this farm around 1975 after working in Uitenhage for 
a few years subsequent to his expUlsion from BoPlaas in 1970. Typical to this period, Anthony 
struggled to gain access to the Lake Mentz area, as he said that he did not have 'permission ' to 
work on the farm, and had first to secure a pass from the magistrate in Kirkwood to leave the 
Uitenhage area with his family. Being without transport, Anthony walked to Kirkwood (over 100 
kilometres away) and sought out the local magistrate - who said that he did not need a pass to 
work on the Weyer's property. Instead , the magistrate wrote a letter (attesting to Anthonys 
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reliability and honesty) to the foreman on the Weyer's property, and Anthony was employed , In 
subsequent years, Anthony himself became the foreman on the farm, gaining respect from both 
workers and the farmer himself. 
On this farm, Anthony encountered a considerably different method of farming , Unlike itinerant 
farmers and labour tenants on properties around BoPlaas, the Weyers had developed a 
particularly professional farming outfit Irrigated water from Lake Mentz was used to feed 
extensive lucerne fields , with large numbers of cattle , horses, angora goats and sheep, Instead 
of kraaling, the farmer fenced his stock into large camps, the practice of which (according to 
Anthony) lead to an increase in vermin - 'die tyd wat die grond oop was was dit baie beter' (the 
time that the land was open it was much better'), 
The current owner of the farm was still relatively young when Anthony arrived in 1976, and as 
Anthony said, 'was soos my eie kind gewees' (was like my own child) , Here, he built up a good 
relationship with the owner, and accumulated a large herd of cattle - over 160 animals - and 
gained valuable farming expertise, In his words, 'Ek is geleer- ek is gaar ' daardie slimgeid hulle 
het my gevoer' (I have been taught - I am cooked - they (the farmers) fed me on their 
cleverness) , Anthony's ten children were born on this property, and his father, brother and three 
sisters later joined him here in the early 1980s, In many respects, Anthony regarded his home 
on the Weyer's property as his own: 'In sy hart', he said, 'M", was my huis gewees, Ons was 
maar R20 per maand betaa/, maar almal het beeste en bokke gehad, en ons het oak geplant', 
(M,,, was my home, We were only paid R20 per month, but everyone had cattle and goats, and 
we could plant crops'), Anthony's wife recalled that she had baked bread for the owner on many 
occasions: 'hy het gesit en dit geeet en vir my gese dat ek soos 'n ma vir hom was' (he sat and 
ate the bread and told me that I was like a mother to him) , 
Eventually, Anthony was forced to leave the property when it was sold to SAN Parks in 2002 
and was employed as a district ranger with SAN Parks in the same year. Unfortunately, due to 
grazing restrictions on conserved land, he was forced to move his stock to Somerset East, 
where he had purchased a house with his severance pay from Weyer. Here, he said, his herd 
had dwindled to only 30 animals, the rest being 'eaten' (i.e: stolen) by residents of the town, His 
herd of about 200 goats had also been reduced to about twenty animals, 
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As for the Julys, Antonio joined his father and brother Best on Braklaagte briefly for three years 
in 1986, from where he went to Uitenhage. It was while he was here that his father fell ill and 
died in 1990, his stock being distributed amongst his three sons (Antonio, John and Best). 
Antonio subsequently sold his share and bought a house in Uitenhage, which is currently 
occupied by his daughters. In about 1995 he was employed by a farmer who currently owns the 
property where he lived for a number of years in the 1970s, the birthplace of Muis, Bokkekraal. 
Best retained his herd when he left the Weyers in 2002, and although the property was sold to 
SAN Parks, Best managed to find employment with a local farmer who rented out land from 
SAN Parks for his goats and sheep. He is still resident (in the very same house) on a small 
portion of the Weyers' original property, where he also keeps his small stock. John and his wife 
Nosamasile also found employment on the Weyers' property in 1997, which ended in 2002, 
when the property was purchased by SANPArks. Unlike Anthony, he was a temporary worker 
and did not receive severance pay from the farmer. He did manage, however, to find a job with 
SAN Parks, where he is currently employed as a ranger on the Darlington Dam site. However, 
John was also forced to keep his small stock in Somerset East, due to grazing restrictions on 
park land , where he has a small government house occupied by his school-going children. The 
Weyer's old homestead has been transformed into a private lodge next to Lake Mentz, but still 
retains two of the families who used to work for Weyer in the 1990s: the Majocas and 
Lambanis, both of whom have their roots in the BoPlaas area. 
5.3 Variations of Redness: displacement in the SRV 
Anthony Mbosini and Antonio July (and their families) are individuals that have clearly 
experienced forced removal from ancestral territories in very similar ways to other individuals 
affected by displacement. As Cernea (2000) and Scudder (2005) have pointed out , 
displacement certainly exacerbates risks such as landlessness, joblessness, social 
disintegration, loss of access to communal land, and general economic insecurity. Although 
Anthony Mbosini and Antonio July cannot regain access to their ancestral land, and are 
prevented from accumulating cattle or practising agriculture on the same scale as before 1970, 
they still have access to small herds of small stock, and have secured some form of 
employment and relative residential security for the duration of their contracts with SANParks 
(in the case of Anthony Mbosini) and a private farmer (with Antonio July). However, these 
individuals still do not have the chance of recuperating completely from their experiences of 
forced removal in the 1970s. Many workers , like Antonio July, are prevented from accumulating 
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economic resources of their own through the conditions of employment on most farms, which 
deny most workers (especially new arrivals or those on contracts) their own herds of cattle and 
small stock. Moreover, employment ties a labourer to the whims and desires of an employer, 
through the provision of a salary and a place of residence - so that when a working contract is 
terminated , these benefits also cease to exist. 
It is also clear that workers in the GAENP have a history of displacement beyond that of those 
events which occurred in 1960 (around Kirkwood) and 1970 (on outlying farms). In terms of 
Scudder and Colson'S model, workers are still caught in stage two, and have certainly not 
achieved the positive third and fourth stages of the resettlement cycle15 (Scudder 2005, 1993, 
Colson 1971), where settlers recover and develop more innovative behaviour, and a resettled 
community can become a self-sufficient unit. Farm workers in the SRV are clearly not a unified 
'community' , but are composed of individuals, families and clan groupings that have been split 
apart through generations of disruption and displacement. People have certainly lost more than 
suggested by a single event of removal in 1970, but experienced loss over a much longer 
period of time - although this date certainly did mark the final death knell for the occupation 
(and ownership) of Xhosa-speaking groups in the area. One cannot, for example, refer to those 
clan groupings who occupied ancestral land in the 191h Century as being intact, or homogenous, 
in any manner whatsoever. 
Despite the suffering caused by displacement in the SRV, Anthony Mbosini and Antonio July 
still cherish the memories of their lives on BoPlaas/Korhaansdrif, and choose to maintain 
contact with members of their family, as well as old neighbours and clan members from these 
territories. These memories and social contacts are clearly important for these farm workers , 
because (despite their idealism) they emphasise the value of respect for one's ancestors, and 
general 'right' conduct and morality. This is especially true - not only for dealings with their 
families and friends - but also when dealing with employers in the district. Moreover, it is also 
clear that ideas of outspokenness, hard work and responsibility, as well as the emphasis placed 
by workers on stock ownership (albeit small stock) , have developed together and in conjunction 
with experiences of work in the SRV, particularly after removal from ancestral land . Anthony 
15 To recap, these stages involve: (i) 'planning and recruitment' (of the actual resettlement process by 
policy makers), (ii) 'transition' (involving physical relocation and higher levels of stress) , (iii) 'economic and 
social development' (where resettlers recover and develop more innovative behaviour) and (iv) 'handing 
over or incorporation' - where a resettled community supposedly become a more independent and self 
sufficient un it. 
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Mbosini, in particular, developed close ties with his employer on Braklaagte, where as he 
stated, he had managed to build up stock, pursue agricultural interests, and secure his position 
as foreman. His employer on Braklaagte had given Anthony a measure of freedom and 
independence, elements which Anthony valued immeasurably. In a sense, his relationship with 
the owner of Braklaagte was similar to the tenancy/sharecropping relationship between his 
father and the owners of Korhaansdrif - where, as on Braklaagte, the family could accumulate 
stock and arable land. Farm workers like the Mbosinis often regarded farms such as Braklaagte 
and Bitterfontein as homes, second only to their occupation of ancestral land in the region , 
particularly through long-term contracts and equitable treatment by farmers . 
Despite the convergence between the experiences of farmers and workers , particularly through 
their knowledge of land and working associations, their interpretation of their respective rights 
to land is radically different. Farmers are clearly engaged in a process of continual expansion 
and consolidation of farm boundaries, whilst farm workers draw upon their ability to transcend 
these boundaries - through their memories of free living , but also through the flux and instability 
of farm employment. The fact that BoPlaas is a rather indistinct area, with fuzzy boundaries, 
contrasts directly with the idea of farmers that the SRV is composed of a series of distinct, 
fenced , properties. Workers do not associate ancestral lands in BoPlaas with boundaries and 
structures (which have been destroyed or are inaccessible), but rather, with social processes -
of kin , clan and neighbourhood affiliation as well as moral standards. 
In the case of Antonio July, who had not managed to build up such a good relationship of trust 
with the owner of Bitterwater, his memories of life on BoPlaas created a value system that 
functioned as a manner of resistance against the ill-treatment he had received from his 
employer. The owner of Bitterwater was - unlike Braklaagte - not interested in developing any 
relationships akin to tenancy with any of his labourers, since he was beginning to develop the 
farm into a commercial ostrich and mohair operation. Bitterwater was therefore little more than 
a halfway station, or temporary place of rest , for many labourers like Antonio July - since it 
offered them paid employment - but offered few opportunities for labourers to recover the 
losses that they had suffered on BoPlaas. 
The reasons why Antonio July chose to seek his fortunes elsewhere, away from the demands 
of a bad tempered farmer in Bitterwater, however, relate to far more than the bad conditions of 
employment on Bitterwater farm . Why did Antonio defend his family , and his value system, so 
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vociferously? Moreover, can workers' sense of tradition (based on the memories of their 
ancestors) and morality be equated with Redness? Farm workers have repeatedly described 
themselves as being 'traditional' , 'rural' residents of the SRV, who base their definition of 
themselves according to the lifestyle followed by their ancestors on territories in and around the 
SRV. The parents and grandparents of current farm workers have been referred to (by workers 
themselves, as well as farmers in the district) as being so-called 'Red Xhosa (amaqaba). Their 
description of their parents as being Red Xhosa differentiates these workers from those so-
called 'coloured' workers in the SRV, who do not have ties to am aqaba territories in the region , 
nor to affiliated ideas of traditionality. 
In this respect, the observations of Dorfling (1995), limited though they may be, point to an 
important conceptual description of people in the SRV - her reference to so-called 'Red Xhosa'. 
This is clearly a label that was shared by both farmers and workers in the SRV, each using the 
idea of 'Redness' to describe the lifestyle of a previous generation of farm workers in the SRV. 
However, people in the SRV are clearly different to those described by Mayer (1961)16 and 
Bank (2002a, 2002b). Workers in the SRV have experienced a lack of community, a fission of 
their clan units on ancestral land , and their connection to urban spaces such as Port Elizabeth 
and Uitenhage is distant and irregular (but nevertheless important) . Moreover, workers in the 
SRV are subservient and subject to the authority of a landowner. However, workers in the SRV 
clearly have a connection to their idea of rurality, through the memories of occupation and 
removal from ancestral land, and have a deep historical connection and claim to territories in 
the SRV - which are elements that Mayer (1961) did not explore in his discussion of farm 
workers around East London. 
What is meant by the term 'Red'? The importance of territory in the definition of identity in the 
SRV (compared to Mayer) is critical in evaluating the experiences of workers in the SRV, and 
their connection to rurality , Redness and tradition. Firstly, these memories are still relatively 
fresh - Antonio and Anthony were young men , in their teens, when they were removed in 1970. 
Secondly, such elements of tradition, conservatism and Redness are marked by various 
factors: (i) Workers in the SRV enact various rituals, wherein people remember and verbally 
" TO recap, Mayer (1961 : 20) noted that Red people in East London (a) rejected modern European 
values, (b) were dressed in ochred skirts and beaded ware and (c) that the division between Red and 
School bisected the entire population of the Eastern Cape. Bank (2002) points out that Mayer later revised 
th is position , indicating that Red and School was a way of describing cultural themes of resistance of 
migrants in an urban context such as East London. 
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express the cherished memories of their rural lifestyles on these ancestral territories. (ii) 
Workers also define themselves as rural residents (i.e : based on the memories of ancestral 
lifestyles), and maintain that such an existence involves the ownership of cattle and small stock, 
as well as the farming of agricultural plots and (iii) Workers point out that their classification of 
themselves as 'traditional ' involves certain moral requirements of respectability and hard work 
(i.e: as farm workers) . People such as Antonio July and Anthony Mbosini seem to track their 
success as individuals through right conduct with employers, which involves (to them) , elements 
of hard work and mutual respect, as well as through moralistic family values . These 
requirements of farm worker identity are extremely idealistic - many workers are economically 
deprived and do not have any stock, and have been badly treated by farmers in the SRV - but 
are essential and important mechanisms of identity that workers can use in actually challenging 
and dealing with such experiences of subservience, displacement and poverty. In sum, ideas of 
Redness in the SRV are based on conceptions of space, expressed as a connection to territory 
and an emic description of 'rurality', as well as place - expressed as workers' classification of 
themselves as traditional , hard-working and 'moral' inhabitants of the SRV. 
As Bank (2002a and 2000b) and McAllister (2006) have pointed out, the ideas behind the 
classification of Redness in the Eastern Cape are contained in the way that people fuse their 
expectations of the present and past, and mix what is considered to be 'traditional' (on the one 
hand) and 'modern' (on the other). The conceptions of history and rurality used by farm workers 
in the SRV can therefore be considered to be indications of hybridity, and as Bank pOints out, is 
used as a way of invoking the idea of 'tradition ' in order to deal with the (sometimes) failed 
projects of globalisation and modernity (2002a: 8) . In the SRV, such 'failed projects' specifically 
refer to the experiences of forced removal and dispossession on ancestral territory , as well as 
those farm labourers who have been subjected to ill-treatment by farmers . These experiences 
of displacement create a sense of 'in-betweenness' - where workers have created an uneasy 
peace between their memories of ancestral land, and their ongoing experiences of 
dispossession, even in the present (with the GAENP) . Anthony Mbosini and Antonio July's 
definition of tradition , in a sense, creates moments of clarity (rooted in the history of their 
ancestors) whereby they can define themselves and attribute a sense of direction and meaning 
to their lives amidst their lives as labourers. Their social and cultural affiliation to BoPlaas, both 
as a social and geographical memory, seems to set a standard of a certain way of life, 
characterised by moral respectability and respect for authority , that serves as a benchmark for 
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their relationships with farm owners. In instances where their expectations are not· met, as on 
Bitterwater, labourers choose to leave. 
The sense of moral rootedness and tradition in the SRV cannot therefore be explicitly described 
as being 'Redness', but can , rather be associated with those elements of Redness described by 
Mayer (1961). Moreover, if the concept of Redness has to be analysed from an etic 
perspective, it is my contention that workers in the SRV are people who live with a distinct 
sense of in-betweenness - being caught between the desire of being peasants, with an 
independent lifestyle of their own, on land that has been owned by their ancestors, and that of 
being a farm labourer. Moreover, such an association of Redness is spatially expressed and 
motivated, in that it is connected to the experience of displacement on various farms, and on 
ancestral territories in the SRV. These elements of hybridity and identity will form the basis for 
my arguments in Chapter Seven and Eight. 
5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has suggested that some workers' attachment to farms goes beyond that of work, 
or labour subservience. It is particularly in cases of long-term service, as with Anthony Mbosini 
and Grahamstown July, where workers have an opportunity to secure a stable home and 
accumulate stock and material possessions, where belonging seems to feature prominently. 
These situations largely depend , however, on the quality of the relationship between landowner 
and labourer, particularly since worker security is based on close (often personal) associations 
between the families of workers and farmers . To answer the question set out in the introduction, 
it is likely that there are simi larities between place on ancestral territories in the SRV, and 
workers' experience of place on farms after their removal from ancestral land in 1970. However, 
this is a variable experience - Anthony Mbosini, for example, developed a certain attachment to 
the Weyer property as a 'home' , which Antonio July never experienced on Bitterwater. In many 
ways, Anthony Mbosini seems as embittered about his recent removal from Braklaagte (through 
sale to SANParks), as he was about his removal from BoPlaas. He cult ivated a relationship with 
the owner of the farm, built up an intimate knowledge of the farming enterprise, and found a 
secu re home for his family for a number of years. Likewise, the Julys also found a haven on the 
Weyers property, particularly after their bad experiences on Bitterwater. When the Weyers 
property was sold , a previously close knit 'fam ily' of workers split apart, while Anthony was 
required to vacate his home and give up his stock. 
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However, the fact that some of these farms, such as Bitterwater, are located within territories 
referred to by informants as ancestral land (such as BoPlaas), creates a double bind for 
employees on these properties. On the one hand , residency on these farms does ensure a 
measure of continuity with childhood memories of ancestral land , and enforces a strong sense 
of locality and place. Conversely, however, some workers (like the Julys) clearly could not 
reconcile their ill-treatment as servants on these properties with the relative amount of freedom 
offered by tenancy arrangements on Korhaansdrif and BoPlaas in the past. In this sense, 
employment on properties such as Bitterwater is still a bitter-sweet experience for many 
labourers who can recall better times on ancestral land. For those who did not have access to 
ancestral land in the past as is the case with many labourers of Khoi and San descent (as I will 
later discuss), the experience of long-term farm work, or labour tenure, on certain farms in the 
area is exceptionally important. These experiences serve as benchmarks to measure the 
quality of current, or future working contracts with farmers, and are memories that often are 
recalled in order to lament the insecurity and vulnerability of current working relationships 
between workers and farmers. In both cases, experiences of removal have been particularly 
difficult. Instability of work and of tenure is an ingrained feature of the SRV: many farmers have 
often fought and contested ownership of their land, and have motivated their current occupation 
of land through a regional process of capital intensive farming . 
Processes of contestation have meant that boundary maintenance and the assertion of private 
ownership are very important for farmers , particularly for managing an economically viable farm 
in the SRV. For these farmers, a reliable and trustworthy labour force is hard to come by; but 
for many workers , the opposite applies: farmers do not seem to be particularly trustworthy as 
employers. In the case of Bitterwater, for example, the farmer was not prepared to accept a 
violation of his status as owner and manager, but conversely, the Julys were not prepared to 
tolerate bad treatment . With the Toornaars, where the family had been resident on a particular 
farm for a few decades, and had built up a close relationship with the owner, bad treatment and 
physical abuse was bitterly regarded as a blatant betrayal of their work and residence on the 
farm. Clearly , the experiences of both the Toornaars and Julys indicate the degree to which 
labourers are affiliated to the region as a whole , rather than to bounded, individual farms 
It thus appears that the intersecting lives of farmers and workers in the SRV have created 
varied, and contesting , interpretations of belonging and identity in the area. As I have illustrated, 
both Bitterwater farm and the Weyer property each have a history of owner occupation, struggle 
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and resistance, a history which often runs parallel to the worker history of these farms. Work on 
properties (either as labourers or labour tenants , both in the present and in the past), appears 
to harbour far more than a simple business relationsh ip between farmer and worker: but imply 
relationships of close association between both. If such a relationship of trust has been violated, 
particularly in cases of long-term residence on farms, workers express intense feelings of 
bitterness and anger, since their rejection by their employer indicates a blatant disregard of a 
relationship of close association. Moreover, given that many farms are located on or close to 
ancestral lands and that these workers are often composed of groups of relatives and close 
friends, dismissal or ill-treatment by a farmer can be particularly devastating , since it involves 
physical relocation. 
Thus, for some, the ties formed with farmers and fellow labourers on farms in the SRV, are 
synonymous with those associations formed on ancestral land in the past. Ties between 
families and neighbours on territories such as BoPlaas have certainly not abated - most 
workers in the SRV have common memories of these areas, and often use their memories of 
the past to retain contact with friends and kin (as the next chapter will illustrate). These 
memories, ties and associations between people are elements which collectively inform the 
creation of place and locality in the SRV, as well as a particular expression of 'Redness'. In the 
SRV, ideas of Redness are thus directly motivated through workers' conceptions of space -
through the occupation of ancestral land, where (notably) inhabitants were idealistically 
<;onc~i\led of as being free of boundaries and could move and act independently. Although farm 
boundaries and internal fencing eroded much of this lifestyle, and forced people to assume full-
time farm employment, the spatial memories of such a lifestyle still serves to inform internal 
ideas of place - social networks, family morals and working ethics. As Cohen (1982) has 
suggested, although the outward evidence of identity (such as land, cattle or arable land) may 
have disappeared, the bonds formed through work, neighbourhood association and the 
memories of past land occupation, can still be considered meaningful expressions of place, 
space and locality in the SRV. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
'These homes are not our own' : Life and work on farms in the Sundays River Valley. 
All used up 
I spent my whole life making somebody rich, 
I burned my ass for that son-of-a-bitch 
And he left me to die like a dog in a ditch 
And told me I'm all used up. 
He used up my labour, he used up my time, 
He plundered my body and squandered my mind 
And gave me a pension of handouts and wine 
And told me I'm all used up' . 
(Utah Phillips , 1981 , Strike Music) 
As the previous chapter has indicated , and stated by the work of Waldman (1996), van Onselen 
(1992) and Levine (2000) , farm workers in South Africa are still caught up in relationships of 
domination and paternalism. Importantly, such relationships of domination are embedded in the 
historical relationship between masters and servants that unfolded in South Africa during the 
18th Century, as well as processes of serial displacement in the Eastern Cape. In the SRV, as 
previous chapters have pointed out, groups of Mbalu and Gqunukhwebe who sought refuge in 
the SRV after 1850 were often forced to enter into tenancy or sharecropping arrangements with 
farmers on erstwhile ancestral territories to retain access to stock and grazing opportunities, in 
exchange for their labour. Although there are exceptions, the majority of working relationships 
are seeped in a racial attitude of paternalism, or baasskap , where a farmer typically regards his 
workforce as his 'children ', subject to his authority and domination at all times. Amongst others, 
one of the long-term legacies of such a relationship is a male worker's obligation to guarantee a 
farmer access to his whole family's labour, with eviction from residency on a farm held as a 
sanction against his failure to honour this agreement (Waldman 1996: 69) . 
The work of Waldman (1996) , however, also suggests like that of Moore and Vaughan (1994) , 
that work is not only comprised of physical activity (i.e: what people do), but the conditions 
under which it is performed, and its perceived social value in a particular cultural context. 
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Waldman (1996: 84) for example, examines the role of female farm labourers who playa 
significant part in mediating a farmer's position of power. This agrees with the inSights of 
Foucault (1984) regarding power - he points out that relationships of power are often not based 
on an accepted form of authority, or held by any person or category of persons, but that power 
is embedded in myriads of relationships that are enacted around organised spaces and 
authoritative figures. This means that, apart from the vested authority of an employer, labour 
exchange on a farm produces and depends on unequal relationships of power between farmer 
and labourers, and also between labourers themselves. Young male workers, and women, for 
example, are considered to be incidental employees on many farms, and do not have much say 
over the bulk of the adult, male workforce on farms. In addition, however, the notion of 
dispersed power means that a farmer's authority is not always all-encompassing and all-
persuasive (Waldman 1996: 86), and that people can use ways to resist discipline and 
domination on farms. 
The insights of Waldman (1996) and van Onselen (1992) are valuable to this chapter in that 
they suggest , as Joyce (1987) and Wallman (1979) have pointed out, that work is embedded in 
specific notions of social interaction, as well as on the historical conditions of place which have 
evolved on each specific farm, both by farmers and workers. However, unlike Waldman and 
van Onselen, I would like to relate work on farms in the SRV to the wider conditions of 
displacement, mobility and disruption in the SRV. As I have mentioned in Chapter One, on the 
one hand, the unpredictable nature of farm work in the SRV can be considered as being part of 
a larger experience of disruption and mobility. On the other, work also inCUlcates conditions of 
residency and economic security. Consequently, one can ask whether work has any 
relationship to symbolic, and cultural , elements of place. Has work (in any shape or form) on 
specific farms in the SRV increased the connection and sense of belonging that workers 
(displaced around Kirkwood during 1960 and 1970), feel towards their locality in the SRV? In 
this sense, practice theory is again useful , as Ortner (1984), McAllister (2006) and Bourdieu 
(1977) point out, because it suggests that work is an everyday activity that has a specific 
cultural and social value to labourers, apart from the provision of their basic economic needs. 
As I will illustrate in this chapter, the experiences of workers on the farm Bitterwater indicate 
that work is a loaded issue that has many implications (both positive and negative) for the way 
that they perceive their own residential security and domesticity. As I will illustrate, a close 
1 'Carry it On: a History in Song and Picture of the Working Men and Women of America'. Pete Seger & 
Bob Reiser. Blandford Press: Poole, Dorset. 
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relationship exists be.tween work and domestiCity on Bitterwater, particularly since houses are 
symbolic spaces that are indicative of both the personal (i.e: domestic) and economic functions 
of work. Moreover, work on farms in the SRV also shapes the life cycle of workers , since 
employment motivates and influences marriage, the establishment of a family, and eventual 
retirement. I argue that the proximity of working areas to the houses of labourers does not only 
reflect gendered divisions, but the hierarchy of social relationships and ideologies among 
workers on the farm. This reflects Low and Lawrence-Zuniga's (2003) discussion of domestic 
spaces as being part of 'larger ideological schemes', and as idioms of meaning that 'defines 
social groupings, social positions, rank and power' (2003: 34, Rosaldo 1974, Bourdieu 1977). 
As McAllister (2006) suggests, practice theory predicates a relationship between everyday 
actions, such as work, and acts of extraordinary significance, such as ritual events. This 
particular chapter must thus be viewed in conjunction with Chapter Seven , where I will relate 
the everyday elements of work (as an ordinary, everyday, activity) , and ritual (as an event of 
heightened significance), to the ability of workers to make sense of issues such as gender, 
identity, and the wider elements of change in their lives. I contend that work is essentially a 
paradoxical enterprise for many workers, in that it combines deeply personalised issues (eg: 
marriage, domesticity and place) with mundane elements related to the creation of economic 
livelihoods through the provision of labour to a farmer. Moreover, work contains positive 
experiences - of residency and economic prOVision , but is always imbued with the potential for 
abuse and domination . Workers who desire some form of economic and personal security 
therefore have to find a way to deal with destructive processes of paternalism and racism on 
farms, or be satisfied with unreliable contract employment. However; I maintain that workers 
actively contest paternalism and disruptive experiences, through their mobility and hybridity, 
and by drawing upon idealistic memories of ancestral land occupation. 
Before th is chapter starts, it will be helpful to briefly unpack the dynamics of work in the SRV. 
With regard to relationships of domination and power on farms, one can consider (beyond the 
idea of paternalism) , that farms in the SRV correspond to the idea of what Low and Lawrence-
Zuniga (2003: 23) call a globalised, or de-territoria lised space. As I have pOinted out, not many 
white fa rmers are aware of the fact that farm workers have cla im to ancestra l territories (on 
specific farms) in the SRV, and are primarily treated on the basis of their subservience as 
labourers. Clearly, the monopol isation of space, through the intensification of commercial 
farming in the SRV, has caused a marginalisation of vulnerable groups such as farm workers. 
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In this sense, despite the claims made by farm workers , domination by commercial farming in 
the SRV has concealed the alternative narratives and social ties that farm workers have to the 
district, hence leading to their invisibility. 
It thus appears that paternalism is not the only facet of domination on farms in the SRV. Again, 
practice theory suggests that work is embedded in a global system of control and 
monopolisation of space, where relationships between people (i.e: masters and servants) have 
become so naturalised and arbitrary, that one sometimes fails to examine the details or 
implications of work as a symbolic element of meaning. In this sense, Bourdieu (1977) pOints 
out that the dispositions of behaviour (which he calls habitus), like that of work , often give the 
impression that they occur naturally. According to Bourdieu (1977: 171-183), the exercise of 
power and domination on a farm regulates access to four categories: social capital , cultural 
capital , symbolic capital and economic capital. Thus, work on farms in the valley affects how 
people (i) interact with each other and conduct social relationships (social capital) ; (ii) enact and 
use knowledge relating to ritualised behaviour (cultural capital) ; (iii) conform and create 
positions of seniority, gender, age and status (symbolic capital) and; (iv) exchange labour in 
return for goods (economic capital) . 
Bourdieu (1977: 190), however, stresses an important facet of work - its ability to conceal such 
facets and relationships of a symbolic, cultural and social nature. He pOints out that 
relationships of domination that are acted out within a specific field , such as those between a 
farmer and a worker, can disguise the basic economic interest under which they are carried out, 
and therefore give the false impression that work has no personal relevance for individuals. In 
this sense, it might seem (to an observer) that work on farms in the SRV occurs without 
forethought , that workers are performing duties without the leadership of the farmer, and that 
such actions are natural, and somehow automatic. This is simply not true - and one can easily 
lose focus on the dynamics of work , or domination , without unfleshing the historical and cultural 
relationships that workers have towards the formation of place in the SRV. The value of 
Bourdieu is that he points out that relationships of domination are so historically entrenched, 
that eventually, the actions of work may obscure the very details of domination. The 
concealment, or obscuring , of such relationships of domination Bourdieu says, is often achieved 
using the complicity of the workers themselves. Such complicity, however, should be taken with 
a pinch of salt - since it takes place unconsciously. Workers, after all, do not want to disregard 
the rules of employment on farms such as Bitterwater and disrupt their relationship with their 
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employer - so that many will often obey instructions from an employer (sometimes at the 
expense of friends or family members) , because of the risk of dismissal and eviction . 
The use of the practice of work as a cultural and symbolic action thus encourages an analysis 
of work as an action that is embedded in the everyday social and cultural lives of workers. 
Moreover, one can also consider that are different kinds of work that individuals can perform 
(shearing, bush cutting, herding, domestic work), each variety of work having its own particular 
economic, social , and cultural meaning. It is particularly noticable that temporary contract work 
makes up a great deal of paid labour in the SRV. Such work is mostly (but not always), 
performed by 'coloured' (or non-Xhosa, for lack of a better term) workers. The mobility involved 
in short-term positions forms an important corollary to the work of de Jongh (1995, de Jongh 
and Steyn 1998) among the mobile Karretjie workers in the Colesberg district of the Karoo. 
Although contract workers in the SRV do not have donkey carts, and are largely dependant on 
public transport for their mobility, the brevity of their employment allows them an element of 
mobility and freedom that other (permanent) workers do not have. 
Work has different meanings for various individuals in the SRV, especially for workers as 
opposed to farmers . Joyce (1987: 3) points out that work (as in the so-called 'developed' world) , 
as a western construct, has suffered a forced separation from society. Since the industrial 
revolution , 'work' has become divorced from its relevance towards the personal lives of 
individuals, as well as towards kinship and religion , identity and place (or place-making). 
Coupled with this , western notions of work are mostly derived from Victorian ideals of morality 
(of the 'good' worker, as opposed to the 'lazy' worker) and religion (chiefly Protestant). These 
ideas of work are common to many white (both English and Afrikaans-speaking) farmers in the 
SRV, which have produced a particular attitude towards servility that has imbued work on farms 
with a distinctive paternalistic , and sometimes racist , flavour. 
The meaning, or significance that work on farms has for the personal lives of labourers is 
particularly important with regard to those workers who did not have access to ancestral 
territories in the SRV and an associated conception of 'Redness'. These labourers are 
predominantly Afrikaans-speaking , and can be described as being 'coloured ' - but such an 
exclusive label is not really applicable in the SRV, since it assumes (homogenously), that (for 
example) all workers who are not Afrikaans-speaking are Xhosa, and all workers who are 
'coloured ' are not Xhosa. The SRV is incredibly heterogenous, where groups have assimilated 
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to such a degree that labels such as as 'colorued ' or even 'Xhosa ' are completely inadequate. 
Nevertheless, workers themselves do seem to draw a dinstinction between the categories of 
Xhosa-speakers and Afrikaans-speakers (referred to by people as so-called 'coloureds') , and 
thereby identify a significant 'other' in their dealings with people in the SRV. This chapter will 
describe the lives and histories of some of these Afrikaans-speaking workers in the district, and 
compare these experiences with their Xhosa-speaking counterparts. The reasons why these 
distinctions are made will be a sub-theme of this particular chapter. 
In sum, as an alternative to the idea of work being divorced from everyday life, I examine work 
in the SRV as a practice that is directly expressive of some of the changes that have 
accompanied life in the SRV during the past century: of forced removal, unequal power 
relationships, paternalism, working status, gender, age, as well as family, clan and kinship. One 
of the fi rst goals of this chapter is to investigate how work, as a symbolic construct, is 
expressed on two particular farms : Bitterwater and Dwaas. I view work as a public economic 
activity, that relates to the creation of a home (as a personal space) , as well as its impact on the 
overall 'ethic' of work on these farms - how work (seeped in a paternalistic relationship between 
worker and employer) , has become so eng rained in the lives of individuals that it can no longer 
be clearly separated from leisure or family activities. I shall investigate these attitudes towards 
work through investigating the relationsh ip between work and domestic space, as well as 
between domestic security and gender and age relations. 
6.1. Bitterwater and Dwaas farms 
Bitterwater, as mentioned previously, is one of the largest properties in the SRV, with by far the 
largest workforce amongst farms in the district. The property is quite isolated , situated 120 
kilometres from the nearest town . It can only be reached on 30 kilometres of dirt road amongst 
the impressive Zuurberg mountains, and is farmed with a variety of crops and animals. The 
farmer has access to the Sundays River, which flows on his western boundary and is able to 
irrigate fruit trees , grass and lucerne camps on the main property. Angora goats and short-
tailed sheep graze in a large number of dryland camps on the farm, while cattle and ostrich are 
contained in smaller, irrigated camps near the main residence , as well as on an outlying 
property. The farm is relatively self-sufficient - animal feed is harvested and milled on site, 
while workers usually purchase goods at the farm shop, or 'on tick' from the farmer. 
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There are a total of 14 worker homesteads on the property, spread out on the western banks of 
the river, with a total of 25 working employees on the farm. Of these 14 homesteads, five are 
occupied by the family of the foreman , Jaco Spaas , a long-standing employee of Bitterwater. 
This includes his own family household , that of his mother-in-law, his elderly mother and father, 
as well as two separate households comprised of his younger brothers and their families , all of 
whom have worked and lived on the farm for most of their lives. The Spaas family are of mixed 
heritage, but classify themselves as Afrikaans-speakers (used as a home language). 
Other long-standing employees on the farm are the Sepepis, who have been employed on the 
farm for the past 30 years. Oorman Sepepi is of a much more 'traditional' Xhosa-speaking 
family, and often refuses to speak Afrikaans, or sometimes, even to wear shoes. He is married 
to Lucy, a literate and outspoken woman who also can recall long-standing familial employment 
on Bitterwater. Notably, Oorman and Lucy Sepepi can recall their parents and grandparents 
living on the opposite side of the river bank right next to the present day property, on Boplaas. A 
homestead on the edge of the property, just outside the main gate, is occupied by the Du Toits , 
who also have a widowed daughter living on the main property. The remaining workforce on the 
farm, who occupy seven homesteads, are primarily unrelated, and relatively recent residents 
(i.e: for less than 10 years). 
In total, 55 people reside on the farm excluding the farmer's family, including unemployed 
wives, pensioners, small babies and absent school going children - with a total of 25 
employees. The latter figure includes 9 female employees: three women (two Spaas' and Lucy 
Sepepi) have the responsibility of caring for ostrich chicks, with the pens located just outside 
their respective homes. In addition, two pensioners - one being the retired father of Jaco Spaas 
and the other his mother-in-law - have been allocated odd jobs around the farm, such as 
cleaning out ostrich pens (which are also located just outside workers' homes), and general 
garden maintenance. There are also two women who are employed as half-day domestic 
workers in the farmer's home, and another two as part-time assistants in the ostrich egg 
hatchery. Only three women, all residing with their partners, are not employed on the farm. One 
of these women is an old age pensioner (Jaco Spaas' mother), while the other two have small 
babies under the age of a year. 
The remaining workforce of 16 male workers are employed as full-time employees on the farm, 
all of whom work with ostriches and small stock. Of these, Jaco Spaas has been appointed as a 
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foreman (who receives the highest salary of R1 050 per month), and another as an engineering 
and workshop assistant (with a salary of R700 per month). Oorman Sepepi also has the added 
responsibility of vermin eradication, for which he has a pack of hunting dogs, which accompany 
him every morning to set traps and flush out jackal. The only white worker on the farm , a 
workshop and engineering manager, resides close to the main house, and receives a salary of 
R700. Notably, this man has been absorbed into the main workforce on the farm, and socialises 
and identifies more with his so-called 'coloured ' and Xhosa counterparts than with the owner of 
the farm, whom he regards with some contempt'. The rest (13) perform the usual duties of 
tractor driving , feed milling , herding, stock maintenance (including watering, innoculation and 
lambing) and camp irrigation. Their salaries range from R500 to R1000. 
Bitterwater farm, however, due to its large workforce and ostrich enterprise, is anomalous in the 
district. Other properties, such as Dwaas, are much smaller, and far less intensively farmed. 
Dwaas is owned by a second-generation farmer, who uses water piped directly from Darlington 
Dam (Lake Mentz) to irrigate his fields, where he grazes his herd of (approximately) thirty cattle 
and eight milch cows. This property has two worker homesteads on the farm: The du Toits have 
worked on Dwaas for most of their lives and have a very close relationship with the owner-
during 2002, Rosie worked as a housemaid for the farm owner (with a salary of R200 per 
month), whilst her husband Batie worked with irrigation and stock (being paid R630 per month). 
In November of 2002 , the second family of workers , Jan and Joyce Joubert, had only been 
employed on the farm for six months - Joyce assists with the milking of cows (together with 
Rosie and the farmer's wife) and Jan works with Batie. Joyce and Jan were paid R200 and 
R400 per month (in 2002) respectively. 
Apart from active and viable farms such as Bitterwater and Dwaas, many properties in the 
region have been abandoned or have been purchased for inclusion into the GAENP. Others are 
farmed intermittently by 'weekend' farmers , who live in larger urban centres such as Port 
Elizabeth and Uitenhage. Many individuals are employed as caretakers for absent farmers , or 
have occupied abandoned homesteads, and like the workers on Dwaas (and some on 
Bitterwater) are of mixed ancestry. Jan and Spot Hektor, for example, live with their children 
and grandchildren in a deserted homestead (once the local trading store of Grayston) on an 
abandoned property about 40 kilometres outside of Bitterwater. The property is not farmed or 
2 This is a racially related issue: as this man sees it, the farmer does not treat him as a white man should -
as a compatriot - but to his disappointment, just like one of his black workers. 
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occupied by the owner, but he has given the Hektors permission to live in the old store, since 
they do not have a homestead of their own. Spot Hektor is the elder sister of Griet du Toit (who 
lives and works on Bitterwater) , who stays in regular contact with her sister through the Hektor's 
son , who works intermittently on Bitterwater itself. The family survive on the pension payouts of 
Spot and Jan, as well as from contract work (such as fencing and shearing) performed by their 
children. Then there are the Hendricks, who are the sole workers and caretakers of a farm just 
outside Bitterwater. This farm is almost as remote as Bitterwater, and very few visitors stop at 
the Hendricks' (rather forlorn) homestead - the Hendricks themselves only see the absent 
owner of the property once or twice a month. Willem Hendricks receives meat and a full ration 
package and is paid R450 per month (in 2002). 
6.1.1. Status, domesticity and ostrich work 
As suggested by Bourdieu (1977), and Joyce (1987) , one can understand work as an activity 
deeply embedded in the particular social and cultural lives of workers in the SRV. Furthermore, 
it can also be viewed as a symbolic construct that represents relationships of power and 
domination - not only between workers and employers, but also between workers themselves. 
However, in order to consider the ramifications of work as a personalised issue on Bitterwater, it 
would be appropriate to examine the relationship between homes (or domestic spaces) and 
working spaces on the farm. 
The symbolic meanings and associations that the organisation of domestic space has for 
cultural, social and gendered relationships has been explored by both Kuper (1982) and 
Bourdieu (1973) in their structural analysis of space. Kuper (1982) has indicated that the 
organisation of Nguni homesteads may be divided into right and left halves, showing the 
structure of gendered and hierarchical relationships amongst people. Bourdieu's well-known 
study of the Algerian Kabyle house echoes his theory of practice. Like Kuper, Bourdieu (1973) 
contends that the Kabyle house is divided into male and female portions, an everyday spatial 
practice which reflects dualistic symbolic and mental structures. These analyses also echo 
Rosaldo's (1974) much used division of the public and private (or domestic) spheres of social 
existence, which has been used extensively by anthropologists to theorise about sexual 
asymmetry and women's subordination to men (Moore 1988: 21). However, recent studies 
(Waldman 2003, Low and Lawrence-Zuniga 2003) concerning domestic space, indicate that 
there are multiple associations concerning the meaning of a house as a physical and symbolic 
structure, and that the house operates as a complex idiom for indicating a range of other 
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hierarchical positions besides gender - such as rank and class. As Waldman (2003: 659) writes, 
the significance of the house as a symbolic instrument lies in the 'multiple connections between 
residents and the physical houses that they occupy, rather than in a single monolithic theory of 
meaning '. 
As I will illustrate, houses on farms in the SRV have significance beyond that of a gendered 
space, or a private sphere. Houses are indicative of the close association that has developed 
between work as an economic activity, performed by labourers for a farmer, and as a 
personalised , domestic issue, seeped in a paternalistic work ethic (that I will discuss later), that 
pervades the very details of farming life. Working status on farms in the SRV is determined by 
the longevity of the working histories of workers - one typically finds that long-standing 
employees have the best houses and most benefits, compared to that of recent arrivals and 
contract staff. Labourers have to be employed as permanent labourers to ensure their 
residency and access to a house on farms in the SRV. Consequently, workers find that they 
have access to a house (i.e: a physical structure) on a farm only for the duration of their 
employment with a farmer, and will lose access to this structure once their employment is 
terminated. On Bitierwater, for instance, the family of Jaco Spaas and his brothers, as well as 
Oorman Sepepi, generally occupy the best and largest houses on Bitierwater, whilst their wives 
are employed as ostrich workers by the farmer. 
It is clear that those individuals on Bitierwater who cannot contribute to a reliable working 
relationship with the farmer are in a tenuous position . This includes single men, single or retired 
women , as well as women who are the partners of new workers. These folk generally live in the 
worst residential quarters on the farm, usually no more than a leaky tin shack or decrepit house. 
For these workers , a home on Bitterwater is a transitory, impoverished space, in which they 
may only reside for a limited period of time. Those labourers, who are on contract and 
employed on a semi-permanent basis will not take much trouble with furnishing their homes or 
accumulating goods when they are badly treated or badly paid, or have little job security. Those 
households that have the longest working record , the highest salaries, and who have extended 
families living on the farm, occupy the top rung on a ladder of economic and social status. Such 
individuals are regarded by the farmer as the most reliable workers , since (in his eyes) they 
work the hardest and are the most subservient. 
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These principles apply to workers on Dwaas farm as well. The du Toits have a long-standing 
working relationship with the farmer, which stretches back 50 years to the domestic work 
performed by Batie du Toit's mother. Furthermore, the du Toit's home is filled with furniture 
given to the family by their employers. Their eight-year old daughter, in particular, has been 
particularly close to the farmers wife (since she has no grandchildren) and as Rosie du Toit puts 
it, 'Jacqualine het soos ons almal maar in die kombuis grootgeworcf (she has, like us all , just 
grown up in the kitchen) . The Jouberts (who had been there for 6 months in late 2002) home, 
in contrast to that of the du Toits, was incredibly sparse. Clearly, the family did not have many 
possessions or clothes, and did not have very much to call their own. Jan Joubert was also 
responsible for tasks such as checking water pipes and pumps very early in the morning and 
opening and shutting farm gates - whilst Batie du Toit and the farmer would be busy with more 
technical and less demanding chores. 
For women, ostrich rearing is generally regarded as the most lucrative (and also the most 
intensive) type of female work on the farm. Ostrich work on Bitterwater is particularly indicative 
of the close association between domesticity and work. Houses of workers on both Bitterwater 
and Dwaas are located very close to the places where labourers perform their duties - so much 
so that it is often impossible for an observer to separate the activities of workers into those 
which take place at 'work' and at 'home'. On Dwaas farm, for example, the houses of 
employees are located on irrigated land, which is periodically grazed by the farmer's cattle . 
Labourers on this farm have been prohibited from creating domestic vegetable gardens, since 
the farmer is short of grazing land for his cattle herds. Similarly, on Bitterwater, ostrich pens 
containing chicks as well as adult birds are situated a few meters outside the homes of workers , 
in order to ensure that all birds (but especially chicks), receive close and continual care. The 
proximity of these pens to the homes of labourers is often a source of great frustration to 
workers, as the smell of these pens (especially on hot days) is highly pungent and unpleasant. 
Ostrich work on Bitterwater is particularly important, as their meat, skins and feathers form the 
basis of the farming enterprise. However, the breeding and care of ostrich chicks is an activity 
that is largely fuelled by female labour, and most importantly, takes place within and around the 
homes of these women in order to ensure intensive daily care of these fragile chicks. Moreover, 
the rearing of ostrich chicks has generally replaced that of domestic fowls on Bitterwater, the 
presence of which has been banned by the farmer due to the (apparent) danger of infection 
from the bird influenza virus. However, ostrich work is also very demanding and time 
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consuming , and vastly increases the work loads of particular women on Bitterwater, as 
illustrated by the experiences of two women on Bitterwater. 
Elizabeth and Anna, the two wives of the Spaas brothers, as well as Lucy Sepepi, have the 
responsibility of rearing ostrich chicks, from day old hatchlings until they are at least 12 weeks 
old. Women usually receive between 100 and 300 ostrich chicks every 12 weeks. They are 
remunerated on a percentage basis: women usually receive R1 0 per chick (or R3000 for 300 
chicks), but only if the whole batch survives - if only 50% survive, they receive nothing. Money 
is deducted percentage-wise for each death. Thus if 75% of the chicks survive, women only 
receive half of the allotted amount at the end of the year. 
, 
The rearing of ostriches is in itself an onerous task. Eggs are collected weekly from birds on the 
farm, and transferred to the hatchery, where the eggs are warmed and hatched with the 
assistance of two part-time female labourers. Once chicks are hatched, they are then 
transferred to large pens located close to labourer's homes. Once in the pens, chicks have to 
be cared for around the clock. Water and feed bowls have to be cleaned out up to four times a 
day, especially on hot days, and chicks let in and out of a protected enclosure at early morning 
and twilight. These birds are quick to succumb to disease and accident, especially at three or 
four weeks of age, and pens must be kept scrupulously clean to avoid deaths. Daily duties start 
at 6am, and include cleaning cages, checking for sickly birds, and feeding and watering . Chicks 
generally do not fare well unless they are cared for continually - some labourers leave a radio 
in pens (apparently) to remind the birds that humans are present. Feed and water have to be 
kept scrupulously clean - I was advised not to use water from an outside rain tank at Jaco 
Spaas' home, as this water was exclusively used for ostrich chicks. During the rainy season, 
chicks have to be kept in their enclosure for most of the day, as they do not fare well in wet 
cond itions, and because they easily succumb to accident and fright due to lightning and 
thunder. 
Women cannot take leave or go on holiday for at least 12 weeks after they receive chicks. The 
usual practice on Bitterwater is for women to rear batches of chicks solidly for one year, and 
then receive some months or weeks off in the following year. Once chicks are 12 to 15 weeks 
old, they can be transferred to a larger pen and the responsibility of the female caretaker ends. 
On Bitterwater, full-time male wage labourers then care for these birds, while two old age 
pensioners have the unenviable task of cleaning up ostrich excrement every morning and night. 
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Once these chicks reach adulthood - usually within six months, they are then transferred to a 
third group of pens where they await slaughter. Ostriches ready for the meat market are 
transferred to an abbatoir and tannery in Grahamstown or in Graaff-Reinet. 
Ostrich work on Bitterwater would clearly be impossible to maintain without the proximity of 
these pens to domestic spaces, and without the involvement of women. The economic gains 
made by the female work force, however, are often negated by the constant demands made by 
the farmer on these women relating to their work with ostriches. Women have to suffer the 
constant vigilance of a farmer who is primarily concerned with the viability and health of his 
ostrich herds, and not with the desires of his workforce. Many women expressed their dismay at 
not being allowed to keep domestic fowls , since the farmer regarded them as unnecessary. As 
the owner himself relayed, 'workers are likely to spend more time caring for their chickens than 
my ostrich chicks'. 
6.1.2. Work ethics on Bitterwater 
The physical proximity of homes to places and arenas of work on Bitterwater, as illustrated by 
ostrich work on this farm, hints at the level to which work has become eng rained in the personal 
and domestic lives of workers. It is almost impossible to speak of a 'domestic' or 'private' 
sphere of activity on Bitterwater, since farm work is an activity that dominates even the smallest 
detail of existence on this farm. One could say that there is a latent, but ever-present feeling of 
being accused of being lazy, or classified as 'unproductive' - i.e: being too old, ill, young or 
unsuited for work. The farmer (through the foreman) is always on the lookout for laziness and 
unproductive activity. New workers , in particular, have to be quick on their feet, ready to work at 
any time, responsible , and any perceived laziness is not tolerated. Anyone who is not employed 
is still expected to work - keeping house, aSSisting other labourers, and working in the 
communal vegetable garden. Lunch and breakfast are generally eaten and prepared at home 
by workers (or their wives), but are limited to those individuals who work within the immediate 
proximity of the main farm house. Many workers (especially the foreman) are responsible for 
tasks such as fencing (on outlying areas of the property) , or driving , which takes them to 
various towns in the district. In these instances workers may have little or no time to take a 
breakfast and/or lunch break at home. Moreover, it is generally accepted that all men and 
women (but mostly the latter) work in this garden to harvest crops for December. Each 
household has a strip of land within this small garden, and as Lizzie Pieters (the mother-in-law 
of the foreman on Bitterwater) has indicated, those that do not plant crops are regarded with 
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disdain by those who do. Workers who are perceived as being ' lazy' by their colleagues, are 
also liable to be regarded in the same light by their employer. This corroborates with Suzman's 
(1999: 65) information concerning Jul'hoansi bushmen farm labourers in Nambia, where certain 
labourers who were seen to be inculcating favour with a farmer (at the expense of other 
workers) were labelled as being witvoete (lit. white feet, people working amongst the Boers) -
regarded as betrayal of friendship . 
As a symbolic form of discourse, work on Bitterwater has an unwritten code that demands that 
all activity, even within leisure time, be directed towards the economic life of the farm. Such a 
pervasive work ethic is, as Bourdieu (1977) states with reference to habitus, a phenomenon 
rooted in history, practice as well as relationships of domination. Work is, he writes, a 'practice 
[that] never ceases to conform to economic calculation even when it gives every appearance of 
disinterestedness by departing from the logic of interested calculation, and playing for stakes 
that are non-material and not easily quantified ' (1977: 179). Similarly, Loudon (1979: 129) has 
noted that in Natal (now KwaZulu-Natal) , farm work was a way of life where there was 'no 
separation between work and non-work'. Farm work on farms in the SRV is therefore a 
symbolic investment, as work does not only represent the ability of a farmer to make his 
servants or labourers work (or perform), but also pervades and informs the personal lives of 
workers themselves. Similarly, even for present-day workers on Bitterwater, work is an activity 
that never ceases, and is rarely an accomplished task, a fait accompli. Workers always live with 
the idea that they must perform economically, even when at leisure. 
These principles are particularly applicable to pensioners and single women. On Bitterwater, 
one male pensioner (the father of Jaco Spaas) and one female pensioner, Lizzie Pieters (the 
mother-in-law of Jaco Spaas), are active workers on the farm, thus ensuring their residential 
status. Unfortunately, sometimes these individuals are not physically capable of work, but will 
push themselves in order to avoid eviction . As Lizzie Peters mentioned, while talking about her 
work with the ostriches (which involves picking up droppings) , and observing various women 
working in the small communal garden surrounding the labourers homes: 
Fieldnotes January 2004 
'Ons plaasmense werk hier, ons sit nie stil nie. Daardie mense wat stil sit en niks doen, what nie 
op die plaas werk en nie groente plant nie, hul/e kry honger omdat hul/e so lui is '. 
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(Us farm folk work here, we cannot sit still. Those people who sit and do nothing, that do not 
work on the farm and don 't plant any vegetables, they will be hungry because of their laziness'. 
The reasons behind such a work ethic, and the pervasiveness of this work ethic in the domestic 
and private lives of workers , can be related to the incidence of paternalism on farms. As on 
Bitterwater, the lives of employers and employees on most farms in the SRV are closely 
intertwined , sometimes comparable to kinship bonds. Furthermore, the isolation and 
remoteness of farms such as Bitterwater sometimes creates the impression that a farm is a 
mini-community, largely self-sustaining and interdependent. In a situation where groceries and 
meat are available from a farm shop, and where a church, or a school (Bitterwater has a shop 
and a church) , is located close by, the work performed for an employer can almost be likened to 
working for an elderly relative, or even a headman or chief. As a headman exacts tribute over 
his or her subjects, so does a farmer extract labour from his workers, in exchange for 
residential rights . Moreover, on many isolated farms, which often do not have as intensive a 
farming operation as Bitterwater, the prolonged absence of an owner has evolved into a 
situation of labour tenancy - as has overwhelmingly been the case on properties such as 
BoPlaas in the past (i.e: until removals in 1970). 
The analysis of such an eng rained work ethic on farms has come under scrutiny on Western 
Cape wine farms by van Onselen (1992), du Toit (1993) and Waldman (1996, 2003) , who focus 
on the incidence of paternalism. Waldman pOints out that paternalism involves relationships 
between farmers and workers that are fundamentally hierarchical. Moreover, paternalism is also 
based on the idea that labourers have to earn the right to 'become part of a family' (1996: 65). 
Both du Toit (1993) and van Onselen (1992) outline three basic qualities of paternalism, one of 
which is that of a quasi-kinship relationship between the farmer and his workers. Moreover, this 
relationship is based on the ability of a male worker to control his women and children in order 
to maintain a good relationship with the farmer. Any violation of this relationship can result in 
eviction and dismissal. A farmer thus acts as a white patriarch , who exacts control over his 
'children', or workers. On the SRV, similarly, such a working relationship between worker and 
employer is typically close, and is sometimes characterised by bonds of childhood friendship 
and' camaraderie. On Bitterwater, for example, Jaco Spaas and the current owner can recall 
playing with each other as children - a relationship that was echoed by the contact between 
Jaco and the farmer's own children in the 1980s. In February 2004, Lizzie Pieters (in February 
2003) expressed her shock at the actions of the owner's (teenage) son : 
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Mr. B (the owner) se oudste seun het ek grootgemaak, hy het hier in my huis gespeel. Maar nou 
die dag het hy al Neville se katte doodgeskiet, omdat hy gedink het hy het Ie veel en is 'n pes. Ek 
was baie verbaas, die seun het baie verander .. 
I brought up Mr. B's (the owner) eldest son, he played here in my house often as a chi ld. But the 
other day he went and shot all Neville's (a new worker) cats, because he said that he had too 
many and that they were a pest. I was very surprised, the boy has changed a lot. 
As Bourdieu has suggested (1977: 190), despite the initial closeness of such childhood 
friendships, these relationsh ips are later characterised by domination - and in the SRV, are 
seeped in the historical attitudes of ethnic and racial divisions so typical of South Africa, Despite 
their (previously) close bonds, farmers typically treat workers like children, an attitude that 
smacks of racial domination and baaskap , Sylvian (2001 ) also points out that in Namibia, such 
employment is also seeped in a normative work ethic on farms, in that farmers have an 
aversion to any perceived idleness or laziness on the part of workers, and usually determine the 
moral characters of their workers by how well , hard, and fast they perform their duties, Similarly, 
KOoy (1977: 104) writes that farm workers in the Western Cape Karoo are expected to be on 
duty twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, wh ich leaves workers with very little control 
over either their leisure or working time, 
6.1.3, 'These homes are not our own' - residential security on Bitterwater 
The most pertinent issues behind the relationship between domesticity (or a house space) and 
such an eng rained work ethic on Bitterwater, however, are the associations that are attached to 
residency on a farm, Even permanent labourers, such as the Spaas family on Bitterwater, know 
that their houses are not their own, but the property of the farmer. As Waldman (1996: 71) 
writes, the idea of paternalism is essentially paradoxical - on the one hand , a farmer does 
provide a measure of protection to his employees, particularly through the provision of rations, 
and other benefits such as transport and medical attention, However, a labourer's presence on 
a farm is still governed by the perceived threat of eviction , On Bitterwater, despite the fact that 
workers like the Sepepi's and Elizabeth Spaas, (the wife of the foreman on Bitterwater), can 
recalilheir residency on the farm as youngsters , and though many workers have clearly 
invested time and money into the creation of a garden , and the acquisition of material goods 
and small stock, their residency on Bitterwater can only be ensured on condition of their 
employment. Secure residence depends on whether workers can perform their jobs adequately 
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according to the demands set out by their employer. The farmer on Bitterwater, like most 
others, stipulates that all those workers who occupy a house must perform economically active 
duties. As soon as labourers are too old, or ill, to perform any working duties, they are 
technically required to leave the services of the farmer and vacate their respective homes. 
However, on many farms, as on Bitterwater, these pensioners find refuge in the homes of their 
working sons and daughters. The farmer on Bitterwater therefore tolerates the presence of 
these pensioners due to the fact that their children are employed by him as labourers on the 
farm. 
One particular household on Bitterwater is occupied by a solitary pensioner, Lizzie Pieters (the 
mother-in-law of Jaco Spaas, the foreman), who, in 2002, had taken in her adopted son, his 
wife and their baby. This couple left the employ of the farm in mid 2003, leaving Lizzie as the 
sole occupier and provider in the house. Lizzies presence on Bitterwater, however, is motivated 
by the fact that she is the mother of Elizabeth Spaas, the foreman's wife, and by the relatively 
recent passing of her husband in 2002. More importantly, although Lizzie has a hip problem, 
her presence on the farm is also supported (in her mind as well as the farmer's) by her 
unenviable daily task of shovelling ostrich droppings out from two large holding pens every 
morning and evening. The old lady is assisted financially by her family , but still has to perform 
her work carefully as the ostriches are strong kickers and can inflict serious injuries. The old 
lady's position on the farm, by her own admission, is tenuous, as she was not assured of 
continued residence on the farm due to her old age and problematic health. When questioned 
about whether she wanted to stay in town or on Bitterwater, she answered as follows : 
Fieldnotes, February 2004 
Oit is eintlik nie ons huise hierdie nie, dit is maar net 'n blyplek. Ons kan nie die seer 
verontagsaam nie. Ek het nie 'n huis van my eie nie. Hierdie huis op Bitterwater is die seer s'n, en 
ek wil nie meer hier bly nie, want ek kry swaar. My gesondheid is nie goed nie, ek het baie keer 'n 
dokter nodig. Oit sal beter wees vir my in Jansenville, daar sal ek nie so ver van die dorp en die 
clinic bly nie. Almal wat hier bly sukkel baie, omdat dit so alleenig hier is. Wat dit nog erger maak 
is dat die seer se dat as daar mense is wat wil van self weggaan van Bitterwater at, hulle sal nie 
huise kry nie. Hy het gese dat as ons met pension is sal hy vir ons 'n huis kan koop in the dorp. 
Maar ek is nie eers op kontrak nie, ek is alleenig, ek dink nie ek sal 'n huis kry nie. 
(These houses are not really our own, they are only places to live. We cannot just disregard the 
master. I don't have a house of my own anywhere. This house on Bitterwater is the master's (i.e: 
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'seer) , and I don't want to stay here anymore, because I'm suffering. My health is Aot good, and I 
need a doctor sometimes. It will be better for me in Jansenville, there I'm not so far away from the 
town and the clinic. Everyone who stays here on Bitterwater struggles a lot, because it is so lonely. 
What makes it even worse is that the master says that if people want to leave the farm of their 
own accord, they will not receive houses from him. He said that on ly if we go on pension will he 
buy a house for us in town. But I'm not even on contract, I'm alone, I don't think I'll get a house). 
Despite the farmer's promise to purchase houses for his long-standing permanent employees 
upon their retirement from Bitterwater, Lizzie obviously feels that she will not receive a house, 
mainly because she has little value as a labourer on the farm. When I returned to the farm in 
December 2004, her fears were confirmed: the farmer had not bought a house for her and she 
left her house on Bitterwater, as her health was deteriorating . She moved in with her daughter-
in-law in Jansenville and her house on Bitterwater was occupied by a neighbouring labourer and 
his girlfriend. 
Moreover, because the security of households on Bitterwater farm primarily rests upon work, 
this creates specific problems for households headed or occupied by single women. These 
individuals only reside on the farm because they are either (a) connected through kinship and 
familial ties to other workers on the farm or (b) because they are employed , even on a 
temporary basis. This agrees with the research of Hill-Lanz and O'Grady (Meer 1997: 112) in 
the Western Cape, where farmers would employ women mainly because they could 'exact 
greater productivity per household'. Similarly, on Bitterwater, it is noticeable that most 
households have two, or sometimes three, employed workers. Any unemployed wives, 
girlfriends or pensioners, are problematic to the farmer, as they are regarded as unproductive 
residents . 
As in the SRV, Hill-Lanz (Meer 1997: 111) describes the situation of women on farms in the 
Western Cape as basically powerless. Female farm labourers are largely a captive labour force 
and caught in a double bind of social and economic exploitation . Female workers on Bitterwater 
are not contracted to the farmer, nor do they receive any separate benefits as male employees 
usually do (a ration , holiday time and bonus pay) . They are thus denied status as labourers, but 
carry the burden of productive and reproductive labour, both within and outside of their 
households, and are subject to domestic domination and violence. As indicated , the status and 
presence of women workers on Bitterwater are solely motivated by their employment, or most 
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often by the presence of a male worker, usually their husband or boyfriend , or sometimes a 
deceased spouse. 
One of the most unfortunate consequences of such an ingrained attitude towards work on 
farms is the underlying possibility of violence and alcohol abuse, especially for women. Women 
are mostly dependent on either a spouse or a farmer for their residential and working stability, 
whilst their male partners are ultimately answerable to the farmer regarding the stability of their 
working contract. When the working duties of either a man or woman are compromised by an 
unstable domestic situation, a farmer will, ultimately, place the majority of the blame on a male 
worker. Consequently, women can become objects of abuse. Landowners, in general, blame 
alcohol abuse on general slackness, bad habits and lack of moral standards among workers. 
Farmers in the valley are also of the opinion that soc-called 'coloured ' workers are less reliable 
than Xhosa-speaking workers, and also more likely to abscond or neglect their working 
responsibilities due to alcohol abuse. Most farmers were reluctant to distinguish between social 
drinking, which occurs on weekends and usually in connection with a ritual event or family 
gathering , and regular daily drinking . All workers who drank, they said, were considered to be 
'bad' and problematic. This is in agreement with the research results of Bekker et al (1982: 19) 
among workers in the Langkloof. This is a fruit producing area in the Eastern Cape where the 
erstwhile 'coloured' labour preference policy' was widely implemented by local landowners. 
Farmers reported that there was no solution to the problems of alcohol abuse and dagga 
smoking, and 'justified their paternalistic [and] somewhat fatalistic attitude to the unchangeablity 
of their workers subculture'. 
The occupation of a house, and the creation of a home on a particular farm, is thus quite 
problematic to most labourers. Workers have few claims for legal occupation of structures, and 
have little assurance of a safe and secure residence after their retirement. Consequently, many 
workers try to make sure that they have access to an urban home base, usually with kin , where 
they may reside when unemployed, ill or while on vacation. Moreover, most farm workers 
(particularly those with long-standing working records) will strive to create an independent home 
for themselves, usually in peri-urban settlements around major towns in the valley. Jaco Spaas, 
J This policy was intended as a labour control measure by the apartheid state, designed to exclude blacks 
from non-bantustan areas during the 1960s and 1970s. It was implemented west of a line near Knysna, to 
Hopetawn in the north. This policy was not extended to the Sundays River Valley area , although there is 
evidence that many farmers did prefer to employ a coloured labour force in the 1960s, particularly on 
citrus farms near Kirkwood (James & Ncgabo 1997: 122). 
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the foreman on Bitterwater, was not due for retirement for a decade at least, but was already 
planning to purchase a low cost house in Jansenville. Such houses can be purchased relatively 
inexpensively via municipal and government assisted building schemes, or inherited from a 
family member. For those workers who already possess such homes, these sites are invaluable 
for their children , who may be at school in town, or as structures that may be rented out to 
family and friends. Furthermore, the degree of dependence of single women and pensioners on 
the whims of a farmer places individuals at great risk of residential instability, alcohol and 
physical abuse. Farm workers are under immense pressure to fulfil their daily duties without 
compromise or failure and often complain that they cannot be expected to work continually 
without being given some personal leisure time. Unfortunately, the close bonds between a 
farmer and his labourers, although similar to a family or kinship network, are essentially 
exploitative. These pressures often prove to be too difficult to handle, even for some of the 
most hard working and loyal workers in the SRV. My field notes during February 2004 reflect the 
pressures of working life on Bitterwater, especially for Lucy Sepepi (the on ly women on the farm 
who reads books and magazines on a regular basis) , who expressed her desire that her 
children would be able to break out of the cycle of farm work: She said that 'she didn't want her 
children (especially her sons) to become farm workers - that they should try and complete their 
matric and find another job'. 
As reflected by Lucy's comments, the occupation and personalisation of residential space by 
workers on farms in the SRV point to a marked paradox in the lives of labourers. Workers are 
very much aware of the fact that they have a rather backward life on fa rms, without much 
freedom of movement and expression, and are irretrievably yoked to the whims of their 
employer for as long as their residency on such a property may last. However, conversely, most 
labourers prefer to live on farms, as they may have the opportunity to accumulate stock and a 
few possessions. Labourers have access to natural bush remedies or bossie medisyne (bush 
medicine) and resources such as thatching reed , prickly pears, honey and occasionally venison . 
Moreover, workers are well aware of the fact that town life is more expensive than that on a 
farm - meat is highly valued by workers and may be part of a monthly, or weekly ration , and 
therefore does not always have to be purchased. In short, residency on a farm is valued 
because people have the opportunity to become relatively self-sufficient. James (2001 : 102) 
points out in Limpopo province that labourers perceive farms as rural homes to where children 
(in particular) can be sent 'to learn traditional values'. She explains her position by describing 
the threefold problematiC of farm labour in Limpopo: 
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There [are] a large number of rurally resident fam ilies living on white farms where they [are] 
engaged in a complex juggling act to satisfy farm owners' demands and to pursue their own 
activities as cultivators and stock owners, while also having migrant workers at work in town (2001 : 
95). 
This is as true for Limpopo as for the SRV. Employment on farms, and the occupation of a 
house, thus creates an odd ironic relationship between negative situations of debt bondage, 
labour provision, and racial domination - and positive associations of a farm as a rural (or even 
ancestral) home. These associations will be explored in more depth in the next section, 
particularly amongst so-called 'coloured' workers in the SRV. 
6.2. Variations of work and identity amongst so-called 'coloured' workers 
Although permanent employment and secure residency is difficult to achieve without a long-
standing (and often personal) relationship with a local farmer, the historical occurrence of stable 
residency in the lives of some workers is crucial. These patterns of residency and work are 
particularly important for those who did not have access to any other form of 'home' besides 
that of farm work, and to any ancestral land occupation in the past. In this section I will draw 
attention to different kinds of temporary work in the SRV, and illustrate the importance that work 
and residency on farms has for those workers who have not had access to ancestral territories 
in the region , as is the case with the majority of workers who are descended from various 
KhoiKhoi and San groups. These individuals may be described as 'coloured', but this term does 
not fully reflect the heterogeneity of individual descent and historical background in the SRV. 
However, these workers do differentiate themselves from Xhosa-speaking workers in the area, 
particularly through their use of Afrikaans as a home language. Compared to the insights of 
Suzman (1999: 66) regarding bushmen workers' conception of certain farms as being 'their 
places' (niore) on farms in Namibia, Suzman's information emphasises that so-called 'coloured' 
workers in the SRV do have a sense of belonging on certain farms in the SRV, that can be 
compared to the ancestral territories of Xhosa-speaking workers. I have drawn the majority of 
my information from Spot Hektor, the wife of Jan Hektor, a pensioned couple who live in the 
abandoned trading store of Grayston, together with their children and grandchildren'. 
, Jan Hektor passed away in early 2005. 
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Spot Hektor recalled her early experience of residential instability, which was common to many 
workers in the SRV who have (and did) not have permanent work. These individuals made a 
living from various kinds of work. She describes these as being: dagswerk (day work) and 
loswerk (loose or temporary work), which involves draadwerk (fencing work) , boswerk (bush 
clearing) en veewerk (goat and sheep shearing). Her father, as she relates , similar to many 
other people in the vicinity, used to use his donkey cart to move around and perform these odd 
jobs for farmers. They all 'drank from the same stream - if we couldn't manage in one place, we 
just came back to the place where we had suffered the least', she said. Notably, these kinds of 
loswerk and dagswerk (particularly shearing) occur most frequently in the drier reaches of the 
SRV, in the arid Karoo areas close to Jansenville, Darlington and Wolwefontein, where small 
stock farmers are mostly reliant on rainfall for grazing. In times of drought, bush (such as 
saltbush and noors, a type of succulent) are chopped for fodder. Veewerk (shearing) is 
considerably different to dagswerk, however, since shearers are paid an amount per animal, 
and are also accommodated by a farmer for the duration of their work on a farm, which may be 
up to three or four weeks, depending on the number of animals. 
Notably, Spot's father had the opportunity to establish himself as a sharecropper on one 
particular farm, where, in addition to his small salary, he received (not the usual one), but two 
slaughtering lambs per month - an extra ration of meat much appreciated by his family. Here, 
they had the opportunity to build up a herd of small stock and create a vegetable garden, of 
which the farmer took half in exchange for their residency on his farm. 
Fieldnotes, October 2003. Spot Hektor: 
Ek het op S/angfontein grootgeraak, maar my ma en pa het mekaar op Uitenhage gekry en 
getrou. Ons het gesukkel, maar nag lekker hier gebly. Ons het altyd by die boer twee slag goed 
gekry, nie net een nie, hulle het baie vleis gehad om weg te gee. Ek was so vyf of ses toe ons 
daar weg is, die werk het opgedroog. Toe is ons Karosvel toe met ons donkie kar, en my pa het 
daar los gewerk - draadwerk en veewerk - vir so 18 maande. Ons het toe Grootfontein to getrek, 
en my pa het toe ook los werkies daar gedoen vir so /wee jaar. Toe die werk op is, het ons weer 
S/angfontien toe gegaan, maar die au boer was toe al dood en sy seun was nie so goed vir ons 
nie. My pa het toe ook maar weer los werk gedoen, en baie bas gekap. Ons het maar weer 
Grootfontein toe gegaan - ~ns het maar altyd daar terrugekom. Hier het ek Jan raakgeloop, en 
ons het getrou. My pa se familie het baie getrek - al die mense het maar daardie jare getrek as 
hulle nie so lekker gebly het nie, of as hulle nie vas gewerk het nie. Ons het maar almal van 
dieselfde fonteinjie gedrink - as ons nie reggekom het nie, het ons maar terruggekom na die plek 
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waar ons nie so swaargekry het nie. Op Grootfontein het ons het toe oak twee s/aggoed gekry, en 
ons het baie daar geplant - mielies, aartappels, pampoene, ertjies - maar C. T. het maar a/tyd 
he/fte gevat vir hom self. Oit was nie so op al die plase gewees nie, C. T. was anderster, en ons het 
goed gebly by hom. Ek en Jan het toe oak by die 30 bokke gehad, my ma en pa oak. Ek en Jan 
het lank hier gebly Ons is toe weg, C. T. het gesterwe en ons het toe Grayston toe gekom. Hierdie 
huis is eintlik die au winkel, maar die einenaar kom nie baie nie. Hy het laas jaar gekom, en gese 
ons kan maar hier bly Maar hy het gese hy sal die plaas later verkoop. 
(I grew up on Siangfontein, but my mother and father met and married in Uitenhage. We struggled 
on this farm, but still enjoyed it. We always got two slaughtering lambs from the fa rmer, not one, 
they had a lot of meat to give away. I was about five or six when we left, there was not work left for 
my father to do. We then went to Karosvel with our donkey cart, and my father did temporary work 
- fencing and stock work - for about 18 months. We then moved to Grootfontein, where my fa ther 
also did odd jobs for about two years. When there was no more work left to do, we then went to 
Siangfontein again , but by then the old farmer had died and his son wasn't so good to us. My 
father also just did temporary work, a lot of bush clearing . We then left to go to Grootfontein again, 
we always came back to this farm. Here I met Jan, and we married. My father's family moved a lot 
- all the people in those years moved around if they couldn't find permanent work. We drank from 
the same stream - if we couldn't manage in one place, we just came back to the place where we 
had been suffering the least. In Grootfontein we also got two slaughtering lambs, and we planted 
a lot - maize, potatoes, pumpkin, peas - but the farmer always took half for himself. It was not like 
this on all the farms , C.T. was different, and we stayed well here. Jan and I also had up to 30 
angora goats and sheep, as did my fa ther. We stayed here for a long time. We moved away when 
C.T. died, and we came here to Grayston. This old house of ours is actually the shop, but the 
owner of the property doesn't visit very often. We saw him last year (i.e: 2001) , and he said that 
we could stay here. But he did say he wanted to sell the farm eventually) . 
At present, most workers find it extremely difficult to make a living from temporary contract 
work , especially since the availability of shearing and part-time work has declined rapid ly , 
mainly due to the shrinkage of large stock farms and conversion into game ranching . Boswerk 
has almost entirely disappeared , since many farmers purchase bales of lucerne for their stock 
during times of drought. Shearing work is still available, but rnany farmers prefer to hire teams 
of shearers from places such as Lesotho through a local farmers co-operative , since they 
regard local teams as being unreliable (with a tendency to drink too much) and expensive. 
Many farmers have simply abandoned their farms, or may only return intermittently for a few 
days - and prefer to employ one or two reliable resident, permanent employees. Consequently, 
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the opportunities for dagswerk (day work) have declined, as has the use of donkey carts . Many 
individuals who had utilised such temporary positions in the past have gravitated towards peri-
urban centres such as Klipplaat , Graaf-Reinette, or Uitenhage, or occupy a few derelict shops 
and homesteads next to main roads (as does Spot Hektor) , or alongside abandoned railway 
stations (as in Wolwefontein). Most of these individuals, such as the Hektors, are dependant on 
their monthly pensions, and upon contract work performed by their children. Notably, 
kontrakwerk (or contract work) is different to dagswerk - Spot's son, for instance, has been 
contracted and paid a lump sum for the erection of game fencing on Bitterwater, an expensive 
endeavour wh ich costs approximately R35 per metre (for labour alone). Labourers who perform 
dagswerk are simply paid a daily rate for their services. Notably, the majority of Spot's six 
children (with the exception of her son) , are all unemployed , and dependent on the pensions of 
their parents, and partially upon money garnered by contract work. As Spot remarked in April 
2004, her youngest daughter proved to be particularly worrisome to her, since she had given 
birth to three children, all out of wedlock. Spot's home in Grayston, as Spot herself put it, was 
simply an aflosplek (a dumping ground), a place where her daughter could leave her children 
and search for employment in Port Elizabeth. 
Apart from the opportunities offered by contract and semi-permanent work, many Afrikaans-
speaking workers associate their experiences of security and residence with their presence in 
various rural towns in the SRV area. One of these towns was Waterford, which is now an 
abandoned village filled with crumbling homes - only the Dutch Reformed Church being in 
periodic use by the white farm residents in the area . However, as Lizzie Pieters (on Bitterwater) 
recalled , before its destruction around 1935, this town was once a large and active centre , 
containing shops, schools, houses and churches, in a typically segregated fashion , for residents 
in the area. Notably, as she recalled , Xhosa-speaking people had access to land of their own 
outside the town , but whether this land was sharecropped, leased or owned (through title 
deeds) to individuals is not clear. As with Spot, Lizzie's father was a temporary and mobile 
worker who made his living from shearing and bush clearing , but who also possessed a stable 
residential base in Waterford where he could return to intermittently: 
Fieldno!es, December 2003 
Lizzie Pieters, nee Baipeli (Clan name: Umqo!ya) 
Ek was op Walerford gebore, my pa hel sy eie huis daar gehad. My pa se familie het loe ook 
saam gebly, hulle was Xhosa mense gewees. My ma se familie hel ook saam melons gebly in 
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ons huis, hul/e is kleurlinge. My ma was vroeg oor/ede, ek het toe saam met my oumammie 
grootgeword. Oil was 'n groat huis. My pa het baie bokke daardie tyd gehad - oar die 50. Ek kan 
onthou dat daar baie kleurlinge op Waterford gebly het, Bantoes oak, ons was maar almal so 
gemix. Maar meeste van die Bantoes het hul/e eie stukkies grond buite die dorp gehad. Daar was 
'n winkel daar, oak skole en kerke vir wit en swart mense, en 'n tronk. Ek het nie skoal geloop nie, 
ek moes maar in die huis help. My pa het maar los werkies gedoen - baie geskeer en noors gekap 
- maar die plase was maar ver van mekaar, hy was baie uit die huis gewees. Daar was oak wit 
mense in die dorp, in hul/e gedeelte, wit mense het oak die winkel besit. Ons het op daardie tyd so 
'n snaakse taal met mekaar gepraat, 'n mengsel van Xhosa en Afrikaans. Ons het baie gate 
gegrou vir water, of na die Sondags rivier toe gegaan. Ons het baie groente geplant. Daar was 
toe oak nie so baie mense wat in Jansenvil/e of Klipplaat gebly het nie. 
Maar die plek is toe verwoes, am trent die tyd toe Lake Mentz (Darlington Dam) gebou is daar by 
1935. My pa se vee is toe verkoop, maar hy het maar net 'n paar rand vir hul/e gekry. Ons huise is 
almal afgebreek, behalwe die wit mense s'n, en die ban toes se grand am die dorp is toe verkoop. 
Die dorp het toe vergaan - baie wil mense hel gelrek, en nou bly niemand daar nie. Dit is net 'n 
paar huise en die kerke wat slaan. My pa is loe Driekopsvlei toe. Hy is op die plaas dood, en ek 
hel my man op die plaas onlmoet. My man hel loe daardie jare agl beeste vir my belaal. Ons hel 
lank hier gebly, maar loe hel ek en my man Billerwaler loe gekom, waar my kinders gebore is. 
Daardie Iyd was B. maar 'n jong seun, hy en my oudsle het baie saam gespeel. Meeste van my 
kinders werk maar oak hier op Bit/erwaler. My man is Iwee jaar gelede oorlede. 
(I was born in the town of Waterford , my father had his own house there. My father's family 
stayed with us, they were Xhosa. My mother's family also stayed in the same house, they were 
coloured. My mother died when I was still small , so I grew up with my granny. It was a big house. 
My father had lots of goats at that time - over 50. I can remember that there were many coloured 
people living in Waterford at that time , black people too, we were all mixed up. But many black 
people had their own pieces of land outside the town. Waterford location had a shop, and 
churches for white and black people, and a jail. But I didn't go to school at all, I had to help at 
home. My father did lots of temporary work - shearing and cutting noors (a type of Euphorbia) -
but the farms were all far way, he was away for long periods of time. There were also white people 
in this town, they had their own portion , they also owned the shop where we lived. We spoke such 
a strange language to each other then, a m ixture of Xhosa and Afrikaans. We dug holes for water 
or went to the river, and also planted some vegetables. At that time there were not as many 
people staying in Jansenville and Klipplaat as there are now. 
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But Waterford was then destroyed, about the time they started building Lake Mentz (Darlington 
Dam) in about 1935. My father's stock was sold, but he only got a few rand for them. Our houses 
were all broken down, except the white people's, and the black people's land around the town was 
sold . But the town started dying then - many white people moved away, and now no-one stays 
there at all. It's just a few houses and the churches that are still there. My father then moved to 
Driekopsvlei farm . He died here, and I also met my husband here. My husband paid my family 
eight cattle for me. We stayed here for a long time, but then we found work on Bitterwater, where 
my children were born. At that time B. (the owner) was a young boy, he and my eldest used to 
play together. Most of my children still work here on Bitterwater. My husband passed away two 
years ago). 
Thus, apart from some tenancy and sharecropping arrangements, many Afrikaans-speaking 
workers have memories of residency in places such as Waterford , Grayston and the old town of 
Darlington , as well as their forced removal from these areas. Importantly, both Spot and Lizzie's 
recollections are particularly important for considering the indeterminability of identity in the 
SRV. Many workers , like the Pieters and Spaas families on Bitterwater, have mixed ancestry 
and possess clan names derived from either their father or sometimes from their mother'. 
Depending on their particular social situation , people therefore have some leeway in their 
categorisation of themsevles . Lizzie's daughter, Spaas (on Bitterwater), for instance, defines 
herself as 'coloured' through her use of Afrikaans as a home language, through her marriage 
w~h a 'coloured ', individual and her preference for friendship with other 'coloured' folk on 
Bitterwater. However, Spaas is also fluent in Xhosa, and referred me to her Xhosa clan name, 
which was derived from her father. Moreover, since most families posses mixed ancestry to a 
certain degree, it is not uncommon to see a 'coloured' individual present (and part of a kinship 
group) at rituals and beer drinks, even though the relatives of this person might be black. 
A~hough the appearance of this person might be 'coloured ', the individual is considered as 
being part of a kin group and is allowed to participate in the ritual fully. 
Many Xhosa-speaking workers in the SRV do distinguish between different groups of people in 
the area. People of mixed origin are often referred to as ilulwane, or vlermuise (bats) by 
traditionally minded individuals (such as Antonio July) , due to their ability to flit around and 
change their identity as they see fit. This applies particularly to those people who do not 
subscribe to traditional belief systems concerning the ancestors, as well as those Xhosa-
' Uzzie Pieters' iziduko (clanname) of Umqotya is derived from her Xhosa father. Her daughter used and 
referred to her mother's clan name when asked if she had Xhosa heritage 
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speaking individuals who have lost touch with their kin and family. Vlermuise did not seem to 
be very well accepted by most traditionally minded individuals in the SRV, since customary 
practises (or amasiko) had been discarded by these individuals. In December 2003 Antonio's 
uncle (referred to by Antonio as his klein pa (small father) , recalled his interaction with 
vlermuise in Kirkwood earlier in the 20lh Century, particularly around the time when commercial 
citrus farming started in earnest: 
Daardie tyd was die kleurlinge nogal min gewees - maar toe die witmense na Kirkwood toe 
gekom het die kleurlinge ook gekom. Maar daar was baie kleurlinge hier gewees, baie mense was 
gemix, met kleurling bloed en Xhosa bloed. Ons noem hulle vlermuise, omdat baie van ons 
mense hulle iziko verloor het. 
At that time the co toured people were not that many - but when the white people came to 
Kirkwood the coloured people also came with them. There were many coloured people in 
Kirkwood, lots of people had mixed blood. We call them bats, because many of our people lost 
their customs (iziko). 
The term vlermuis may be derived from the mobile nature of so-called 'coloured ' labour in the 
SRV, where people have had a far more entrenched history of mobility. Unlike Xhosa-speaking 
workers, the physical movement of 'coloured' individuals during the apartheid era was not 
restricted by influx control , particularly during the 1960s and 1970s. Even prior to this period of 
time, during the late 19th Century, many Xhosa-speaking people were subsumbed into racially 
mixed groups of people residing in and around Graaff-Reinet (Smith 1976: 198). Mayer (1961 : 
315) and more recently, Bank (1999: 400) echo these sentiments, and refer to 'bats' in a 
similar 
fashion - as Red migrants who had lost their identity and had started to switch their codes of 
behaviour in urban areas, also referred to as umgaphigaphi Cwhich-side-which-side') . The use 
of the term vlermuis by Xhosa-speaking workers in the SRV does not directly refer to 'coloured' 
workers, but to those 'individuals who no longer have any respect for traditional beliefs and 
customs, and who may have been subsumed into a group of people who no longer subscribe to 
practises and customs derived from Xhosa-speaking people. The term vlermuis is therefore 
indicative of the way in which some labourers have transcended the racial and territorial 
boundaries of the SRV, and managed to lose contact with kin, clan and territory through a 
process of urbanisation or intermarriage. These individuals have distanced themselves from the 
ambiguities of farm work, but also (to the disdain of traditionally minded workers), from their 
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moral value system as well. In total , the use of the the term vlermuis indicates the degree to 
which some (Xhosa-speaking) labourers value their traditional and moralistic value system, 
which is connected to their past experience on ancestral territories in the region , as well as to 
the outlook of their parents and ancestors in the SRV. 
6.3 Conclusion 
The perspectives of traditionally minded individuals concerning identity in the SRV, such as 
those of Antonio July and his uncle, reflect the complexity and hybridity of identity in the SRV. 
Whilst some Xhosa-speaking individuals might subscribe to traditional beliefs and customs, 
many others have been historically assimilated into the ranks of former Khoi and San groups, 
and form an indeterminate mixture of identities and racial categories. Even within the ranks of 
these individuals, individuals still have very similar experiences of work, residency and stability 
to Xhosa-speaking workers. Some, like the family of Lizzie Pieters, have had access to stable 
residential enclaves (such as Waterford) , whilst others (like the Spaas family) , have formed 
close associations with their tenancy on specific farms in the region. These experiences are 
clearly comparable to the experiences of many Xhosa-speaking workers on territories such as 
BoPlaas, particuarly those decended from the Mbalu and Gqunukhwebe. However, many 
individuals have simply not been able to access stable working arrangements at all , and foster 
close ties with kin in towns such as Graaff-Reinet. These workers have clearly experienced 
much higher levels of mobility, and do not have any current attachments to ancestral territories 
in the region , nor to working and residential stability on farms. This is especially applicable to 
citrus workers around the town of Kirkwood, where farmers do have a preponderance towards 
employing contract, and so-called 'coloured' labourers. 
With regard to permanent labourers on farms such as Bitterwater, all workers find that their 
employment and residency on farms depended on their ability to foster a quasi-kinship 
relationship with a farmer, based on creating a situation of mutual trust and dependency, in 
order to ensure their residential security. Of course, most master-servant relationships are 
paradoxical, as is the practice of work on farms in the SRV. On the one hand, work may prove 
essential for many families in providing an economic means of survival , and creating a relatively 
stable residential base. Work-based opportunities are particularly important for workers who 
have not had access to ancestral land and who rely on a residential base on farms in the SRV. 
Furthermore, as mentioned, work is a personalised activity that is embedded within and 
expressive of certain values - such as being a reliable and hard working individual , the creation 
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of a family (and marriage) , as well as rurally-based values (such as stock accumulation) . 
Farmers and employers will also allow the presence and ritual activities of those workers whom 
they regard as rel iable and trustworthy. Although most workers are of the opinion that their 
children deserve better opportunities in life, they do know that their traditional rural values 
based on respect have been enhanced by their experiences as workers. Most importantly, 
ancestral territories are located very close to some farms (such as Bitterwater). This does 
enhance the significance and potency of ritualised events, as I will indicate in the next chapter, 
particularly for visitors and relatives who share collective memories of their residency on these 
ancestral lands - but also remind people of the event of their displacement from their erstwhile 
homes. 
On the other hand , however, people also know that work involves very negative paternalistic 
relationships , which brings them uncomfortably close to their employers. This may provide them 
with a home, as well as other benefits (such as transport, rations and medical care) , but also 
sets them up for constant scrutiny and criticism by a farmer, even within the domestic arena 
and their personal spaces. Moreover, residency on a farm is not always assured for single men 
and women, as well as pensioners. Work on farms such as Bitterwater is thus a bittersweet 
experience for most workers , since work involves both a negative experience of subservience, 
dependency and social isolation from family and kin , as well as positive associations of 
residency and f inancial security. Paternalism and bad treatment on farms are elements that 
workers certainly do not wish for their children, but whether these ideals will be rea lised remains 
to be seen . Employment prospects for both unskilled farm workers in the SRV and educated 
young people in surrounding urban areas in the Eastern Cape are some of the worst in the 
country. 
In these situations, the identity of workers can only be marginally described as being 'Red'. If, 
as Bank (2002a) has indicated, identities such as' Redness' can be defined by elements of 
hybridity, farm labourers in the SRV have used their conception of identity as a way in which to 
simultaneously accept and challenge working conditions on farms (McAllister 2006) . This is 
clearly evident among workers such as the Julys and Mbosinis, who espouse values of 
conservatism, tradition and rurality that are based on their memories and ties with ancestral 
land in the area. These values are actively used to contest and sometimes challenge the 
domination of a white farmer. Moreover, workers attachment to ancestral territories, as well as 
people's experiences of farm work and residential security, as I have shown , are crucial to 
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assessing the formation of place and attachment to space for all types and categories of 
workers in the SRV. 
Workers have very different ways of coping with the negativities of farm work in the area. 
Some, as mentioned , have distanced themselves completely from their territorial and social ties 
in the reg ion, and are referred to as vlermuise by tradionally minded workers. Others, like the 
family of Antonio July, choose to remain in the area - or even if they reside in surrounding 
towns, are still indelibly tied to their territorial affiliations of space, and their traditional value 
systems. Some workers may also remain on farms as full-time workers , sacrificing their time 
and labour to gain some degree of financial and residential security. All workers, however, have 
working and personal histories in the SRV that attest to their ability to transcend the exigencies 
of farm labour in the SRV, and have social connections beyond their attachment to a specific 
farm. The fenced boundaries of farms, as are the categories of 'coloured ' and 'Xhosa', 
therefore are ill-suited to describe the variety of ways in which labourers use the totality of their 
experience, within the space of the SRV as a whole, to give meaning to their lives as 
individuals, and should be used with caution. In the next chapter I shall investigate specific 
ways in which labourers are tied to spaces, and elements of the landscape, in the SRV, 
particularly through beliefs and ritual events enacted by the workers in the SRV. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Ritualised and symbolic and spaces in the SRV: farm workers, circumcision and abantu 
. bom/ambo . 
Thou, who art my master, know that I sit here waiting 
That I may return to my place 
That I may listen to all the stories of the people 
Mountains lie between us and those places 
I live in a place which is not my place 
The people here are from another place 
They do not possess my stories 
They do not talk my language 
I will work and restore the old shelters 
For it was my fathers place 
(IIKabbo's intended return home, Antjie Krog) 1 
One of the most important elements in the lives of farm labourers in the SRV is the emphasis 
placed on custom, referred to by workers as iziko. This informed a great deal of my research in 
the area, particularly during the beginning of my fieldwork in the area, during 2002, where 
workers recalled various customs, and the enactment of ritualised events in the SRV. This 
chapter should be viewed in conjunction with the information provided in Chapter Six, for 
various reasons. Firstly, the ritual events and beliefs described here are important indicators as 
to the way in which workers have formed specific associations with elements of the landscape, 
or space, around them . Secondly, these associations comment on the ways in which workers 
have created a sense of place, or belonging, in the area as well as the degree to which space 
is informed by a connection to territory. Many of the events described in this chapter are 
enacted on, close to , erstwhile ancestral territories in the region , and workers who organise 
these events draw upon social and kinship linkages that they had formed on land such as 
BoPlaas and Korhaansdrif before their removal in 1970. 
Moreover, rituals conducted by farm workers are valuable moments of reflection for workers , 
As Geertz (1973: 169) points out, rituals are narrative events - 'stories people tell about 
themselves '. Practice theory is specifically helpful in understanding how these narrative stories 
are connected (a) to the everyday practice and experience of work in the SRV and (b) to the 
experiences of forced removal and dispossession in the area. Utilising the perspectives of 
Turner (1985) , Bourdieu (1977) and Handelman (1990) in my analysis of the events attached 
I From Antjie Krog, 'The Stars Say 'Tsau', !Xam poetry, 2004, Kwela Books. 
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to circumcision in the SRV, I will indicate just how important events of displacement, as well as 
work, have become in the personal and symbolic lives of workers. I will show how ritual events 
create and reflect a concern with both the positive elements that reinforce ideas cif tradition and 
rurality, as well as the negative experiences regarding work and displacement in the SRV. 
Specifically, I will indicate how workers use ritual as both a performative event (Turner 1985, 
Kapferer 1986), as well as a reflection of the practice of work in their everyday lives (McAllister 
2006, Bourdieu 1977). 
I shall first examine those beliefs that can be associated with water - specifically those 
concerning the presence of 'water people' in various pools in the Sundays River, as well as 
rain making ceremonies, which were recalled by Anthony Mbosini on BoPlaas. After this I shall 
concentrate on those rites of transformation, particularly that of marriage, but principally that of 
circumcision. Here, I will examine two ritualised events using data from my attendance of an 
umgidi - those feasts associated with the circumcision of Antonio July's youngest son in July 
2003 and April 2004 - and explain the relatively long time lapse between the two events. 
7.1 Water rituals and abantu born/ambo 
As I have pOinted out in Chapter Six, despite the distinction that Xhosa-speaking workers make 
between themselves and those individuals who have been subsumed into a so-called 
'coloured ' lifestyle and orientation (described as bats, or v/ermuise) , it is also true that 
Afrikaans home-language speakers in the SRV do have a certain respect for iziko (customs), 
and certainly share certain (but not all) aspects of ritual events with their Xhosa-speaking 
counterparts. It would be thus appropriate to consider rituals that are accepted by both 
Afrikaans and Xhosa-speaking workers in the district. As I will point out, although ceremonial 
events are chiefly organised by Xhosa-speaking workers themselves, all workers in the SRV 
do share certain beliefs concerning water spirits and rainmaking rituals, which are common to 
all people who are descended from KhoiKhoi , Gqunukhwebe and Mbalu groups in the SRV, 
and to Xhosa as well as Afrikaans-speaking workers. Moreover, I shall also consider how 
these beliefs and practices mediate and interpret workers' ideas of place, as well as the 
ambiguities associated with farm employment in the region . 
The first of these is a reference to abantu bom/ambo, usually referred to as mermaids or water 
people. These are people who are reported to live underneath the water, usually in large pools 
surrounded by natural vegetation , and associated with animals such as hippopotami and 
snakes (which are common in and around the Sundays River) . The abantu bom/ambo, as 
Hammond-Tooke (1975: 20-21) describes, can also cause a specific sickness (called 
um/ambo) for those who may see or are captured by them , characterised by rashes, swelling 
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of the body and heaviness. Bernard (2001 : 149) refers to this illness as being ukuthwasa, 
which also afflicts those healers who are called by the water people to becorne diviners, but 
. children as well , who rnay just happen to play around the water's edge. These water dwellers 
can also cause people to drown by drawing people toward them , but diviners usually emerge 
from their immersion into pools after a long period of time. Water people are not really 
considered to be malicious entities, but rather signify ambiguity. Hammond-Tooke (1975: 32) 
writes that the river people and the misfortune that they cause 'has about it an element of 
fortuitousness, the uncalculated, the morally neutral and ambivalent'. 
As pointed out by informants, water sites around Graaff-Reinet and Jansenville (including 
Darlington Dam) seems to be specifically favoured by diviners as places where water people 
are reported to live. One such site of water divination, and a spot where the abantu born/ambo 
are reported to live, is a quiet pool very close to the farm of Bitterwater, on the Sundays River. 
My notes of August 2003 reflect a certain 'calling ' of these river people to one particular 
labourer, Lucy Sepepi, the wife of Oorlam Sepepi, and the afflication of a boy with urn/ambo, 
who happened to be playing in the pool: 
Lucy told me the strangest thing about the Sundays River, near Bitterwater, she just started 
talking about it without prompting. She started by saying that she is generally scared of the 
water and of the sea, because she cannot swim. However, her fear of the water is connected to 
an incident on Bitterwater about 10 years ago - Lucy said that 'there are some water people 
living in a specific pool ' near the workers' houses. One day she was sitting at home and she 
heard some screaming and commotion at the waterside, and she rushed up to a hill overlooking 
the river. One young boy (Balie) apparently was swimming with his friends in the swembad, a 
swimming hole in the river. She was on top of the koppie (hill) when she saw him crying and 
sobbing hysterically. When she got there he COUldn't even speak and was overcome with 
emotion. He had been diving and swimming underneath the water when he disappeared for a 
while. When he came up he couldn't actually say what he had seen, but he was obviously in a 
state of shock - many people there assumed that it was perhaps the mermaid that he had 
seen. 
They carried him back home and carried him, but it was very clear that he was going lame - he 
couldn't walk and had a huge red rash all over his body, starting on his chest and limbs. His 
mother was very upset and everyone seemed to be hysterical. But an aunt of Lucy just looked at 
the boy and calmly went back to the pool. She then apologized to whatever was in there (the 
mermaid) and scooped up some mud from the bank, which she then smeared all over the young 
boy. The next day he was better and he eventually recovered from his ordeal , he could walk and 
was normal again. Not many boys go there and swim now, they seemed to be scared of the 
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people that live in there (but also of the hippos). She said that sometimes people had come here 
to Bitterwater to perform some water ceremonies. She seems really interested in this and feels 
called towards being involved in these types of things, but cannot get out of the farm often 
enough to make contact with healers. 
Clearly, the misfortune that afflicted this young boy was taken by Lucy as a call for her to 
investigate her spiritual side, which was, as she said, largely prevented by her isolation on the 
farm . 
Besides water people, workers also have specific symbolic and ritual meanings associated 
with water, particularly pools in and around the Sundays River. I was brought to one such site 
by Violet and her 'neighbours, near Darlington Dam next to the farm Dwaas (as indicated on 
Map One), that is still periodically used by people to conduct water ceremonies. Although I 
was told that this was now a rare occurrence, many ceremonies had been conducted there in 
the past: people were required to place tobacco, some alcohol (placed in a floatable container) , 
and some small personal items into a portion of the river close to the bank, where the current 
was relatively strong. Participants would symbolically interpret the direction and timing when 
items were sucked into the river and washed downstream. As Violet indicated in February 
2002: 
Die mense het die tabak en die bier in die water gegooi en partykeer het die water net so 
gemaal en die water het die goed onder in gesuig, so dat jy dit nie meer kon sien nie. Daar het 
partykeer mense van Uitenhaag gekom om dit hier te doen, maar nou kom hulle nie baie nie, 
omdat die nou die park se grand is. 
(People used to put tobacco and beer in the water and sometimes the water would just swill 
around and sucked everything underneath, so that you couldn 't see it anymore. Sometimes 
people from Uitenhage would come and do this here, but now they don't seem to come 
anymore, because the land now belongs to SAN Parks). 
This ritual is referred to by de Jager and Gitywa (1962) as umh/awaye/o2 which they term as an 
offering made to placate the river people (or abantu born/ambo) which are purported to live in 
some deep pools in the Sundays River. I was told that this particular pool near Darlington Dam 
was not a popular place where children could swim or fish . Violet's children (as well as her 
neighbour), related to me that they had been told of a 'huge snake that lived underneath the 
2 Umhlawayelo , or umhlwayelo can be verbally translated as a 'small present for a doctor'. However, it is 
also very close to the verb ukuhlaue/a , which means to pay for, atone or redeem - and in this instance, 
would refer to the action of placating river people (pers. comm. CJ de Wet) . 
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water' , and that they had been warned that they would be sucked into the water and drowned if 
they ventured in too deep. These references to a snake echo Waldman 's (2003) data 
. concerning the initiation and marriage of young Griqua women. These women invoke the 
significance of the walers/ang (watersnake) in symbolising sexual intercourse and who 
appears to be a 'wealthy lover to women and resented by men' (2003: 665). Moreover, as 
Bernard (2001 : 150) indicates, the presence of reeds around these deep pools indicates the 
presence of the water snake 's dwelling place. 
The last of these beliefs concerning water relates to the occurrence of rain making ceremonies 
in the region, particularly on ancestral territories such as BoPlaas. When I enquired about 
these beliefs, workers in the SRV referred me to Anthony Mbosini, whose clan name -
Ngqosini - is closely associated with the river people. Hammond-Tooke (1975: 21) and de 
Jager and Gitywa (1975: 34) write that umh/awaye/o is usually performed as part of the 
marriage ceremonies of the amaNgqosini (who are a mixture of Xhosa and Khoi), and that 
abanlu born/ambo are also associated with the ancestors of this clan. Moreover, river people 
are also connected to rain , as well as rain making ceremonies, which have been reported to 
occur in the SRV. 
Rainmaking is reported to be part of the annual ceremonies of both the Khoi as well as Xhosa-
speaking groups of the Cape (which certainly applies to the Eastern Cape as well) . Carstens 
(1975: 80) mentions that a local Khoi chief would officiate at these ceremonies, where people 
would dance and sing to ask Tsuil/Goab (their supreme being, or God) for water. Schapera 
(1930: 378) also relates the singing of a particular 'hymn of thunder' which was sung at these 
ceremonies. Anthony Mbosini related to me that these rain making ceremonies were a 
common occurrence on BoPlaas, and were held by him on Braklaagte (the farm where he was 
employed) , where both men and women would participate: 
Fieldnotes November 2002 
Die iziko op Bop/aas - ons het altyd vir reen gevra op BoP/aas. Die mansmense en vraumense 
het a/tyd 'n hOe berg geklim, hulle k/ere uilgetrek en kaa/gat gesit en gesing. As hulle k/aar was, 
het die reen a/tyd gekom. Oil was nie op 'n spesia/e p/ek gewees nie, net maar bo-op 'n berg. 
Ons het dit ook op Weyer se grand gedoen, op Brak/aagle. Ons het eenkeer op 'n koppie gesit 
en so gesing dat amper a/ Mr. B. se bokke gevrek hel van die waterl Maar die iziko is nou weg. 
Mense is nou baie gekerk, hulle sa/ nooit su/ke goed weer doen nie, hulle ken nie meer die ou 
liedjies nie. 
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(The rituals on BoPlaas - we always used to ask for rain . The men and women used to climb a 
high mountain, take all their clothes off and sit naked and dance and sing. When they were 
finished , the rain usually came. This wasn 't held at a special place, just any high mountain. We 
also used to do th is on Weyer's land, on Braklaagte. We once sat on a ridge and sang so much 
that the rain almost killed most of his goats! But these rituals have disappeared, people have 
turned to the church - they won't do such things again, they don't know the old songs anymore). 
As Anthony's reference to church going workers reflects , many labourers belong to the 
Apostolic church , and hold regular services every Sunday on various farms in the SRV. Many 
individuals who belong to these churches are still connected to their ancestral beliefs through 
their Christian faith , though , since the Apostolic church is remarkably accepting of dream 
interpretation and prophecy. However, church goers have an aversion to alcohol , and any 
untoward or excessive behaviour, which includes drinking and dancing, both essential 
elements in rituals. These principles have certainly led to the demise of rain making 
ceremonies in the SRV. Sadly, although this ritual no longer occurs, Anthony specifically 
remembered th is ritual due to the fact that both men and women would take their clothes off, 
which he observed as a youngster, spying on his mother and father from a distance. The fact 
that young people were barred from attending this event gave the ceremony a definite air of 
mystery and secrecy, as well as an overt sexual aspect. This suggests that these rain making 
ceremonies were possibly connected to a wider symbolic cosmology concerning fertility and 
growth, but also to adult qualities of leadership and power. Symbolically, this links ceremonies 
like these to the concern that the erstwhile inhabitants of BoPlaas and Korhaansdrif had with 
agriculture and cattle , which obviously suffered on occasion in the dry and hot climate of the 
SRV. The fact that this ritual was also observed on a farm where Antonio was employed after 
his removal from BoPlaas in 1970, as well as the reported presence of abantu born/ambo on 
the farm Bitterwater, are crucial in assessing the associations of space and place in the SRV. 
Beliefs such as the rain making ceremony, as well as those associated with pools and snakes 
in the Sundays River, do indicate that workers who had been resident on ancestral territories 
before 1970, as well as on farms after their removal , have developed associations with the 
landscape that go beyond their status as farm workers. Hammond-Tooke's (1962) 
observations that water ceremonies (especially those associated with the abantu born/ambo) 
emphasise a morally ambivalent, dualistic condition , are critical for assessing the meaning of 
beliefs associated with water in the SRV. Hirst (1997) also asserts that the river myth, of which 
the water snake and abanlu born/ambo are part, forms a prominent part in the induction of 
diviner-healers amongst Xhosa-speaking groups . Furthermore, Waldman (2003) writes that the 
Griqua, as does Huffman (1996: 68, 89) about the Venda and old Zimbabwe, consider abanlu 
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born/ambo to be symbols of female fertility, whilst pools emphasise ritual seclusion and 
protection. All interpretations of water symbolism suggest that pools are indicators of a state of 
in-betweeness, dualism and ambiguity, similar to a person undergoing a transformative rite , or 
a baby in a womb. Bernard (2001) shows that submersion in these pools during initiation are of 
special significance to Nguni diviner-healers. It is not surprising, thus, that the tale of the 
abantu bam/ambo on Bitterwater held such appeal to Lucy Blou, a woman who had considered 
becoming a healer, and that the water people had focused their attention on a young , 
uninitiated boy. The experiences of both of these individuals clearly imply the existence of a 
necessary state of uncertainty and ambiguity, which made them ideal candidates for being 
called, or influenced by the abantu born/ambo. 
In a wider sense, the practise of rain-making ceremonies in the SRV is a direct corroboration of . 
territorial belonging and the sense of spatial 'ownership' that farm labourers feel towards 
ancestral lands in the SRV. Moreover, since rain making rituals were also held on farms like 
Braklaagte, these ceremonies also served to bind labourers to a 'new' location other than 
BoPlaas, and rekindled the presence (and blessing) of their ancestors in such an environment. 
Workers perceive their ritual presence on farms as being part and parcel of their territorial 
heritage in the region, and these beliefs are used as mechanisms whereby their ancestors are 
invoked and welcomed into the landscape of the SRV. Historically, Huffman (1996: 68) and 
Bernard (2001: 150) indicate that rainmaking ceremonies (among the Venda and in old 
Zimbabwe) are symbolised by the snake of the mountain , and that such mountain imagery is 
connected to male virility and fertility. Moreover, rainmaking enclosures were usually placed on 
a hilltop, and associated with ancestor spirits as well as with important (male) leaders. 
Spatially, such sites (as well as pools) were important affirmations of territorial 'ownership' and 
power, emphasising the link between the spiritual and political roles of leaders (Huffman 1996: 
45) . Bernard (2001: 152) reiterates this stance, but also associates the extinction of a number 
of these ceremonies and beliefs with the influence of western capitalism and agriculture upon 
the traditional beliefs of her informants in KwaZulu-Natal. 
In the SRV, beliefs concerning water and rain affirm the essentially rural values of workers, 
especially since they are expressions of the domain of nature , rather than culture. However, as 
Moore (1988: 18) maintains, the terms nature and culture (men=culture, women=nature) 
cannot be exclusively interpreted in gendered terms, neither can the realm of nature always be 
associated with women . Rather, beliefs that emphasise nature can be associated with all those 
who live on the 'margins' of domesticated areas, outside of cultural spaces and homesteads. 
The idea of nature includes all non-human beings, such as ancestors and nature spirits, as 
wel l as people who are undergoing a state of transformation - such as diviner-healers, and 
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young men and women. The pools and mountains around the SRV are therefore natural sites 
that are the embodiment of the ancestral , and ritualised, lives of farm workers - but unlike 
domestic ritual events (as the next section will show), are sites of mystery, ambiguity and 
fortuitousness. Abantu bom/ambo, as Bernard (2001 ) writes, are regarded in Nguni cosmology 
as being nature spirits rather than ancestors, so that ancestors are more likely to be found in 
the domestic domain , principally associated with a cattle kraal, or byre (Hammond-Tooke 
1975). Events such as the erstwhile rain making ceremonies and the abantu bom/ambo are 
usually spoken of in secret, in hushed tones, alluding to the fact that workers regard these 
events as unexplained mysteries that are not appropriate for public conversation . 
In a general ised sense, the mysteries and ambiguities surrounding water beliefs in the SRV 
can also be extended to the ambiguity surrounding farm workers themselves. As I have 
asserted, farm workers cannot easily be described using absolute racial or ethnic categories , 
but rather, as the history of the mixed Gqunukhwebe suggests, are people who may (or may 
not) lean towards a belief system associated with being 'Red', or 'traditional' . Moreover, I also 
assert that farm workers are encapsulated within a specific regional sense of ambiguity, in 
which their roles as farm workers (on the one hand) , and ancestral , territorial guardians (on the 
other) , often clash. However, I argue that at times, certain individuals (such as the Mbosinis 
and Julys) have shown that these ambiguities can be managed, particularly through the use of 
a value system that serves as a coping mechanism in times of residential dislocation and 
displacement. These values function in close tandem with the rituals and belief systems of 
workers, since cosmology affirms long-standing ties with the landscape, as well as the 
ancestors and spirits that inhabit these spaces. Beliefs such as the water snake , or water 
people, are mechanisms that workers use to inscribe, or write , their presence into the spaces 
that surround them , creating (and asserting) both new and well-known markers in the 
landscape. Workers thus transform unfamiliar landscapes into familiar spaces. This is not 
achieved , however, through a differentiation between what they consider to be 'farming ' land 
and 'ancestral' territory, but through a synthesis of both - creating a sense of attachment to the 
region as a whole. The next section examines rituals of a more 'domestic', and less 
cosmological nature, through focusing on marriage. 
7.2 Ritual and change amongst Xhosa-speaking workers - marriage and ukuthwala 
Worker's espousal of ancestral beliefs and customs, as well as a constant hearkening after the 
benefits of a rural lifestyle, has created a certain value system for farm workers. Upstanding 
workers in the SRV place a premium on being traditional and moral - which means that they 
should be reliable employees, respectful towards thei r employers, a good family provider, 
maintain their connections to kin , and invest in traditional rituals and events. These values are 
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all part of what it means to be iplaasini (farm folk) , or someone from lokamp3 . While town folk 
in Kirkwood , Somerset East or Uitenhage may have money, style and perhaps a greater 
degree of freedom than a simple country bumpkin , farm people see themselves as much more 
self-sufficient and 'rooted ' than their town dwelling compatriots , and take pride in their 
traditional outlook on life. Furthermore, farms are perceived as rural areas, and labelled as 
good places for the rearing and education of children, rather than urban environments. Those 
farm labourers that do place a premium on 'traditional' codes and values, are those individuals 
who have a close connection to ancestral land (such as BoPlaas), or/and those workers who 
have a long working record (and subsequently, close kinship ties) on particular farms in the 
district, which includes both Xhosa and Afrikaans-speaking workers. Many workers (such as 
Anthony Mbosini and Antonio July) , are highly regarded and well known to many in the SRV, 
and place immense value on ukuzipatha (right conduct, moral values) , particularly for their 
children. 
Generally, events of a ritualised or socially significant nature include an umgidi: a feast marking 
the transition of a boy to a man (also known as an umphumo) . Other events include imbe/eko' 
(a welcoming ceremony for a small child) , ukukhapa (remembering the ancestors), ukubuyisa 
(welcoming ancestors back home) and ukuthwala (marriage through kidnapping). Here, I shall 
focus specifically on circumcision , with a short description of marriage (ukuthwala) . Although 
my analysis of marriage does not focus specifically on the ceremonial aspects, I have treated 
marriage as an dramatic event that can be described in a similar fashion to ritualised events 
such as male circumcision. Chapter One has indicated certain elements that can be associated 
with rituals : Turner (1985) and Handelman (1990) have suggested that a ritual can be defined 
as a social drama, a staged , and organised dramatic event that creates a symbol ic window of 
clarity, or reflection, for both participants and observers. Both Turner (1985) and McAllister 
(2006) point out that ritual is intimately connected to practical experience, and certainly does 
not completely 'bracket off' everyday life and historical context. The occurrence, content and 
practice of ceremonial activities are therefore context specific, and in the SRV, do reflect 
people's efforts to make sense of and deal with their lives as dispossessed farm labourers. 
Moreover, Kapferer (1986) has pointed out that rituals are also performative, and that 'rituals 
create moments in the dead stretches of normal experience ' (Hertzfeld 2001 : 209) . Ritual 
' The word lokamp is used by people in Kirkwood specifically to refer to those workers who live on 
properties that have been divided into grazing camps. This reference is used to distinguish these 
properties from erstwhile unfenced 'ancestral ' land on farms previously occupied by traditional 'Red' folk. 
4 Wilson and Kaplan et al (1952: 111 ) refer to this ritual as derived from the word ukubeleka (to carry a 
ch ild on the back), which involves the ritual slaughtering and eating of a goat. 
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moments are symbolic, almost unreal , and therefore invert the normal order of things and force 
people to reflect on their situations . Importantly, Bourdieu (1977) points out that the aim of 
ritual is to transform , and therefore, as Handelman (1990) points out, rituals contain certain 
paradoxes and contradictions. Such a change does not only apply to the individual who is 
subject to such transformation (as a young man is during circumcision) , but to the comparative 
changes that accompany such rituals themselves. As Moore (1988: 37) writes, symbolic events 
(such as marriage and circumcision) are powerful determinants in the way in which social 
elements such as gender and age are perceived and used. This means that although rituals 
and marriage may contain stereotypical rules of action that define the roles of men and women 
according to their place in a predominantly patriarchal society, these rules can be 'bent' to 
accommodate specific challenges - such as living on a farm as labourer. As I will indicate, 
although ceremonial events associated with circumcision in the SRV are predominantly meant 
to assert male ideas of patriarchy, women do assume more varied (and prominent) roles than 
suggested by an exclusive focus on male-orientated proceedings. 
Ritual and ceremonial events have significant similarities and differences to the way in which 
they may have been expressed in the past, and in different areas of the Eastern Cape 
Province. These events among farm workers are essentially different to those performed in 
other rural settings (such as the former Transkei and Ciskei , for instance) , and are valuable in 
assessing the influence of global change upon the lives of farm workers in the SRV. An 
analysis of circumcision and marriage will illustrate that these events create moments of 
agency for participants and practitioners, where there is definite room for the expression of 
feelings and opinions (particularly by women) concerning their experiences of suffering and 
disruption. On the one hand, events such as an umgidi are essentially predictive, in that they 
are based on oral traditions that have to be structured in a predictable manner. They 
emphasise the value of tradition, custom and morality amongst workers - the value of 
ukuzipatha - the correct , moral and respected 'way of the ancestors'. Moreover, since these 
are primarily male-orientated values, marriage and umgidi also emphasise the importance of 
belonging to a patriarchal clan and male kinsh ip group. On the other, rituals and ceremonies 
also represent elements of change, especially since these events have been adapted to suit 
the limitations imposed on participants by their experiences of displacement and diaspora, and 
certainly reflee! a connection to the wider conditions of work on farms in the SRV as well as to 
urban areas . This is especially noticeable in the experiences and voices of women as they 
ernerge during ceremonial events. 
The contemporary expressions of ritual and ceremony in the SRV thus contain elements of 
continuity and change which comment on the varied lives of individuals - as farm workers, men 
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and women, and as residents of the SRV. Whilst it may be true that workers may place a 
premium on upholding traditional values and ceremonies, these events have often been 
altered and changed to suit the conditions of working life in the SRV. Notably, although rituals 
may not always follow strict rules of behaviour or structure, and may differ widely from context 
to context, they always work towards some kind of order .and generally aim to resolve 
differences between groups and individuals (McAllister 2006: 70). Events such as circumcision 
and marriage are arranged to allow for some leeway and expression of feelings , but at the end 
of the day always serve to fulfil their chosen purpose - for the completion , and start, of a new 
cycle of life for participants. 
It would be fitting to briefly compare the occurrence of ukuthwala (marriage through 
kidnapping) in the SRV with marriage described by Wilson and Kaplan et al (1952) in the old 
Ciskei during the late 1940s. Violet July's youngest daughter, a girl of 21 , was kidnapped in 
such a fashion in Uitenhage in October 2004, and taken to her prospective mother-in-Iaw's 
home. Violet mentioned that: 
Fieldnotes, November 2004 
Ek is oak so getroud, sommer so vinnig, die Xhosa manier. Oaar was nie baie tyd toe ek jonk 
was nie, ons het te veel geskuif van die plase en van BoPlaas. Oeesdae is dit maar dieselvde, 
maar dit is te vinnig vir my! Hulle het haar al klaar 'n vrou gemaak, hulle het vir haar 'n lang rok 
aangetrek. Maar nou wag ons maar net vir die mense, hulle het nog nie vir ons kom sien nie. 
(I was also married like this, just so quickly, the Xhosa way. There was not a lot of time when I 
was young, we moved too much from the farms and off BoPlaas. These days it looks like it's the 
same way, but it is too quickly for me! But they have already made her a woman, and have 
given her a long dress to ear. Now we are just waiting for these people (I.e: the in-laws), they 
have not come to see us yet). 
Although ukuthwala is regarded as standard practice among farm workers in the SRV, 
informants interviewed by Mills and Wilson (1952: 84) described this form of quick marriage as 
an 'exception ' to the accepted (but diminishing) practice of traditional marriage in the Ciskei 
during the late 1940s. Ukuthwala, as they wrote, was gaining in popularity in rural parts of the 
Ciskei, and had exceeded the number of customary marriages for two decades . In the SRV, as 
in the former Ciskei , workers explained this type of marriage as a way to avoid an expensive 
marriage ceremony, and as Violet has indicated above, it was initially performed as a reaction 
to the instability of removal and resettlement during the mid 20th Century. Ukuthwala does not 
necessarily involve a suspension of all traditional norms and customs regarding usual 
'customary' marriage, but merely an opportunity to bend these rules . With ukuthwala , the 
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groom merely pretends as if he has kidnapped a girl without her consent, but eventually is 
required to visit her family where they too, pretend as if the request for marriage is an 
unplanned and unprepared event. The prospective bride's family is still obligated'to provide the 
groom's family with gifts, and the groom, to arrange for the payment of lobola. Thus, although it 
appears that ukuthwala violates accepted customs regarding traditional marriage (through the 
kidnapping of a girl) , families involved in such a marriage actually resolve such a breach 
through their sanction of the charade of kidnapping and their eventual concurrence with 
accepted customs regarding brideprice. 
Among those workers who had children living in urban areas, even this form of customary 
marriage does not always seem to be an option for women - both of Antonio July's adult 
daughters (living in Uitenhage) were not married (either through customary means or in court) , 
but had borne the children of the men that they were living with. In these two cases, both 
daughters were also 'kidnapped' as young women by their prospective lovers, but had not 
actually married their partners (either in court or through customary arrangements) . It thus 
appears that although ukuthwala is the 'right' way, or the prescribed manner of marriage for 
workers in the SRV, it may not always result in a customarily sanctioned union. Many couples 
(especially younger workers) in the SRV preferred to get married in court, and because many 
men cannot find work on rural farms - or do not have the money for lobola (brideprice) or ikhazi 
(being cattle or money) - they will simply not perform a customary union. This means that any 
children born as a result of such a union are absorbed into the mother's home and family, and 
that such a woman is still treated by her paternal clan as an intombi (girl) . One example of 
such a case is that of Violet Nosamasile and John July's daughter, who had produced an 
illegitimate child at the age of 16. This child was accepted by John July's family as one of their 
own children , and did not prevent their daughter's prospective husband (who was not the 
father of the child) , from practising ukuthwala, as my notes above reflect. 
The reasons for the continued occurrence of ukuthwala in the present-day SRV, however, can 
be associated with the relationship between farm work and the life cycle of workers in the SRV, 
as well as the influence on urban environments. For many traditionally minded famil ies and 
men, marriage through customary (being ukuthwala) as well as legal (i.e: in court) means is the 
preferred way of marriage . Both of these satisfy a couple's familial pressure for a customary 
union, as well as the requirements for a legal marriage . This is particularly useful for urban 
couples, as Antonio July's daughters have illustrated, since ukuthwala satisfies both the 
traditional (familial) requirements for marriage, as well as the demands of a modern , urban 
lifestyle, where extended customary marriages may not always be possible (or accepted) . 
However, due to the fact that Antonio July's daughters did not actually legally marry their 
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partners, nor fulfil the requirements for ukuthwala itself, it appears that ukuthwa/a was used to 
assess whether or not their partners were suitable candidates for marriage - which was 
obviously not the case, as suggested by their current single status. 
In the SRV, as a rural area, marriage also seems to be sanctioned through the nature of farm 
employment, far more than in urban environments, where marriage is not always regarded as 
necessary. Ukuthwala is useful as a way in which to sanction a quick union , particularly in an 
environment where farmers prefer stable married couples as employees rather than single 
men or women. Men may find it extremely difficult to find permanent employment and stable 
residency on a farm without a wife. Moreover, most Xhosa-speaking workers in the SRV place 
a premium on good conduct , and traditional values (including some form of customary 
marriage), as part of their rural existence. Such a marriage may not always directly conform to 
prescribed customary laws, however. A new wife may not always stay at her mother-in-Iaw's 
home for an extended period of time, since this may prevent a couple from assuming any 
future employment opportunities. The extra presence of a new family (who may not be 
employed) also might simply not be tolerated by a farmer. If lobo/a is involved, a husband will 
thus strive to find reliable employment on a farm with his wife as soon as possible in order to 
payoff his debts. Moreover, lobo/a (as Antonio July confirmed) does not always allow for the 
partial or full payment of lobo/a with stock - particularly since a worker on a farm (or a wage 
earner in town) may not have had the opportunity as yet to build up a small herd of his own. 
Some payment through stock - mostly goats and sheep, but also cattle on occasion - is 
preferred, but may not be possible. 
Although this description of marriage is certainly not complete , hopefully I have given an 
indication of (a) the degree of association between symbolic events and the practice of work in 
the SRV, as well as (b) the extent to which these events reflect and assess the way in which 
workers deal with change and transformation. The next section is more detailed, and as with 
marriage, very similar changes and challenges can be observed with male initiation . The 
importance of work, as a personalised and socially embedded phenomenon, is reflected in the 
way that the visitors and participants of ritualised events deal with the pressures of their 
employment, and the changes that beset their lives as farm workers. 
7.3 Umgidi at the Julys 
Umgidi is used by people in the SRV as a general term to refer to the celebration , or feast , 
accompanying the final 'coming out' event of male circumcision, where the boy finally discards 
his childhood status. I examine two particular events associated with circumcision, particularly 
those of an umgidi (celebratory feast) associated with two specific phases of the circumcision 
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of Antonio July's youngest son. Wilson and Kaplan (1952: 199-220)5 do not refer to any of 
these terms, and only use isiXhosa to label the second part of the ritual (ukungcamisa)' as 
well as the fifth (ukojiswa)'. Hunter (1961) however, does mention that two feasts are 
commonly held as part of circumcision , which informants in the SRV referred to as being 
umgidi. Due to the fact that an umgidi is a significant celebration that requires the attendance 
of both male and female relatives of the initiate, it on ly occurs twice - after actual circumcision 
and when the ritual is complete (i.e: during 'coming out'). I attended the feasts associated with 
the ukungcamisa as well as the 'coming out' ceremony at the July's home on a farm close to 
Kirkwood. 
7.3.1 Ukungcamisa 
As mentioned previously, Antonio, John and Best (in order or seniority) are three brothers who 
grew up on BoPlaas , and who found relatively stable employment on the farms Bitterwater and 
Braklaagte. Of the three, only Antonio is currently employed as a farm worker, while John and 
Best are employed by SAN Parks. At the start of the ukungcamisa in July 2003, Antonio's son, 
David , was awaiting his circumcision and period of isolation on his parent's farm home, 
together with a school-going friend who had the same paternal clan name, in July 2003. During 
actual circumcision , the initiate was only in contact with male members from his paternal 
family, as well as the ingcibi (the cutter) and a small boy (inkankatha) who brought him and his 
fellow initiate some food and drink. Their hut was located about 2-3 kilometres away from the 
Julys homestead . I did not attend this portion of the ceremony, and as a woman at the 
ukungcamisa , it was fitting to mostly keep company with the initiate's female kin . This certainly 
did not amount to a 'female bias' in my experience of the event, or limited my interaction solely 
to women, to the exclusion of men. As Moore (1988: 5) points out, women ethnographers are 
not more qualified than their male colleagues to study women (and vice-versa) , since the 
assumption that only women can study women ultimately casts doubt on the whole purpose of 
anthropology. My experience of the July's umgidi concentrates on an alternative (gendered) 
interpretation of the event, which suggests a perspective contrary to those authors who have 
focused on circumcision as a predominantly male-orientated and male-centred activity. 
Although the July's umgidi was primarily directed towards acceptance of the initiate into his 
paternal clan , other elements of the ritual appeared to be far less restrictive. This was 
especially true for female participants and organisers, particularly for the initiate's mother and 
5 Wilson and Kaplan et al (1952) refer to circumcision as contain ing seven phases: (i) preparation, (ii) 
ukungcamisa , (iii) circumcision, (iv) privation, (v) ukojiswa, (vi) seclusion and (vii) coming out. 
6 This is a ritual killing and celebration held the day before the actual circumcision. 
J This is a feast held shortly after circumcision and before the initiate's seclusion. 
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his female kin . It was very clear, from the very start , that although this was a male-directed 
ceremony, women gave full expression to their feelings and experiences as mothers and aunts 
during the event. Specifically (in public speeches as well as to me personally) , they expressed 
great fear and trepidation as to the safety of their sons during their future circumcision. Violet 
Nosamasi le, the wife of John July, disclosed that she was of the opinion that this was too great 
a physical danger for children, and that she would rather have her grandson (whom she was 
rearing) , circumcised in hospital. All women grimaced and expressed concern when asked how 
they felt (or would feel ) with their son 's circumcision and exhibited genuine concern as to the 
safety of their children while undergoing isolation in the bush. One particular woman, a 
neighbour of Violet (John 's wife) at Darlington Dam disagreed with Violet's undertaking to 
rather have her grandchild circumcised in hospital , saying that a farm environment was much 
safer during initiation, as a period of isolation in the bush prevented young men from 
phi landering around in town after the ir circumcision : 
Fieldnotes, October ·2003 
Daar is te baie jong mense wat dit doen (hospitaa/ toe gaan), en dan weer dorp toe gaan en 
rand flenter met meisies. Op die plase sal dit baie beter wees, die kinders sal nie eers tyd kry 
om sulke dinge te doen nie, hulle is dan vir weke in die bos naby hulle huise. 
(There are too many young people that do this (i.e: go to hospital) and then go back to town and 
have sex with their gi rlfriends. It would be better to have (the circumcision) on farms, ch ildren 
won't even have time to do such things, they will be isolated in the bush for weeks close to their 
homes). 
On the day that I attended the ukungcamisa of David (Antonio and Muis' youngest son) , in July 
2003 , I did not have much time to prepare, as I had only heard of the ritual a day before. I 
decided to attend, nevertheless, despite the absence of a tape recorder, and purchased my 
obligatory bottle of brandy. On my arrival , guests had already been at Antonio's home for the 
previous day and night and already consumed copious amounts of brandy and beer, making 
conversation extremely difficult. It was noticeable, however, that guests had come from as far 
as Uitenhage, Kirkwood and Somerset East, and were well-cared for by their hosts. There 
were a range of guests present - Oorman Sepepi had walked over the mountain from 
Bitterwater, as well as Best and John July (and their wives) who had travelled from Darlington 
Dam . Neighbours from surrounding farms, as well as Moses Mabida township in Kirkwood , 
were also attending - including Muis July's (the initiate's mother) two brothers and two sisters, 
as well as their families, plus a few teenage friends . Muis and Antonio's (unmarried) daughters 
and their children had also arrived from KwaNobuhle township in Uitenhage and were manning 
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the kitchen area and preparing food at the back of the homestead (as my diagram below 
depicts) . Antonio's employer had given him two goats to slaughter for the occasion, and upon 
retrospective calculation with Antonio, total costs for the ukungcamisa alone had amounted to 
up to R1000.00 - mainly spent on food , drink and transportation costs. The ingcibi had been 
paid on a previous occasion, and the family only slaughtered four goats (two each from 
Antonio's employer and Antonio's own herd respectively). Muis seemed particularly pleased at 
my presence, and offered to sing a few songs they had sung the previous evening. Translated 
by Violet (Muis' sister-in-law) these songs seemed particularly repetitive , and in the absence of 
drums, the women utilised a few pieces of scrap iron and sticks in which to beat out a rhythm . 
It was very clear that men did not take much interest in these songs, besides the odd dance, 
and that singing and imqoqo (drum beating) was women's business. 
All of the songs mentioned below are repeated ad infinitum by women during the ceremony, 
each one lasting from half and hour up to one hour, and accompanied by dancing . They are 
particularly indicative of the anger and fear that women (particularly the initiate's mother) feel 
during the ceremony - the songs refers to the men involved in the ceremony (such as the 
ingcibt) as 'the clever people', and 'the people of this place' , who are designated to their 
deserved place in jail due to the pain that they inflict upon the initiate: 
Fieldnotes, August 2004 
Song 1 
'Ndizulelwa lixwele, (the clever people are behind me) 
bambulele, (they want to kill me) 
bambulele. (they want to kill me) 
udifiza etolongweni, (that man (the cutter) he is in jail 
etolongweni, (he is in jail) 
bambulele ' .. . (they want to kill me) 
Song 2 
'Nganda bafuna (stop these people) 
ukundibulala (they want to kill me) 
ukundibulala! (they want to kill me!) 
abantu balendawo '. (the people of this place) 
Song 3 
'Bizani amapolisa, (call the police) 
bizani amapolisa, (call the police) 
sebezandi bulala, (they are going to kill me) 
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sebenzandi bu/a/a '. (they are going to kill me) 
Furthermore, the event was fairly typical of any ritualised event. A general separation of sexes 
predominated proceedings and the two groups generally sat separately from the other - given , 
of course, a few breaches of etiquette by (mostly) senior women, who would go over to . 
chastise the menfolk or ask for more brandy. As the diagram below illustrates, Muis, her 
relatives and friends, sat in loose order of seniority next to the main house - senior matriarchs 
close to the wall of the house, younger relatives (and unrelated guests such as myself), on the 
ground around the back. Youngsters and teenagers gathered outside, with their own drinks, 
while a separate kitchen area was manned by some maternal aunts and sisters of the initiate. 
The initiate and his entourage were housed in a disused barn about 20 meters from the main 
homestead. As befitting a ritualised event, the Master of Ceremonies (a paternal uncle of the 
initiate - Antonio's father's brother's son) made the necessary welcoming speeches, thanked 
guests, and explained the significance of each event. Men were engaged in a ritualised 
drinking circle , seated close to a makeshift kraal area (since farm worker houses do not have 
kraals), consuming traditional beer (utywa/a) , and home-made honey-wine that Antonio and 
Muis had prepared the week before. 
Figure Four: Layout of David July's umgidi 
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Although the farm on which Muis and Antonio lives is quite large, the actual area around their 
homestead used to hold the ceremony is relatively small , no more than 200 metres from the 
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boundary of the dirt road to the end of the homestead. The lack of space was clearly 
noticeable in the location of the initiate's compound, which was only about 20 metres away 
from the homestead. Moreover, the kraal (a male area) was situated extremely close to the 
main socialising area around the homestead , about 7 metres away. These spatial limitations 
ruled out any possibility, for example, that men could hold a personal conversation without their 
wives overhearing , or that those men sitting with the initiate in the makeshift kraal (at night) 
could do so without regular interruptions from women and other guests. The only structure 
which remained completely hidden from public eyes was the area where the initiate had been 
previously circumcised and isolated, which was located at least 3-4 kilometres away in the 
surrounding bush. 
As McAllister (1997: 303) points out, beer drinks can be regarded as cultural dramas, in which 
social status and social interaction are voiced, particularly through the order (and quantity) of 
beer distribution. Respect between drinkers and kinsmen, which informants expressed as 
ukuzipafhaB, is essential to this type of event. This was made very clear at this particular 
ceremony, when a man who had been drinking more than he should have, made a few 
derogatory statements to Antonio, the host. As was explained to me afterwards, among others, 
he said that 'hy (Antonio) Iyk soos 'n rivierhond' (he (Antonio) looks like a river-dog) . He was 
subsequently given a sharp punch in the face and forcibly removed from his drinking circle and 
the homestead, where he collapsed (bleeding and drunk) under a tree. 
7.3.2. Coming out - umphumo 
The second part of the ritual , what Wilson and Kaplan (1952) refer to as the coming out 
ceremony - what workers in the SRV also referred to as an umphumo' - took place some time 
after the umgeno , in April 2004. Usually the 'coming out' ceremony is held right after the period 
of seclusion that a boy endures after circumcision, but with the Julys, financial pressure made 
this impossible. Antonio had borrowed money for the ukungcamisa ceremony as well as for 
the ingcibi and he had to pay back the debt incurred with his employer. He also had to save 
enough money for the final 'coming out' ceremony, which he felt should be large and well-
attended , since David was his youngest son and this would be last time he would host such an 
event. Subsequent to the actual circumcision, Antonio's son David had graduated from high 
school, and had secured a temporary job in Somerset East, where he was residing with his 
elder brother. 
8 Kuckertz (1997: 315) formu lates the element of respect towards kin as the conversational theme of 
ukuhlonipha 
9 This term has a similar meaning to that of an umgidi, but the latter term is preferred among workers in 
the SRV. 
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The build up to the actual event, however, proved to be particularly interesting. In October 
2003 Muis and Antonio were having a heated conversation about the ceremony, 'and in 
particular the fate of Best July's two sons, who had not yet had an umphumo of their own. 
Loosely translated from Xhosa, their conversation was as follows: 
Fieldnotes, October 2003 
Muis: 
Antonio: 
Muis: 
Antonio: 
Muis: 
Best must tell his boys to contribute to their umphumo, they are working in 
Somerset already. No' They are embarrassing the family! 
I agree, but they don't seem to want to contribute at all, I must speak to him 
soon. 
Speak to him now! Maybe it would be better if we can have a party for all three 
ofthe boys, together, and make things simpler for us too. We still have to get 
money from G. (the farmer), and I'm worried. We will have to slaughter a cow as 
well, two goats will never be enough for everyone. These boys have no respect, 
they waste their money on town things (izidolophu), and on women in 
Somerset. It's a disgrace for us! 
Yes okay, but Best is too embarrassed to ask his boys for money, he is their 
father and he is working, you know. 
Yes but why has he not had the uphumo yet? Its because he doesn't have 
enough money at work. We must make a decision about this. 
The problems facing farm workers when organising such a ceremony are often 
insurmountable, as demonstrated by Best. Financial costs to purchase food and drink are the 
main obstacle to success, but transportation costs are also extremely problematic for some. 
Many farms are isolated, road access limited and transportation hard to come by, which 
prevents many workers from attending events. Many visitors to Antonio and Julia's home 
during both the 2003 and 2004 ceremonies had travelled far, some renting taxis from 
Uitenhage and Kirkwood . Oorman Sepepi , for instance, walked through the mountains from 
Bitterwater, for 50 kilometres, to attend the event, and risked certain wrath from his employer 
by arriving late for work (with a hangover) on Monday morning. Moreover, as Muis' comments 
reveal, umgidi ceremonies are also meant to demonstrate (to visitors) the respect and gratitude 
of the initiate towards his parents and relatives and are not events that that can be taken lightly 
at all. Antonio and Muis take pride in the fact that their children have been reared in a 
traditional manner, and possess the necessary family values that define them as upstanding 
and correct young men. In their eyes , their upbringing sets them apart from other boys, such 
as Best's two sons. 
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Paradoxically, although such a traditional mindset may not always be echoed by the behaviour 
of their children - Antonio and Julia's two daughters, for example, have had all their children 
out of wedlock - the basic values of respect and ukuzipatha are still essential elements in the 
lives of these workers. These values are held to be especially important for young men and 
women to maintain while employed or living in town, where izidolophu (town ways) are 
regarded as being contrary to the principles of rural farm life. Again , paradoxically, all of the 
young men involved in these ceremonies were either working or living in an urban area, or 
both , and clearly had developed a preference for an urban lifestyle. To their parents, especially 
Antonio, their urban lifestyle made their rural connections and values all the more important-
and this event was specifically used to remind these boys of their kinship obligations in the 
SRV. 
The umphumo held in April 2004 was thus an important ceremony for the family, in many 
respects. Both Antonio and his two brothers, Best and John, were very much aware of their 
origins, and that they were calling relatives from surrounding farms and towns - who, like 
them , had close linkages with BoPlaas. Similar to the ukungcamisa, this event attracted a 
similar range of guests - that of Muis and Antonio's extended family, as well as those 
neighbours and clan members that they had known when they stayed on Korhaansdrifl 
BoPlaas, and who had come to attend the event from surrounding farms and the town of 
Kirkwood . The crowd attending the umphumo, however, was slightly larger than the previous 
ceremony the year before. Muis' two daughters again managed the kitchen at the back of the 
homestead. Like the ukungamisa , the umphumo was intended to be a rather formalised affair, 
again characterised by the separation of sexes and ages outside the July's homestead. 
However, it had started raining on the last day of the ceremony, so guests had to mingle 
together inside the small two-roomed homestead of Muis and Antonio July. Given the 
limitations of space, as described previously, the sudden storm made these restrictions even 
more noticeable, so that eventually, young people, respected elders, men, women were all 
subsumed into a large group of partygoers - the status and position of all being rendered void 
through the collection of about 70 people into two small rooms. 
The umphumo took place over three days, the various ritualised events attended by the initiate 
interspersed with ritual drinking and alcohol distribution, as well as eating , singing and dancing . 
Notably, Antonio's homestead did not possess a cattle kraal , as is the case with all workers in 
the SRV. As Peires (1981 : 8) indicates, the role of cattle in defining patriarchy and the central 
role of the male in cultural life is usually symbolised by the central positioning of the enclosure 
in a homestead. Moreover, the slaughter and sacrifice of cattle are the principle means for 
communication with a paternal line of ancestors. To deal with his lack of cattle ownership, as 
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well as the deficiency of a kraal , however, Antonio constructed a small makeshift enclosure 
outside his house , where David (the initiate) and his male entourage ate and drank. This small 
kraal was a temporary measure, and was dismantled a few days after the cerem'ony, and small 
enough only to allow a few people and one ox, as well as a social area for the initiates and 
men. Moreover, Antonio slaughtered an ox selected and sold to him by his white employer, the 
owner of the farm, within this temporary enclosure. As befitting an initiate, David made his 
ritualised return to his home on the second day, covered by toliwe (white blankets) and white 
clay. Here, the boy was publicly addressed by his male elders, urging him to maintain his 
traditional ways and to respect his ancestors and kinsmen . Visitors also made their customary 
gifts to Antonio 's family, lining up no less than 32 brandy bottles in front of the family, which 
were inventoried and divided between the male and female guests. At least two thirds of the 
brandy was distributed to the men , while women received the remaining bottles and drank 
them separately, seated around the house (see Figure Four). The first tot consumed was 
thrown on the ground to honour Antonio's ancestors. 
It was explained to me that these alcoholic gifts were particularly significant to female kin of the 
initiate, and were called mabele (breasts) 'o, the brandy itself symbolising breast milk. This was 
particularly important for Muis and her female kin , since mabele symbolised their maternal 
status and close relationship to the initiate. The brandy (or milk) was symbolically spilt on the 
ground in order to symbolise the last token of 'motherness', and to indicate that the initiate was 
no longer bound to his mother through her breastmilk. This signified his passage from his 
childhood to his adulthood , and full acceptance as a man in his father's patrilineage. In Muis' 
case, this ceremony was made even more poignant because he was her youngest son and her 
last 'baby'. Antonio's son was then dressed in red blankets and covered with red clay, and 
relegated (for the last time) to his position in a room reserved for uninitiated youngsters. His 
uncles and other paternal kin addressed him, each kneeling in front of him and imprinting on 
him the value of being 'isiXhosa'. I did not record the speeches made by men, but asked for 
loose translations from the women around me - these speeches, particularly for men , were 
centred around imprinting the initiate with the importance of his rurality and his responsibilities -
which involved the assumption of paid employment, saving money, and the accumulation of 
stock (chiefly for marriage and lobola) . Notably, speeches were peppered with audible 
references to BoPlaas, reminding people of their common history and clan membership, as 
well as the traditional values instilled in them as youngsters by their parents and ancestors. 
Muis and Antonio's umgidi was particularly powerful in reminding people of their shared history, 
iO Although these alcoholic gifts are generally termed as iswazi, mabele is specifically used by 
womenfolk. Notably, mabele is also the colloquial term for sorghum among northern Sotho speakers 
(see Connor 1998: 84), a traditional crop that is associated with women's work. 
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since it was a stone 's throw from Kaboega, a site of settlement from which many people had 
been removed from in 1970. 
In addition , at this point, on the third day, kinswomen attending the event had their final chance 
to make an impression on the young man. This was held separately, in the disused barn 
relegated to the initiate and his young friends , and was attended only by women, teenagers 
and children (not men). This event is not mentioned in Wilson and Kaplan et a/ (1952) -
possibly because the information was collected by a man (Mr. Elton Mills) , who probably 
assumed that women did not have any part in proceedings. With the Julys, however, the 
prominence of women was also mitigated by the fact that Muis July was a respected elder 
kinswoman, and was thus at liberty to be more outspoken - moreover, she had the support of 
her female kin. This ceremony was particularly long and drawn-out, since it had to 
accommodate the speeches of at (the most) 20 women, each determined to provide the most 
impassioned monologue (executed on their knees) in front of the initiate. One specific narrative 
by Muis' sister-in-law, Violet , proved to be particularly emotionally loaded, causing Violet to 
break down in tears. The following description of her monologue points to an important part of 
the event - Violet 's wish that the 'suffering' that they had experienced would not be a part of 
her nephew's future existence. Violets use of the word 'suffering ', as she explained, included 
their unfair treatment on farms and their experience as labourers, as well as the suffering 
endured due to their displacement and dispossession of territorial territories in the region: 
Fieldnotes, April 2004 
You, the young man, and all your people, must work. We are suffering because of you, we have 
worked ourselves on these farms, we have worked for many people, and we are stiff suffering. 
You must not forget this, do not forget our suffering. You are like my son, I fed you and held you 
when you were a baby and now, nol You are a man, and I still cannot forget. But you must 
remember us, remember me and remember your mother, now that you are Mcwega (your 
father's clan). 
As with the ukungcamisa, this umphumo was marked by singing and dancing by women. 
Unlike the songs mentioned previously, songs sung in the coming out ceremony did not centre 
on the aggression of maternal relatives towards the ingcibi, or their concern for the physical 
well-being of the initiate, but on a shared awareness of the difficulties experienced by adults, 
as well as the future challenges that awaited the initiate as a young adult. As explained to me 
by Violet in December 2004, Muis and her kin were 'singing songs from church' in order to deal 
with the uncertainty of the event - an uncertainty which both reflects their concern with the 
initiate during the event of circumcision, and symbolically, with their own suffering as farm 
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workers - hence a use of the words 'strength' and 'comfort'. This song, as others, are also 
sung as hymns in church, and are particularly popular with those women (like Violet) who are 
active church goers. Apostolic faith members such as Violet do attend these events, and 
generally participate in all aspects of the ritual , except the consumption of brandy. 
Song 4 
'In de lendlela (the path is long) 
inde lendlela (the path is long) 
zundi khawulule (you must fetch me halfway) 
ndicele amandla (I ask for strength) 
enkosini undikhawulele (please come and fetch me halfway) 
enkosini undikhawulele' (please come and fetch me halfway) 
Song 5 
Andinaye umthuthuzeli (I do not have any people that can comfort me) 
Abanye abantu bayathathazelwa (other people they do have that comfort) 
Bawo ngobubele bakho bona umpetumlo wam (God bless my song, yours will see my spirit (my 
breath) is mine?) 
In sum , this umgidi demonstrates the immense complexity of ritual events, and as Bourdieu's 
relation of a Kabyle tale 11 illustrates, this umgidi is symbolically 'pregnant' with loaded 
meanings and references. 
Performative aspects of the umgidi are particularly interesting, since they reflect the power of 
self-expression , as well as the creation (and resolution) of moments of tension and emotion. 
Clearly, women took a more prominent role in the planning and execution of these events than 
is normally expected with a male orientated event such as circumcision . As illustrated by Muis' 
involvement in the financial discussion that preceded the 'coming out' ceremony, as well as by 
the impassioned speeches of women, women seem to be playing a prominent role in holding 
their families together under difficult circumstances. Bank (2002a: 220) also speaks of a certa in 
feminisation of events such as in itiation and economic exchange in East London, and points 
out that , as is the case in the SRV, that women creatively manipulated rituals to redefine their 
roles in a community, and increasingly 'located themselves at the social centre ' of such events 
(2002a: 258). 
II To recap, this tale involves of a young girl who has fallen prey to the jealousy of her seven sisters in 
law, and whose belly has swollen up with eggs as a result (Bourdieu 1977: 11 3). A wise woman then 
advises the girl to slaughter a sheep, roast it with salt and eat the meat over a pan of water. The girl 
obeys and a sing le snake emerges from her belly - the physical embodiment of the feelings of her 
sisters-in-law. 
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Women such as Violet, for example, did not wish her nephew the same amount of 'suffering' 
that she had experienced during her youth, particularly during her experiences of 
dispossession and unfair treatment on farms. Moreover, her statement regarding her 
preference for a hospital based circumcision also suggests that women (like Violet) are more 
concerned about the avoidance of elements of pain and physical suffering than ancestral 
tradition . Their use of songs reflect the dangers of circumcision , and the anxiousness of female 
kin for the safety of their young relative , as well as the associations of women with brandy, or 
mabe/e (i.e: breastmilk). These are particularly important for the way in which women have 
emphasised and inserted themselves symbolically into these rituals as mothers, homemakers 
and providers to their sons. These women were also aware that Antonio's son needed to be 
informed about the value of respect for elders , the importance attached to honouring the 
memories of their ancestors, and the value of good hard work in his adulthood. In contrast to 
the emotionality of female kin , male members of his family emphasised these particular values 
- for the initiate to maintain contact with his rural kin , and espouse those rural values passed 
down to him from their ancestors in the region. Unlike McAllister's (2006) informants in the old 
Transkei , however, the Julys did not require their son to believe in 'rurality ' in order to stop him 
absconding and to ensure his continued remittances. Migrant labour is not an ingrained 
practise in the SRV, and workers such as Antonio July have already secured old age pensions 
and receive a monthly salary from their employers. Rather, elder men at the event wanted 
Antonio's son to remain rooted in rural values, as a morally conservative and rural family from 
BoPlaas, and to retain these principals in his urban residence in the nearby town of Somerset 
East. 
Spatially, rituals such as umgidi dramatically and publicly emphasise the way in which the 
domestic places of workers have been embedded with values that emphasise the 
interconnections between people and spaces - both in the SRV and beyond. Workers' 
symbolic construction of space is directly related to their experiences of dispersal and 
displacement across the boundaries of the farmed landscape in the SRV. Those events and 
rituals that are held in the private spaces of workers demonstrate the strongest connections to 
territorial locality in the region. As illustrated by the July's umgidi, rituals are particularly 
indicative of the struggles that farm labourers go through in situating and reinforcing ideas of 
place and belonging. Probst, (2002) and Rodgers (2002: 261) both indicate that ritual is 
essential in understanding the production of territorial locality, since these ceremonies are 
enacted in places that have great historical and ancestral significance, and can evoke the 
memories of past occupation of such land . These authors argue that assertions of belonging 
are particularly relevant to people affected by diaspora and geographical disruption (as is the 
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case with Rodgers' work in Mozambique). Similarly, continual references made by Antonio July 
and his male kin to BoPlaas during both the umgidi feasts , served as a strong reminder of the 
connection of workers to the territories of BoPlaas and Korhaansdrif, as well as Kaboega - the 
latter situated only three kilometres north of their homestead. The event had certainly rekindled 
the memories and associations that people had of these areas. Ancestors were duly welcomed 
into the homestead and respectfully addressed by senior kinsmen, and cemented through the 
presence of a cattle byre. This umgidi also served to connect people to other spaces, through 
the presence of relatives from urban locations such KwaNobuhle (a township in Uitenhage) 
and Kirkwood. Labourers like Antonio are continually engaged in a process of consolidation 
and home creation , and Muis and Antonio in particular have planned to retire in Uitenhage, in a 
house purchased by them some time ago. The presence of rural and urban kinsmen and 
women cemented Antonio's links with both areas, and ensured him as well as his youngest 
son, of continued access to rural and urban residential opportunities in the future. 
This umgidi also demonstrates how a structured and rule-orientated event encourages people 
like Antonio and Muis to adapt ritual to suit their surroundings. Spatial limitations and the small 
size of the homestead enclosure meant that the Julys could not maintain a strict separation 
between spaces - especially those occupied by the initiate and his young friends in their 
enclosure outside, by adult men in the cattle byre (socialising at night), and elder women and 
guests. Antonio still did manage to keep most people out of the cattle byre late at night, 
however, which was disassembled a few days after the ceremony. Moreover, the family was 
wholly dependent on their white employer to provide a bull for slaughter, since they did not own 
any cattle, as well as his permission for the event to occur. Economic pressures proved 
decisive for both the Julys as well as their visitors - Antonio was prevented from holding the 
ceremony directly after their son was circumcised , and many labourers had to organise and 
pay for transport to and from remote farms in the SRV. Many visitors, like Oorlam Sepepi, did 
not have permission from his employer (on Bitterwater) to attend the event. Moreover, the 
presence of coloured friends and neighbours, a white person (myself) as well as the 
involvement of the white farmer through the provision of meat, were all elements that the event 
had to cater for. Furthermore, the use of church hymns indicates an acquiescence and 
combination of western elements of (Apostolic) faith . 
7.4. Conclusion 
This chapter has illustrated , in various ways, that multiple categories of identity, belonging and 
place (such as 'Xhosa ', 'coloured', 'Redness ' and 'tradition '), are intimately connected to 
elements of space in the SRV. Workers in the SRV perceive and organise the social and 
natural landscape around them in various ways, depending on their specific historicity and 
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connection to locality in the SRV. Xhosa-speaking workers (who have described their 
ancestors as being 'Red'), demonstrate their connection to their localities, territories and 
. working experiences in the SRV through their ancestral connections and ritualised 
preferences. Rain making rituals , as well as beliefs concerning abantu bam/ambo on specific 
farms in the SRV, serve to connect workers to the SRV locality as a whole, to both the farmed 
landscape as well as to ancestral territories in the region. Those workers directly descended 
from KhoiKhoi groups in the are far more difficult to describe in a singular fashion - for despite 
the differences between so-called 'coloured' and Xhosa-speaking workers, all workers have a 
certain mutual respect for common elements of their rural lifestyle: an appreciation for stock 
accumulation, a concern with residential security and retirement, natural remedies and 
resources, and a similar connection to past experiences of working stability. Moreover, workers 
descended from KhoiKhoi groups are just as likely to acknowledge and subscribe to beliefs 
concerning water and rain , and do accept the ancestral beliefs of their Xhosa-speaking 
counterparts through their presence at many of the celebrations that accompany rituals. Many 
water divinators in the SRV and Graaff-Reinet area are descended from Khoi groups in the 
area, and are certainly not limited to what can be homogeneously described as 'Xhosa ' 
individuals. However, such individuals do not adhere to ancestral beliefs in their personal lives, 
and transformative rituals such as ukuthwa/a and circumcision are certainly not part of their 
outlook and cosmology. 
Despite their innate value for performance and symbolism, umgidis such as those held by the 
Julys are not frozen off from the paradoxes and difficulties of work in the SRV. These events 
are different to those ceremonies held near water on mountains, and are not peppered with 
references to mysterious beings. Domestic rituals are much more clear-cut and role directed, 
and closely connected with the private spaces of workers, as well as to their ancestors (rather 
than nature spirits). Moreover, they are public events, and highly structured , although (as 
shown by the Julys) , are particularly accommodating of uncontrolled and altered 
circumstances. Antonio did not own cattle , nor have a byre, whilst the limited space available in 
the grounds of his fenced homestead certainly created more interaction across gender and age 
lines. Rituals also allow for a moment of reflection for all those concerned : they ceremonially 
unite a wide range of people from different backgrounds , including 'coloured' neighbours and 
unrelated visitors, as well as close kin and ancestral (clan based) groupings. Church-goers, as 
well as traditional types, are subsumed together, while beer drinks, song and dance emphasise 
the gendered nuances of the event. Mothers, as well as fathers, each have their own 
expectations of the initiate, the one letting go of a loved child, the other welcoming a boy into 
his adult status into his paternal clan. Women, in particular, express particular concern that 
their experiences of suffering not be replicated with the young initiate, and take a much more 
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prominent role in highlighting the paradoxes of employment on farms in the SRV than men. 
Men, as befitting their behaviour on ritualised occasions, are much less emotional , and 
concerned about elements of ancestral tradition and custom that must be maintained at these 
events. In sum , these various elements create a flexibility of experience, which is very 
particular to the experiences of workers in the SRV. 
Besides social and physical boundaries, rituals in the SRV also illustrate the intricacies of 
gender, both from the perspective of the observer (myself) and the participants themselves. 
When examining the source of male bias in anthropology, Moore (1988: 4) argues that feminist 
theory cannot simply 'add women and stir' to provide a different slant to ethnography - nor that 
women have some special advantage when it comes to studying or interacting with women. In 
fact, a female anthropologist is ideally positioned to notice both male and female aspects of 
such an event, since she is treated and classified as a 'woman' , but also as a (less gender 
specific) 'researcher' by participants, giving her access to both male and female perspectives. 
One simply cannot assume that the construction of gender is a generalised experience, or that 
all women in the Eastern Cape have to behave in a certain way at a male-orientated 
ceremony. This chapter has shown that the voices of women during rituals are prominent; and 
difficult to mislook, and therefore should be given greater weight and value in regional 
ethnographic descriptions of male circumcision, much more than suggested by past accounts 
of these rituals (Hunter 1961 , Wilson and Kaplan 1952) - which were collected by male 
fieldworkers. 
Moreover, this chapter has also illustrated that concepts such as 'connection' or 'place' should 
themselves not be assumed to be generalised experiences , or perhaps drawn from a singular 
experience of 'stability'. Place in the SVR is drawn from different sources - which is connected 
to domestic and working spaces on farms, or to beliefs about wild and natural spaces outside 
of familiar experience. Likewise, workers invoke an experience of place that is informed by a 
sense of rootedness (and domestic stability) as well as instances of dispersal , instability 
suffering. These spatial and experiential assertions of belonging can be described according to 
a basic model which associates domestic space with a sense of rootedness, created through 
long-term employment, as well as through historical connections to ancestral territory. Natural 
spaces - pools, mountains and the bushveld - can be correlated to a sense of creating 
familiarity out of open space, but more towards a state of unpredictability and instability -
particularly since it is into these 'open spaces' that workers are thrown when they are evicted 
or dismissed. Ritualised occasions therefore reflect the varied ways in which groups of men 
and women have re-Iocated themselves in their (new) surroundings , using both performative 
and practical idioms of expression . The next chapter discusses some elements that can be 
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associated with recent experiences of displacement and movement, and one which could spell 
the end of all access to and association with ancestral land around the Sundays River - the 
proposed Greater Addo Elephant National Park. SAN Parks has been purchasing farm land in 
the SRV for the last decade and, unfortunately, has problematised access by local workers to 
their ancestral territories . Moreover, SAN Parks' lack of documentation and awareness of 
significant sites in the SRV also lessens the possibility that workers may gain any future 
access to significant sites around the Sundays River and the Valley as a whole. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Conservation and Controversy: the Entry of the Greater Addo National Elephant Park 
The relationship between the natural environment and cultural change has long been a 
subject of anthropological enquiry, as manifested through the approaches of cultural 
ecology and cultural materialism (Harris 1979). These 'old ecological theories', as Kottak 
has termed them (1999: 23-24), were widely criticised for their concern with equilibrium. 
Social and cultura l life systems were analysed according to the adaptation of human beings 
to an external natural environment, a space somehow removed from the rigours of everyday 
life - rather than an embedded and meaningful interaction with a specific ecosystem. The 
role of internal actors (or indigenous locals) within these systems was measured according 
to the boundaries and standards set by their surroundings, in which the delicacy and 
balance of the natural environment was considered paramount. 
Presently, the anthropological study of the relationship between the natural environment and 
the cultural representation and human use of such a space is notably different. It is clear 
that debates concerning ecology have moved over to a public, and power-laden context. 
Orlove and Brush (1996:18) write that a global model of ecology has been in motion furl 
?ome iirne, one that is based on a worldwide expansion of wildlife zones , as well as funding 
based on eco-tourism, and commercialisation of natural products (among others). New 
-- .--.~.~ .. -~-~ ~ 
models of conservation, as represented by the GAENP, draw on a more globalised vers ion 
.; ----of wildlife conservation , one that is not only related to the protection of fauna and flora , but 
• · "0 
to the expectations of the post-apartheid political regime in South Africa, as well as to 
----
institutions such as the World Bank and the Global Environmental Fund (GEF) . The GAENP 
is clearly a global initiative, founded through the collaboration of numerous local and 
international funding bodies and is part of a w.prJ(t!!\lid~ l[1crease in the expansion of 
protected areas. In this sense, the creation of the GAENP provides a particularly applicable 
window to review the workings of such new (i.e: current) ecological reserves. The downside 
of these initiatives, as I will point out (despite the benefits) , is that the recent global ecology 
(i.e: the academic discipline as wel l as the application therefore in protected areas), is rather 
faceless, and 'conta ins virtually no people, only mountains of data', and seemingly only 
requires a 'simple ironing out of social and cultural differences in the pursuit of preservation ' 
(Orlove and Brush 1996: 19). The amount, and quality, of human action and presence in 
such new ecolog ical reserves - as the GAENP suggests - is clearly subject to significant 
disagreement regarding whom, and under what circumstances, may regulate the distribution 
and control of natural resources. 
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However, 'new ecological anthropology', as Scoones (1999) and Kottak (1999: 25), term it, 
is composed of two facets , which my research in the GAENP and SRV reflects: '(a) the 
anthropology of landscape looks at the ways in which the physical boundaries of 
environmental (and socio-cultural) space are shaped and represented, by both local 
inhabitants and outsiders - including reserve managers, colonial states, ecologists and the 
wider public, The work of Grove (1995) and Hirsch (1995) is particularly useful in pointing 
out how early representations of landscape applied European ideals of a tamed and 
picturesque landscape upon their colonised spaces in Africa, These static representations ci-l 
wildlife , people and the natural environment in colonised areas, simply disregarded 
indigenous histories and therefore perpetuated the dominance and suppression of local 
inhabitants, The notion of spatial history, or (b) historical ecology, is also popular within the 
'new ecological anthropology', This approach takes a closer look at the changes 
accompanying cultural action and social history in the formation of landscapes, Within this 
paradigm, Homewood and Rodgers (1987) , Andersen and Grove (1987) and McCabe 
(2002) in East Africa , as well as Kepe and Scoones (1999: 50) in South Africa, analyse the 
ways in which grasslands have been historically shaped and informed by social and cultural 
processes of grassland management, including present-day techniques of burning and 
grazing. Schmidt-Soltau (2002) , as well as Fairhead and Leach (1996b) focus on the 
management of forest reserves by local population in parks in Cameroon and Guinea, and 
how the actions of local inhabitants contest the accepted paradigms of conservation 
rnanagers in these countries 
'New' environmental anthropologists (Milton 1993) thus apply themselves to public and 
. ' ' 
politicised problems, such as the displace.ment of human inhabitants within and by wildlife 
reserves. Similar to consultancy work done for the GAENP (Connor 2001 and Huggins et al 
2002) , environmental anthropology is highly interdisciplinary, and typically involves 
collaboration between a number of economic, natural and social scientists, What is common 
to environmental anthropology is the acknowledgement of 'flows of people, and the impact 
of differential power and statuses in the postmodern world ' (Kottak 1999: 25). Authors focus 
on giving voice to the original inhabitants of l)rotected landscapes , and often provide 
-.-~" .. ~. - . ' . . . 
detailed examinations of local mechanisms of landscape control , some presented in direct 
disagreement with conventional wisdom regarding the ecological management and 
preservationist knowledge of reserves. 
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As many of these environmental anthropologists point out, many new ecological reserves 
are still based upon the idea that human action should be excluded from natural systems at 
all costs. Guha and Martinez-Alier (1997: xv) hold that conserved landscapes are still seen 
as first-world luxuries that are only made available to tourists and investors. Likewise, 
Pimbert and Pretty (1995: 16) have likened some of these 'old ecological theories' in natural 
conservancies as being 'imperialist manifestos', that tend to neglect problems of poverty, 
-_._._ .. -- . -" -.. . . 
and basic needs such as hunger, shelter and physiQal health. Ranger (1999: 4) also 
indicates that conservancies in Zimbabwe have also used geology, ecology and particularly 
archaeology, in a positivist' manner in order to motivate their 'custodianship' and care of the 
landscape: 
White pre-historians have produced a version of history in which there was a long and 
benevolent occupation of land by Stone Age Africans, who did not impose themselves as did 
the Iron age farmer, with their wasteful 'traditional' methods. African farmers, could not, in 
short, strike a proper balance between man and nature. White science, on the other hand, 
could ensure a proper and fruitful exploitation of the land, or else dynamically intervene to 
conserve it. 
Ranger (1999) makes the valuable point that new conservancies (such as the Matopos in 
Zimbabwe) often employ 'scientific' plans for the sole management of reserves without 
being aware of the deep and close relationship between landscapes and people . He states 
that, 'it is only in the light of the embeddedness of social history that the scenery itself can 
- -----_._ .. -
be understood' and that these places are 'living culture in the sense that they are various, 
- ._ - . _ - -. '-
constantly changing , contradictory, and often challenging to states' (1999: 289). 
Similar to Zimbabwe , conservation in South Africa is primarily based on the principles of 
deep ecology and wilderness theory , inherited from a British, but also American , perspective 
of the natural landscape in colonised Africa. This is a position, however (as I will point out), 
that has consistently excluded local action and involvement in wildlife reserves , as Ranger 
(2004) has written . The management of reserves in South Africa are primarily based on thel 
scientific research and implementation of rangeland (grazing and stock control) 
management, derived from state conservation measures implemented in the mid 20lh 
Century (Beinart 2003, Chatty and Colchester 2002: 4). These measures often 
characterised many African farmers and pastoralists as agents of desertification, 
o~ergrazing and soil erosion (Carruthers 1995, Lindsay 1987). Furthermore, as many 
1 Positivism is defined as 'that which is given or laid down, that which has to be accepted as we find it 
and is not further explicable. All such knowledge is contained within the boundaries of science and the 
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reserves in southern Africa have shown, ferced resettlement has eften been the nerm in the 
- - ~ . 
creatien o.f these areas. McDenald (2002:2) peints eut that theusands ef black Seuth 
Africans were remeved to. make way fer game parks, and prevented frem enjeying the 
ceuntry's natural reseurces - as was the case with the KNP (Carruthers 1 992, 1994, 
1995:100). As Guha and Martinez-Alier (1997) write , reserves in general (ef which the KNP 
is a prime example) have made use ef two. ideas - 'deep ecelegy' and 'wilderness theery' . 
Deep ecology is premised en a perspective ef preservatien ef species diversity (Pimbert and 
Pretty 1995: 14), with the exclusien ef human actien frem all ecesystems. In this sense, any 
human inte:rference in a natural2 system, is regarded as cempletely unnecessary and 
ultimately detrimental. Ecelegical practice helds that 'interventiens in nature sheuld be 
guided primarily by the need to. preserve bielegical diversity and integrity rather than by the 
needs ef humans' (Pimbert and Pretty 1995: 13). Similarly, the wilderness mevement 
(Chatty and Celchester 2002: 4) draws mainly upen American ideas ef expleratien into. 
frentier zenes in the United States during the 18th Century. Reb Marshall , the feunder ef the 
Wilderness Seciety in the USA, rejected erganised metheds ef agriculture and culture, and 
faveured an image ef the archetypal aberiginal wanderer, living in perfect harmeny with their 
surroundings. In this view, the rele ef the human race in ecesystems is regarded as being 
that ef stewardship - centrelling the ameunt, type and quality ef human influence that may 
be allewed into. reserves. The use ef these basic prepenents, based particularly en the myth 
ef a 'wild Africa ' (Adams and McShane 1992), have beceme the primary means ef 
landscape management in many African reserves , including these in Seuth Africa. 
In centrast to. deep ecelegy and the wilderness theery, Pimbert and Pretty (1995) and Chatty 
and Celchester (2002: 8) , have suggested a 'new prefessienalism' fer protected areas, as 
an alternative to. the pesitivist paradigm fellewed by mest reserves. Ameng ethers,._th.ey 
suggest that participatien and cellaberatien between wildlife experts and lecal pepulatiens 
are essential elements in the creatien ef new reserves , and that sustaina~illty ef reseurces 
cannet always be rigidly defined. This type ef censervatien sheuld make 'uncertainties 
explicit and enceurage rather than ebstruct wider public debates abeut pursuing new paths 
fer censervatien and develepment' (Pimbert and Pretty 1995: 19). Mainstream censervatien, 
they say, sheuld be censtantly challenged fer new visiens fer protected area management, 
and sheuld meve away from extreme netiens that indigeneus peeples are either 
belief in a scientific method' (Pan, Dictionary of Philosophy 1979: 283) 
2 Given that conserved landscapes are actively managed by wildlife experts on a daily basis, and thus 
not completely devoid of human interference, the definition of 'natural' , in ecological terms, seems 
rather ironic. 
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environmental destroyers, or some kind of 'noble environmentalist' . Suggestions by 
anthropologists regarding the access and management of new ecological reserves include 
co-operative management (creating areas for human habitation),as well as the creation of 
buffer zones (which allows selective natural resource utilisation) around reserves. Models of 
Community Based Natural Resource Management' (CBNRM) have been followed in 
Tanzania (Galvin et al 2002) and Zimbabwe (with CAMPFIRE) as well as Indonesia 
(Eghenter 2002) with some success'. 
Applying such new formulations , as suggested by Pimbert and Pretty (1995) in the GAENP 
seems to be particularly problematic, as I will illustrate: Appa and Patel (1996: 140) pOint out 
that in the case of India (as appears to be the case in the GAENP) , many losses associated 
with the displacement of people from new conservation areas remain unaccounted for. This 
is because many people are impoverished, untraceable and therefore invisible, and because 
these individuals do not have a formal or legal interest in land required for acquisition . 
Moreover, errors are only seen after the project is completed or initialised (Appa and Patel 
1996: 141), and as Cernea and Guggenheim (1993: 14) point out, social scientists often 
conduct ex-post impact evaluations after such projects have been planned . This makes any 
suggestions regarding the modification of projects rather difficult to implement, as these 
evaluations occur after the project has been put into practise. This is particularly the case 
with the GAENP - a Strategic Impact Assessment (Connor 2001) and a resettlement 
framework (Huggins et a/2002) were both submitted after the GAENP had been initiated, 
and after a number of land sales to SAN Parks had occurred - in most cases, farm workers 
had been removed without.any compensation or follow-ups. Moreover, ecological and 
wildlife planning in the GAENP has been formulated using models based on conventional 
wisdom regarding 'deep ecology' and 'wilderness' that does not consider or allow any 
access, resource utilisation, or joint planning with farm workers in the district. Pimbert and 
Pretty (1995) refer to this as 'c"oercive conservation', where money has been spent to try 
and convince people that species should be protected, often at the expense of their own 
local livelihoods. 
The most important problem surrounding the GAENP, however, is that the park represents a 
larger re-alignment of the regional economy in the region towards wildlife conservation , 
l These authors also identify certain key problems in the management of CBNRM areas. The most 
important of these is that income distribution derived from the wildlife products and tourism is much 
less reliable, and much more unevenly distributed amongst community members than originally 
envisaged, both of which encourage the development of a wealthy local elite, often to the expense of 
those individuals who are most needy. 
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away from farming . I have illustrated, despite the negative aspects of farming (such as 
paternalism) in the SRV, work on farms is an historical experience that has contributed 
_ _ • __ ~. .. _ _ • 0' " .__ • • '. ___ . '. , 
towards a particular sense of identity., belonging. and placement in the region , which the 
-- - . -. ... 
GAENP does not seem to accommodate. In this sense, any understanding of the GAENP 
. - .--~ .. - . 
should be rooted in a deeper knowledge of the history of land use and place in the SRV, and 
not solely (as ecologists would like to believe) in the ecological potential of the GAENP as 
an area of wi.ldlife preservation. This chapter is primarily designed to use the insights of 'new 
conservation' as well as environmental anthropology in order to discuss and evaluate the 
complexities surrounding the GAENP and Addo Elephant National Park, and eventually, to 
recommend some alternatives for more sensitive social and environmental planning in the 
future GAENP conservancy. I trace the development of wildlife conservation (and its 
connection to farming) from the inception of the Addo Park to the present-day GAENP. I 
also provide case studies dealing with the removal of workers from land sold to SAN Parks, 
and the impact of such removals for the future of farm workers in the proposed GAENP. 
8.1. The creation of the Addo Elephant National Park 
As indicated previously, the implementation of conservationist measures by the South 
African state in the early 20'h Century were primarily geared towards rangeland 
management. Farmers were encouraged to correct farming techniques that were 
considered unsustainable and 'unscientific' and to revert to systems of rotational grazing, 
camping and boundary fencing (Beinart 2003). Current 'conservation ' speak is 
fundamentally different: although based on rangeland management principles, it is geared 
towards the scientific regulation of wildlife and wilderness areas in South Africa , and not, as 
in the past , only towards farming . As I will demonstrate, however, wildlife preservation and 
state conservation in the SRV have a common history, and a binding relationship to 
intensive farming practice in the SRV. State conservation measures (chiefly through stock 
limitation and fencing) constricted the activities of itinerant farmers, as well as of labour 
tenants and sharecroppers, and faci litated the development of intensive citrus and ostrich 
farms in the area. Similarly, the development of the Addo Park relied on the erection of 
fencing , which protected the lands of surrounding farmers and facilitated the growth of the 
resident population of Cape elephant. The expansion of the GAENP, as well as the creation 
of the Addo Park, thus would not have taken place without the support of local farmers 
(Urquhart and Klages 1997, Whitehouse and Kerley 2002). Many (though not all) , farmers 
implement methods of wildlife management and preservation on their properties, and are 
actively involved in the protection of local fauna and flora . 
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The data presented in this thesis thus far has indicated that during the early 20th Century, 
landholdings in the SRV included three basic categories of land dwellers: Firstly, there were 
those individuals who had access to small pockets of irrigated land , that were usually 
intensively farmed by white farmers (with considerable state backing). In addition to these 
farmers , less privileged landholders (sometimes with smaller tracts of land) continued to 
farm on larger outlying properties using itinerant methods of kraaling and trekking . Such 
individuals often did not have the funding to establish intensive farming enterprises , and 
either used properties as cattle outposts, manned by rent or labour tenants, or were merely 
subsistence farmers , keeping a limited amount of cattle and sharing produce with resident 
sharecroppers. Lastly, many properties owned by itinerant landlords contained a substantial 
number of labour tenantsi farm labourers. These residents , as illustrated in previous 
chapters, often had ancestral rights of occupation dating back to the 19th Century (such as 
those who occupied the BoPlaasiKorhaansdrif territories) , and were able to sustain 
residence on these properties by entering into labour agreements with absent, or itinerant 
farmers . The occupants of ancestral land, as well trans-humanant farmers , thus mostly lived 
alongside each other, each depending on the presence of the other for their daily 
livelihoods. On these properties, the stock of tenants and owners grazed alongside the 
other, and were not fenced , but kraaled. Herds were encouraged to move about freely from 
one section of the farm to another, depending on grazing opportunities. 
In contrast to these methods of land use, which encouraged the free movement of stock, as 
well as a system of tenancy and sharecropping , the imposition of state conservationist 
(farming) measures from 1920 encouraged the opposite trend. Farmers were expected to 
consolidate their boundaries, between different land types and land users, through the 
erection of stock and game fencing (Beinart 2003 : 45) . These measures were particularly 
important for many new large and intensive stock farmers , as well as the citrus industry, 
since many tracts of land in the SRV contained large numbers of 'vermin' (as many farmers 
classified elephant, lynx and jackal). During the early 20th Century, the SRV gained notoriety 
as a 'hunters hell' (Urquart and Klages 1997: 20) . The dense and prickly bush safeguarded 
a large resident population of Cape elephants, whose marauding activities often hampered 
the efforts of settler farmers in the SRV area to establish citrus and lucerne plantations. 
Furthermore, the Addo bush itself, which by then contained large colonies of invader 
species of prickly pair and saltbush (both valuable exotic species), also presented a 
substantial barrier to many farmers in the region, since it was extremely difficult to clear. 
Elephants and dense bush meant certain financial disaster for many farmers , although not 
necessarily for itinerant farmers and tenants on larger outlying properties. 
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It appears that the position taken by the unionist government of Smuts and Hertzog with 
regard to farming and wildlife , until the takeover of the Nationalist government ih 1948, was 
essentially pro-conservation. As Beinart writes (2003: 380) , Smuts espoused the 
condemnation of overgrazing and soil erosion, and notably, linked his appreciation of wildlife 
and nature to patriotism and conservationism . Although Smut's ideas were not very well 
received by the Nationalist government after 1948, their stance nevertheless still espoused 
ecology and conservation as 'best practice'. Notably, conservation and ideas concerning 
rangeland management were usually set against the perceived 'bad' techniques of 
overstocking and intensive grazing followed by itinerant landholders in the region . Moreover, 
as Meiring (1959) indicates, prospective citrus farmers were also struggling with an intense 
drought in the 1920s and 1930s and desperately needed irrigated water. Ironically, the 
drought also forestalled the completion of Lake Mentz (Darlington Dam) in 1922, and 
eventually farmers were only able to access this water through the Sundays River Irrigation 
scheme in 1926 (Meiring 1959: 71) . 
It certainly was not in the interests of many itinerant farmers and labour tenants in the region 
to clear the dense Addo bush, as such activities were costly and labour intensive. Itinerant 
farrners , sharecroppers and transport riders could not afford to be involved in a full-time, 
intensive farming enterprise. However, Urquhart and Klages (1997) indicate that growing 
pressure from prominent local farmers eventually triumphed over their less successful 
counterparts. Moreover, with the creation of expensive citrus groves and lucerne plantation, 
these farmers simultaneously lobbied for either the containment or the extermination of 
elephant, which posed a grave danger to their farming enterprises. Similar to lynx, jackal 
and eagles, some farmers regarded elephant as vermin that had to be exterminated 
(Urquhart and Klages 1997: 20) . 
In 1919, in response to the concerns of intensive farming interests in the region, the Union 
administration , and General Smuts in particular, directly commissioned 'jungle man' PJ 
Pretorius (Pretorius 1950), a hunter and soldier of great renown, who had hunted elephant 
as far afield as Zambia and Malawi, to shoot out the elephants in the Addo area. With 
growing pressure from local farmers , suffering from drought, lack of irrigated water and the 
dense prickly bush , Major Pretorius eventually exterminated almost all of the estimated 300 
head of elephant near Addo in 1919 and 1920. He was encouraged, however, to leave 16 
elephants of the original herd intact, 11 of which survived to form the gene pool for the 
current herds in the Park (Whitehouse and Kerley 2002) . 
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Although some farmers did tolerate elephants on or nearby their property, and participated 
in conservation efforts, the remaining elephants still continued to complicate the lives of 
many citrus farmers . Some of these elephants had been wounded by the bullets of Major 
Pretorius during 1919 and 1920, making them very dangerous neighbours - seven mature 
elephants and two calves had already been shot by farmers between 1931 and 1954 
(Whitehouse and Kerley 2002 : 244), and had caused a number of deaths in the region . The 
actions of these animals , coupled with increased pressure from farmers in the area, 
encouraged the proclamation of the Strathmore reserve (see Map Three) by the then 
Minister of Lands, Denys Reitz (a renowned Boer leader during the second Anglo-Boer war) 
in 1926. This reserve was originally situated on unallocated land and used as a farm 
outspan to rest and water stock (see Whitehouse and Kerley 2002: 242). 
These elephants made the job of game keepers during the early years of the Park very 
troublesome. Although the containment of elephant was successfully achieved by the first 
ranger of the park, HS Trollope, the dense bush did limit the expansion of tourism in the 
area. Whitehouse and Kerley (2002: 244) write that on two occasions in 1932 and 1937 
adult bulls had to be shot due to destruction of windmills and the trampling of a park ranger. 
Furthermore, in order to pacify the concerns of local farmers in the region, the Addo Park 
had to provide strong elephant proof fencing . Eventually, after more than 20 years of costly 
experimentation, the renowned Armstrong fence4 was erected around the park in 1951 , and 
the elephants confined to within the boundaries of the 22.7 km2 Strathmore reserve. In 
contrast to farm fences , the Addo Park was not internally fenced and divided into camps, but 
surrounded by a large, strong , visible fence - in order to keep wildlife in and human activity 
out. Tourism in the Addo area only started to gain momentum during the 1970s, while other 
provincial parks, such as the Zuurberg (north of the Addo Park) and Woody Cape (to the 
east) were proclaimed in 1985 and 1987, and eventually incorporated into the Addo Park 
(Boshoff and Kerley 1999: 10). 
Considering the original size of the Addo Park as suggested by the 2270 hectare 
Strathmore forest camp, the boundaries of the elephant camp have been expanded a 
number of times. Boshoff and Kerley (1997: 9-11) write that th is has been achieved through 
, The Armstrong fence was developed specifically to deter the Addo elephants from breaking out of 
their enclosure before 1950. This fence was subsequently used by other reserves, such as the Kruger 
National Park, to prevent large game from escaping from reserves. 
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additional land purchases of private farms such as Gorah5 and also through the linkage 
between the Addo Park, the Zuurberg National Park, and the Woody Cape and Tootabie 
provincial reserves . Currently, the Addo Park has a size of approximately 60 000 hectares 
and land purchases have continued, mainly towards the coast and towards the west, closer 
to Lake Mentz (see Map Five) . The GAENP has grown significantly during the last five . 
years, and has more than doubled in size since 1998. The marine reserve (comprising about 
120 00 'sea ' hectares) of the GAENP was proclaimed in 2004, and includes the Bird and St. 
Croix islands off Port Elizabeth , and several lodges have already been built in the drier 
Karoo areas of Darlington Dam, as well as around the Sundays River. Since 1997, roughly 
75 000 hectares have been incorporated into the park, and expansion plans since 2002 
have increased the park to about 154 00 hectares. The total planned size of the park is 398 
000 hectares (Boshoff and Kerley 1997: 1, Huggins et a/2002). 
It now seems the extended park initially will be realised in the next decade, potentially 
making the GAENP the third largest park in South Africa. Moreover, as the initial proposal 
(Boshoff and Kerley 1997: 11 ) indicates, the Park will contribute significantly to the 
expansion of conserved land in South Africa, from the current figure of 5.6% to the required 
1 '0% as specified by the Convention of Biological Diversity (http://www.biodiv.org) . 
Furthermore, the proposal for the GAENP (1997: 46) describes the future park as being the 
most diverse in South Africa - containing six of the seven biomes that occur in the country. 
In addition to elephant the Addo Park houses some of the only groups of disease free 
buffalo in South Africa . 
Land purchases for the GAENP were initially driven by a desire to expand the habitat of 
elephant in Addo (Novell ie et a/1991) , and was led by Dr Anthony Hall-Martin , a respected 
zoologist, who had gained much support from the then National Parks Board for the 
expansion of the Addo Park. The funding for land purchase was primarily provided by 
private, smaller, donor organisations in South Africa and locally in the Eastern Cape, such 
as the Leslie Hill Succulent Karoo Trust and the International Federation for African Wildlife 
(Boshoff and Kerley 1999: 15). Purchases were initially situated around the town of Addo, 
but later expanded to include farms around Paterson , as well as properties around 
Darlington Dam. Currently, SAN Parks have built up an almost (but not quite) consolidated 
strip of park land, stretching almost 14'0 kilometres in length north of Port Elizabeth . 
, Gorah is currently an exclusive tourist venue in the Eastern Cape, but was recognised by many 
interviewees in Kirkwood and Paterson as being an important ancestral territory, as well as a large 
small- stock farm. Many old farms like Gorah contain ancestral graves ites, which have unfortunately 
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The creation of the Addo Park, as the forerunner of the much larger GAENP, is firmly rooted 
in a close relationship with local farming ., Both intensive farmers and early ecologists were 
antagonistic towards less 'controllable' methods of farming , specifically used by itinerant 
farmers and black tenants - who were liable to use far less concentrated and scattered , 
patterns of stock and rangeland management (Beinart 2003, Beinart and Delius 1986). 
Tenants and itinerant farmers were also far less likely to clear large areas of bush, leaving 
most vegetation (and most animal species) relatively intact - making it (in current terms) , a 
more ecologically sound practise than modern scientific farming) . Although these itinerant 
farming and labour tenancy agreements have largely disappeared , they still serve to inform 
very deep notions of territoriality and attachment to land among farmers but especially 
workers. In this sense, land sales to the GAENP do not occur within an historical or 
institutional vacuum - many properties (such as Bittervvater) that are earmarked for inclusion 
into the GAENP (or like Dwaas, have already been purchased) , are central to ideas of space 
and place in the SRV. Moreover, these ideas are based on more 'frontier-like ' conditions of 
open space, with an absence of fencing and the predominant use of trekking , especially 
among itinerant farmers and farm labourers in the SRV during the early 20th Century. In 
effect, many of the controversies surrounding current land sales have been galvanized 
through the histories and struggles of people who have occupied land in the SRV, many of 
whom are present day farm labourers. 
8.2. The inception and development of the GAENP 
As I have illustrated, the success of both intensive farming as well as the creation of the 
Addo Park in the SRV would not have been made possible without the emphasis placed on 
rangeland management and state conservation methods in the early and mid 20th Century. 
The GAENP, although rooted in the history and relationship between wildlife and farming , 
has currently invoked an opposite process: instead of encouraging the development of 
farming in the region (as the Addo Park did in the past) , it now seeks to limit farming 
activities in the area through a large-scale purchase of land. These present-day differences, 
compared to the past, have caused great controversy amongst farmers and farm workers, 
and have brought many complex ideas of place, territoriality and land claims to light. 
Much of the controversy surrounding the GAENP can be taken back to the 1980s, to the 
inception of the idea for a mega-park, one that would accommodate the growing numbers of 
elephant in Addo, and protect a number of endemic species in the region. Dr Anthony Hall-
been neglected or destroyed during the transition to conserved land. Families would like to, but are 
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Martin (a respected and well-known South African ecologist and wildlife expert) , embarked 
on a series of meetings and talks with farmers in the region , designed to promote the idea of 
the expansion of the Addo Park. Unfortunately, as indicated by many farmers during the 
SEA survey in 2001 (Connor 2001) , Dr. Hall-Martin was the source of heavy animosity 
towards the proposed GAENP - not because of proposed land sales to SAN Parks - bl!t 
particularly because his views were reproachful of many established farming methods, 
especially fencing , grazing and 'vermin' eradication. 
After this , a number of scientists at the Terrestrial Ecology Research Unit (TERU) of the 
University of Port Elizabeth forwarded a formalised proposal for the creation of the GAENP 
(Boshoff and Kerley 1997), which was submitted to the World Bank and SANParks for 
funding . During the late 1990s, members of TERU embarked on a process of public 
discussion, on an ad hoc basis, to garner support from land owners and stakeholders in and 
around the GAENP. Meetings were called in local town halls and advertised through the 
local press on behalf of TERU. The reaction of some farmers , however, was far from 
favourable To many it appeared that these initial meetings were held only to encourage 
land sales, and not promote dialogue on how they (as farmers) could be actively involved in 
the creation of the GAENP. Furthermore, it appeared to farmers that TERU ecologists 
doubted the economic and environmental integrity of farming methods in the region, which 
encouraged fierce responses from landowners. The first public meeting between 
stakeholders early in 1999 brought most of these differences to light (Bosh off and Kerley 
1999) and enabled farmers to express their differences. 
During the course of this meeting , it became clear that the GAENP was motivated as a more 
ecologically friendly alternative to the proposed state supported project of a massive deep-
water harbour at the mouth of the Coega River near Port Elizabeth. Supporters of the new 
park argued that the new harbour would not only be a visual eyesore, but could potentially 
threaten the sensitive oceanic life around the islands around the Coega River mouth with 
increased levels of toxic effluent. With a large industrial park including an aluminium 
smelter, Coega would reportedly double the levels of air pollution in and around Port 
Elizabeth. 
Ecologists also presented the GAENP as a massive incentive to the regional economy of 
the Eastern Cape . This was based on the assumption that eco-tourism and conservation-
related opportunities in the GAENP would attract a large number of foreign tourists, 
spending valuable foreign currency in the region (Boshoff and Kerley 1997: 41). At this 
currently unable to access these sites. 
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meeting , the World Bank, through the Global Environmental Facility, were proposed as 
funders for the infrastructural development of the park, on the condition that social , 
economic and resettlement-related impact assessments were satisfactorily completed. 
The creation of employment, and a vast improvement to the sad state of the local economy, 
were also presented major incentives for the creation of the GAENP. Geach (1995) 
specifically wrote that tourism could create more employment related opportunities than 
pastoral farming operations. This would be achieved through the 'ripple' (or trickle-down) 
effect of organisations such as Mayibuye Ndlovu - an Addo-based conservation project that 
was established in order to encourage a local appreciation of wildlife and botany through art 
and cultural tourism , and provide development opportunities for local communities through 
promotion of the Cape Elephant. According to Boshoff and Kerley (1999) every ten tourists 
coming into the GAENP region would create one job, so that with 90 000 visitors, about 
9000 direct and indirect employment opportunities would be possible. Unfortunately, 
although these figures were widely publicised , they appear to be controversial and in effect, 
highly unlikely, for a number of reasons. 
Boshofff and Kerley (1999) did not specify what type of labour was required for these 
employment opportunities, whether these positions would be temporary or permanent, or 
whether such opportunities would accommodate the largely unskilled (and unemployed) 
farm labourers in the SRV. Moreover, they did not mention whether these figures were a 
reflection of the total number of people to be employed from the inception to the completion 
of the GAENP, or whether they reflected the numbers of people to be employed once the 
GAENP was up and running . Presumably, these figures do reflect that employment 
opportunities would be created on a national (not only local) basis, for those active in the 
tourism, travel , restaurant and accommodation industries. Moreover, given that the GAENP 
(in 1999), still had to receive extensive funding in order to consolidate and purchase land, 
erect fencing and lodges, these work-based benefits would have only reached fruition a few 
years after the total consolidation of the GAENP. Moreover, as many informants in the 
towns of Addo and Kirkwood (in 2001 , 2002 and 2003) have indicated, the success of the 
Mayibuye Ndlovu project is itself open to question, since it has consistently failed to 
empower the majority of poorer residents in townships in the SRV. In one instance, an 
informant pointed to the highly visible Armstrong fence of the Addo Park, and lamented the 
fact that he had never visited the park: 'All of us can see the elephant almost every day, but 
here we are living in our small houses and we cannot even go inside the park'. 
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Even early development literature indicates that trickle-down approaches have consistently 
failed in many development related projects, simply because many endeavours are chiefly 
espoused by state bureaucrats and powerful private investors, and not by the people 
involved in such projects. As Brand writes, 'if the people affected by development projects 
are not sufficiently involved in the formulation of such projects, they will not be motivate(j to 
give the ir support' (Barratt and Collier et a/1976: 45). Moreover, as Fisher (2002: 120) 
illustrates in Tanzania, conservation planning and forced resettlement eventually caused a 
rift between admin istrative objectives and local people's need to make a livelihood, and 
prevented their access to local game reserves. This appears to be particularly true in the 
case of the GAENP - besides the provision of temporary employment, the long-term needs 
(including compensation, housing , social history and territorial claims), of displaced farm 
workers have not been addressed. 
The objectives of the GAENP were presented by ecologists as being a valid option for land 
management, other than small stock farming in the region. To the great chagrin of small 
stock farmers , a photograph depicting the effects of overgrazing , which was also extensively 
used by TERU prior to the 1997 meeting in Port Elizabeth , was used to illustrate the 
degradation caused by small stock grazing, in contrast to the visual benefits of protected 
land . As was noted , 'this type of degradation is brought about by overgrazing by domestic 
herbivores , chiefly goats, while indigenous herbivores serving the eco-tourism industry are 
sustainable' (Boshoff and Kerley 1999: 38-9). It was also mentioned that goat farming was 
more economically viable than game ranching, but that it was not 'sustainable' due to the 
absolute degradation of the resource base. 
As my research for the SEA in 2001 uncovered, and as fieldwork during 2002-2004 
confirmed, many farmers were very concerned , as it appeared to them that they were being 
unfairly label led as anti-conservationist. According to farmers , degradation and overgrazing 
were extended as a blanket category by conservationists to all farmers in the region , even to 
those who were mindful of conservation matters through a careful combination of small 
stock farming with game ranching . In contrast to commercial farming, ecologists held that 
the GAENP was to achieve a far more 'natural' balance between the perSistent problems of 
predator and prey in the region. It was envisaged that predators traditionally regarded by 
farmers as 'vermin', such as lynx and jackal , would be easily contained by the fence 
surrounding the park (Boshoff and Kerley 1999). 
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Farmers, however, disagreed , and cited an increase in the levels of predators on park land. 
At that time, up until 2003, due to a financial shortfall , land purchases for the GAENP were 
patchy and unconsolidated, which meant that purchased land could not be fenced, but was 
just left untended. Many landholders pointed out that they were completely enclosed , on all 
sides, by conservancy land, and waged a daily struggle to protect their flocks of angora and 
short-tailed sheep from increased levels of predatory animals. The unpredictability of land 
purchases and incomplete fencing also meant that farmers could not plan and invest 
timeously into commercial ventures with the notion of the GAENP 'hanging in the air'. As 
one farmer mentioned, 'the longer the process , the poorer we will get via our own 
investments '. (Boshoff and Kerley 1999: 26). 
Despite these very serious problems, most farmers accepted the basic motivation behind 
the creation of the park, as a large ecological reserve created to protect the habitat of 
various endemic species, and as an alternative to the potential polluting effects of Coega. 
The problematic behind the GAENP, however, seemed not in its conception, but in the 
manner through which the idea of the park was presented. Many SAN Parks ecologists 
continually harped upon (what they considered to be) the shortcomings of small stock 
farming, as opposed to preservation of wildlife, which most farmers regarded as two integral 
aspects of their rural existence . Historically, many farmers had based the success of their 
farming enterprises on the creation of the Addo park, and the erection of strong fencing to 
keep elephants and carnivores out of intensively farmed zones. Moreover, since many 
farmers (especially those with large properties) , had successfully combined wildlife ranching 
with conventional farming, they could not understand why their farming techniques had been 
identified to be so deficient by ecologists in SANParks. What the GAENP represented , for 
many farmers , was an unpredictable process of land purchases whereby all methods of land 
use - other than those followed by SANParks - were prohibited. 
The relationship of SAN Parks towards local farmers in the SRV, particularly during the 
inception of the GAENP (during the 1990s), can be compared to that of the relationship 
between farming and state conservation measures in the 1950s. Presently, as in the past, 
the state has hearkened back to the condemnation of 'bad' farming techniques by old state 
conservation measures in the 1950s. During the 1950s, this was directed particularly against 
itinerant farmers , as well as resident tenant and sharecroppers, and towards the 
improvement of intensive farming. Presently, however, this relationship has been reversed -
SAN Parks now espouses the eradication of farming camps, and instead aims to create a 
consolidated wilderness area for free ranging wildlife . In many respects , the creation of such 
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an ecological zone is very similar to the techniques used by itinerant farmers and black 
tenants in the past, as both encourage free flow of game (or stock) within a given area. In 
the GAENP, the most important difference is that cattle and small stock are foroidden . 
SAN Parks has expressly stated that no domesticated stock will be allowed inside the future 
GAENP, and has not investigated the possibility of creating shared 'buffer zones' aroulld the 
park , where people could be allowed to graze their stock and harvest natural resources. 
Moreover, it is not likely that people such as the Mbosinis or Julys would be allowed to 
access ancestral gravesites, or even conduct ceremonies at such sites within the park, as 
most of these sites have not been preserved. 
Many farm workers use their accumulation of stock as a mechanism of saving and 
investment, so that the purchase of land by SAN Parks does not only represent a loss of 
income (through the loss of employment), but a severe curtailment of their rural livelihoods. 
Both farmers and farm workers have consistently painted out that they have knowledge of 
the area that extends beyond farming, and includes an awareness of the natural (i.e: 
ecological) and cultural (i.e: space and place) elements that structure the SRV. Farmers, 
however, are able to receive market-based prices for their land, and have been able to 
relocate themselves in other regions of the Eastern Cape. Farm workers, on the other hand, 
have had no other options - they have lost all access to former ancestral land in the SRV, 
and in some cases, have been forced to do away with their stock as well . Land sales to the 
proposed park, therefore, at the time of fieldwork, were viewed with considerable trepidation 
by the majority of people in the district. 
8.3 Assessing the GAENP - the position of farmers and farm workers 
After 1994, the proposed creation of the GAENP took place amid fundamental political 
changes, which directly affected the structure and management of wildlife reserves in South 
Africa . The changes that beset the old South African National Parks Board (now SANParks) 
included a number of land claims registered by communities who were forcibly resettled 
during the proclamation of parks during the Apartheid era. One of the first successful land 
claims was made by the Makuleke in the Punda Malia area of the northern KNP, who were 
forcibly removed in 1969. In 1999, a portion of the northern Punda Malia area was ceded 
back to the Makuleke, as part of a joint management arrangement. As cited by Fabricius 
and de Wet (Chatty and Colchester 2002: 143), other claims were registered by the 
!Khomani San in the Kahalari Gemsbok National Park (now the Kgalagadi Transfrontier 
Park) in the Northern Cape Province, the Riemvasmaak community in the Augrabies 
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National Park (also in the Northern Cape), as well as two claims in KwaZulu Natal Parks and 
the Eastern Cape, and in Mpumalanga and the North West Province. 
Fabricius and de Wet (2002) write that new models of conservation have emerged as a 
result of the expansion of conservation areas, and associated land restitution claims. 
Relations between wildlife parks and their neighbours have been markedly improved, new 
tourism opportunities are unfolding (particularly with the involvement of NGO's and 
community organisations) and new models of conservation and land tenure arrangements 
are being developed. This includes the Makuleke and !Khomani6, who have assumed joint 
responsibility for the management of protected areas, and who are entitled to proceeds from 
the sale of wildlife , hunting , tourism ventures and various employment opportunities. 
In addition , after 1994, the old SANP board was reformed and reserves were encouraged to 
implement social development and community upliftment programmes. A Social Ecology 
unit was established for this purpose, and to provide a forum for accommodating the needs 
and grievances of those people resident outside of national parks, particularly in previous 
bantustan states of the country. Theoretically, as Beinart (2000: 295), Fourie (1994) and 
Loader (1994) mention, the underlying basic notions of 'deep ecology', wildlife and 
wilderness management are also now being reformulated. Some ecologists hold that 
theories of disequilibrium bring the assumption that natural systems are to be managed as 
'pristine' relics of the past (Fairhead and Leach 1996a: 119) into serious disrepute. Forman 
(1995), for example, interprets elements of human landscape patterning , such as fire, 
agriculture and settlement, as playing a dynamic role in promoting system diversity and flux. 
As part of these changes, and in particular since land sales were initiated long before these 
changes took place, SAN parks requested a detailed Strategic Environmental Assessment of 
the proposed GAENP'- This included a social , economic and cultural assessment of the 
proposed park completed in 2001 (Connor 2001), and in 2002, the prOVision of a long-term 
resettlement and development plan for affected farm labourers, which was submitted to the 
World Bank and GEF (Huggins et a/2002) . The involvement of the World Bank brought an 
added dimension of planning of the GAENP, since it was particularly concerned with the fate 
of farm workers. Although land sales for the GAENP commenced in the early 1980s, no 
6 As indicated in Chapter One, the South African Human Rights Commission points out that human 
rights abuses against the !Khomani on reclaimed land are sti ll occurring, and illustrates the degree to 
which claims have been subject to a process of ongoing contestation (www.sahrc.org.za). 
7 A Strategic Environmental Assessment is a much larger, and more comprehensive assessment than 
an Environmental Impact Assessment. An SEA contains social , cultural and economic appraisals and 
does not only those related to the environmental impact of a venture, as is suggested by an EIA. 
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formal provisions were made for the resettlement and compensation of farm workers. This 
was largely because SAN Parks had been purchasing land under private contractual terms, 
which specified that land be vacant upon occupation or transfer to a new owner'. This meant 
that all equipment, stock, buildings and labourers were to be cleared or removed when sold 
to SAN Parks. Thus, unlike farmers , who received good prices for their land and were aple to 
re-establish themselves elsewhere, workers were not offered alternative employment by 
SAN Parks. In some cases, farmers did make arrangements to employ their labourers on 
new farms, but workers were mostly left to their own devices once land had been sold to 
SAN Parks, since they could not remain on these properties any longer. 
Data presented in the social assessment (Connor 2001), as part of a larger Strategic 
Environmental Assessment, suggested that the fate of these workers was problematic. 
Employment on farms, although tainted with paternalism and subservience, did provide ex-
workers with benefits, such as housing , education and rations, that were difficult to achieve 
by themselves in the short-term. The sense of loss facing ex-farm labourers was 
exacerbated by the fact that many had been in long-term service on one particular farm, or 
on several in the district, for most of their lives. Consequently, those individuals who had 
had the longest period of service on a farm accrued the most benefits (such as livestock, 
consumer goods and retirement homes), but also stood to lose the most upon sale to the 
GAENP. Furthermore, labourers in the SRV are primarily unskilled, and have a very specific 
knowledge of farming techniques that cannot easily be utilised in any other working 
environment. As indicated, workers possess a familiarity with the district based on social 
and neighbourhood associations, and will not easily uproot these linkages to move to an 
unfamiliar area. 
The state of the regional economy further exacerbates these problems. The Eastern Cape 
province has one of the highest unemployment rates in the country, being approximately 
55% (Provincial Crime Prevention Strategy 2005: 1), and is addressing this problem through 
the expansion of industry, such as the newly proposed Coega harbour. This means that 
whilst industrial centres like the Nelson Mandela Metropole (comprising Port Elizabeth, 
Uitenhage and Dispatch) , are expanding rapidly, farming economies are experiencing a 
marked decline. Data put forward in the SEA (Connor 2001) supports this , and suggested 
that the size and number of farms in the GAENP were rapidly contracting. The large farms 
so common in the past appear to have been divided amongst subsequent generations of 
farmers . These smaller farms are not usually economically viable, since a huge area is 
necessary to maintain a herd of small stock, especially in the arid karoo. This has 
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encouraged many landowners to either leave land vacant, or sell their land to private 
investors who promote game and hunting ventures, since these units require less labour 
and are also much more lucrative (Luck 2003) . Coupled with the purchase of land by a 
single conglomerate (ie: SAN Parks) , farms in the GAENP area have also changed hands 
more rapidly than in the past, leading to a quick labour turnover, and consequently, 
extensive unemployment in the region. Private land ownership is thus not as stable and 
predictable as farmers would like it, and in many cases farmers have opted to use semi-
permanent and itinerant labourers. Temporary labour is often seen as the solution to avoid 
permanent employment contracts, the result being that most of these temporary workers are 
not paid a minimum living wages. 
In this respect, if the GAENP is successful, it can provide a measure of relief for local 
inhabitants, especially as a future provider of tourist related employment, as well as a range 
of other infrastructural, game ranging and educational opportunities. In other respects, 
however, in order for this to occur, the Park (and the hunting and game industry as a whole) 
will still have to address interim measures of relief for many beleaguered workers, the 
majority of which cannot always be accommodated as residents or workers on conserved 
land . In order for the future GAENP to truly become a people friendly park, ecologists will 
have to address issues relating to the access and use of ancestral territories in the SRV 
(some of which are in the GAENP) - particularly for the purposes of grazing, as well as 
ritually, for the maintenance of ancestral gravesites. As the next section will point out, farm 
workers cannot be treated solely as retrenched workers, but need to be recognised as 
residents that have deeply rooted social and cultural ties to land in the SRV. 
The RPF (Huggins et a/2002: 27-36) outlined a basic resettlement package for workers 
displaced by the GAENP. This included (i) a comprehensive valuation of assets, including 
that of existing pay packages on farms, homesteads, crops and stock, in order to provide 
cash compensation to workers; (ii) the provision of temporary shelter and salvage of building 
materials, and later, the rebuilding of homesteads to a similar standard prior to resettlement, 
(iii) transportation, (iv) the exhumation and/or compensation for ancestral gravesites, (v) the 
provision of employment positions (not temporary or connected to poverty alleviation) , 
equivalent in terms of past benefits and salaries (vi) the possible provision and purchase of 
alternative land for housing and resettlement and (vii) training for future tourism employment 
positions in the GAENP. The RPF suggested that SANParks provide interim support for 
S In the Eastern Cape, this amounts to a monthly amount of R871 .58, as provided by the Department 
of Labour (in 2004). 
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jobless farm workers , and create a detailed record for those who had (and would) be 
displaced by the GAENP. 
When the report was submitted to SANParks , however, there was great disagreement 
concerning the numbers of people who qualified for assistance , since many workers 
(according to them) had been assisted by their previous employers. Moreover, SANParks 
pOinted out that the purchase of alternative land for displaced workers was not a possibility, 
since the numbers of those displaced was 'low'. After the RPF had been accepted by the 
World Bank, SAN Parks compiled their own RPF in 2003, which outlined their interpretation 
of the original RPF (Huggins et af) in 2002. SAN Parks did not mention whether cash 
compensation would be provided for workers (as outlined in the 2002 RPF), but 
concentrated on the provision of employment as their main redressive mechanism (2003: 9, 
22). Full cash compensation and accommodation would only be provided in cases where 
SAN Parks would expropriate land from farmers - a measure which has not yet occurred. 
Employment would include temporary positions in the four year poverty relief programme 
currently operated by various Eastern Cape municipalities in the SRV area, whilst first 
preference would be given to workers for permanent positions in the GAENP. With regard to 
housing , this RPF document (2003) mentioned that although SANParks would assume 
responsibility for housing of displaced workers, it would also negotiate with local 
municipalities to obtain a standard R15 000 government grant for housing in nearby urban 
areas (2003: 11). Most importantly, SANParks mentioned that it would not assume direct 
responsibility for those already displaced on land purchased by them, since in many cases 
farms were purchased with a third party agreement, a clause which exempted SAN Parks 
from assuming responsibility for displaced workers (2003: 8). 
In terms of the original RPF accepted by the World Bank (Huggins et a/2002) , SANParks' 
version of the RPF only partially addresses the needs of displaced workers as outlined in 
the 2002 RPF. Although SAN Parks (2003: 9) envisages that up to 40 eco-tourism jobs 
would be created per 15 000 hectares (about one person for every 250 hectares) , temporary 
employment (and a few full-time posts) has made up the majority of their compensation for 
workers to date. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, it is doubtful whether all of these jobs 
would include local displaced farm workers, since theoretically, eco-tourism jobs include the 
creation of posts for the tourism industry as a whole (including tour operators , airlines and 
the like). Cash compensation for gravesites, crops or housing was not outlined , nor does 
SAN Parks mention the existence or formation of a comprehensive database concerning the 
fate of displaced workers on farms purchased by the GAENP before 2003. Besides 
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temporary employment and the provision for future training of workers for tourism jobs, 
SANParks has relied heavily on local government municipalities to provide state pensions, 
welfare grants and housing for displaced workers in towns and urban areas, placing even 
more pressure upon these already beleaguered municipalities. 
Besides the details of the compensation process, which will be comprehensively addressed 
in the conclusion, an important question to pose is whether the GAENP fully represents and 
accommodates the changes that have characterised ecology in recent years - both as a 
general theoretical (or academic) discipline, as well as within conservation practice within 
post-apartheid South Africa. The GAENP may after all , become a viable and successful 
initiative that is in possession of land that is considered by farm labourers to be their 
ancestral property. As Pimbert and Pretty (1995), McDonald (2002) as well as Chatty and 
Colchester (2002) point out, many global conservation bodies (such as the World 
Conservation Congress, the World Commission of Protected Areas , and the Convention on 
Biological Diversity) place great emphasis on the co-management of new protected areas: 
A body of jurisprudence has resulted , which effectively recognises indigenous people's rights 
to the ownership, management and use of their lands and territories, to represent themselves, 
to their intellectual property and to a measure of self-governance and self-determination 
(Chatty and Colchester 2002: 13). 
SANParks has not investigated co-management of the GAENP, despite the fact that farm 
workers have deep historical ties to the farmed landscape. Moreover, although SANParks 
(as a parastatal), does espouse the principles of socially sensitive conservation, in the case 
of the GAENP, they have not fully translated policies and principles into actual practice as 
yet. In most cases, especially before 1994, purchase of land for the proposed GAENP has 
gone hand in hand with eviction and displacement of farm workers. Large, exclusive lodges 
have already been erected - for an elite tourist market - without any inclusion or reflection of 
the fate of the people who had previously occupied and worked on these properties as 
labourers and tenants. The following section will consider the fate of some displaced farm 
workers and contemplate the overall effect of the GAENP upon the lives of people in the 
SRV as a whole. 
8.4 Experiences of removal amongst farm workers 
8.4.1 Removals from the GAENP (1999-2004) 
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The surveys conducted for SAN Parks in 2001 and 2002 (Connor 2001 , Huggins et a/2002) 
evaluated the conditions of employment and outlined some focal areas for possible 
compensation and employment of displaced workers in the GAENP. However, ih addition to 
this work, a small number of people who had already been displaced prior to 1994 in 
outlying towns (Addo and Paterson) were also interviewed. In combination with detailed data 
collected as part of fieldwork in 2002-2004, this information as a whole indicates the 
existence of two basic groups of ousted farm workers in the GAENP area . Firstly, there are 
those workers, like the Julys and Mbosinis, who have been removed from land that has 
been sold to the park in the last five years. These workers have long-standing working 
histories on farms such as Braklaagte and Bitterwater, where they managed to recover 
some of the losses suffered as a result of forced removal from their ancestral land in the 
1970s. Although of these workers have been accommodated as permanent and temporary 
(contract) workers by SAN Parks, their removal from these farms still represents a striking 
reversal of fortunes. Unless provision has been made for the transfer of stock to a new 
employer, displaced workers typically sell, slaughter or keep their remaining stock in towns -
all of which potentially jeopardises their only source of independence. For those who have 
managed to find employment on SAN Parks land, the situation is complicated even further by 
the restrictions placed on the grazing and use of conserved land for domestic stock. 
Furthermore, many of the established neighbourhood and kin networks on farms have been 
destroyed, which has left many workers without any system of social support. 
Anthony Mbosini, for example, was employed as a district ranger by SAN Parks in 2002. 
Unfortunately, due to grazing restrictions on conserved land, he was forced to move his 
stock to Somerset East, where he had purchased a house with his severance pay from 
Braklaagte. Here, he said, his herd of about 200 goats had dwindled to thirty, the rest being 
'eaten ' (i.e: stolen) by residents of the town . Despite his employment with SANParks, he 
was adamant that the Park should provide him with grazing for his stock, and expressed his 
bitterness with SAN Parks for removing him from his home. 
As for the Julys, Antonio joined his father and brother Best, briefly for three years in 1986 in 
Braklaagte, from where he went to Uitenhage. After his father's death in 1991 , he returned 
to a property not far from his original residence near Korhaansdrif , where he currently lives 
and works. Best and John July remained on Braklaagte, until the property was sold to 
SAN Parks in 2002. Hereafter, Best (the youngest of the three brothers) found himself in a 
precarious position: he refused to leave his home, but was then offered contract work as a 
herdsman by a neighbouring farmer. However, as this property was also due to be 
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purchased SANParks, the farmer rescinded his arrangement and he (Best) found himself 
without work for a number of months. Eventually he made an arrangement with another 
farmer, who had rented out a portion of Braklaagte. This enabled Best to retain residence 
and secure grazing for his stock on the farm. 
John July also managed to find work with SAN Parks following his removal from Braklaagte. 
However, when I asked him if he felt his life was better for his employment in the GAENP, 
he disagreed - saying that the park did not allow him to keep stock. He explained that when 
the park purchased the farm , the farmer sold some of his animals, since he (the farmer) felt 
that he had too many and that they were in danger of denuding the little grazing that there 
was on the property. He indicated that his remaining stock was transferred to Somerset 
East, where they were also being stolen by township dwellers. Of the seven families 
resident on Braklaagte prior to purchase by SAN Parks, only three found employment with 
SANParks. The rest were rendered unemployed . . 
Temporary employment opportunities offered by SAN Parks during 2003 and 2004 
amounted to contract positions for workers for the dismantling of farm fences , as well as the 
erection of game fencing and road maintenance and infrastructure. In July 2003 a team of 
these workers were contracted to erect fenCing around SAN Parks properties in Darlington 
dam. However, as I discovered, the majority of these workers were sourced from district 
municipalities in towns such as Jansenville, Kirkwood, and Klipplaat. Notably, of the thirteen 
workers that I met who were part of the team in Darlington Dam in 2003, only two were 
individuals who had been ousted from SAN Parks property. This couple, Willem Bruintj ies 
and his wife, were contacted in Jansenville by an agency employed by SAN Parks, to where 
they had moved after the farm on which they were working had been sold to SANParks . 
They also managed to find permanent employment with SAN Parks after their contracts had 
expired in January 2004. Other such teams of contract workers have been employed around 
the Kirkwood area, and like the team around Darlington Dam , are primarily composed of 
individuals who have registered with local municipalities for the purposes of finding 
employment. Those workers who had been displaced from farms as a direct result of land 
purchases for the GAENP therefore did not appear to be prioritised in these employment 
ventures. 
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Analysed in terms of Scudders9 (1993) four stage model of the resettlement process, 
individuals (such as the Julys) who have managed to find some kind of permanent 
employment with SANParks, have definitely managed to recover some of the losses 
suffered as a result of their loss of farm employment. Although the Julys (in particular) , had 
lost most of their stock, they have also secured relatively high paying jobs with SANParks in 
comparison to the ages they had received as farm workers. These individuals thus partially 
correspond to Scudder's second stage of 'transition', and are beginning to enter the stage of 
economic and social development. However, as I have indicated in Chapter One, the 
insights of Rodgers (2002) , Turton (2005), Bascomb (1998) as well as Malkki (1997) 
indicate that the process of displacement may be far more complex than suggested by 
Scudder's analysis. His model of displacement is primarily geared towards a 'before and 
after' scenario, particularly for those oustees who form a coherent community before the 
event of displacement. By contrast, farm labourers in the SRV have never formed a 
'coherent community', but have been scattered geographically over a wide area. In some 
instances, as on Bitterwater farm, as well as upon BoPlaas and Korhaansdrif (in the past), 
farm workers and rural residents have formed mini-communities, with close social networks 
between neighbouring farms. Even on these tracts of land, displacement can certainly not 
be described as a once-off event. Displacement in the SRV is a historically rooted 
phenomenon that encourages a description of the condition of 
movement and diaspora as a serial , ongoing and embedded phenomenon. 
8.4.2 Removals from the GAENP prior to 1994 
In this respect, the insights of Cernea (1988, 2000) regarding impoverishment risks , but 
particularly that of Downing (1996) concerning social geometry, are more applicable to a 
second category of oustees in the SRV - those individuals who have been removed from 
farms sold to SAN Parks during the 1980s and 1990s. The fate of these oustees is rather 
problematic: not only have they not been compensated for their loss of employment, stock 
and residence, but because they were removed before the inception of SANParks' 
programme of public participation and consultation in 1999, during the height of apartheid in 
the 1980s, have not been accounted for at all. Except for fourteen (14) households of 
workers who had been removed from the GAENP prior to 1994, that my fieldwork in Addo 
and Paterson townships uncovered, the whereabouts of other workers who were ousted 
9 These are: (i) 'planning and recruitment' (of the actual resettlement process by policy makers) , (ii) 
'transition' (involving physical relocation and higher levels of economic risk taking by resettlers) , (iii) 
'economic and social development' (where resettlers recover and develop more innovative behaviour) 
and (iv) 'handing over or incorporation' - where a resettled community supposedly become a more 
independent and self sufficient unit. 
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from park land from 1994-2003 are completely unknown. Among the fourteen households 
surveyed in Addo and Paterson, only one worker had received a compensation package (of 
R5000), this being provided by the farmer himself. In five cases, SAN Parks proliided a truck 
for the transportation of people to nearby townships, where they were summarily dumped 
without the prior provision of housing or shelter. Only two farmers assisted their workers with 
finding housing or securing a state pension in a new environment. In six cases, labourers 
were under the (false) impression that they were going to receive employment from 
SAN Parks. In all fourteen instances, however, it was clear that workers did not want to move 
from these farms, and that they could rely on neither SAN Parks nor their employers to assist 
them with the move. Workers had to rely on their own social networks to secure shelter and 
housing in the Addo and Paterson . 
The outlook for these ex-farm labourers in surrounding towns such as Paterson and Addo is 
not very promising. As a result of the regional recession, options available to displaced 
workers are limited. Contract work on citrus farms is limited to a short period of three 
months during harvest, whilst many women survive on the sale of alcoholic beverages and 
prickly pear products, as well as domestic work. Old age pensions are the only source of 
regular income - all of the 14 household surveyed in Addo and Paterson were reliant upon 
pensions and/or disability grants. 
Data was collected from two towns in the GAENP area in May 2002. The first is the 
township of KwaZenzele, close to the town of Paterson, where four households that had 
been removed from SAN Parks land were interviewed. This township is situated on the 
outskirts of the farming town of Paterson and contains a growing portion of informal dwellers 
whose presence was generally regarded as unnecessary on those farms that have been 
converted into private game ranches. Those residents who had experienced removal from 
land purchased specifically by SAN Parks, however, indicated similar patterns of tenancy 
and sharecropping around Paterson to those experienced on Korhaansdrif and BoPlaas in 
Kirkwood. Two households in KwaZenzele indicated that they had been removed from a 
property close to Paterson in 1962. Scout Tshawe, the eldest kinsmen of one family, said 
that he and his brothers had grown up on this farm , and that their ancestral gravesites were 
located on this property: 'We had our own plots on Bellview, we had our education there, 
but we were all scattered around and lived far away from each other'. 
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In 1962 Bellview farm was sold to a new farmer, who had wanted to intensify the cattle and 
small stock farming operation , so that those individuals who remained on the property were 
employed as workers. Here, as Scout Tshawe remembered, their presence on the farm was 
similar to the tenancy relationship they had cultivated with the previous owner before 1962, 
with the exception of their monthly pay: 
We only got R40 per month, but also got flour, maize meal and some paraffin as well. We 
also planted a lot on this farm and used to live off our vegetables and maize we had in our 
gardens. 
Eventually, Bellview was sold for inclusion into the GAENP in 1996. SANParks provided 
transport for these families to Paterson, and they were summarily dumped in KwaZenzele 
without any compensation or further assistance. Scout expressed his bitterness: 
The farmer should have discussed this with us - we feel hard done by the farmer, we spent 
a lot of time working for him, but even then he did not help us, not even some shoes for our 
feet. 
Ten households in Nomathamsanqa - a larger township adjacent to Addo town - were also 
accessed. Here, residents relayed that evictions from farms, as well as 'black spots' 
around Kirkwood (including Wesbank and e'Nosini) during the 1950s and 1960s had initially 
made up the greater mass of residents in these townships. However, like KwaZenzele, 
Nomathamsanqa is also struggling to accommodate the growing number of people evicted 
from farms in the Addo area. Four households related their residence and removal from 
Gorahkloof, a farm purchased by SANParks in 1992 and converted into a luxury game lodge 
for inclusion into the GAENP. According to these informants, Gorahkloof had employed 
about eight workers , with a total of six households on the farm . Each contained large 
extended families , ranging from eight to 24 individuals. All four households indicated that 
they had not received compensation from their employer, and had left the graves of their 
ancestors and families on the farm. One particular family who had moved to Addo was 
headed by a woman, Gladys Mzanqa , who housed 13 members of her extended family in a 
two roomed government-built house in Nomathansamqa. She relied on a monthly disability 
grant as well as odd amounts of money provided by her children , two of whom were 
employed in the Addo Elephant National Park. 
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One particular family, headed by Alfred Conini , indicated that most of the people who had 
resided and worked on Gorahkloof, had grown up on the farm. He referred to Gorah as his 
ancestral 'home', which contained the graves of his father, grandfather and father-in-law. He 
mentioned that they were given fair warning to move off the farm, and were 'assisted' by the 
park, which transported them to Nomathamsanqa. However, he said that he felt cheat'ild, 
particularly because he had stayed on this farm for most of his adult life, and did not have 
any means of accessing gravesites after their removal. His cattle were a source of particular 
frustration: 
I chose five of my best cattle [of a herd of about 20) that were going to be auctioned when 
the farm was sold. On the day of the auction I was left behind, and when the farmer 
came back he gave me only R200 for one cow. That was my package [i.e: severance 
pay]. My family were taken to Addo, but my wife decided to move to Port Elizabeth, and 
she left me alone. 
Steven Mithiyo (77 years of age) , who also used to live on Gorahkloof, indicated that the 
conditions in Addo were not pleasing to him at all and he preferred farm life - 'ndi hlala . 
njengehagu apha' (I am staying like a pig in the township). He was a source of much 
amusement to my two guides, who dismissed him as an 'old fashioned rural type'. He had 
worked on Gorah farm for over 42 years, with his grandfather and father, and referred to the 
farm as his ancestral home. His family abandoned six ancestral graves on the property and 
his herd of cattle were reduced from six (on the farm) to one in KwaZenzele. 
Besides Gorahkloof, Nomathamsanqa also housed a large family who had been removed 
from a farm close to Addo in 1990, now called Riverbend Lodge. The household contained 
thirteen individuals, four of whom had been employed as workers. Three other families also 
resided on the property. Like those on Gorahkloof, this family were also forced to abandon 
their graves on Riverbend, but had managed to construct a four roomed house in Addo with 
the combined income of a monthly pension, as well as contributions from two other family 
members who were employed in game lodges in the area. 
Collectively, data collected from Nomathamsanqa and KwaZenzele indicates that workers 
have long histories and close connections to farms that were sold to SAN Parks, particularly 
through employment and residential security, but also through the existence and access to 
ancestral graves on these properties. Workers had worked on one particular farm for most 
of their lives, as labour tenants rather than actual farm labourers, and still have close kin 
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and family contacts in the district. Accordingly, the Strategic Environmental Assessment or 
SEA (Connor 2001) indicated 22 years as the average duration spent by workers on the 16 
farms surveyed, and 37 years among farmers. Moreover, this data confirms that the 
experience of labour tenancy, like that of Anthony and Antonio near Kirkwood , continued 
until relatively recently in the SRV and surrounding areas. Informants indicate that they had 
access to such land until the late 1960s, mostly as tenants or partial sharecroppers, after 
which they were absorbed onto farms as paid labourers. Those individuals who did not 
manage to find employment on farms, or who had retired from active employment, then 
moved to surrounding towns and outlying fa rms. As in the SRV around Kirkwood, many of 
these labour agreements prior to 1970 are particularly important, since many tenants found 
a 'home' on these properties after their expulsion from ancestral land . Despite the 
predictable (and often volatile) servant-master relationship, farmers did function as a safety-
net for their labourers, often providing them with opportunities for self advancement and 
investment - usually through the accumulation of stock. The sale of land to the GAENP, 
combined with the conversion of some farms to game ranches, as well as a regional 
economic recession, gradually reduced the options for these workers, and eradicated most 
of these long-standing labour and tenancy agreements . 
The conditions under which these people were forced to move from farms, mostly without 
prior consultation or planning , without compensation and sometimes without general 
assistance and help with their move and re-establishment in the towns of Addo and 
Paterson, are echoed in Cernea's (1988, 1996, 2000) outline of the eight impoverishment 
risks associated with displacement'O Of these, it is particularly landlessness , joblessness , 
marginalisation , food insecurity, social disintegration and loss of access to land that are the 
most noticeable. Cernea does not assume that displacement is a once-off event, or that a 
reliable 'before and after' scenario can be sketched out for oustees. Moreover, Cernea and 
Scudder illustrate that the ability of oustees to recover after such an event has occurred is 
clearly a multi-dimensional process, one that depends on the economic health of a region, 
as well as on effective means of planning by the agents responsible for displacement. If 
such an event has not been planned effectively, as was certainly not the case for ex-farm 
workers in Addo and Paterson , individuals will struggle to recover economically , particularly 
since the social and cultural connections made prior to displacement have mostly 
disappeared. 
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Downing (1996) places a great deal of emphasis on the social and cultural connections that 
oustees depend on for their stability and economic recovery, particularly within his 
description of social geometry". Downing (1996: 39) writes that displacement fends to 
disrupt social and cultural connections to spaces, and that the ability of people to re-
establish productive activities may very well depend on whether people can retain some of 
these original connections. Those workers displaced to Addo and Paterson, for example, 
relied heavily on members of their extended family for the provision of housing and 
accommodation , as well as basic goods during the first few weeks following the event of 
displacement. Furthermore, given the absence of resettlement planning , compensation or 
employment, these individuals relied heavily on their own expenses, usually being a meagre 
pension or government grant. Moreover, Downing (1996: 37) also indicates that the 
displacement process contains 'multi-dimensional perceptions of time and space'. His ten 
elements of social geometry indicate that the needs of displaced people go way beyond 
economic considerations, but that recovery depends on the degree to which oustees can 
control and manage the event of displacement on their own terms. In the SRV, oustees 
have never had much power over their fate - they have been unable to access old territories 
or farms from where they were moved from , and were not given compensation, housing' or 
planning prior and during their removal to outlying towns. 
The reasons behind the powerlessness of workers and their lack of representation within the 
creation of the GAENP, can be drawn back to similar processes of dispossession and 
dislocation which began in the 18th Century. Although Gqunukwhebe and Mbalu 
frontiersmen (as do current farm workers) believed that the land around the SRV was their 
by right of conquest and settlement, their 'ownership' has been slowly eradicated by the 
entry of British colonialists , the erstwhile apartheid reg ime, and more recently, the National 
Parks Board (NPB) , currently SAN Parks. Although it wou ld be difficult to equate the actions 
of the apartheid regime to SANParks, it is unfortunate that this parastatal has inherited 
many of the problems of its predecessor, the NPB. The then NPB largely escaped 
responsibility for the fate of workers displaced prior to 1994, and therefore shifted the liability 
for compensation and assistance to private farmers , most of whom also failed to assist 
workers with their removal from conserved land. Moreover, the NPB also failed to provide a 
10 These are: landlessness, joblessness, homelessness, increased morbidity and mortality, 
marginalisation, food insecurity, social disintegration (or disarticulation) and loss of access to 
communal property. 
II Social geometry involves at least ten elements: (i) mUlti-dimensional perceptions of time and space 
(ii) intangibility of time and space (iii) behavioural ordering, (iv) prioritisation, (v) moral ordering (vi) 
gender, age and rank stratification (vii) embedded ness (viii) dissatisfaction with existing orders (viv) 
attachment to space and time (x) control, manipulation (or power) and recreation. 
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coherent framework for displacement - a problem which current SAN Parks officials have 
inherited. Because these removals occurred within a different dispensation , SANParks has 
not assumed responsibility for these earlier removals , and has concentrated on providing 
some form of compensation and employment to those who were displaced after 1994, as 
suggested by the SEA and RPF in 2001 and 2002. Clearly, given the amount of suffering 
that workers have endured as a result of unplanned displacement in the GAENP, it is indeed 
surprising that farmers and SAN Parks alike have not been held to be publicly accountable 
for their past actions. 
8.5 Conclusion 
To conclude , it must be mentioned that the data collected from KwaZenzele and 
Nomathamsanqa is incomplete, for various reasons . Firstly, those households displaced by 
the GAENP do not accurately reflect the amount of people displaced by the conversion of 
farms into game ranching operations. The total number of those displaced remain unknown, 
but may be comparably higher than those displaced by the GAENP. As my survey of Addo 
and Paterson have indicated, many residents in these towns can be directly or indirectly 
associated with displacements and removals from farms that had been converted into 
private wildlife operations. 
In the second instance, data in KwaZenzele and Paterson provide only a partial indication of 
the total numbers of people removed from the GAENP since the start of the expansion of 
the Addo Park. The Addo Park has certainly not been a static entity, but has shifted and 
expanded the boundaries of conserved land since its inception in the early 20th Century. The 
total numbers of people displaced from the GAENP can only be speculated - but can be 
inferred from data collected by surveys in 2001 and 2002. As Huggins ef al (2002: 31) point 
out, during the last five years (1997 to 2001) since the commencement of the GAENP phase 
of the Addo Park, SAN Parks had purchased some 36 farms for incorporation into GAENP, 
or about 40 000 hectares. Calculating that those 26 farms surveyed in the RFP during 2002 
contained some 182 workers - which creates a mean average of one employee for every 
261 hectares - one can tentatively calculate that about 154 worker families have been 
displaced by the park in these five years (from 40 000 hectares) . This agrees with the 
figures of Huggins ef al (2002: 34), who calculate that a shortfall of approximately 127 jobs 
had been created by the purchase of these 36 farms. My fieldwork in the SRV revealed that 
only about 10-15 pOSitions (including housing), for displaced farm workers (mainly rangers 
and domestics), had been created by SANParks around Lake Mentz and the Sundays River. 
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Moreover, the GAENP plans to include another 90 000 hectares, of which about 47 000 ha 
had already been acquired at the time of the RPF in 2002 . As of 2005, most of these 
properties have already been purchased . Consequently, using the extrapolatiori of 261 
hectares for one employee - about 345 people will have been displaced from these 90 000 
hectares. About 500 workers have been displaced thus far on the total figure of 130 000 
hectares purchased from 1997 until the present. These are figures that indicate, at the very 
least, the minimum amount of displaced people, and do not include seasonal, temporary or 
contractual labourers, who are not registered by farmers as resident, permanent labourers. 
These numbers could increase by at least threefold considering the fact that many farmers 
sometimes prefer to employ an exclusive contractual labour force , and do not always list 
these workers as being potential beneficiaries to be placed on a list for resettlement 
compensation. 
Moreover, considering that the terrestrial footprint of GAENP includes 340 00 hectares 
(mostly composed of farm land) , one can extrapolate how many people in total have, and 
will be affected by the purchase of land. When one deducts the 130 000 hectares purchased 
during 1997 until 2005, as well as the existing Addo Park of 80000 hectares (including 
Woody Cape and Tootabie reserves), one is left with 130000 hectares that still have to be 
purchased . This amount is not reliable , however, as many farms and lodges earmarked for 
inclusion into the GAENP have already displaced workers on original farms in the 
conversion into game farming . However, these 130000 hectares still represent about 500 
workers that have, or mostly will be displaced by the GAENP. In total , the 340 000 hectares 
of the GAENP footprint represents the displacement of about 1306 workers, excluding their 
families . This information can be presented in tabular form as follows: 
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Table Eight: Approximate Numbers of Farm Workers Displaced by the GAENP 
Category Number of Number of 
hectares displaced 
workers 
Addo Park 80000 307 
Purchases 1997- 40000 154 
2001 
Purchases 2001- 90000 345 
2005 
Potential to be 130000 500 
purchased 
TOTAL 340000 1306 
This figure can be taken as an indication of the minimum amount of people displaced by the 
GAENP - if the families of workers are included, this figure may quadruple. Moreover, most 
workers still remain unaccounted for. Those displaced after the submission of the SEA and 
RPF in 2001 and 2002 have been offered employment by SAN Parks, either on a temporary 
(involving the erecting of fencing and road infrastructure) or permanent basis (as rangers 
and housekeepers) - but those who have been displaced before these dates have 
disappeared , and remain invisible . This is largely because SANParks failed to take 
inventories and collect worker databases whilst purchasing land for the GAENP, mainly 
because land was (and is) purchased using a private 'willing seller, willing buyer' agreement 
- which effectively relieved SAN Parks from taking direct responsibility for displaced workers, 
and instead placed the onus on the seller of land . In most cases the original owners of farm 
land mostly left their workers to their own devices . 
Although the numbers of people previously displaced by the GAENP are not very high, it is 
still a matter of grave concern that despite the mention of some individuals and families in 
the SEA in 2002 , they have still not been included in current plans for compensation and 
employment of farm workers by the proposed GAENP. As mentioned, some workers have 
received temporary and permanent employment positions offered by SAN Parks to date -
but still have not received compensation, housing , nor alternative land as outlined in the 
RPF of 2002. Moreover, workers have lost all access to gravesites on erstwhile farm land 
and ancestral territories in the GAENP. 
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During the last five years of my involvement with farm workers in the SRV and the GAENP, I 
am of the opinion that SANParks have taken a good course of action by involving the World 
Bank, as well as numerous economic, cultural and social consultants. This has been an 
enlightening experience for all parties involved - anthropologists and wildlife managers 
alike. The formulation of a resettlement plan for all new. reserves in South Africa (as 
SAN Parks' RPF of 2003 suggests) also suggest that the GAENP represents a departure 
from the manner in which many old wildlife reserves in South Africa had been created, 
particularly before 1994. Thankfully, the numbers of people negatively affected by the 
GAENP is comparably low, particularly in comparison to some larger development schemes 
around the globe, which have displaced millions of people from their home territories. 
However, it is still a matter of grave concern that SAN Parks has not yet fully accounted for 
the fate of all individuals displaced by the Addo and GAEN Parks, nor fully implemented the 
suggestions outlined in the RPF. Consequently, one may ask whether SANParks ' treatment 
of workers in the GAENP represents a radical enough departure from the policies followed 
in old reserves in South Africa , and whether or not models of shared management (between 
SAN Parks and workers) and comprehensive access to ancestral territories in the GAENP, 
may be valid options. 
Most of what has been relayed to the reader in this thesis has not been concerned with 
figures and numbers, but with the everyday experiences and connections of people to 
spaces within the SRV (Downing 1996). The displacement of workers by the GAENP 
therefore goes far beyond the amount of people who have been affected by the mega park, 
but concerns the way in which their quality of life has been altered, historically, since the 
start of displacement during the early 18th Century. In Downing 's terms as well as my own, 
displacement due to the creation of the GAENP is only the most recent (but most final) 
spate of evictions and removals that have occurred in the SRV since the 18th Century. 
Moreover, forced removal and displacement in the SRV also concerns a subject at the core 
of many post-apartheid discourses in South Africa, that of land. Land, and the contestation 
of land rights and ownership, is an important debate that has not faded in the minds and 
memories of many residents in the SRV. This is because the GAENP has actually furthered 
processes of displacement and diaspora in the SRV, and has not taken an active stance in 
order to prevent any further losses from occurring as a result of the purchase of land. From 
the perspective of SAN Parks, land and land rights are political rather than environmental 
issues, which (according to them) is not their prime concern . As with many new reserves, 
the GAENP seems to elicit multiple dialogues about land - those of workers, farmers , 
conservationists, funders and politicians - but sadly, the rights and voices of workers have 
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been largely muted. This has resulted in a largely homogenous perception of the GAENP, 
especially by the general public, as an initiative dominated by a drive towards ecology and 
conservation. 
In these terms, and as a final point, one can suggest alternative outcomes for the planr)ed 
GAENP. In the first instance, it is clear that a loss of property (in the case of farmers) as well 
as housing, rations and stock (by farm workers) cannot be adequately recovered simply by 
the provision of employment in the GAENP. As many instances of global events of this 
nature have illustrated, displacement is more than a simple 'before and after' scenario, and 
cannot solely be measured on the ability of oustees to 'recover economic losses' (Downing 
1996: 49). These sentiments have been echoed by the stance of SAN Parks, who regard 
replacement work positions as better as those offered by farmers, and the 'potential ' 
economic benefits of eco-tourism as superior to that of farming . What these 'economic 
benefits' really are, remains to be seen, particularly since conservation projects have a 
notoriously long turn-around time, and the economic environment of the rural Eastern Cape 
especially is unstable. Clearly, the situation of oustees and the concerns of workers and 
farmers still have to be addressed in a manner that recognizes the deep linkages that 
individuals have forged with territories in the SRV. Many of the losses suffered by people 
cannot be quantitatively expressed, nor completely recovered, as Malkki (1995) has pointed 
out, since much of what was lost is mainly associated with 'feelings' of belonging and place. 
Lastly, since much of what defines modern wildlife conservation is based upon a collective 
membership and sharing of natural resources (particularly in post-apartheid South Africa) , 
and less upon an exclusive ownership of wildlife , it would be prudent to ask why land in the 
GAENP has to be owned by SAN Parks (in particular) to function as a wildlife sanctuary? 
Land is clearly a contested issue, a resource that is of equal value to white farmers , farm 
workers and wildlife managers alike. In terms of the data presented in this thesis , the 
GAENP has the potential to be run and managed as a collective resource, creating forms of 
access and ownership for all those who have lived and worked in the area for many 
generations. Whether such ideals can be realised, however, is a matter that can be better 
answered by future research , when the GAENP has been fully consolidated. 
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. CHAPTER NINE 
Conclusion 
The implicit pledge any intellectual makes to his readers is that he wi ll criticise, is criticising, 
freely and honestly. No-one buys a magazine, or comes to the theatre expecting to be 
deceived; he does not read a book in order to see important questions avoided. He expects 
writers and artists to tell whatever truth they know. He is counting on their judgements as a 
guide to his own thought and action. If they lie, or conceal what they know or decline to commit 
themselves at all .. . they are breaking faith , however noble the reasons they have or give for 
what they are doing'. 
M Walzer, 'Obligations' , Harvard University Press, Cambridge Mass, 1970. 
(Quoted In M Wilson, The Interpreters, 1972: 26). 
This conclusion is divided up into three sections. The first comments on the repercussions 
that the GAENP has for the mobility and economic survival of the inhabitants in the SRV. The 
second section synthesises my main arguments with regard to displacement, work and 
identity in the SRV, whilst the third concentrates on the implications that these arguments 
hold for anthropology in general. 
9.1 The GAENP - a monument with meaning? 
The GAENP certainly has the potential to create new categories of marginalised individuals in 
the Eastern Cape Province, since it has clearly problematised people's rights and access to 
land. It is also apparent that the GAENP is part of a wider pattern of corporate land use in 
contemporary South Africa. Speculators have pushed up prices of land , especially those in 
areas of the country where international and regional tourism have increased, in order to 
create lodges, golf courses and facilities that cater for an exclusive (mainly overseas) market 
of clients. The GAENP has fOllowed a varied path: although entry into the GAENP and (old) 
Addo Park is relatively inexpensive, prices of accommodation in privately owned lodges 
within the park are steep, and well out of reach for most middle-class citizens - and most 
definitely exclude farm workers. 
In this sense, the way in which the GAENP has been institutionalized has put the control over 
and access to land beyond the reach of most workers in the SRV. Mega-parks such as the 
GAENP are intrinsically based on selling a 'Walt Disney' African wildlife experience to 
tourists, and seemingly prefer to popularise cultural images based on the archetypal 
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'aboriginal wanderer' , or a rationale of 'cultural harmonisation' of local groups (Wolmer 2003: 
276). These essentially simplistic and homogenised explanations are more consumer-friendly 
and attractive than the very real history of poverty, war and dispossession in the area. The 
occurrence and meaning of events of displacement, war and migration have conveniently 
been omitted in the description of what is termed a 'new brand' of eco-tourism in the GAENP. 
The presence of people has been erased from the landscape of the new park. 
Despite these drawbacks, the GAENP does seem hold some potential for economic relief and 
job creation in poverty-stricken zones of the Eastern Cape, particularly due to the decline of 
farming in certain areas of the SRV. Furthermore, the GAENP proposes to link up with the 
Baviaanskloof Nature reserve , situated in the far western regions of the Eastern Cape, and 
create an even larger mega-reserve. But, as Koch (1997: 218) points out, ecotourism 
ventures in southern Africa have also suffered from certain limitations. Firstly, ecotourism has 
a very long turn around time, sometimes taking up to ten years (from the completion of a 
project) for people to reap some economic benefits. Secondly, global conservation models, 
particularly in Southern Africa, are heavily subsidised by the state, making the creation of 
private lodges an imperative. The state (i.e: SANParks) usually tenders for the creation of 
lodges to prospective investors, who pay the state a portion of their income, usually from 
profits made from exclusive lodges geared towards attracting an overseas tourist market. 
These types of lodges and tourism opportunities have already been created in the GAENP. 
Koch (1997: 220) maintains that conserved land in South Africa is (in effect), only being 
rented out by the state and that most profits are collected by private lodges, transport and 
tourism companies and hunting establishments at the expense of local inhabitants. 
The benefits that conserved areas may hold go far beyond the promise of economic relief, or 
the provision of temporary employment positions, as is the case in the GAENP. The deep ties 
to land in the SRV indicate that conservationists should be far more open towards alternative 
methods of conservation that allow for co-opted management and sharing of the benefits of 
wildlife parks. I n the SRV, SAN Parks have ruled out the possibility of shared resource 
management in the GAENP, due to a fear that such a model could possibly intensify pressure 
for SANParks to cede territory to land claimants in the SRV (pers. comm. Dr. M. Knight, 
SAN Parks, Port Elizabeth). Given that the history of the area is deeply rooted in practices of 
attachment to land , on the one hand, and elements of movement and displacement on the 
other, it therefore seems logical that new models of conservation management are needed as 
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, a matter of urgency. It is my suggestion that local inhabitants (particularly farm workers) be 
given greater access to the natural resources of the GAENP, and be allowed to enter into 
shared management and ownership agreements with conservation authorities, 
Compared to other African states, as Igoe (Chatty and Colchester 2002: 79) writes of 
Tanzania , national parks in South Africa still appear to be contributing to the very problems 
that they are claiming to solve (Le: unemployment and forced removal) . Moreover, 
conservation in southern Africa is rooted in the ideals of colonial science, which as Ranger 
(1999) points out in Zimbabwe, was seen as the 'only way in which a proper natural balance 
could be achieved' (1999: 270), especially through the introduction of scientific farming 
techniques. In the current context of wildlife conservation in the GAENP, these ideals of 
colonial science have continued, albeit in the form of international tourism and wildlife 
conservation, which hope to create a 'natural' balance between humans and the environment. 
These elements of conservation have, ironically, created an odd sense of artificiality around 
the GAENP, One gets the distinct feeling that there is very little sense of continuity between 
the proposed park and the human history of the area, When one visits tourist sites in the 
GAENP, as in the Kruger National Park or Addo Elephant Park, a visitor gets the impreSSion 
that human beings have never been there at all. It seems, as Ranger (1999: 270) points out 
in the Matopos National Park in Zimbabwe, that the GAENP will become a 'symbol of the 
international conservation movement and of international tourism', rather than a true 
representation of its unique social and cultural history, As this thesis has illustrated, the SRV 
is not simply a 'monument' that should be preserved , but a dynamic and variable area in 
which people have engaged in actions that have actively challenged and confronted the state. 
The situation in the SRV is far more complex than suggested by a simple exclusion of local 
action by conservationists, Residents of the SRV do not respond uniformly to an 'outside' 
influence (Le, that of conservation) but, as the history of local settlement demonstrates, have 
developed imaginative strategies for dealing with instability, war and natural disaster. These 
strategies depend on a mixture of mobility and sedentarism , through which farm workers use 
their social linkages to recall their ancestral land rights , and forge renewed attachments to 
farm residency in the district. Moreover, it is also clear that the social landscape of the SRV 
has been shaped through the attachments of people other than farm workers - these being 
conservationists, who aim to establish a viable conservancy, as well as farm owners, who 
base their ideas of belonging on their ownership of farmed land. Paradoxically, although farm 
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workers, farmers , and conservationists have converging historical identities, all three parties 
have referred to the SRV as their exclusive 'ancestral home', or their 'wilderness site'. 
The SRV has offered diverse opportunities for many impoverished individuals to retain control 
of their lives, and make choices that stand apart from the controlling influence of politicians 
and state officials. Residents in the SRV are very much aware of the limitations that larger 
processes, such as the GAENP, farm work, or forced removal have imposed on their lives. 
However, these limitations have sometimes been vindicated through the number of economic 
possibilities created through social ties and movement across farm boundaries (as suggested 
by a historical frontier), and a continued investment in the idea of a rural home. These 
attachments to the district provide workers with a certain amount of leverage over the 
negativities associated with displacement and farm work - opportunities that the GAENP will 
unfortunately bring to a thorough halt through the cessation of farming activities in the area. 
9.2 Making the invisible obvious : displacement, work and place 
One of the foremost challenges of this thesis has been the incorporation of displacement 
literature into my portrayal of people in the SRV. As illustrated by the GAENP, displacement 
has featured as one of the primary means of description for the events surrounding the lives 
of people in the SRV. However, much of displacement literature seems to be concerned with 
the negative impacts of displacement upon the material , economic, mental and familial lives 
of relocates, who as Scudder (1993), Cernea (1988), de Wet (1995) and Bascom (1988) point 
out, suffer inordinate amounts of stress in the relocation to a new environment. Throughout 
this thesis I have thus tried to reconcile these negative experiences of displacement -
including the poverty, rootlessness and desperation that accompany farm work in the SRV -
with the positive associations of displacement. 
As I have pointed out, the degrees of hardship that have accompanied displacement in the 
SRV are certainly not the on ly motivating factors behind ideas of place and space. Negative 
experiences are accompanied by displacement's converse - that of placement, sanctuary, 
and very deeply rooted ideas of home and ancestral belonging - which appear to be 
heightened (and not lost) through people's loss of their home territories. Most importantly, the 
way in which people in the SRV combine their ideas of loss and suffering , with positive 
memories of a lost home, is crucial in creating a sense of place in a new environment. Those 
workers who been removed from ancestral territories in the SRV have used varied and hybrid 
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' ways in which to re-define themselves, using their experiences as farm workers , and have 
used particular versions of 'tradition' and ideas of rurality in order to deal with past 
experiences of disruption, 
The hybridity of place and identity in the SRV is part of a second important challenge of this 
thesis . It would have been a relatively undemanding exercise to describe the people in the 
SRV as being part of discreet groups such as the 'Xhosa', or the 'coloured' . Although many 
workers and farmers use these categories in their daily conversations with each other, often 
to distinguish the morality of their own actions compared to the other, an unproblematic etic 
usage of these terms would have reflected a similar bias in my own work, Moreover, this 
would have concealed the complicated patterns of social association and heterogeneity in the 
area, and created a method of description analogous to the erstwhile apartheid regime in 
their description of 'Xhosa' identity in the previous Bantustan states of the Ciskei and 
TranskeL 
Compared to these regions, the SRV certainly presents a situation that is not common to 
other parts of the Eastern Cape, Historically, the SRV is a frontier area, where the boundaries 
between identities and groups have dissipated, creating a highly heterogeneous, dispersed, 
and less definitive nature of association , In addition, the manner through which labourers 
have used and occupied land in the SRV remains to be one of the most important 
mechanisms for the formation and expression of identity and place, Occupation and use of 
land in the SRV has not been formed through state ownership and control alone (as was 
usually the case in former Bantustan states), but through complicated patterns of labour 
exchange, lineage based occupation and private ownership of land, This fostered a much 
more diverse range of land occupation agreements, which also created a longevity of 
association and occupation of specific tracts of land in the district. Many families of farm 
workers have managed to hold onto tracts of ancestral land until as late as 1970, when 
inhabitants were forcibly removed from these territories, Unfortunately, these private 
arrangements also exposed tenants , sharecroppers and farm workers to much more 
unpredictable and tenuous relationships and working arrangements. Moreover, experiences 
of forced removal (in 1960 and 1970), as well as numerous expulsions from white farming 
land during the 20th Century, have created a desire to recapture such territories, or at least 
evoke memories that remind workers of their erstwhile lifestyle on such land, 
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In the SRV, however, residents have reclaimed their homes, and refashioned their particular 
ideas of belonging, through a selective process of screening: sifting through their negative 
encounters with relationships of domination and disruption, and incorporating the positive. In 
most cases, processes of exclusion, domination and helplessness (experienced during 
displacement, war, or farm work) are translated into the converse: inclusion, assistance, 
coming home and re-integration. Kin groups in the SRV, for instance, have been broken 
apart and dispersed due to years of disruption and farm work, which makes their re-
integration and inclusion via ritualised events all the more important. 
The ways in which people in the SRV have reclaimed the positive memories of a largely 
negative experience (of disruption), holds certain consequences for the way in which 
anthropology views the displacement process. Reclaiming the positive from the negative 
explains why experiences of displacement often result in heightened feelings of salvage and 
re-possession of that which was lost (Malkki 1995, Lovell 1998). Such a reclamation also 
accounts for the reasons why labourers in the SRV have the courage to endure the 
domination of a white farmer for the sake of material security, and have continued to view 
their access to ancestral land as their historical prerogative. Displacement due to war, state 
villagisation or even the proclamation of new conserved areas (i.e: the GAENP), certainly 
does not reduce the desire to recapture losses. On the contrary, displacement highlights 
ways in which people actively counter and contest their physical and material challenges of 
existence. 
The practice of work on farms in the SRV is therefore particularly important in understanding 
the ways in which labourers use negative experiences to create positive re-affirmations of 
place and belonging . As mentioned, the SRV can be differentiated from the old Ciskei and 
Transkei through the widespread incidence of farm work, which as I have indicated, holds 
both negative and positive consequences to the economic and cultural lives of farm workers. 
As Waldman (1996) and van Onselen (1992) have noted , farm work involves relationships of 
domination , sometimes exploitation, and in the SRV, is part a deeper historical cycle of 
dispossession that has removed workers from their erstwhile tracts of ancestral land in the 
SRV. However, Bourdieu (1977) pOints out that work is a paradoxical practice, and may serve 
to conceal the very personal nature of working relationships (as on farms in the SRV), and 
produce a 'collective denial' of elements of domination and repression . Work in the SRV 
suggests that such a 'symbolic violence', as Bourdieu calls it, depends on working practices 
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' and relationships that obscure the position of farm workers , and that deny their history and 
claim to land in the area. As my own experiences of white farmers in the SRV confirms, 
popular histories of the SRV, (Dorfling 1995, Delport n,d.) do not indicate that there is black 
agrarian history or ethnography of the area at all - most white farmers remain largely ignorant 
of the ownership claims made by Xhosa-speaking workers. 
However, whilst relationships of domination between farmers and labourers do depend on 
elements of racism and paternalism, the historicity of working relationships in the SRV has 
also created many opportunities for long-term residency , and consequently, has affirmed the 
connection of workers to their ancestors in the region, This applies particularly to those 
workers that have had access to long term residential opportunities, through either permanent 
positions (on farms such as Bitterwater and Braklaagte), as well as semi-permanent (i.e: 
dagswerk) positions. Although families and kin groups have been split apart through 
displacement and dispossession , such working relat ionships have enabled many workers 
(such as the Julys and Mbosinis) to either retain access to kin , and remain close to their 
erstwhile ancestral territories, or (in the case of the Spaas' on Bitterwater), to maintain long 
term working and residential contracts on farms in the SRV, 
Ritual and belief are important indicators of duality and hybridity in the SRV, since symbolic 
actions constantly refer to people's memories of the past in combination with challenges of 
the present and future. Beliefs concerning water spirits, snakes and rain- making ceremonies 
in the SRV are particu larly visible ways in which people familiarise themselves with well-
known elements of the landscape (or 'space'), thereby creating specific associations of 'place' 
in their locality (i.e.: the SRV). Moreover, rituals held in the domestic spaces of workers 
(illustrated by the July's umgidl) are more direct affirmations of the presence of their 
ancestors in the landscape of the SRV, entrenching their commitment to remain in the area. 
Moreover, although these beliefs are intimately associated with workers' affiliation to 
ancestral landscapes in the SRV, these beliefs also connect workers to their rural lifestyle in 
the locality of the SVR as a whole. Many sacred spaces and rituals in the SRV have faded in 
the memories of many workers, however, but the fact that they are still enacted , or occur, on 
present-day farms in the SRV, demonstrates the connection that workers have towards their 
lifestyle as rura l inhabitants in the SRV in general. 
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Ritualised occasions, such as the umgidi described in Chapter Seven, are also indicative of 
the duality of experience and belonging in the SRV. As McAllister (2006) points out, rituals 
(such as beer drinks, but also an umgidl) , amongst Xhosa-speaking people in the Eastern 
Cape often juxtapose ideals of returning to an idealised rural lifestyle (marked by cattle 
ownership and agriculture), with the realities of work and domination (by a white farmer) . 
Moreover, as Turner (1985) and Handelman (1990) have suggested , ritual moments often 
provide a window of clarity to participants in order to voice their opinions, express their 
feelings and make sense of 'reality', which may often run slightly contrary to the predicted 
main stream of events on these occasions. These occasions, like those in the SRV, are 
opportunities whereby people can reclaim the past, and fashion their own expressions of the 
transformations that have beset their lives - both as border residents and farm workers. 
Women, for example, have assumed a prominent role in ritual and ceremony in the SRV. 
Their input suggests that they have an important role to play in motivating placement and 
attachment to the SRV. With the Julys, I have illustrated that discourses of gender may occur 
as 'parallel ' sessions at an umgidi. Although such an event may seem primarily male directed 
(as befits male circumcision) , contrary to such obvious male connotations, women (and 
mothers in particular) express opinions of their own. As most female partiCipants at such an 
event are aware, farm work may encapsulate their sons and young male relatives into a 
system characterised by paternalism and cheap labour. Paradoxically, however, women are 
often aware that work (whether on farms or in town) , is ultimately necessary in the life cycle of 
young men, and is a moral responsibility that cannot be avoided. Male elders, in particular, 
view work as a seminal experience that can inform young men of their responsibilities in life, 
mostly through the creation of a home and family . Women, however, freely express the 
negativity of such 'necessary' working experiences at these events. 
Besides the economic opportunities associated with work, the symbolic dimensions of work in 
the SRV have produced a particular variety of worker 'tradition' and 'Redness', that , as Bank 
(2002) has pOinted out, depend on a hybrid combination of a variety of elements: In the first 
instance, despite the negativity of work, farm workers are far more closely aligned to the 
principles of white commercial farming in the SRV, since many individuals (such as Alec 
Mbosini, for instance) have appropriated ideas concerning farming methods, land ownership 
and independence from close working relationships with their employers. Secondly, 
however, these working ideals are actively combined with respect for ancestral rituals , a close 
connection to kin , and memories of an erstwhile rural lifestyle on ancestral territories in the 
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' region . Many workers , have an aversion towards behaviour that they associate with 'bats' (or 
i1ilulwane') and choose to honour their ancestors by demonstrating their respect for ancestral 
rituals and beliefs, Lastly, although farm workers' memories and experiences of ancestral 
territory in the SRV may motivate their ultimate sense of identity and placement, these 
memories are selective, and highly idealistic. Although workers managed to occupy such land 
until 1970, their occupation of these territories was always tenuous, depending on the 
vicissitudes of a white land owner/landlord, These claims of land ownership, however, are 
nevertheless extremely important for many ex-farm workers , and have specific implications 
for land restitution in the SRV. Given the long history of struggle that characterises workers' 
attempts to hold onto their land throughout the 20'h Century, such land claims cannot be 
treated as if they are fictitious, However, the fact that land ownership (i.e. : factual 
documentation) cannot always be established - and the simultaneous claim of such land by a 
variety of other parties (including white farmers) - will definitely not count in the favour of 
Xhosa-speaking claimants. 
9,3 Anthropology, objectivity and situated-ness 
In this thesis I have argued that literature dealing with displacement, as well as farm work in 
South Africa , can sometimes obscure the details and minutiae of everyday existence by 
focusing on the negative, and therefore lessen the importance of the positive. In this sense, it 
has been a far more valuable process in illuminating the social histories and identities of farm 
workers as frontier residents , than focusing on developing a model of displacement that 
would only account for the suffering and stresses of physical movement. I do not view 
displacement as a once-off event, or an experience that only occurs in the modern 'de-
territoria lised' world (Appadurai 1997) - but as a historicised process that has occurred , and 
(sadly), will continue to inform the lives of people for some time in the foreseeable future , 
Similarly, I have pointed out that farm work cannot be treated as a distinct or SOlitary 
phenomenon, characterised by the negativities of domination and paternalism. I suggest 
(following Bourdieu), that an exclusive focus on the relationships of exploitation that 
accompany commercial farm work in South Africa , may sometimes inadvertently obscure 
deeper elements of historicity and place, and conceal the deeper meanings that work has for 
elements of belonging in the SRV . These elements of belonging (i.e: as a hybrid and 
indeterminate form of identity), are essential elements to keep in mind when assessing the 
way in which people in post-apartheid South Africa view and create their 'place'. 
, These are individuals who have lost touch with their morals and ancestral past. 
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In extrapolating the significance of this thesis to post-apartheid (and globalised) South Africa , 
the perspective of Keegan is essential in assessing the greater meaning of work and 
displacement in the SRV. As Keegan (1988) writes , in his description of sharecroppers and 
rural struggles of existence in South Africa: 
All sorts of hidden dimensions of the past are revealed in the life histories of people ... Some 
very large scale processes of social change (are) at work in the small scale context of 
individual and family experiences (1988: 131). 
In terms of displacement, this means that the hidden (and sometimes invisible), dimensions 
of human movement, must be given attention - the recurrent experiences of removals that 
may occur on a relatively small scale (as with the GAENP), but which are no less keenly felt 
than those affected by larger events of displacement. Labourers' experiences of displacement 
in the SRV cannot be underestimated by the fact that they have occurred on a smaller scale -
displacement in the SRV is about the hidden and sometimes obscure movements from farm 
to farm as a result of bad working conditions, personal disagreements between farmers and 
labourers, and the unknown numbers of people affected by the escalating numbers of game 
farms in the area. Accordingly, in this thesis I have argued that experiences of displacement 
associated with the GAENP is only the tip of a much larger iceberg, and that people in the 
region have felt the effects of territorial loss throughout their long history of occupation in the 
SRV since the early 18'h Century. As the situation in the SRV illustrates, many long term and 
historicised incidences of serial displacement may mean that such individuals remain 
unaccounted for in the larger scheme of private and state-driven 'development' in South 
Africa , which is precisely why they need to made visible. 
With regard to farm work, this thesis has suggested that the struggles waged by farm workers 
on white owned farm land must be given attention. As mini, almost self-regulating 
communities , many farms in the SRV are usually concerned with private, local matters that 
rarely make for interesting public discourse - so that the struggles and confrontations 
between landowners and labourers are mostly invisible to the general public. Despite their 
individuality and localised nature, however, these struggles are no less important than those 
waged in public and political arenas in South Africa. Importantly, as I have demonstrated , 
local contestations and struggles on commercial farming land are part of a deep historicity 
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. and competition for land and land use - which certainly does not lessen their importance. On 
the contrary, the relative recency of forced removals from ancestral grounds in the SRV (as 
late as 1970) makes the memories and removal from ancestral territories in the SRV all the 
more poignant for those involved . 
Accordingly, this thesis has suggested that anthropological studies of farm workers in South 
Africa make more use of historical literature to indicate the ways in which workers are 
connected to their localities. It may be true that farm work in South Africa has been marked 
by intense repression , paternalism and bad treatment, racism and jealously, but the degree to 
which farm work has influenced issues of identity and territoriality (i.e: connection to land) has 
largely gone unnoticed. I argue that a focus on the way in which issues of disruption and 
displacement has influenced the way in people view their place (within a locality, or a 
country), can be important to post-apartheid anthropology in South Africa. In South Africa , as 
the global trend suggests, most, if not all , people have experienced loss or displacement in 
some fashion or another during the last century. In many cases, particularly with instances of 
land restitution in South Africa, people are in the process of slowly reclaiming what was lost 
(or what they thought had been lost) in various ways: Rituals and symbolic moments are 
enacted, even in urban townships and slums, that link people to their memories of erstwhile 
(and distant) territories or ways of life, and that express the reasons why people think their 
losses should be rescinded. Importantly, as I have pointed out, and as Mayer (1961) 
suggests, memories (as well as ritual enactment) of ancestral (or 'traditional') spaces in the 
Eastern Cape are most commonly associated with land, and with a rural way of life: 'The 
place which [ancestral] spirits prefer, and which they regard as their 'real home', is the 
homestead in the country' (1961: 151). Currently, the content of what South Africans in such 
a 'de-territorialised' context would like to claim back are varied - most people require 
housing, others employment, or land. What is common to all these experiences, beyond 
direct basic economic needs, is the call for some kind of sense of placement and identity, 
albeit expressed and drawn from hybrid and varied sources, as suggested in the SRV. Again , 
the most important sources for identity and placement seem to be a rural home and base. 
Place in the SRV is perhaps representative of what Comaroff (1996: 165) calls the 'new 
politics of identity' in South Africa. Notably, the expression of such an 'identity' is largely 
dualistic - in that it involves recurrent episodes of displacement and removal, but also 
depends on the existence of its opposite - the desire for placement and rootedness. Among 
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farm workers , for instance, identity is not based upon an unchangeable memory of, what life 
was 'really like' on ancestral land, or limited to a group defined as 'the Xhosa' or 'the Khoi' , 
but upon a selective appropriation of ideas of rural living and of farming, Even though these 
ideas may have been sourced from their white employers, labourers have still used them in 
order to fashion a sense of belonging to a rural community, a home space, Many ideas of 
rootedness in South Africa thus may be based on precisely the opposite of permanence: a 
virtual 'community' , with scattered and destroyed clan and family groupings, or inaccessible 
old ancestral territories on private farms, urban locations and conserved land, Workers in the 
SRV still enact their memories of these events and places, however, 'virtual ' or 'fictive' they 
may seem, in order to create some form of agency and choice for themselves, 
Recognising the value of individual agency amid such complex expressions of place and 
belonging does not mean that such hybrid identities can be essentialised or fixed in any 
manner whatsoever. It is precisely the lack of durability in the globalised world that motivates 
people to establish homes, or families , and find a way to express their need for some form of 
belonging, or en-placement. This is palpably true for those people who have experienced 
long-term disruption, war or diaspora, people whom Malkki (1997: 91) refers to as 'accidental 
communities of memory' , Displaced people, particularly those who are forced to live together 
in unknown surroundings (such as refugee camps or host communities) , seem to create 
places and homes out of their memories of events and people - and can fashion identities 
based on their experiences of disruption, Farm workers have gradually familiarised 
themselves with their 'unknown' (i.e: full time employment on white farms after removal 
around 1960 and 1970) and constructed relatively durable ideas of place and belonging out of 
unpredictable and variable circumstances, 
Questions posed about the nature of place in the SRV may also hold some consequences for 
anthropology, as well as the way in which ethnographic texts are produced , Anthropology has 
often been described as the 'science of the ordinary' (McAllister 1997, Malkki 1997), in that 
anthropologists are most skilled in recording everyday phenomena, individual lives and daily 
routines - the minutiae of social and cultural existence, Anthropologists are trained to do this 
in a fashion that encourages full absorption and incorporation into people's routines, with as 
little disruption of people's everyday behaviour as is humanely possible', One of the most 
important end products of fieldwork , however, is the production of a document that can 
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. provide a 'window of clarity' to readers. Like the phenomenon of en-placement, (or even 
rituals) , however, such 'academic windows' are inevitably dualistic, and fictitious (Clifford and 
Marcus 1986: 6) - these documents, it seems, rely as much upon the perspective of the 
'other' (Le: the reader) as upon the capabilities of participants (Le: the author/anthropologist) 
(Gupta and Ferguson 1997). 
However, it is my contention that anthropology is not only about the 'science of the ordinary' , 
but that it also serves to highlight the exceptional - those actions that stand out above the 
ordinary, which Hamilton refers to as 'subjugated histories' (1998: 13). In a globalised world, 
as Malkki (1997) writes, anthropologists deal more than ever with transitory phenomena 
related to the in-determinability of place and the persistence of movement and disruption. 
Many anthropologists are searching for ways in which to describe and make sense of the 
paradoxes of the postmodern world - the implications that global communication, web based 
information, and globalised discourse hold for local identity. Many markers of the modern 
world - housing estates, model cultural villages, world renowned tourist destinations, game 
parks - are mostly designed to appeal to ideal idioms of existence that suggest that social 
and cultural identity are formed by a stable attachment to space, and expressed in a 
predictable fashion . As Wolmer (2003) and Ranger (1999) point out in the case of large 
wildlife parks (such as the GAENP) , globalised projections of identity are contained in a rather 
shallow appreciation of the complexities of existence, and most often masked in a language 
of apparent neutrality, which ask the observer to objectively accept these elements as they 
are, without question. The value of anthropology is, however, to present an alternative to the 
emptiness of globalised discourse - to present data derived from first hand experience, long-
term fieldwork , and 'extraordinary' observations of everyday phenomena. 
In this sense, anthropological methodology is about observing the everyday in an unusual 
way - finding the threads that run through people's lives, and looking for extraordinary stories 
in and amongst the observations of the minute. I am thus of the opinion that the production of 
an anthropological text cannot be about being 'objective', but rather, is about being 'situated', 
and sometimes situated in an experience of marginality. This thesis has hopefully created an 
alternative slant to the history and anthropology of the SRV - beyond the characterisation of 
the district as a white farming zone, wherein all labourers are inevitably caught up in 
relationships of exploitation - or where individuals have experienced only the negative 
, But (paradoxically), with maximum disruption to the anthropologist's own! 
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consequences of displacement and disruption. Accepting these phenomena as a kind of an 
objective reality would deny the mechanisms whereby workers use their experiences of 
disruption to fashion their identity, and obscure the ways in which workers create a sense of 
place in their landscape. Moreover, as I have indicated, anthropological methodology has 
changed to such a degree that fieldwork can sometimes be viewed as a multi-sited type of 
'location' work , rather than a bounded 'field' experience. In this sense, text production is 
about situated ness - recognising that each anthropological fieldwork experience takes on a 
different form , depending on the degree to which the anthropologist can familiarise herself 
with each 'field ' (Bourdieu 1977), or context of action. 
Much of what has occurred in the SRV is because people have questioned power and 
dominance in their lives, despite their poverty and apparent weakness. Actions such as these 
continue to occur in South Africa as a whole - citizens are demanding more effective service 
delivery, housing and equal treatment. Consequently, the way in which people deal with 
domination and power calls for an academic perspective that avoids homogenisation and 
neutrality. As I have pointed out, the ability of people to contest domination and 
homogenisation depends largely on the way in which they deal with ongOing experiences of 
disruption and displacement. Clearly, 'serial ' displacement in the SRV, has nurtured 
residents' sense of belonging and place, and influenced the way in which they order the 
spaces around them. The landscape in the SRV is imbued with historicity and ancestral belief 
systems, both of which increase the importance of a territorially-based system of identity and 
consequently, create a strong connection to a regional locality. 
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APPENDIX ONE 
Worker questionnaire, Social Impact Assessment for the Greater Addo Elephant 
National Park. 2001 . 
1. 
2. 
3. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
I. 
General 
a. Age 
b. Gender 
c. Race 
d. Home language 
e. Education level 
Labour 
a. Are you seasonal or permanent? 
b. Do you on farm or off farm 
c. What is your job? 
d. How many hours a day do you work? 
e. Who did you get this job? 
f. What are the benefits of your work as a farm worker? 
g. If you did not have this job, what other job would you have, based on your 
skills? 
h. What other skills do you have? 
i. What hobbies or interests do you have? 
Work History 
List work history (Place, date, salary, type of work) 
Where were you born? 
Who long have you been living on this farm? 
Do you have any other homes in other places? 
How long have you been living in this area? 
Have you worked on other farms in the area? 
Why did you leave these farms? 
Have you ever lived elsewhere besides on farms? 
What type of job did you do? 
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J. Have you ever had non-farm jobs before? 
k. What did you do? 
1. If you had a choice, would you live on or off farm? Why? 
4. Financial 
5. 
a. What are your weekly monthly wages? 
b. Do you get paid for extra work? How much? 
c. How does your salary compare to other famrs in the area? 
lower/higher/don't know) 
d. During which months do you earn the highest/lowest? Why? 
e. Are you the main household provider? 
f. Who else is? 
g. What is your income mainly used for? 
h. How does your salary compare with other providers? 
i. Please rank your expenditure from highest to lowest: 
Farm shop 
Debt repayments 
Rent 
Food 
Transport 
Entertainment 
Clothes/furniture 
Water 
Electricity 
Education 
Remittances 
Other 
j . Do you sne money away to a family member elsewhere? Who? Where and 
how much? How regularly? 
k. Does someone send omney to you? 
I. Do you hand over money to your wife/husband/parents? How much? 
m. Do you have any additional income? 
n. Do you know of any small business organized by workers in the area? 
o. Does anyone in you home get old age or disability pensions? Who? 
Land use 
a. How much stock do you have? 
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6. 
7. 
8. 
b. Why type? 
c. How did you procure it? 
d. Do you cultivate land? 
e. What size is the land? 
f. What do you plant? 
g. How does the farmer control your stock? 
h. Do you have another property outside of th is farm? Where? 
Social benefits 
a. Indicate whether you or the farmer provide these benefits. Indicate type as 
well (eg: tap or dam water): 
House 
Maintenance of house 
Rent 
Clean water (type) 
Sewage 
Power (type) 
Education - school 
Food 
Transport 
Loans 
Medical 
Death benefits 
Pensions 
Bonuses 
Farm shop 
Skills development 
Clothes 
Other 
Household structure 
a. Maerial made of 
b. Rooms in house 
c. Persons per room 
d. Problem with structure? 
Households 
No Sex Age Relationship Location Duration Place Provider? education 
to speaker on farm of birth Salary 
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a. Does anyone in your family stay outside this farm? Who and where? 
b. Why did they move? Do they work there? 
c. Does anyone stay or lodge in town? Why and who? Where? 
9. Networks 
10. 
a. if one farm : how often do you travel off the farm and why? Where do you 
go? 
b. Where are your family and friends situated? Parents, wife , children , 
siblings? 
c . 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
I. 
j. 
k. 
I. 
m. 
Extra 
How often do you visit these people? 
Where do you get your household supplies from? 
How often do you go? 
How do these supplies differ from farm supplies? 
Do you have any transport of your own? 
If not, how do you travel? 
Are there any taxis or buses here? 
How much do they cost? 
What is the furtherest you have traveled? Why and where? 
If you had to live elsewhere, where would you live? 
Is the person a migrant labourer? Explore. 
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APPENDIX TWO 
Questionnaire for Permanent Farm Workers Households, Resettlement Policy 
Framework. Greater Addo Elephant National Park. 2002. 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
SANP is busy with a programme to expand the Addo National Park. To do so they will have to 
purchase farms in this area. In purchasing farms. people who are currently resident on these 
farms will have to move. As such the SANP are busy with a study (commissioned by the World 
Bank) that will examine the way in which the park expansion project will affect the communities 
(farmers and workers) involved. An important aspect of this is to provide a plan to ensure that 
people are properly resettled and compensated and that as many people as possible are 
provided with jobs related to the new expanded park. 
In order to make sure that this happens, our team of researchers will need to have information 
about those households who may be affected. The type of information needed is related to the 
potential loss of land homesteads, income, and social networks as a result of the farms being 
sold to the SANP. We are conducting individual surveys with those farmers and workers who 
may be affected , and your household is being asked to participate in this exercise. 
Individuals who are asked to answer questions are the heads of households or. where they 
may be absent. the acting heads. If possible. we would appreciate the assistance of other 
members of the household so as to obtain all the relevant information for the household as a 
whole. In order to gather reliable information. it is important that questions are answered as 
accurately as possible. We appreciate your co-operation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
FARM NUMBER 
FARM NAME 
DATE 
RESEARCHERIS 
FARM CODE (IDENTITY NO) 
NO OF HOUSEHOLDS ON FARM] 
I I 
NUMBER OF THIS HOUSEHOLD (P1 ,2,3,) 
1: What is the name of the Farm? 
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1.2: What is the name of the household head? 
Xhosa (igama lesiXhosa) 
English or Afrikaans (igama lesiNgesi/lesiBhulu) 
Surname/clan (ifanilisiduko 
1.3: Name of Respondent: 
Xhosa (igama lesiXhosa) 
English or Afrikaans (igama lesiNgesillesiBhulu) 
Surname/clan (ifani/isiduko) 
1.4 Highest level of education passed 
1.5 What is your position in this household? (e.g. household head, spouse of 
household head, child of household head, etc.) 
1.6 For how long has this household been living on this farm? 
years 
Q2: Household Composition 
We would like information about all members of this household (children and adults). Could you please answer the 
following questions, starting with yourself and then moving from the oldest to the youngest household member. 
No. Name Relation Gender Age Where will they Education Employment Employment Occupation 
to Head sleep tonight Completed Status type 
(de facto/jure) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Notes to the interviewer: 
Where Not Applicable, leave the space blank. 
For Age, ask for "year born". Or make an estimation based on events at the time, if the respondent is unsure. 
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Relation to Head Gender Age Where will they sleep tonight Education Completed Employment Status 
0 Not related M Male 99 0 At educational facility as a No formal education 1 Had 
1 Household head F Female Unknown boarder e.g schooUcoliege Below sch ool-going age earnings/amplo 
2 Husbandlwife 1 Work away/migrant Sub NB, grade112 yed JOIst month 
3 Child 2 Stock tenderfherding Sid 1-3 2 Did not have 
4 Son-fdaughter-in- livestock Std 4-5 earnings/not 
lew 3 On holiday, visiting Std 6-7 employed last 
5 Grandchild elsewhere Std8-9 month 
6 Parent. pa rent-in- 4 In prison Std 101matric 
law 5 In hospital Post matric non-university 
7 Grandparent, 6 At initiation University 
grandparent-tn-law 7 Other (specify) Unknown 
S Brother/sister, S Sleep here 
brotherlsister-in-Iaw 
9 Other relative 
Total No of people in the homestead 
I I 
3. The homestead 
3.1 Descriotion of homestead !layout, number, size etc.) Please describe each structure 
TVDe of hut No of rooms Buildinq material 
3.2 Please tell us how many of your graves are on this farm? 
No Relation to hh head When buried 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3.3 Description of garden 
Croo1 . Describe Approx area of crop 
Croo2 . Describe Aporox area of crop 
Croo3. Describe Approx area of crop 
Tree 11 fruit and nut onM. No of trees 
Tree 21fruit and nut onM. No of trees 
Grazinq land Aprox area 
Q4: Income 
4.1 Will you please tell me how much money, if any, was received by your homestead from 
each of the following sources in the last month . We are only interested in cash income 
available to the homestead. 
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2.Self-emp 
informal (n 
registered) 
3.Wag8 aa 
permanent 
4.Wag9 aa 
contract 
S.VVage ea 
informal 
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Migrant remittances: 
Employment Gross profits from self-
employment 
Salaries, wages of resident 
household members (including 
farm wages and seasonal 
work) 
Pensions Old ~ge 
Disability 
Agriculture Livestock sales 
Crop, vegetable, fruit sales 
Animal products' sales 
Other 
Other income 
TOTAL CASH INCOME FOR Last month 
4.2 Are you employed on the farm? Describe your duties. 
4.3 If yes are you the main provider? 
4.4 How much do you earn per month .. ............... (if wages paid weekly please convert to 
monthly and show how wages were calculated) 
If respondent is main provider skip to 6. 7, if N ask 6.4 
4.5 If not please tell us who is the main provider (in relation to the household head)? 
4.6 How much does this person earn per month? ....... , ...... . 
[i.e. wages, and any other sources of cash income] 
4.7 Where do they work ................. ....... ......... (Place Name) 
4.8 Please tell us about other members of your family, if any, and what they earn on this 
farm 
Position in hh Full Time or part time Earnings in Feb 2002 
employed 
4.9 Wh th b fits d at 0 er ene I oes th h e ouse 0 gam rom Ivmg on h Id . f r . th farm e 
Farm School 
Farm shop 
Union 
HousinQ 
Maintenance of housinQ 
Rations including sheep for slaughter (specify) 
WorkinQ clothes 
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Transp_ort 
Trainina 
Loans 
UIF 
Medical 
Electricity in home 
Water 
Firewood 
Pension 
Other (please specifyt 
Other (please specify) 
5: Agriculture and Land 
We would like to know something about the agricultural production of 
your homestead on this farm. 
5.1 What livestock does your homestead own and keep on this farm? 
Number (head count) 
Cattle [cows? Bulls? Tollies?] 
Goats 
Sheep 
Pigs 
Horses I ponies 
Donkeys I mules 
Chicken I poultry 
5.2 Of your livestock - can you sell animals, meat or wool in exchange for cash? 
53 G' fi f h t Ive rlgures or w a: you h . df ave receive oreac h fth 0 I I t ese anima s as. y'ear. 
Live animals (type) Meat Wool Other (feathers .. ) 
5.4 Where do you sell animal products? 
5.5 Does anyone sell it for you? 
5.6 Does your homestead have access to arable land that you use, or have used, for 
cultivation? 
5.7 If yes, how many fields do you have access to? 
(Interviewer try to gain an estimate of the number of hectares .. .. .. ........ ... ... ... ... ) 
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5.8 Did your homestead grow/produce/harvest any crops on this land during the past 
12 months? 
5.9 If yes, what crops were grown / produced? 
Number of bags Iweight 
harvested 
Grain Maize I maize meal (specify 
on or off the cob for maize) 
Sorghum I sorghum meal 
Wheat I wheat meal 
Dried beans I peas 
Vegetables 
Frurt 
Tobacco 
Other crops 
5 10 Have you sold any of your produce in the last year? 
Amount sold in Rands 
Grain Maize I maize meal (specify 
on or off the cob for maize) 
Sorqhum I sorqhum meal 
Wheat I wheat meal 
Dried beans I peas 
Vegetables 
Fruit 
Tobacco 
Other crops 
5.11 Does your homestead have any fruit trees? 
5.12 If YES, how many, and where are they situated? 
6 . TRAVEL AND LINKAGES 
6 .1 How often do you travel off farm? 
No of times ....... .. . (per month) 
6.2 Where do you go most often to shop? 
6.3 What kind of supplies do you get? 
6.4 Where do you go most often to church? 
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6.5 Where are your nearest family and friends located, who are not on this farm? 
6.6 How often do you visit these people (per month)? 
No of times ... . 
6.7 Do you have any transport of your own? 
6.8 What kind? 
6.9 If no, how do you travel to town/elsewhere? 
6.10 Are there are taxis/buses here? 
6.11 Where do they go? 
6.12 How much do they cost? 
.............. Rand per trip to nearest town one way 
6.13 If you have to live elsewhere, where would you prefer to live? 
6.14 Why would you choose this place? 
7 WORK SKILLS 
7.1 Please tell us which other languages you speak? 
EnQlish 
Afrikaans 
Xhosa 
Other 
7.2 Have you had any work experience other than farming. Please tell us about it. 
7.3 Have you ever lived anywhere besides on a farm? Tell us about it? 
7.4 Please give us your work and residential history : 
I Time I Place I Activity I Age I Reason for I Extra 
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8. ADDO RELATED 
8.4 Do you have any general comments I concerns that you would like to express 
around the possible Addo expansion? Please probe concerns e.g. What do you 
hope for from the park 
8.5 Do you know of any people who have moved off the farms that have been 
incorporated into ADDO over the last few years? If so, where can we find them. 
CASH INCOME DEFINITIONS 
MIGRANT REMITTANCES: 
Money sent from household members living away from the homestead e.g. from migrant workers (cash 
only). 
EMPLOYMENT (full-time, part-time and temporary): 
Gross profits from self-employment: earnings from business or informal sector activities other than 
from the sale of agricultural products. 
Salaries, wages: Gross earnings (i.e. before deductions) of members staying permanently in the 
homestead; overtime pay, bonus, commission. 
PENSIONS (lump sum or part payments): 
Old age pension fund, annuity grant; blind person's pension, war veteran's pension disability grant; 
workmen's compensation , accident insurance; maintenance grant; foster care allowance; unemployment 
benefi~ burial insurance; life insurance; endowment pol icy; house/property/car/agricultural insurance. 
INVESTMENTS: 
Stokvel or savings club receipts 
Burial society payout 
Other interest, dividends or annuities received from savings in a bank or building society; shares and 
stocks. 
HOUSING & PROPERTY: 
Rental from tenants, lodgers, boarders, or business property; sale of buildings 
AGRICULTURE: 
Livestock sales: sale of live animals including cattle, goats, sheep, pigs, poultry, donkeys, horses, 
ponies. 
Crop, vegetable, fruit sales: including dagga, grains, beans, nuts, vegetables, fruit. 
Animal product sales: including wool, mohair, skin/hides, milk, maas, cream, butter, cheese, eggs, 
meat & offal. 
Other rental from hiring out livestock (animals) , implements (e.g. tractor, hoe), fields, labour (e.g . for 
herding stock) ; sale of land; corn grinding. 
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TRANSFERS FROM OTHER HOUSEHOLDS (excluding migrant remittances): 
Cash gifts or support; bridewealth transfers (Iobola) 
MONEY WITHDRAWN IBORROWED, OR CREDIT OBTAINED 
Money withdrawn from savings account; money borrowed; personal loan obtained; credit from shop, 
bank or other source. 
OTHER INCOME SOURCES: 
Repayment of personal loan; private cash gift or donation; tributes to chiefs; betting payout, money 
prize; bursary or scholarship for education; trust money, inheritance, deceased estate; sale of personal 
and household goods. 
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APPENDIX THREE 
FARMER QUESTIONNAIRE RPF 
SANP is busy with a programme to expand the Addo National Park. To do so they will have to 
purchase farms in this area.ln purchasing farms, people who are currently resident on these 
farms will have to move. As such the SANP are busy with a study (commissioned by the World 
Bank) that will examine the way in which the park expansion project will affect the communities 
(farmers and workers) involved. An important aspect of this is to provide a plan to ensure that 
people are properly resettled and compensated and that as many people as possible are 
provided with jobs related to the new expanded park. 
In order to make sure that this happens, our team of researchers will need to have information 
about those households who may be affected. The type of information needed is related to the 
potential loss of land homesteads, income, and social networks as a result of the farms being 
sold to the SANP. We are conducting individual surveys with those farmers and workers who 
may be affected , and your household is being asked to participate in this exercise. 
Individuals who are asked to answer questions are the heads of households or, where they 
may be absent, the acting heads. If possible, we would appreciate the assistance of other 
members of the household so as to obtain all the relevant information for the household as a 
whole. In order to gather reliable information, it is important that questions are answered as 
accurately as possible. We appreciate your co-operation . 
FARM NUMBER 
FARM NAME 
DATE 
RESEARCHERIS 
FARM CODE (IDENTITY NO) 
1. General profile offarmer 
Name 
Age 
Gender 
Race 
Home lanquaqe 
Hiqhest educational level achieved 
2. What is the size of the farm? 
3.1 What are the main agricultural activities on the farm? 
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Small stock (specify type) 
Beef 
Dairy 
Game 
Maize crops 
Vegetable crops 
Mixed farming 
Other 
3.2 Please estimate the ha is use for farming activities in February 2002 
~ricultural activity Ha used (current) 
Small stock 
Beef 
Diary 
Agriculture/field crops 
Game 
Maize crops 
Verretable crops 
Fallow 
Land used by workers 
Other (specifyl 
4.1 Who owns the farm at present (the title deed)? 
4.2 If not yourself, how are you related to the title deed owner? 
5. How long have you and your family stayed on the farm? 
6. Household and family 
Name Age Gender Relationship Are they Education Employed 
currently (specify) 
resident 
on farm 
7. Permanent workers 
7.1 How are workers procured (are the outsourced , or related to other workers on the farm) 
7.2 Please give the following figures: 
I Number I Male I Female 
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1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
7.3 Please give the following wage figures (cash, excluding rations and benefits) 
Highest Work description Lowest Work description 
male male 
Highest Work description Lowest Work description 
female female 
7.4 Has your permanent labour forced increased or decreased during the last five years? 
7.5 By how many? 
7.6 Why has this happened? 
7.7 If this farm was purchased by SANparks would any workers have to be retrenched? 
7.8 How many would be affected? 
7.9 If not, where could these workers find alternative employment? 
7.10 What training do your staff have that might make them employable by SANParks? 
7.11 Who do you think is responsible for finding work for any retrenched staff? 
7.12 Who do you think is responsible for any retrecnhment packages if work cannot be 
found? 
7.13 Do your workers have UIF? 
8. Seasonal workers 
8.1 How do you hire seasonal workers? 
8.2 For what purpose do they work? 
8.3 What are their general origins? 
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8.4 Please provide numbers for 2001 
8.5 Has your seasonal labour increased/decreased during the last five years? 
8.6 Why is this so? 
8.7 By how much has it increased/decreased? 
8.8 Do seasonal workers live on farm when they are working? 
8.9 Please describe their accommodation 
8.10 Do they bring their families along as well? 
9. White collar workers 
9.1 How many white collar workers do you empoly? 
9.2 Will they be affected by a land sale to SANParks? 
9.3 Please describe the nature of their work? 
Worker Work description Race Gender 
10. Employee benefits 
10.1 Please indicate in your opinion what percentage of total salary per month does worker 
benefits amount to? 
10.2 lease indicate the following and describe: 
Farm school 
Farm shop 
Union 
HousinQ 
Maintenance of housing 
Food (Staple) 
Food (meat) 
Food (sugar. etc .. ) 
Working clothes 
Transport 
TraininQ 
Loans 
UIF 
Medical 
Pension 
Other 
10.3 Please indicate how workers wages are influenced by the rations they receive? 
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10.4 Do all workers (male , female , single, married) receive the same rations? 
10.5 Please indicate whether seasonal workers receive these benefits: 
Farm school 
Famn shop 
Union 
Housing 
Maintenance of housing 
Food (Staple) 
Food (meat) 
Food (sugar, etc .. ) 
Working clothes 
Transport 
Training 
Loans 
UIF 
Medical 
Pension 
Other 
11 . Assets/livleihoods 
11 .1 Are other farms owned by the legal body that owns this farm? 
11 2 Please describe . 
Size Location Purpose No of workers 
11 .3 Would these workers also be affected by retrenchment? 
11.4 How would your activities on your additional farm be affected by the sale of this farm? 
Labour size Labour paye Labour intensity Herd size Agricultural 
output 
11 .5 What other businesses are owned by you or the legal body that owns this farm? 
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11.6 Where are they? 
11.7 Could they absorb some of the labour from this farm? 
11 .8 Are there any heritage sites on the farm/in the area? 
11 .9 Please indicate whether you have had any knowledge of the whereabouts or 
employment of people previously employed on farms purchased by SANParks? 
11 .9 Extra comments by farmer/researcher 
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APPENDIX FOUR 
Land claims in the SRV (Land Claims Commission 2000 , PEl. 
Claimant Property Date submitted Status 
Mzimkulu Duna Mistkraal 31 December Registry 
1998 
Mistkraal Mistkraallocation 25 November Registry 
community 1998 
Joseph Jonas Portions of Enon Mission 15 December Registry 
reserve no. 40, Beersheba 1998 
location 
Mzukisi Mapela Korhaansdrif 11 November Registry 
1998 
Elizabeth Smith Korhaanspoort 9 October 1995 Reqistry 
HD Holthauzen Korhaansdrif 11 January 1995 Non 
compliance 
Jackson Upper Witpoort 31 December Registry 
Hconqwana 1998 
George Smith Soetkloof 31 December Registry 
1998 
Mzimkulu Duna Soetkloof 31 December Registry 
1998 
Thembile Links Kaboega 14 December Registry 
1998 
Johannes van der Unpecified land 31 December Registry 
Walt 1998 
Tumini Gxakaxa Bontrok 19 October 1998 Registry 
Tumini Gxakaxa Rooiwal 19 October 1998 Registry 
Mzimkulu Duna Glenconner 31 December Registry 
1998 
Mzimkulu Duna Mistkraal 31 December Registry 
1998 
Keki Langbooi Osberg 11 November Claim 
1998 lodQed 
Tumani Gxakaxa Vyeboom 19 October1998 Reqistrv 
I. Nyathi Groot Uie October 1995 Successful 
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